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Where is anger in a chart?

« on: 24.06.2019 at 06:25 [UT+1] »

 

I've been aware of how angry people get here on the forum and at times it seems quite destructive. This is

from a newsletter of Rick Hanson (author of Buddha's Brain). He's a neuro-psychologist and I think a good one,

in addition he's a really pleasant and positively intentioned person.  

I copied it to here, cause I have been, at times, quite uncomfortable with the degree of anger inappropriately

(imo) dumped on various forum members in threads, usually in repeat performances, seemingly somewhat

unconsciously. I never know how to interact on these occasions in a way that is helpful.  

So, I wondered where anger is found in one's natal chart. For those who are completely unaware of how they

come across... are there any placements they might check out, such as Mars in a natal chart, to get a clue and

start to own their projections perhaps?

 

Quote:

Beware Anger.

Why?

Anger is tricky.

On the one hand, anger – feeling annoyed, irritated, resentful, fed up, mad, outraged, or enraged – alerts us to real threats, real injuries,

and real wrongs that need correcting, and it energizes and fuels us to do something about them. In my family growing up, my parents had

a monopoly on anger. So, I suppressed my own, along with a lot of other feelings, and it’s been a long journey to reclaim my interior,

including anger, and be able to feel it fully and (hopefully) express it skillfully.

Whether in personal relationships or in the halls of power, people in positions of authority or privilege often tell others that they don’t

deserve to be angry, they shouldn’t get so worked up, it’s their own fault, etc. when in fact they have every reason and right in the world

to be angry. It is certainly important to know in your heart what is actually happening, how bad it is, what the causes are, and what to do

– and decide for yourself how much you want to get or stay angry.

On the other hand, anger:

Feels bad past the first rush of it

Stresses the body, over time wearing down health

Narrows attention, losing sight of the big picture

Clouds judgment, driving us to act impulsively, potentially violently

Creates and revves up conflicts with others

Anger often hurts us more than it hurts others. I believe there is a saying from Alcoholics Anonymous: "Resentment is like taking poison .

. . and waiting for others to die." This metaphor of a beguiling toxin is also found in a description from early Buddhism: "Anger has a

honeyed tip . . . and a poisoned barb."

How?

Recognize anger. Feel it, don’t suppress it. Explore it and find whatever is valid in what it is telling you. Also look beneath it, to the hurt or

sorrow or outrage on behalf of others. Help yourself open to and include all of yourself. Be skeptical of others who try to talk you out of

your reactions out of their own self-interest.

Figure out what you are going to do. Usually not easy, to be sure, but try to slow things down so you can think clearly, find your ground,

and Take Heart (another, post of mine).

This said, beware – be watchful, be wary – of how anger can work on your mind and hijack you.

Anger comes with justifications. We feel wronged, mistreated, affronted, provoked: "Of course I’m mad. You made me mad. It’s your

fault." I remember once banging my shin on a coffee table and getting so mad I kicked the table . . . as if it were to blame. Anger is

seductive, drawing us into cases against others, bills of prosecution, mental emails drafted in bed at 2 am (speaking from personal

experience!). Anger fools us, making us feel perfectly entitled to lash out and say or do terrible things . . . from which we eventually

wake as if from a nightmare with dismay and remorse at our actions. Anger is – literally – tricky.

And anger is a particularly powerful trickster when it plays out inside and between groups. You can see this at all scales, from cliques in

high school to office gossip to politics to war. A group will often form around shared grievances, and then defend and proclaim those

grievances no matter what the facts are to maintain its cohesion and identity. Whether on the schoolyard in 5th grade or in nations

throughout history, authoritarian leaders have exploited our social primate vulnerability to the appeal of grievance in order to acquire and

hold on to power, inflating and even inventing grievances while promising to protect the group and avenge it against those who have

wronged it.

It is no small thing to find your own way inside such a group with such a leader. Or to find a way to relate to those in such groups with

moral clarity and strength of heart – without being clouded or infected by anger yourself.

In my meditative tradition, I’ve heard it said that anger is like throwing hot coals with bare hands: both people get burned. In

relationships, families, organizations, countries, and the world altogether, there has been so much burning already in our shared human

history. Too much burning. Too many minds burned up with anger.

Potency, agency, authenticity, fierce compassion, moral confidence, truth spoken to power: none of these is anger or requires anger. Truly,

each one of us can come home to the dignity, authority, and courage to stand in the truth and speak from the heart with passion and

power, free of the flames of anger.

Share this Just One Thing free newsletter with your friends: Rick Hanson
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #1 - on: 24.06.2019 at 07:12 [UT+1] »

 

#1 Mars in the Fire signs of Aries, Leo, Saj

 

#2 Moon in hot-headed Aries.

 

I'd much rather deal with these types than the simmering volcanoes, the passive aggressive types.  Passive

aggressive behavior naturally brings out the anger in others.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #2 - on: 24.06.2019 at 08:02 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from 2MuchEarth on 24.06.2019 at 07:12 [UT+1]:

#1 Mars in the Fire signs of Aries, Leo, Saj

#2 Moon in hot-headed Aries.

I'd much rather deal with these types than the simmering volcanoes, the passive aggressive types. Passive aggressive behavior naturally

brings out the anger in others.

 

Mercury Mars afflictions, Sun Moon Mars afflictions.........Sun in fire signs, Aries in particular can be quite a

hothead.

 

Taurus are known to have the worst tempers in the Zodiac once they've reached their boiling point which takes

a long time to build.

 

Capricorns are the most vindictive earth sign and will calculate their angry revenge.

 

The sensitive water signs; intellect proud air signs, when the former feel disrespected, and the latter think that

their intelligence has been insulted, angry outbursts result.

 « Last Edit: 24.06.2019 at 23:40 [UT+1] by u9721257 »  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #3 - on: 24.06.2019 at 08:18 [UT+1] »

 

They take out the frustrations they feel out on the forum where their anger is not going to have any serious

repercussions to them.

 « Last Edit: 24.06.2019 at 23:39 [UT+1] by u9721257 »  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #4 - on: 24.06.2019 at 11:49 [UT+1] »

 

I have lived with three Aries people and none of them I would describe as hot heads. Never seen any of them

really angry. As for me With a Cap stellium and Mars Rex in Can I have internalised my anger and think about

getting revenge but never do
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #5 - on: 24.06.2019 at 12:43 [UT+1] »

 

I'd look at the lord and grahas (planets) of the 1st (natural ruler/E), 3rd (skill and effort) and 5th house

(emotions, memory, discernment). Aspects between E and F helps too as Jupiter tends to see the bigger

picture or provide compassion, positive thoughts and righteousness. So if Mars is aggressive, a trine to Jupiter

will cool it down.  

 

If the Mars is in Gemini, how does one anger manifests?  

 

Mars is competitive, aggressive, dynamic, explosive, rules the hemoglobin, etc.  

Mercury is speech, volatility, abstract, rules the tongue, mouth, speech, voice, nervous system, etc.  

 

Anger is expressed in media communications, C chatters too much, and E feels the need to explain

everything so rashly and defensively. The energy is direct and competitive. Sharp, critical, micromanaging,

"long-winded". Anger projects perhaps stems from issues with siblings, lack of courage, elementary education

(unresolved bullying memories), unfulfilled short-term goals, lack of hobbies, lack of skill and effort, issues with

expressing one's creativity (i.e. singing, dancing), neighbors, issues with policemen or authority figures,

violence, bone marrow, physical injuries, etc.  

 

Then you look what house it's in. If it's in the 4th, it makes the person more inclined to have issues of the

mother who was always on the go, chattering away on mundane things, eccentric multi-tasking, Has too much

anxiety, parents may have divorced because of anger, sibling rivalry.

 

Then you look at the aspects. I think the Sun and Moon tells why a person is angry too. It's a combination.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #6 - on: 24.06.2019 at 13:39 [UT+1] »

 

saturn.

 

it limits you -> you don't like limits -> you get angry
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #7 - on: 24.06.2019 at 13:50 [UT+1] »

 

[quote author=Erich Edison link=1561353929/0#2 date=1561359776]Quote from 2MuchEarth on

24.06.2019 at 07:12 [UT+1]:

#1 Mars in the Fire signs of Aries, Leo, Saj

Taurus are known to have the worst tempers in the Zodiac once they've reached their boiling point which takes a long time to build.

 

Correct again, Erich!  I recall only once being so angry, age 16, that I felt like I could tear Maggie apart with my

bare hands, I really did.  (She was my best friend and had been goofing on me behind my back.)  Only once -

but this feeling was of such tremendous physical power I never forgot it. Good thing her mother yelled "What's

going on up there?" or I don't know what would have happened.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #8 - on: 24.06.2019 at 14:23 [UT+1] »

 

Thank the heavens for Becky's mother, Catsratz, or you might have done some time in juvenile hall.

 

Do you remember what Becky's Sun sign was ?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #9 - on: 24.06.2019 at 14:29 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from caplady on 24.06.2019 at 11:49 [UT+1]:

I have lived with three Aries people and none of them I would describe as hot heads. Never seen any of them really angry. As for me With

a Cap stellium and Mars Rex in Can I have internalised my anger and think about getting revenge but never do

 

 Did the Aries that you formerly lived with have Pisces or Taurus placements of Mercury and Venus?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #10 - on: 24.06.2019 at 14:46 [UT+1] »

 

Mars in general.

 

Everyone has the right to feel angry, but the point is to express it without hurting others or yourself.

 

That takes practice, but the key is to remember to be assertive, not aggressive!

 

 

p12
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #11 - on: 24.06.2019 at 15:03 [UT+1] »

 

I've seen 2 fire moon signs in a debate. they were best friends, both had sun&mars in gemini.

An Aries moon is nothing compared to an enraged Leo moon.  You can feel the rage in the air, they try to

control it and not make a scene but they are boiling. Aries moon is explosive yet childlike.

I have a good friend who is a leo moon&capri mars, sometimes when we are goofing around I cannot stop

laughing  and oh boy, don't laugh at a leo moon. He wouldn't say anything but the eyes tell a different story.

very proud people. Though I still laugh sometimes, it's funny as hell.  

I've never seen a i Moon angry  yet.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #12 - on: 24.06.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1] »

 

Leo hates to be made fun of and ridiculed in any way.

 

 Leo's simply have no sense of humor about themselves.

 

 Look at the footage of Leo rising Trump being made fun of by Obama and he is sitting in the audience stewing

in his own juices, never laughing once,  only grimacing with contained anger.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #13 - on: 24.06.2019 at 15:15 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from caplady on 24.06.2019 at 11:49 [UT+1]:

I have lived with three Aries people and none of them I would describe as hot heads. Never seen any of them really angry. As for me With

a Cap stellium and Mars Rex in Can I have internalised my anger and think about getting revenge but never do

I've known some Cappy types that bring down the steel door when they want to seek revenge.  And you can

scream your head off, pound your fists on that door, and that door ain't never going to open up again.  

 

For some unknown reason I pissed off a Cappy with Moon in Scorpio, and she emailed me and said she never

wanted to see me again or talk to me again.  That was 2 years ago.

 

My triple Saj pissed off his Cappy friend some time ago, he tried, unsuccessfully for 10 years to re-connect,

with no luck whatsoever.  Scorpio will never forget and will forgive, but Cappy's take it a step further, no

forgetting and no forgiveness whatsoever.

 

My Cap Moon will testify to that kind of behavior.  I also have the steel door and I've used it a number of times

over the years.  Cappy's think it's completely idiotic to forgive someone for someone that's angered them, and

usually, Cappy's have good reason for that.

 

Well said:  Silence can be louder than a scream!

 

My triple Scorpio with Mars in Aquarius, in the 10 years we were together, would have an explosion about once

 a year.  I would think of all the things he should have been angry with at the time, and he'd sing instead.  One

time, I swore that a gas main had blown somewhere, the noise was deafening.  Well, the simmering volcano

finally exploded.  He took his grandmother's spindled rocker, lifted it up over his head and slammed it down on

the kitchen floor, spindles flying everywhere and then the big smile:  Gee that felt good!  Yes, it could have

been me rather than the rocker!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #14 - on: 24.06.2019 at 15:16 [UT+1] »

 

Mars aspecting Moon especially o or m.
I try my hardest to stay away from my triggers. BmEb  

 

Sun aspecting Mars especially square. This is just the same as my Moon - Mars.

Mercury aspecting Mars especially quincunx or square. Again I try to be kind, I am verbally on fire though.

Sun aspecting Saturn brings frustration. Sun opposite Saturn, people usually impose limitations on me, I see

limits in others where I see ways further from my own perspective, possible Sun conjunct Jupiter adding to this

too.

 

Mars aspecting Saturn is tricky, the square is the mark of a coward for they choose someone who they will

deem as weaker than them to let go onto because the pressure is not there. (descriptions and real life

experience) I don't have a Saturn aspect to Mars.

 

Pluto square Mercury is incisive and direct, so much others feel they are being destroyed. I have to be careful

with this.

 

 

Anger often hurts us more than it hurts others. I believe there is a saying from Alcoholics Anonymous:

"Resentment is like taking poison . . . and waiting for others to die." This metaphor of a beguiling toxin is also

found in a description from early Buddhism: "Anger has a honeyed tip . . . and a poisoned barb."  

 

He is correct.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #15 - on: 24.06.2019 at 19:12 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

 I've been aware of how angry people get here on the forum and at times it seems quite destructive.

 

 

I was told by a forum member a long time ago that many on this forum have mental health disorders,

unemployment and financial issues, divorce and relationship issues.   Many are disabled, lonely, and on this

forum all day long.  And not to take it to 'heart'.  

 

I recently was told by a member that I'm "out for revenge" for her, from a member I didn't even know or

follow, and that I had continually "personally attacked" her.  I of course asked for the thread(s), which she could

not provide since they did not exist.  

 

I don't know if it's astrology or forums in general.  It seems like I don't see this kind of anger and aggression

on other forums.  And the Ad Hominem attacks often using one's chart, which this individual did to me also ,

w/o even knowing my chart...  Weird.

 

Quote:  

So, I wondered where anger is found in one's natal chart. For those who are completely unaware of

how they come across... are there any placements they might check out, such as Mars in a natal

chart, to get a clue and start to own their projections perhaps?

 

Yeah, many seem unaware or at least uncaring, how they come across.  And yes, Mars and other placements

may be seen, but it won't necessarily show TBI, Narcissism, Medications one is under the influence of, and

much more.  

 

All that said, many here are quite passionate about their beliefs on astrology, nothing wrong with that, but it

seems many go on the attack to prove them 'right' and another 'wrong'.   It seems some feel the need to feel

like a Deity.    

 

I think Rob Hand said "the one thing I wish for astrology, is to stop arguing over it"  

 

But I don't think that arguing about astrology is the root cause of all the anger and aggression that is on here.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #16 - on: 24.06.2019 at 21:51 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from zippy on 24.06.2019 at 19:12 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I've been aware of how angry people get here on the forum and at times it seems quite destructive.

I was told by a forum member a long time ago that many on this forum have mental health disorders, unemployment and financial issues,

divorce and relationship issues. Many are disabled, lonely, and on this forum all day long. And not to take it to 'heart'.

I recently was told by a member that I'm "out for revenge" for her, from a member I didn't even know or follow, and that I had

continually "personally attacked" her. I of course asked for the thread(s), which she could not provide since they did not exist.

I don't know if it's astrology or forums in general. It seems like I don't see this kind of anger and aggression on other forums. And the Ad

Hominem attacks often using one's chart, which this individual did to me also , w/o even knowing my chart... Weird.

Quote:

So, I wondered where anger is found in one's natal chart. For those who are completely unaware of how they come across...

are there any placements they might check out, such as Mars in a natal chart, to get a clue and start to own their projections

perhaps?

Yeah, many seem unaware or at least uncaring, how they come across. And yes, Mars and other placements may be seen, but it won't

necessarily show TBI, Narcissism, Medications one is under the influence of, and much more.

All that said, many here are quite passionate about their beliefs on astrology, nothing wrong with that, but it seems many go on the

attack to prove them 'right' and another 'wrong'. It seems some feel the need to feel like a Deity.

I think Rob Hand said "the one thing I wish for astrology, is to stop arguing over it"

But I don't think that arguing about astrology is the root cause of all the anger and aggression that is on here.

All excellent points, Zippy.

Some probably do it for sport just like the trolls on any other site, simply enjoying the reactions they get.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #17 - on: 24.06.2019 at 23:17 [UT+1] »

 

In Astrology aggression belongs to Mars, and so does sexuality. This alone talks about the potent dual nature of

aggression, on one side there's its disruptive nature, on the other, its powerful quality of regeneration.

 

Aggression can be good, it denounces something that clashes with our subconscious, and it's good if this

energy is brought to our awareness. It can be detrimental when this energy is poorly understood and directed.

We might consider these things when we fall into some forum battle: there can be very steamy hot factors

going on.  

 

In excuse to the people who act harshly or inconsiderately in here, I can say I've been on their same page when

I was at my lowest; the online forums were then a mean to let my unresolved anger come out, and I'm still

sorry for lashing on some people, and it's funny because those with whom I've let my energy come out, were

the ones I had a good admiration for. As the saying goes, we hate those we love the most.

 

Our true desires can clash with our ego and its expressions, and it's not just an astrological motive, as said

before, many external circumstances can be at play. It would be good to study the nature of our Mars when we

feel at our lows, direct its energy in the most appropriate way... but it's obviously easier said than done.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #18 - on: 24.06.2019 at 23:47 [UT+1] »

 

Here the results of 200 "aggressive" + 72 "mean spirited" people, from the ADB  

 

 

I didn't include the planetary aspects because no significant pattern was found... actually there are some

interesting results but they go against the laws of astrology (for examples there are some trines that are more

frequent than expected...)
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #19 - on: 25.06.2019 at 02:20 [UT+1] »

 

Quite surpised with the low count on Jh as it's quite vilified by the Je and Jf generation on this forum.

The young members doesn't survive long here.  

 

fE and c, both C ruled.  

 

 

The numbers speak for itself. Thanks for the data.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #20 - on: 25.06.2019 at 02:47 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 25.06.2019 at 02:20 [UT+1]:

Quite surpised with the low count on Jh as it's quite vilified by the Je and Jf generation on this forum. The young members doesn't

survive long here.

fE and c, both C ruled.

The numbers speak for itself. Thanks for the data.

 

Likewise, we don't like them either.

 

Leo Pluto is all about the self, Virgo Pluto, good at giving out but bad at doing it themselves.

hJ We are not aggressive just factual.

Truth hurts those who cannot bear it.

 

 

gJ Don't exist to be honest. Fall of Pluto though.

 

https://trustedpsychicmediums.com/scorpio-star-sign/pluto-in-scorpio/

 

We should also look into which they have issues with, some Pluto in Scorpio's have Saturn in Aquarius, and in

fact don't have the 3 outers in Capricorn.

 

https://www.elsaelsa.com/astrology/the-mega-capricorns-born-in-1990-1991-and-199 3/

http://www.linda-goodman.com/ubb/Forum24/HTML/225779.html

 

I was born in 1990, also born with the devil tarot & the lovers.

I am also Capricorn dominant.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #21 - on: 25.06.2019 at 04:54 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 25.06.2019 at 02:47 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 25.06.2019 at 02:20 [UT+1]:

Quite surpised with the low count on Jh as it's quite vilified by the Je and Jf generation on this forum. The young

members doesn't survive long here.

fE and c, both C ruled.

The numbers speak for itself. Thanks for the data.

Likewise, we don't like them either.

Leo Pluto is all about the self, Virgo Pluto, good at giving out but bad at doing it themselves.

hJ We are not aggressive just factual.

Truth hurts those who cannot bear it.

gJ Don't exist to be honest. Fall of Pluto though.

https://trustedpsychicmediums.com/scorpio-star-sign/pluto-in-scorpio/

We should also look into which they have issues with, some Pluto in Scorpio's have Saturn in Aquarius, and in fact don't have the 3 outers

in Capricorn.

https://www.elsaelsa.com/astrology/the-mega-capricorns-born-in-1990-1991-and-199 3/

http://www.linda-goodman.com/ubb/Forum24/HTML/225779.html

I was born in 1990, also born with the devil tarot & the lovers.

I am also Capricorn dominant.

 

eJ: Sun is dominance and governing the threads gives them a sense of power and perhaps pride.

 

fJ: over-analyze too much on people words. Too much criticism.  

 

Also, I don't think hJ are factual per say, but their skepticism and deep investigative instinct tends to give a

different more terrifying angle or side to a story that reveals a possible truth.

 

I didn't know tarot birth cards exists! Just looked it up.

 

Ok, mine is Judgement (ruled by J) and The High Priestess.

 « Last Edit: 25.06.2019 at 15:46 [UT+1] by u464443574 »  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #22 - on: 25.06.2019 at 07:10 [UT+1] »

 

Mars rules anger, but I think there's more at work on an Internet forum.

 

1.  We don't see people's facial expressions or hear their tone of voice.  We miss the cues that normally get us

to tone down our martial communications.

 

2.  If astrology means anything, different people respond differently to communications.  Sagittarians are

reputed to be very blunt, for example.  To them, it's straight talk.  A sensitive Pisces, however, is likely to

experience those blunt words  as hurtful.  Scorpios/Plutonians may crave more intensity than a reserved,

diplomatic Libra is prepared to handle.

 

3.  Some people do not appear to have the verbal tools to disagree with someone's post without attacking

them personally.  The best advice from Human Resources departments is, criticize the ideas, not the person.  Of

course, this advice doesn't help much if we think we are our ideas, but a little Aquarian detachment goes a long

way.

 

4.  Some people like to debate, and don't see the need to concede an important point.  I plead guilty here.

 Ideally it's a debate about ideas, facts, principles, &c; but for people who find serious debates uncomfortable,

notably when they devolve into personal attacks, maybe the best strategy is just to skip over the aggravating

posts.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #23 - on: 25.06.2019 at 08:09 [UT+1] »

 

I've added the "temper" category to the results, +94 people. Interestingly, the main scores don't change

 

(In yellow the scores that deviate the most from the expected results, but you are free to interpret the results

however you prefer):

 

 

and the planetary patterns that deviate from the expectancy, in decreasing order:

 

NN square Moon (+12)

 

Neptune square Moon (+10)

Venus trine Pluto (+10)

Saturn quintile Chiron (+10)

Neptune trine Saturn (+10)

 

Venus square Moon (+ 9)

Mars square Moon (+9)

Moon sextile Mars (+9)

 

Uranus quintile Sun (+8)

 

Sat inconjunt Mars (+7)
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #24 - on: 25.06.2019 at 18:07 [UT+1] »

 

The anger chart has the NN in Libra score highest. Coming from a place of anger SN in Aries.

Great  information, thanks for posting it, Roland 303.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #25 - on: 25.06.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Erich Edison on 24.06.2019 at 14:23 [UT+1]:

Do you remember what Becky's Sun sign was ?

 

No, but this was 1966.  I probably knew Maggie's birthdate at the time.   I think it was in the cold-weather

months.

 

This is the first and last time it ever happened, age 16.  I felt I could actually tear chunks out of her with my

bare hands if I tried, the rage feeling was that strong.  And I'm not even a shouter or door-slammer.  

 

An effective way I've found to release anger if it needs to be released, especially with someone like a boss or

landlord, is to just think silently while looking into their eyes of what you'd really like to say to them.  As our

brains operate on electricity, I think the message does go through.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #26 - on: 25.06.2019 at 21:22 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Catsratz on 25.06.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1]:

Quote from Erich Edison on 24.06.2019 at 14:23 [UT+1]:

Do you remember what Becky's Sun sign was ?

No, but this was 1966. I probably knew Maggie's birthdate at the time. I think it was in the cold-weather months.

This is the first and last time it ever happened, age 16. I felt I could actually tear chunks out of her with my bare hands if I tried, the rage

feeling was that strong. And I'm not even a shouter or door-slammer.

An effective way I've found to release anger if it needs to be released, especially with someone like a boss or landlord, is to just think

silently while looking into their eyes of what you'd really like to say to them. As our brains operate on electricity, I think the message

does go through.

Laser like focus and concentrated force of thought can communicate your message loud and clear.

I have successfully done this with another person, but it was in a fun way, not angry.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #27 - on: 26.06.2019 at 08:27 [UT+1] »

 

A line given to me almost 30 years after years of getting angry with a partner fir the way i was being treated.  

"I AM NEVER ANGRY FOR THE REASON I THINK"

Ihave mars conj saturn in cancer tr sun but aries merc wide sqr cancer moon and mars. When i sorted out the

moon issues then the anger changed to clear assertiveness and the ability to determine what was worth feeling

angry about or letting go.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #28 - on: 26.06.2019 at 21:26 [UT+1] »

 

I do not think it  just astrology forums 

 

take a peek at the depression levels of people on facebook, social media who spend a lot of time on there.

 

read an article how people born in the last 15 yrs or so, are very socially disconnected, their only outlet is the

media. no one hangs out like years ago.

 

depression and anger can be a mixed bag. astrology forums do not take all the rap.  

not sure if can actually blame the internet, though.  maybe there are limitations now on people getting

together. having a great time.

families separated, the list goes on.

 

interesting chart, thanks
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #29 - on: 26.06.2019 at 21:31 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from maribsage on 26.06.2019 at 21:26 [UT+1]:

I do not think it just astrology forums 

take a peek at the depression levels of people on facebook, social media who spend a lot of time on there.

read an article how people born in the last 15 yrs or so, are very socially disconnected, their only outlet is the media. no one hangs out

like years ago.

depression and anger can be a mixed bag. astrology forums do not take all the rap.  

not sure if can actually blame the internet, though. maybe there are limitations now on people getting together. having a great time.

families separated, the list goes on.

interesting chart, thanks

 

There is no true form of control on the internet so people will display themselves in a full sense.

One thing though, the internet is excellent for venting because if you read it back, you will see all of your short

comings, that would of course need a mind that wants to improve themselves.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #30 - on: 26.06.2019 at 22:01 [UT+1] »

 

Just study the behavior of people at a get together and what are they doing? They're engaging their phones

instead of the people directly in front of them!

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #31 - on: 26.06.2019 at 23:06 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Erich Edison on 26.06.2019 at 22:01 [UT+1]:

Just study the behavior of people at a get together and what are they doing? They're engaging their phones instead of the people directly

in front of them!

I don't understand this behaviour, I don't even take my phone with me and use my computer for things like

that, so if I am at home I can do that, but when I am out or working.. it don't exist.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #32 - on: 26.06.2019 at 23:15 [UT+1] »

 

Good for you CV. This rude phone behavior is pervasive and also ruins peoples experiences while watching a

movie, because heaven forbid the phone addict might miss a text message!

 

 Some phone addicts have the gall to speak on their phones during the movie, and the illumination from their

phones in a darkened theatre is a further distraction.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #33 - on: 27.06.2019 at 15:15 [UT+1] »

 

Aries moon: I anger quickly, but also only get angry for a couple of minutes. I don't even really get angry, just

hot-headed, so I react.

My boyfriend has scorpio moon. He does not get angry a lot, but when he does it takes days to make up  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #34 - on: 27.06.2019 at 16:34 [UT+1] »

 

Scorpio Moons, find it hard to forgive and forget.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #35 - on: 27.06.2019 at 23:33 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Erich Edison on 27.06.2019 at 16:34 [UT+1]:

Scorpio Moons, find it hard to forgive and forget.

 

Seriously? No. I know a Taurus having Moon conj Jupiter as hus yod apex - you can't get more concentrated

than that. And add to that his Mars conj Venus in Aries, as also part of his yod.

 

Yet one gentle word... or maybe a few, but he doesn't stew longer than 24 hours   

He does boil. But he takes time out, and its gone.

Maybe its his Pluto conj Saturn which cools the moon anger?

Also his Uranus in Gemini - freezes the thoughts!

 

Jen J

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #36 - on: 27.06.2019 at 23:42 [UT+1] »

 

The Scorpio Moons that I've been able to personally observe do have a desire to take revenge when they've

been wronged, and do carry their anger around for some time.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #37 - on: 28.06.2019 at 00:30 [UT+1] »

 

hB, I vouch for this one.  I have watched my daughter, she will go to the battlefield with anyone. they are

bigger, does not matter.

but she has an out of bounds E in j 28 declination

eA

 

difficult to say which one.

 

she does not seem to hold grudges. but then with these signs difficult to tell.j and h
fire signs to me are more up front. and gone, over with it.

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #38 - on: 28.06.2019 at 00:48 [UT+1] »

 

Is your daughter a talented athlete? Mars in extreme out of bounds declination  and in exaltation in Capricorn

would indicate atletic talent.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #39 - on: 28.06.2019 at 00:50 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from maribsage on 28.06.2019 at 00:30 [UT+1]:

hB, I vouch for this one. I have watched my daughter, she will go to the battlefield with anyone. they are bigger, does not matter.

but she has an out of bounds E in j 28 declination

eA

difficult to say which one.

she does not seem to hold grudges. but then with these signs difficult to tell.j and h
fire signs to me are more up front. and gone, over with it.

 

Sun in Cancer, Moon in Scorpio, Mars conjunct Mercury in Gemini woman I know, the same, but she lacks the

long term game and effectiveness, it mostly devolves into emotional games of manipulation as an outsider

looking in.

 

My Moon & Mars in Taurus are dominantly too much for her, i'm not one to break to anything, but she did say

she really adores that strength. I do get stuck at times though.

I have stood up for her once, her own family and i'm the one they don't tell people about, they have no reason

to, I am no threat, I just take on those who threaten my inner circle.

 

Both of us Sun in Cancer, of course she see's there is something in me that is very much alike to her, both

passionate.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #40 - on: 28.06.2019 at 05:35 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Catsratz on 25.06.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1]:

Quote from Erich Edison on 24.06.2019 at 14:23 [UT+1]:

Do you remember what Becky's Sun sign was ?

No, but this was 1966. I probably knew Maggie's birthdate at the time. I think it was in the cold-weather months.

This is the first and last time it ever happened, age 16. I felt I could actually tear chunks out of her with my bare hands if I tried, the rage

feeling was that strong. And I'm not even a shouter or door-slammer.

An effective way I've found to release anger if it needs to be released, especially with someone like a boss or landlord, is to just think

silently while looking into their eyes of what you'd really like to say to them. As our brains operate on electricity, I think the message

does go through.

 

 

A direct  stare into someone's eyes makes it personal.  and if you are  full of bile  when you do it your  pupils

will  contract  and become like pinpoints of hatred,  and that is what they will see.  Most bosses, indeed most

people,  get the message  from body language  rather quickly.  Personally I would rather not  project that sort

of vibe to  anyone, and  especially not my boss, or landlord or someone with the position to make  my life

more difficult than it need  be. People do not assume that they are in the wrong when someone does that to

them, instead they will see you as being   volatile, hateful, a loose cannon,  and  best got  rid of.      

Far better to deal with the  issue bothering you in a reasoned, polite  way without unnecessarily  alienating

"your superiors". It maximises your options. and if necessary you can make whatever alternate  arrangements

you need to  and not reveal them until you are ready to  depart on your own terms.  If you are smart they may

even  give you a good reference instead of bad mouthing you should anyone  seek one from them.

 

I have noticed that  people with Sun and Moon in  Scorpio  can be extremely intense. Even a casual  first time

 greeting at a party can become a journey into the pit of their  opinions under the mistaken belief that an overt

display of emotional attitudes makes them somehow more real that  those who respect  surface pleasantries.

 Some  people  also try and use  anger as a warning sign,  eg Be careful of me because I'm angry!  In physical

confrontations I tend to see  overt displays of anger as a weakness, either they're trying to use it as a shield

(they are fearful) to warn others off; or they are  out of control,  thus vulnerable, if you know what you're

doing.  

A strong Mars doesn't have to be angry, it can be  assertive, brave, confident, initiating,  pioneering, energetic,

sharp and show leadership.  Mars also  relates to the head, so its  message is to use one's head, first, that is to

think and act appropriately, where your least actions will be the most effective. A sensibly used  Mars can save a

lot of angst. But learning that is a journey in itself.

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #41 - on: 28.06.2019 at 08:58 [UT+1] »

 

Re this forum and anger, I was just thinking this morning after reading an angry post by a member who seems

to thrive on anger, that perhaps the mods could create a "boxing ring" thread for people to go to and get the

gloves off, slug at each other non-astrologically all they like and then come back to calm discussion.  

 

That would be a kind of containment.

 

I had an interesting experience reading through this thread just now.  I could agree and disagree with each and

every placement that people have found is indicative of anger.  I take this to mean that anger is a healthy part

of everything, it is Life Energy, Mars rules the first sign of the Seed and its ability to grow.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #42 - on: 28.06.2019 at 12:35 [UT+1] »

 

Kokoro (heart), was this thread incentivize by threads from the "Political and Mundane Astrology forum"? That

is where I find the most anger. You did commence the Julian Assange thread. Do you regret starting it? Is there

someone in particular you discern as exasperated? Mercury is in e now, eventually will conjunct most posters

eJ so it's going to get nasty...wait for the eE. Not only on this forum but I have seen Twitter of old folk

hashing it out, especially after the first democratic debate (go Kamala Harris!; eE) and I couldn't avail myself

but...laugh. As a child, I recollect people advising me to never discuss religion or politics with another as it

never goes well. Ever. I guess this only applies to real life.

 

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmXcjvL9VSc

 

"'Social media forces you to deny...aspects of you and deny your identity."

 

I knew an English professor in college who had a stellium in a, including (aB), an astringently afflicted G

and dE, eO, kF, Jf and he would sometimes get into these debate turned arguments with students.

Odd times.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #43 - on: 28.06.2019 at 12:41 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 12:35 [UT+1]:

Kokoro (heart), was this thread incentivize by threads from the "Political and Mundane Astrology forum"? That is where I find the most

anger. You did commence the Julian Assange thread. Do you regret starting it? Is there someone in particular you discern as exasperated?

Mercury is in eC now, eventually will conjunct most posters eJ so it's going to get nasty. Not only on this forum but I have seen

Twitter of old folk hashing it out, especially after the first democratic debate (go Kamala Harris!; eE) and I couldn't avail myself

but...laugh. As a child, I recollect people advising me to never discuss religion or politics with another as it never goes well. Ever.

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmXcjvL9VSc

"'Social media forces you to deny...aspects of you and deny your identity."

I knew an English professor in college who had a stellium in a, including (aB), an astringently afflicted G and dE, eO, kF, Jf
and he would sometimes get into these debate turned arguments with students. Odd times.

 

How would this work for someone like me with Mercury in Leo 0 degree's on their South Node, square Moon,

Mars, Pluto & inconjunct Uranus?

 

Then again i don't hang around political parts because it's a waste of time arguing with idiot's.

 

That does not mean those people are idiot's, it's hard to decipher what people "know" without being in such a

position. So in other words, no "knowledge" only learn what is fed them.

 

"knowledge" ruled by Jupiter. Sun conjunct, trine Pluto.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #44 - on: 28.06.2019 at 12:53 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 12:41 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 12:35 [UT+1]:

Kokoro (heart), was this thread incentivize by threads from the "Political and Mundane Astrology forum"? That is where I

find the most anger. You did commence the Julian Assange thread. Do you regret starting it? Is there someone in particular

you discern as exasperated? Mercury is in eC now, eventually will conjunct most posters eJ so it's going to get nasty.

Not only on this forum but I have seen Twitter of old folk hashing it out, especially after the first democratic debate (go

Kamala Harris!; eE) and I couldn't avail myself but...laugh. As a child, I recollect people advising me to never discuss

religion or politics with another as it never goes well. Ever.

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmXcjvL9VSc

"'Social media forces you to deny...aspects of you and deny your identity."

I knew an English professor in college who had a stellium in a, including (aB), an astringently afflicted G and dE,

eO, kF, Jf and he would sometimes get into these debate turned arguments with students. Odd times.

How would this work for someone like me with Mercury in Leo 0 degree's on their South Node, square Moon, Mars, Pluto & inconjunct

Uranus?

Then again i don't hang around political parts because it's a waste of time arguing with idiot's.

That does not mean those people are idiot's, it's hard to decipher what people "know" without being in such a position. So in other words,

no "knowledge" only learn what is fed them.

"knowledge" ruled by Jupiter. Sun conjunct, trine Pluto.

 

And sadly most people are in the boat of loving how much they know, instead of hating how much they do not

know.

 

I would rather know nothing, than know everything. Crystalization of the mind limits ability to proceed

forwards, defeat the ego which is what these types of discussions are, nothing else but pure ego.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #45 - on: 28.06.2019 at 13:08 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 12:53 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 12:41 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 12:35 [UT+1]:

Kokoro (heart), was this thread incentivize by threads from the "Political and Mundane Astrology forum"?

That is where I find the most anger. You did commence the Julian Assange thread. Do you regret starting it?

Is there someone in particular you discern as exasperated? Mercury is in eC now, eventually will conjunct

most posters eJ so it's going to get nasty. Not only on this forum but I have seen Twitter of old folk

hashing it out, especially after the first democratic debate (go Kamala Harris!; eE) and I couldn't avail

myself but...laugh. As a child, I recollect people advising me to never discuss religion or politics with

another as it never goes well. Ever.

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmXcjvL9VSc

"'Social media forces you to deny...aspects of you and deny your identity."

I knew an English professor in college who had a stellium in a, including (aB), an astringently afflicted G
and dE, eO, kF, Jf and he would sometimes get into these debate turned arguments with students.

Odd times.

How would this work for someone like me with Mercury in Leo 0 degree's on their South Node, square Moon, Mars, Pluto &

inconjunct Uranus?

Then again i don't hang around political parts because it's a waste of time arguing with idiot's.

That does not mean those people are idiot's, it's hard to decipher what people "know" without being in such a position. So

in other words, no "knowledge" only learn what is fed them.

"knowledge" ruled by Jupiter. Sun conjunct, trine Pluto.

And sadly most people are in the boat of loving how much they know, instead of hating how much they do not know.

I would rather know nothing, than know everything. Crystalization of the mind limits ability to proceed forwards, defeat the ego which is

what these types of discussions are, nothing else but pure ego.

 

Hey friend, you should watch this

 

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed PART 2 "malignant egalitarianism"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m38W8glySGw

 

"Suddenly, everyone knows everything because they have access to wikipedia"

 

I'm just starting watching this morning. (I didn't know there a part 2 till now)

 

"The internet encourages us to think that information IS knowledge."
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #46 - on: 28.06.2019 at 13:13 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 13:08 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 12:53 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 12:41 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 12:35 [UT+1]:

Kokoro (heart), was this thread incentivize by threads from the "Political and Mundane

Astrology forum"? That is where I find the most anger. You did commence the Julian Assange

thread. Do you regret starting it? Is there someone in particular you discern as exasperated?

Mercury is in eC now, eventually will conjunct most posters eJ so it's going to get nasty.

Not only on this forum but I have seen Twitter of old folk hashing it out, especially after the

first democratic debate (go Kamala Harris!; eE) and I couldn't avail myself but...laugh. As a

child, I recollect people advising me to never discuss religion or politics with another as it never

goes well. Ever.

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmXcjvL9VSc

"'Social media forces you to deny...aspects of you and deny your identity."

I knew an English professor in college who had a stellium in a, including (aB), an

astringently afflicted G and dE, eO, kF, Jf and he would sometimes get into these

debate turned arguments with students. Odd times.

How would this work for someone like me with Mercury in Leo 0 degree's on their South Node, square Moon,

Mars, Pluto & inconjunct Uranus?

Then again i don't hang around political parts because it's a waste of time arguing with idiot's.

That does not mean those people are idiot's, it's hard to decipher what people "know" without being in such

a position. So in other words, no "knowledge" only learn what is fed them.

"knowledge" ruled by Jupiter. Sun conjunct, trine Pluto.

And sadly most people are in the boat of loving how much they know, instead of hating how much they do not know.

I would rather know nothing, than know everything. Crystalization of the mind limits ability to proceed forwards, defeat

the ego which is what these types of discussions are, nothing else but pure ego.

Hey friend, you should watch this

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed PART 2 "malignant egalitarianism"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m38W8glySGw

"Suddenly, everyone knows everything because they have access to wikipedia"

I'm just starting watching this morning. (I didn't know there a part 2 till now)

"The internet encourages us to think that information IS knowledge."

 

Thank you for the videos, i have watched the Part 1 video before, i am listening right now, i will watch part 2

right after which i have not seen before.

 

I can attest to Facebook and social media destroying people, i am one of the much more sensitive people in

life, and i have had to fit into my existence which was very hard. Social media destroys me from the inside

when i am not in control (empath) or it can be a powerful tool to help direct others by passive posts which do

not ask for attention, but people who watch will see a message i am sharing.

 

Both these videos were shared on Facebook to my close circle.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #47 - on: 28.06.2019 at 14:02 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 13:08 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 12:53 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 12:41 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 12:35 [UT+1]:

Kokoro (heart), was this thread incentivize by threads from the "Political and Mundane

Astrology forum"? That is where I find the most anger. You did commence the Julian Assange

thread. Do you regret starting it? Is there someone in particular you discern as exasperated?

Mercury is in eC now, eventually will conjunct most posters eJ so it's going to get nasty.

Not only on this forum but I have seen Twitter of old folk hashing it out, especially after the

first democratic debate (go Kamala Harris!; eE) and I couldn't avail myself but...laugh. As a

child, I recollect people advising me to never discuss religion or politics with another as it never

goes well. Ever.

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmXcjvL9VSc

"'Social media forces you to deny...aspects of you and deny your identity."

I knew an English professor in college who had a stellium in a, including (aB), an

astringently afflicted G and dE, eO, kF, Jf and he would sometimes get into these

debate turned arguments with students. Odd times.

How would this work for someone like me with Mercury in Leo 0 degree's on their South Node, square Moon,

Mars, Pluto & inconjunct Uranus?

Then again i don't hang around political parts because it's a waste of time arguing with idiot's.

That does not mean those people are idiot's, it's hard to decipher what people "know" without being in such

a position. So in other words, no "knowledge" only learn what is fed them.

"knowledge" ruled by Jupiter. Sun conjunct, trine Pluto.

And sadly most people are in the boat of loving how much they know, instead of hating how much they do not know.

I would rather know nothing, than know everything. Crystalization of the mind limits ability to proceed forwards, defeat

the ego which is what these types of discussions are, nothing else but pure ego.

Hey friend, you should watch this

Sam Vaknin: the TRUE toxicity of social media revealed PART 2 "malignant egalitarianism"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m38W8glySGw

"Suddenly, everyone knows everything because they have access to wikipedia"

I'm just starting watching this morning. (I didn't know there a part 2 till now)

"The internet encourages us to think that information IS knowledge."

 

There is a lot of contradiction in the 2nd part, where he marks that a narcissist will simplify complexity so that

it fits them because instead of feeling they need to learn which would impose a feeling of being inferior, they

want to make things simpler so that makes life easier for them to understand whilst they run over all that

complexity.

 

But, he dismisses astrology as nothing but idiocy whilst adding nothing that proves it as such, and from my

perspective with 9 years into this "intellectual" thing, because it is quite intellectual regardless of view of it

being stupid or not, it takes an awful long time and a skill for it to become "good" at it.

 

Like anything else, again this is complexity. He himself is arrogant, but he makes a lot of good points.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #48 - on: 28.06.2019 at 15:14 [UT+1] »

 

Vaknin words

 

Quote:

If I ask you to become an expert on astrology a week suddenly fields of knowledge which allowed you to claim verifiably and truthfully

that you're an expert within a month or a week came to prominence. If you go to discussion boards of astrology you will find three million

people five million people and I'm not exaggerating. If you go to discussion boards of nuclear physics you'd be lucky to find eight hundred

people. Go to these boards of astrology why?, because each and every single one of them claims to be an expert. I'm making natal charts

I discovered these the conjunction of awareness. I don't know who are experts and you know what when you analyze what they are writing

they are experts because astrology requires a week right they are real experts.

 

I think I understand his point here though he was exaggerating but who knows, unlike astronomy, it doesn't

really take long to learn the basics of the planets, houses and signs to gain information and declare yourself an

expert. You can't deny that there are months to 4-year certification programs on astrology on the internet.

They are everywhere! The question is how can we truly verified an astrologer as a real expert? Especially on

these discussion boards.  

 

He continues

 

Quote:

" If you declare yourself in intellectual then you declare yourself an expert the first thing you have to do is to find a field where you can

reliably claim it and others can confirm that you are because they also reliably became experts so you choose idiotic fields like the ones I

mentioned and fields that are easy to master and immediately you can become [an intellectual] "

 

The Political and Mundane section highlights how one is an expert of astrology makes one an automatic

qualified expert on politics.

 

"...I'm an expert astrologer, and because I am an expert, G means truth, so I have expertise on [inserts

political party] and this politician is telling the truth because he has G in [insert sign]...etc."  

 

This is one form of malignant egalitarianism.  

 

Overall, the rest of the video was great! 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #49 - on: 28.06.2019 at 15:23 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 15:14 [UT+1]:

Vaknin words

Quote:

"...If I ask you to become an expert on astrology a week suddenly fields of knowledge which allowed you to claim

verifiably and truthfully that you're an expert within a month or a week came to prominence. If you go to discussion

boards of astrology you will find three million people five million people and I'm not exaggerating. If you go to discussion

boards of nuclear physics you'd be lucky to find eight hundred people. Go to these boards of astrology why?, because each

and every single one of them claims to be an expert. I'm making natal charts I discovered these the conjunction of

awareness. I don't know who are experts and you know what when you analyze what they are writing they are experts

because astrology requires a week right they are real experts..."

I think I understand his point here though he was exaggerating but who knows, it doesn't really take long to learn the basics of the

planets, houses and signs to gain information. You can't deny that there are months to 4-year certification programs on astrology on the

internet. They are everywhere! The question is how can we truly verified an astrologer as a real expert? Especially on these discussion

boards.

He continues

Quote:

"...if you declare yourself in intellectual then you declare yourself an expert the first thing you have to do is to find a field

where you can reliably claim it and others can confirm that you are because they also reliably became experts so you

choose idiotic fields like the ones I mentioned and fields that are easy to master and immediately you can become [an

intellectual]..."

The Political and Mundane section highlights how one is an expert of astrology makes one an automatic qualified expert on politics.

"...I'm an expert astrologer, and because I am an expert, G means truth, so I have expertise on [inserts political party] and this politician

is telling the truth because he has G in [insert sign]...etc."

This is one form of malignant egalitarianism.

 

Yes that is dogma and it disregards anyone else in one swoop.

 

To be an expert means to identify with one's own ability and self promote to show off, expert is not meant to

be used in this way, an expert is a crystalized objective view of someone else.

 

 

In a different way, Bruce Lee said it better himself.

 

Watch these all the way through for a better understanding in how this universal truth works.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk1lzkH-e4U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5xj2bELXek

 

To learn to die can be understood from many perspectives, especially the topic of anger and ego.

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #50 - on: 28.06.2019 at 16:12 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 28.06.2019 at 05:35 [UT+1]:

A strong Mars doesn't have to be angry, it can be assertive, brave, confident, initiating,

pioneering, energetic, sharp and show leadership. Mars also relates to the head, so its message is to use one's head,

first, that is to think and act appropriately, where your least actions will be the most effective. A sensibly used Mars can save a lot of

angst. But learning that is a journey in itself.

 

Exactly!

 

p12
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #51 - on: 28.06.2019 at 18:43 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 28.06.2019 at 05:35 [UT+1]:

Quote from Catsratz on 25.06.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1]:

Quote from Erich Edison on 24.06.2019 at 14:23 [UT+1]:

Do you remember what Becky's Sun sign was ?

No, but this was 1966. I probably knew Maggie's birthdate at the time. I think it was in the cold-weather months.

This is the first and last time it ever happened, age 16. I felt I could actually tear chunks out of her with my bare hands if

I tried, the rage feeling was that strong. And I'm not even a shouter or door-slammer.

An effective way I've found to release anger if it needs to be released, especially with someone like a boss or landlord, is

to just think silently while looking into their eyes of what you'd really like to say to them. As our brains operate on

electricity, I think the message does go through.

A direct stare into someone's eyes makes it personal. and if you are full of bile when you do it your pupils will contract and become like

pinpoints of hatred, and that is what they will see. Most bosses, indeed most people, get the message from body language rather quickly.

Personally I would rather not project that sort of vibe to anyone, and especially not my boss, or landlord or someone with the position to

make my life more difficult than it need be. People do not assume that they are in the wrong when someone does that to them, instead

they will see you as being volatile, hateful, a loose cannon, and best got rid of.

Far better to deal with the issue bothering you in a reasoned, polite way without unnecessarily alienating "your superiors". It maximises

your options. and if necessary you can make whatever alternate arrangements you need to and not reveal them until you are ready to

depart on your own terms. If you are smart they may even give you a good reference instead of bad mouthing you should anyone seek

one from them.

I have noticed that people with Sun and Moon in Scorpio can be extremely intense. Even a casual first time greeting at a party can

become a journey into the pit of their opinions under the mistaken belief that an overt display of emotional attitudes makes them

somehow more real that those who respect surface pleasantries. Some people also try and use anger as a warning sign, eg Be careful of

me because I'm angry! In physical confrontations I tend to see overt displays of anger as a weakness, either they're trying to use it as a

shield (they are fearful) to warn others off; or they are out of control, thus vulnerable, if you know what you're doing.

A strong Mars doesn't have to be angry, it can be assertive, brave, confident, initiating, pioneering, energetic, sharp and show leadership.

Mars also relates to the head, so its message is to use one's head, first, that is to think and act appropriately, where your least actions

will be the most effective. A sensibly used Mars can save a lot of angst. But learning that is a journey in itself.

You make it sound like this is a routine thing with me.  I'm not an angry person unless I have good reason to

be and have done it as a last resort only a few times.  Sometimes to not do anything at all after you've been

stepped on for so long is worse.

 

They would not have been close enough to me to see "pinpoints" in my eyes.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #52 - on: 28.06.2019 at 20:32 [UT+1] »

 

Thank you Code-Veronica. I just watched two of his clips. When he mentioned "style is a crystallization, a

process of personal growth", it reminded me of the 5th house (fluid intelligence, memory) and 9th house

(crystallized intelligence, dogma). Crystallized intelligence  tends to peak at old age (40's-60's) where they have

attained fixed knowledge, past life experiences and mastered skills from academia or education,culture and their

environment. Fluid intelligence peak at at young adulthood, where you solve problems using flexibility and

creativity. Both should co-exist for personal growth, but in this age of the Internet, people are losing their

ability to use fluid intelligence to solve problems whether collectively or personally. We should always seek out

new experiences, skills and change.  

 

Bruce Lee stated:

 

"...Be like water making its way through cracks. Do not be assertive, but adjust to the object, and you shall find

a way around or through it. If nothing within you stays rigid, outward things will disclose themselves. Empty

your mind, be formless. Shapeless, like water..."

 

Looking at his chart using sidereal/Jyotish, his Ketu is in the 5th house in l made him very creatively

intelligent. When he self-express himself it's ego-less, spiritual and eccentric, my definition of honest.  The

lord of Ketu sat in his 6th house so his so-workers truly regarded his as a true Guru, a teacher who wanted to

help others overcome their obstacles and enemies. In conjunction with G, I can understand why he was serious

with the roles he took. He didn't want to just play in violent movies, the context of the film has to have some

form of morality and ethic or the consequences of good and evil. Ketu in the 5th made him very detached to

his fame and celebrity. He was truly a human, being.

 

I also find it very interesting that his nakshatra of both FG is Bhrani and the "soul sound" of the degree of his

constellation is LEE.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #53 - on: 29.06.2019 at 02:07 [UT+1] »

 

Re Capricorn, my Venus is just on it. Regarding men who have expressed interest and for whatever reason Im

not interested, I entirely agree about the steel door. It’s down and never coming up again no matter what. I

can be vindictive in my head but as yet, I’ve taken not much action. I have Mars in libra, simply put a lot of

people strike me as just not worth the bother so get out of my way. My Scorpio stellium will possibly forgive

but never ever forget.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #54 - on: 29.06.2019 at 03:17 [UT+1] »

 

Just thinking about the mars expression in some of the politicians around the globe and found this interesting

take from https://hniizato.com/mars-anger/  I know this thread is about mars but can also show the

danger of an unexpressed mars as in DJT currently reading his leo mars in the 12th.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #55 - on: 29.06.2019 at 03:41 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 28.06.2019 at 15:23 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 28.06.2019 at 15:14 [UT+1]:

Vaknin words

Quote:

"...If I ask you to become an expert on astrology a week suddenly fields of knowledge which allowed you to

claim verifiably and truthfully that you're an expert within a month or a week came to prominence. If you

go to discussion boards of astrology you will find three million people five million people and I'm not

exaggerating. If you go to discussion boards of nuclear physics you'd be lucky to find eight hundred people.

Go to these boards of astrology why?, because each and every single one of them claims to be an expert.

I'm making natal charts I discovered these the conjunction of awareness. I don't know who are experts and

you know what when you analyze what they are writing they are experts because astrology requires a week

right they are real experts..."

I think I understand his point here though he was exaggerating but who knows, it doesn't really take long to learn the

basics of the planets, houses and signs to gain information. You can't deny that there are months to 4-year certification

programs on astrology on the internet. They are everywhere! The question is how can we truly verified an astrologer as a

real expert? Especially on these discussion boards.

He continues

Quote:

"...if you declare yourself in intellectual then you declare yourself an expert the first thing you have to do is

to find a field where you can reliably claim it and others can confirm that you are because they also reliably

became experts so you choose idiotic fields like the ones I mentioned and fields that are easy to master and

immediately you can become [an intellectual]..."

The Political and Mundane section highlights how one is an expert of astrology makes one an automatic qualified expert on

politics.

"...I'm an expert astrologer, and because I am an expert, G means truth, so I have expertise on [inserts political party]

and this politician is telling the truth because he has G in [insert sign]...etc."

This is one form of malignant egalitarianism.

Yes that is dogma and it disregards anyone else in one swoop.

To be an expert means to identify with one's own ability and self promote to show off, expert is not meant to be used in this way, an

expert is a crystalized objective view of someone else.

In a different way, Bruce Lee said it better himself.

Watch these all the way through for a better understanding in how this universal truth works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk1lzkH-e4U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5xj2bELXek

To learn to die can be understood from many perspectives, especially the topic of anger and ego.

 

 

Two great videos with serious insights
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #56 - on: 29.06.2019 at 07:17 [UT+1] »

 

I have a terrible temper on me.  

 

I have an 8th house b A m G at 25 & 26 degrees (right on Algol)

 

I have C at 0 b which o my 5th house k E at 6 degrees. I also have k B at 23 degrees

 

And to top all that off, I have O at 9 degrees m my g ASC and that p my 5th house E
 

It takes a lot for me to lose my temper but when I blow, I’m up like a rocket. I’m like a tornado. I wipe

everyone out, who is in my vicinity. And I will drag everything up from the past 100 years.

 

I’m usually very balanced and easy going - thanks to my g ASC but when I do lose it, it’s not a pretty sight.

However, give me time to calm down and I’m back to being rational again!  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #57 - on: 29.06.2019 at 09:24 [UT+1] »

 

Kalinokia in reply #42 above you asked me a number of questions.

I find most often I prefer not to comment on particulars of other's posts and stick with the topic. However, the

genuine reason I started the thread amd asked the question about anger in a chart is that there is a lot of

inappropriate anger expressed in these threads... and it is being presented under the guise of astrology. Some,

it seems, enjoy goading others to elicit a distressed reaction. Because this is a largely unmoderated astrology

forum, where we are assumed to be and behave as civilized adults, these angry people mostly get away with it.

In general terms, on the internet, I believe they are referred to as trolls.  

 

Personally I have formed the opinion that there are people who come onto the forum when they are drunk and

therefore post inappropiately. Additionally it seems a few members have dementia, some forms of which are

worse at night, commonly referred to as Sundowners. We have, unfortunately, I believe, a few Sundowners

here, who are typing as they are drinking and dementing.  They seem unaware of their own inappropriateness

and hostility and I have wondered if they are undiagnosed and therefore genuinely unaware of their own

pathology/behaviour.

 

I hesitate to say this to anyone directly, since we are all strangers here and who knows what others are dealing

with in their lives and psyches? Quite a lot of unaddressed issues it seems and not for me to resolve or point

out to them.

 

However, since this is a problem for the forum to deal with as a whole (or ignore) I thought it appropriate to

bring up the topic, hopefully for some to look at their own particular astro influences, clearly affecting them

very adversely and it seems unconsciously.  Which they then dump on the rest of us.

 

This last month, because of this issue, a few people have messaged me that they are leaving the forum. I find

that sad because the perpetrators and angry members stay and continue to unload their unresolved issues on

the rest of the forum membership as a whole, which doesn't deserve it.

 

And in answer to your specific question regarding the mundane forum, I find the inappropriate expressions of

anger and hostility (albeit just from a few members) spread all through the forum, not only in the mundane

section threads. Just more overtly obvious  there.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #58 - on: 30.06.2019 at 07:10 [UT+1] »

 

kokoro, are you willing to post your chart?  I ask because you seem like a very sensitive soul, who is genuinely

troubled by discussions that other people with tougher skins wouldn't mind having.  I'm not here to criticize

you or your chart:  I am merely curious.  

 

To people who don't mind debating the issues, your OP might seem to have a subtext, which is hoping to

control people who strongly hold contrary opinions to yours, by criticizing their inferred emotions rather than

analyzing their messages' content.  

 

I am a real news-a-holic. I start my day with coffee and my Washington Post news app, and often watch CNN

roundtable discussion panels in the evening.  Expressing and debating strong opinions is characteristic of the

mainstream media, never mind alternative blogs further on the right and left.  Forcefully held opinions by

journalists are merely normal in my universe, not indicators of some kind of personality defect.

 

There might also be a cultural component.  There is a kind of in-joke among Jews that if you put two of them

together, they will argue three different opinions.  I once had a sabbatical at an Israeli university.  They gave me

an office next to the conference room where my assigned department had its faculty meetings.  I was horrified

to hear through the thin walls these colleagues regularly shouting at each other.  Yet as the meeting broke up,

they would be laughing, if not shaking hands.  The passionate arguments were just their way.  

 

During my time on this forum, I've come in for all kinds of personal attacks from  people who take exception to

what I write.  In recent memory, one member frequently asserted that I was an animus-driven woman who

wanted to be a man and had a penis.  I was recently told that I spewed propaganda as a form of "mind rape"

[sic].   I've had my chart weaponized against me several times, by members attempting to show exactly why I

am such a miserable person. Some have insinuated that I am a disgrace to my former profession.

 

You know what?  I can't take that type of angry post seriously. Thank God, I'm an Aquarian.  I can't personalize

insults from people who don't know me personally, such as complete strangers on an astrology Internet forum.

 If the flaming gets too bad, I just ignore these people's posts.  I don't read them.

 

To come full circle, Kokoro, are you a person who would benefit from developing a thicker skin?  Intense

discussions may not be your preference, nor should they be, but hopefully you accept that it's OK for people to

feel passionate about certain topics.  And maybe anger is even a justifiable response to some of the serious

injustices we see in our world.      

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #59 - on: 30.06.2019 at 08:23 [UT+1] »

 

 

WB Quote:

During my time on this forum, I've come in for all kinds of personal attacks from people who take exception to what I write. In recent

memory, one member frequently asserted that I was an animus-driven woman who wanted to be a man and had a penis

.

How extraordinary, not the animus  bit, it's not unusual for  angry people to display their animus (isn't that

what anger is?) so I can understand that comment if you were displaying  annoyance or anger or aggression,

lots of  folk show  animus on this  forum. but asserting you had a penis?  Are you sure you aren't exaggerating

a comment  about  behaviour  rather than  your physicality and taking it  too literally?    One wonders  what

could have possibly given  someone that idea, or perhaps you felt  it was too close to the bone and took it

personally, and  that stiffened your  resolve to continually cross swords? You're  obviously still holding on to it.

Maybe you should just  let go of it,  and lighten up. But that would be a typically male response after a row,

and you're  obviously not a male because you haven't got a penis.   Just saying.... 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #60 - on: 30.06.2019 at 10:09 [UT+1] »

 

E in c is aggressive with words, sarcastic, ccondescending. They are verbally aggressive.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #61 - on: 30.06.2019 at 11:59 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Sereniti on 30.06.2019 at 10:09 [UT+1]:

E in c is aggressive with words, sarcastic, ccondescending. They are verbally aggressive.

 

Is it? It could  just be expressed as  assertive thoughts, or new pioneering  or breakthrough ideas, or pertinent

to-the-point  comments.  I don't have that Mars in mutable Gemini so  have to observe it in others.  Mars in

mutable  Pisces  for example  is sometimes expressed as transferrence of the guilt of their aggression or

assertiveness onto others, as if one  doesn't want to own their own assertiveness.   You only need disagree with

or cross someone  with Mars in Pisces  and see how they respond,  they can be surprisingly  emotional as if one

has opened the flood gates to their   withheld  angst, but of course it is  not their fault is it?   Afterall they are

not  aggressive by nature are they? So why  would they get involved in an argument in the first place or react

 with intensity? And many do.  

 

I think all signs  have the potential to  display the angry side of Mars.  But which  signs  perpetuate the  anger

and which ones   turn it into humour or dissect it and  take the anger apart or utilise the anger  constructively?

  Mars is just energy  directed. Some internalise it where it damages them, or hold onto it and  leak it out

whenever they get the  opportunity  in a sort or  pay back long after the issue is over.  Others prefer to  get

over it  quickly and get on with their life  as anger is caustic and  burns if  held in,   and  best  released

promptly or converted into humour or utilised  constructively.   Hidden  anger leaked out  anonymously is not a

good use of the energy and shows  that it is still present as an issue in that person and still erupting when the

opportunity arises, and is best  expunged like an adolescent's  pus-filled pimple, or lanced like a boil lest it

continues to poison  them and their viewpoint,  and smear others.

 

I have Aries rising and Mars trine my Ascendant and in antiscia  from  Virgo,  so  it is instinctive and natural for

me to express my  Mars physically particularly in exercise,  in fact it is difficult for me  to supress it. But I also

have my Moon in Libra,  and prefer to  be polite,  and courteous  when responding to others, rather than

 coarse or crude.   I can put myself into another's  position quite easily, but my diplomacy  doesn't extend to

 turning a blind eye  to those who  continue to fire shots long after a conflict of opinion  has ceased.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #62 - on: 30.06.2019 at 12:02 [UT+1] »

 

Mars square Mercury & Pluto. I get intellectually angry, i can look into people and what they type and rip them

up from the inside, i also have excellent street smarts.

 

All of which no one cares for when just attempting to portray a message, the ego is the problem.

 

Mars in Gemini are not all "words" Mike Tyson begs to differ as a Mars in Gemini.

 

He has the signature Moon aspecting Mars in opposition, but Pluto brings devastating survival influences which

is square from Virgo Pluto to his Mars.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #63 - on: 30.06.2019 at 12:05 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Is it? It could just be expressed as assertive thoughts, or new pioneering or breakthrough ideas, or pertinent to-the-point comments

 

 Yes, it can.

that would be the developed and intelligent mars gemini version.

 

I forgot about Mike Tyson. he also has pluto/uranus square mars.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #64 - on: 30.06.2019 at 14:09 [UT+1] »

 

That's why it's important to look at the houses and see where E reside. cE (C ruled) is debilitated in the

6th and 8th house. The 6th can make a person exploitative, thievery, diseased, inferior, critical and initiators of

social conflicts and injustices (that is a hint on how and why someone starts an argument). E in a dusthana

house: most of the time suffer from mental agony, poverty and debt. E in the 6th makes someone's brother a

victim of disease or addictions. In the 8th makes a person go through periods of heated psychological crises

and mental anguish. There's always a defense of transformation and they may suffer from addictions like

alcoholism. Overall, verbal aggression is apparent. Their humor can hurt others. They verbalize victimization.

It's their common narrative.  

 

E and C are enemies.  

So fE and cE are problematic.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #65 - on: 30.06.2019 at 14:30 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 30.06.2019 at 14:09 [UT+1]:

That's why it's important to look at the houses and see where E reside. cE (C ruled) is debilitated in the 6th and 8th house. The 6th

can make a person exploitative, thievery, diseased, inferior, critical and initiators of social conflicts and injustices (that is a hint on how

and why someone starts an argument). E in a dusthana house: most of the time suffer from mental agony, poverty and debt. E in the

6th makes someone's brother a victim of disease or addictions. In the 8th makes a person go through periods of heated psychological

crises and mental anguish. There's always a defense of transformation and they may suffer from addictions like alcoholism. Overall,

verbal aggression is apparent. Their humor can hurt others. They verbalize victimization. It's their common narrative.

E and C are enemies.

So fE and cE are problematic.

 

These two Mars signs though are not considered in any kind of debilitiy or dignity which astounds me.

But because Mars is all about action and selfish wants, it makes more sense because say for instance Libra &

Taurus, socially these two may actually be a far stronger Mars, though don't disregard Taurus or Libra as non

selfish or unable to express it's self, more so the energy of Mars is rather directed, which brings a natural Mars

strength to a Taurus & Libra Mars native instinctually from birth rather than learning it through life.

 

Something i often think astrology does not relate to. How many revere Mars selfish and bad sides? but relish

it's definite capability when worked on and fixed?

 

They tell us about how gluttenous Taurus can be.. well that fit's Mars selfish wants, to feed, to have it all.

They mention Taurus's ridiculous ability to get what they want without any compromise when they set their

minds to a goal.

 

Trait's Virgo & Gemini don't have, erratic is correct.

 

Dignity & debility never did make much sense to me besides emotional characteristics, most people frown upon

martial activity, so what good is saying Mars does well here or there?

 

Libra & Taurus learned before the rest of them how to be mature, conversly, you may experience the worst of

the zodiac in terms of anger once you do fully get them to the level that their will breaks though.  

 

Taurus.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6Xkptr6MJg

 

Libra.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QNr0rUlyyk
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #66 - on: 30.06.2019 at 15:01 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 30.06.2019 at 14:30 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 30.06.2019 at 14:09 [UT+1]:

That's why it's important to look at the houses and see where E reside. cE (C ruled) is debilitated in the 6th and 8th

house. The 6th can make a person exploitative, thievery, diseased, inferior, critical and initiators of social conflicts and

injustices (that is a hint on how and why someone starts an argument). E in a dusthana house: most of the time suffer

from mental agony, poverty and debt. E in the 6th makes someone's brother a victim of disease or addictions. In the 8th

makes a person go through periods of heated psychological crises and mental anguish. There's always a defense of

transformation and they may suffer from addictions like alcoholism. Overall, verbal aggression is apparent. Their humor

can hurt others. They verbalize victimization. It's their common narrative.

E and C are enemies.

So fE and cE are problematic.

These two Mars signs though are not considered in any kind of debilitiy or dignity which astounds me.

But because Mars is all about action and selfish wants, it makes more sense because say for instance Libra & Taurus, socially these two

may actually be a far stronger Mars, though don't disregard Taurus or Libra as non selfish or unable to express it's self, more so the energy

of Mars is rather directed, which brings a natural Mars strength to a Taurus & Libra Mars native instinctually from birth rather than learning

it through life.

Something i often think astrology does not relate to. How many revere Mars selfish and bad sides? but relish it's definite capability when

worked on and fixed?

They tell us about how gluttenous Taurus can be.. well that fit's Mars selfish wants, to feed, to have it all.

They mention Taurus's ridiculous ability to get what they want without any compromise when they set their minds to a goal.

Trait's Virgo & Gemini don't have, erratic is correct.

Dignity & debility never did make much sense to me besides emotional characteristics, most people frown upon martial activity, so what

good is saying Mars does well here or there?

Libra & Taurus learned before the rest of them how to be mature, conversly, you may experience the worst of the zodiac in terms of anger

once you do fully get them to the level that their will breaks though.

Taurus.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6Xkptr6MJg

Libra.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QNr0rUlyyk

Ok, the correct term is actually shadashtaka (6/8) not debilitation. Pretty much means C and E are enemies.

Sorry, didn't had a good night sleep and my mind is fuzzy. 

Code_Veronica

Ex Member
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #67 - on: 30.06.2019 at 15:08 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 30.06.2019 at 15:01 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 30.06.2019 at 14:30 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 30.06.2019 at 14:09 [UT+1]:

That's why it's important to look at the houses and see where E reside. cE (C ruled) is debilitated in the

6th and 8th house. The 6th can make a person exploitative, thievery, diseased, inferior, critical and initiators

of social conflicts and injustices (that is a hint on how and why someone starts an argument). E in a

dusthana house: most of the time suffer from mental agony, poverty and debt. E in the 6th makes

someone's brother a victim of disease or addictions. In the 8th makes a person go through periods of heated

psychological crises and mental anguish. There's always a defense of transformation and they may suffer

from addictions like alcoholism. Overall, verbal aggression is apparent. Their humor can hurt others. They

verbalize victimization. It's their common narrative.

E and C are enemies.

So fE and cE are problematic.

These two Mars signs though are not considered in any kind of debilitiy or dignity which astounds me.

But because Mars is all about action and selfish wants, it makes more sense because say for instance Libra & Taurus,

socially these two may actually be a far stronger Mars, though don't disregard Taurus or Libra as non selfish or unable to

express it's self, more so the energy of Mars is rather directed, which brings a natural Mars strength to a Taurus & Libra

Mars native instinctually from birth rather than learning it through life.

Something i often think astrology does not relate to. How many revere Mars selfish and bad sides? but relish it's definite

capability when worked on and fixed?

They tell us about how gluttenous Taurus can be.. well that fit's Mars selfish wants, to feed, to have it all.

They mention Taurus's ridiculous ability to get what they want without any compromise when they set their minds to a

goal.

Trait's Virgo & Gemini don't have, erratic is correct.

Dignity & debility never did make much sense to me besides emotional characteristics, most people frown upon martial

activity, so what good is saying Mars does well here or there?

Libra & Taurus learned before the rest of them how to be mature, conversly, you may experience the worst of the zodiac in

terms of anger once you do fully get them to the level that their will breaks though.

Taurus.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6Xkptr6MJg

Libra.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QNr0rUlyyk

Ok, the correct term is actually shadashtaka (6/8) not debilitation. Pretty much means C and E are enemies. Sorry, didn't had a good

night sleep and my mind is fuzzy. 

 

I see you use vedic. Not an issue  

 

I have seen OCD have debilitating effects on people and one was a Moon in Scorpio with Mars in Gemini &

Mercury in Gemini, her Mercury was conjunct Mars.

OCD with cleaning, OCD with how perfect things had to be, like walking on egg shells at times.

 

Took her years to sort it out, now she has COPD from all the cigarettes she smoked, all the beer she got drunk

on.

 

Yet again, Gemini Mars "Not debilitated". Mike Tyson is a worse case scenario of Mars in Gemini if i ever saw

one, luckily he had an outlet, but he was a hugely abusive person and took offense to even the lightest of

things and threw his weight around.

Bit off Hollifields ear in a boxing match.

 

 

Muhammad Ali was a Mars in Taurus.

Bruce Lee was a Mars in Scorpio.

 

Dignity for Mars is said not to be in Scorpio though which makes a lot more sense and is only ruled by Pluto.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #68 - on: 30.06.2019 at 17:53 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 30.06.2019 at 11:59 [UT+1]:

Quote from Sereniti on 30.06.2019 at 10:09 [UT+1]:

E in c is aggressive with words, sarcastic, ccondescending. They are verbally aggressive.

Is it? It could just be expressed as assertive thoughts, or new pioneering or breakthrough ideas, or pertinent to-the-point comments. I

don't have that Mars in mutable Gemini so have to observe it in others. Mars in mutable Pisces for example is sometimes expressed as

transferrence of the guilt of their aggression or assertiveness onto others, as if one doesn't want to own their own assertiveness. You only

need disagree with or cross someone with Mars in Pisces and see how they respond, they can be surprisingly emotional as if one has

opened the flood gates to their withheld angst, but of course it is not their fault is it? Afterall they are not aggressive by nature are they?

So why would they get involved in an argument in the first place or react with intensity? And many do.

I think all signs have the potential to display the angry side of Mars. But which signs perpetuate the anger and which ones turn it into

humour or dissect it and take the anger apart or utilise the anger constructively? Mars is just energy directed. Some internalise it where it

damages them, or hold onto it and leak it out whenever they get the opportunity in a sort or pay back long after the issue is over. Others

prefer to get over it quickly and get on with their life as anger is caustic and burns if held in, and best released promptly or converted into

humour or utilised constructively. Hidden anger leaked out anonymously is not a good use of the energy and shows that it is still present

as an issue in that person and still erupting when the opportunity arises, and is best expunged like an adolescent's pus-filled pimple, or

lanced like a boil lest it continues to poison them and their viewpoint, and smear others.

............

.

 

 

I beg to disagree about your outline of the Mars in Pisces.

My Arien son has Mars in Pisces and always chooses to ignore bad slights rather than contest them. Any

aggression directed towards him he choses to look for good reasons, and to excuse the person.

Even with Mercury conj his sun in Aries, I have yet to hear him use aggressive argumentative words..... unless

he has alcohol in his system!  

But nevertheless his anger then is not aggressive rather than justification seeking - it acts expressing as Moral

code.

 

The facts are that Pisces hides, in whatever way.

 Its the 12th sign ruling the Unconscious.  

The christian "forgiveness" and "turn the other cheek"  I would say is more of the true way the Unconscious

seeks to present rather than being issues of moral code.  

Yet when the Unconscious is released through alcohol, that is when it seems to express itself as moral code.  

 

Alcohol also is symbolised by Neptune/Pisces/12th h issues.

Perhaps it's ability to expose Mars's anger or the moral code side of Pisces is its ability to dissolve - or corrupt -

Unconscious inhibition. :- "In vino veritas" - in wine lies the truth.?

 

Jen J

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #69 - on: 30.06.2019 at 18:07 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 27.06.2019 at 23:33 [UT+1]:

Quote from Erich Edison on 27.06.2019 at 16:34 [UT+1]:

Scorpio Moons, find it hard to forgive and forget.

Seriously? No. I know a Taurus having Moon conj Jupiter as hus yod apex - you can't get more concentrated than that. And add to that his

Mars conj Venus in Aries, as also part of his yod.

Yet one gentle word... or maybe a few, but he doesn't stew longer than 24 hours 

He does boil. But he takes time out, and its gone.

Maybe its his Pluto conj Saturn which cools the moon anger?

Also his Uranus in Gemini - freezes the thoughts!

Jen J

 

 

I forgot to add that his Jupiter conj Moon are in Scorpio.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #70 - on: 30.06.2019 at 18:10 [UT+1] »

 

Totally agree, E is fuel that can be put to very good use if used correctly.  Activism such as Civil Rights

Movement, Anti-Vietnam protests were E based events as injustices caused people to go out & act.  Without a

strong E, a person will stew & get angry but not productive or act with this angry E energy.  In fact, many

'weak' E people often strike at anyone & anything without ever addressing why they are so angry; it's more

common with E l who internalize the anger instead of letting it rip! 

A hard E h is the deadliest of all if applied incorrectly as they plot, plan & can be extremely J destructive! 

 

You will often see a E G or J aspect in the charts of terrorists or mass shooters because they have not

learned how to harness the malefic energy into something positive.  Something 'triggers' their E & they react

in a violent way.

 

The recent photo of a father/child who drowned crossing from Mexico to USA caused great E anger yet it

propelled the Dems & Republicans to work together to sign a huge border bill ($4.6 billion).  Neither party got

what they wanted totally but the E anger enabled them to pass it quickly before the recess.   

 

Anyone born with hard aspects to E (no matter what sign) needs to learn meditation or deep breathing.

 Anger is red & violent on the aura when it's used in an egotistical manner.  

 

 

 

 

Quote from p twelve on 28.06.2019 at 16:12 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 28.06.2019 at 05:35 [UT+1]:

A strong Mars doesn't have to be angry, it can be assertive, brave, confident,

initiating, pioneering, energetic, sharp and show leadership. Mars also relates to the head, so its

message is to use one's head, first, that is to think and act appropriately, where your least actions will be the most

effective. A sensibly used Mars can save a lot of angst. But learning that is a journey in itself.

Exactly!

p12

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #71 - on: 30.06.2019 at 18:25 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Roland303 on 24.06.2019 at 23:47 [UT+1]:

Here the results of 200 "aggressive" + 72 "mean spirited" people, from the ADB

http://i.imgur.com/Fj0xi2V.png

I didn't include the planetary aspects because no significant pattern was found... actually there are some interesting results

but they go against the laws of astrology (for examples there are some trines that are more frequent than expected...)

 

 

Thanks Roland, what's the ADB?

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #72 - on: 30.06.2019 at 18:28 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Erich Edison on 25.06.2019 at 18:07 [UT+1]:

The anger chart has the NN in Libra score highest. Coming from a place of anger SN in Aries.

Great information, thanks for posting it, Roland 303.

 

Agreed. That is quite fascinating to see that!  

 

Having south Ka is a tricky one. It doesn't help that the ruler of my own South node, E, is in fall in d,

stationary, Out of Bounds, and square J   

 

My North node g ruler however, D, is in domicile in 2H and exalted in l. Yay for small mercies
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #73 - on: 30.06.2019 at 18:46 [UT+1] »

 

I'd say: There, where are heavy stelliums, where there are AJEm, where's E in a, where are other

significant planets in a, like C + B… … Je generation in general (sorry folks), grande squares in fixed or

cardinal signs, many inconjunctions in a chart, many planets in f or stelliums in the 6th, BmG or AmG, J in

the 10th, E on the 2nd cusp, J in the 3rd, G in the 9th, c ACs, cE people, Libra ACs who have a cusping

their 7th, G and or J in 7th, h and f Bs… … AmSN, A or BmN, N in 1st or 5th, …

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #74 - on: 30.06.2019 at 19:44 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Sereniti on 30.06.2019 at 10:09 [UT+1]:

E in c is aggressive with words, sarcastic, ccondescending. They are verbally aggressive.

The planet is the living moving thing: the instinct/archetype.

It is the sign that colours a planet: the sign itself does nothing.

 

I don't know what a agressive talker is... but it has to do with Mercury.

People who are sharp with words Mercury conjunct Mars...  

Many politicians have Merc conjunct Mars... = passion  in words (Elisabeth Warren) or just talk a lot....

Lot of energy (Mars) goes in words / thinking /connect info.

 

Mars in Gemini will use his energy for many things a little bit.  

He will be angry a very short time (like in other mutable signs)

Merc in Gemini talks a lot too.

Merc in Gemini is not sarcastic (that is feeling/water) he is more a joker

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #75 - on: 30.06.2019 at 19:56 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 30.06.2019 at 11:59 [UT+1]:

Is it? It could just be expressed as assertive thoughts, or new pioneering or breakthrough ideas, or pertinent to-the-point comments. I

don't have that Mars in mutable Gemini so have to observe it in others. Mars in mutable Pisces for example is sometimes expressed as

transferrence of the guilt of their aggression or assertiveness onto others, as if one doesn't want to own their own assertiveness. You only

need disagree with or cross someone with Mars in Pisces and see how they respond, they can be surprisingly emotional as if one has

opened the flood gates to their withheld angst, but of course it is not their fault is it? Afterall they are not aggressive by nature are they?

So why would they get involved in an argument in the first place or react with intensity? And many do.

 

Mars is the way we use our energy and stand up for ourselves.

That means that Mars in Pisces tend to escape… (like Jen says)  

Avoid confrontation.

But if that is impossible then he likes to turn to the victimrole…  

Mars in Pisces or in hard aspect (specially conjunct) with Nep is very differcult!

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #76 - on: 30.06.2019 at 20:07 [UT+1] »

 

My grandson of 7 has Mars in Cancer (little dramaqueen in itself) in 7 opposite Pluto on the Asc in a t square

with Uranus.

He had from very small on huge anger attacks.

He couldn't stop, he even say that.

Because he is a Sun in Leo (= sport) conjunct Venus (lord 5 = sport) I told my daughter to let him do sports.  

He is now swimming - very fast (Mars) - and doing a fight sport... no more tantrums…  

He is learning to use his energy (Mars) on a more positive way.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #77 - on: 30.06.2019 at 21:58 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

I see you use vedic. Not an issue 

I have seen OCD have debilitating effects on people and one was a Moon in Scorpio with Mars in Gemini & Mercury in Gemini, her Mercury

was conjunct Mars.

OCD with cleaning, OCD with how perfect things had to be, like walking on egg shells at times.

Took her years to sort it out, now she has COPD from all the cigarettes she smoked, all the beer she got drunk on.

Yet again, Gemini Mars "Not debilitated". Mike Tyson is a worse case scenario of Mars in Gemini if i ever saw one, luckily he had an

outlet, but he was a hugely abusive person and took offense to even the lightest of things and threw his weight around.

Bit off Hollifields ear in a boxing match.

Muhammad Ali was a Mars in Taurus.

Bruce Lee was a Mars in Scorpio.

Dignity for Mars is said not to be in Scorpio though which makes a lot more sense and is only ruled by Pluto.

 

Yeah, OCD is 6th house.  

 

In jyotish mars is debilitated in Cancer (28 degrees) and moolatrikona in Aries (1-12 degrees).  

 

Michael Jackson had aE and m Ketu (2nd house), he was physically weak, selfless and had no desire to win or

be at top. Less aggressive. His D-9 E was in the 12th in i.  

 

Mike has Mars in Taurus and Rahu in (2nd house) so there was a hungry need to gain material things/wealth

and his speech was rash and harsh. His D-9 E is in Virgo in the 6th.....see? There are more layers..

 

BTW, it's easier for me to understand my mars through jyotish. You learn about E in your body chart (langa-

D-1) and you soul chart (D-9-navamsha)...and you learn about the nakshatra and padas of your mars to have a

better understanding.  

 

So when people here talk about Mars in Pisces. I feel Mars in Aquarius. These types are rarely personally praised

for their activism because E in the sign of Aquarius is lost in the collective. G ruled, their anger is slow,

detached, observant and disciplined. Very scientific and network savvy.  

 

l and i Rasi don't have planetary enemies. Including Mars.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #78 - on: 30.06.2019 at 22:03 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 30.06.2019 at 21:58 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I see you use vedic. Not an issue 

I have seen OCD have debilitating effects on people and one was a Moon in Scorpio with Mars in Gemini & Mercury in

Gemini, her Mercury was conjunct Mars.

OCD with cleaning, OCD with how perfect things had to be, like walking on egg shells at times.

Took her years to sort it out, now she has COPD from all the cigarettes she smoked, all the beer she got drunk on.

Yet again, Gemini Mars "Not debilitated". Mike Tyson is a worse case scenario of Mars in Gemini if i ever saw one, luckily

he had an outlet, but he was a hugely abusive person and took offense to even the lightest of things and threw his weight

around.

Bit off Hollifields ear in a boxing match.

Muhammad Ali was a Mars in Taurus.

Bruce Lee was a Mars in Scorpio.

Dignity for Mars is said not to be in Scorpio though which makes a lot more sense and is only ruled by Pluto.

Yeah, OCD is 6th house.

In jyotish mars is debilitated in Cancer (28 degrees) and moolatrikona in Aries (1-12 degrees).

Michael Jackson had aE and m Ketu (2nd house), he was physically weak, selfless and had no desire to win or be at top. Less

aggressive. His D-9 E was in the 12th in i.

Mike has Mars in Taurus and Rahu in (2nd house) so there was a hungry need to gain material things/wealth and his speech was rash and

harsh. His D-9 E is in Virgo in the 6th.....see? There are more layers..

BTW, it's easier for me to understand my mars through jyotish. You learn about E in your body chart (langa-D-1) and you soul chart (D-

9-navamsha)...and you learn about the nakshatra and padas of your mars to have a better understanding.

So when people here talk about Mars in Pisces. I feel Mars in Aquarius. These types are rarely personally praised for their activism because

E in the sign of Aquarius is lost in the collective. G ruled, their anger is slow, detached, observant and disciplined. Very scientific and

network savvy.

l and i Rasi don't have planetary enemies. Including Mars.

 

My Moon & Mars are conjunct in Aries in Vedic in 10th.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #79 - on: 01.07.2019 at 02:50 [UT+1] »

 

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the

Western astrology section.  This is not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #80 - on: 01.07.2019 at 03:42 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

My Moon & Mars are conjunct in Aries in Vedic in 10th.

 

Chandra-Mangala yoga. I think here, you have a strong inner spirit and can conquer your enemies. You may

had issues with management though.  

 

 

I think I remember having one friend in college with tropical dE o aA and she's very protective of her

mother, very engaging with her home life, especially her younger brothers. She loves them dearly. Ruled by B

tend to experience psycho- emotional aggression a lot and tends to be passive aggressive when opposed by

Saturn (observant, disciplined, hardened). I think what's key is to look at the B, experiences of the home to

see what is projected on when angry for dE? But we have to considered houses, aspects, etc.

 

Also my 3rd grade teacher (can't believe I still remember her birthday), had dE and one time she was

enraged because none of us neatly put away our crayons and I'll never forget how she threw then all over the

floor and the whole classroom went silent. We all cleaned it up. It was my first exposure to adult anger outside

of my home. I'll never forget. d (schooling, care-taking, parenting) can be weaponized to have power over

others. I don't think she was being abusive. Most teachers these days are underappreciated.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #81 - on: 01.07.2019 at 03:51 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from nicnic on 30.06.2019 at 18:46 [UT+1]:

I'd say: There, where are heavy stelliums, where there are AJEm, where's E in a, where are other significant planets in a, like C +

B… … Je generation in general (sorry folks), grande squares in fixed or cardinal signs, many inconjunctions in a chart, many planets in

f or stelliums in the 6th, BmG or AmG, J in the 10th, E on the 2nd cusp, J in the 3rd, G in the 9th, c ACs, cE people,

Libra ACs who have a cusping their 7th, G and or J in 7th, h and f Bs… … AmSN, A or BmN, N in 1st or 5th, …

 

Taylor Swift has hJ in the 10th including M & E and she is certainly angry today after her whole past catalog

(6 albums) was sold for 300 million by her previous label/CEO. Social media is crazy right now. Hopefully she

redeems herself. Every artist deserves the right to own their music.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #82 - on: 01.07.2019 at 05:08 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 30.06.2019 at 17:53 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 30.06.2019 at 11:59 [UT+1]:

Quote from Sereniti on 30.06.2019 at 10:09 [UT+1]:

E in c is aggressive with words, sarcastic, ccondescending. They are verbally aggressive.

Is it? It could just be expressed as assertive thoughts, or new pioneering or breakthrough ideas, or pertinent to-the-point

comments. I don't have that Mars in mutable Gemini so have to observe it in others. Mars in mutable Pisces for example

is sometimes expressed as transferrence of the guilt of their aggression or assertiveness onto others, as if one doesn't

want to own their own assertiveness. You only need disagree with or cross someone with Mars in Pisces and see how they

respond, they can be surprisingly emotional as if one has opened the flood gates to their withheld angst, but of course it is

not their fault is it? Afterall they are not aggressive by nature are they? So why would they get involved in an argument in

the first place or react with intensity? And many do.

I think all signs have the potential to display the angry side of Mars. But which signs perpetuate the anger and which ones

turn it into humour or dissect it and take the anger apart or utilise the anger constructively? Mars is just energy directed.

Some internalise it where it damages them, or hold onto it and leak it out whenever they get the opportunity in a sort or

pay back long after the issue is over. Others prefer to get over it quickly and get on with their life as anger is caustic and

burns if held in, and best released promptly or converted into humour or utilised constructively. Hidden anger leaked out

anonymously is not a good use of the energy and shows that it is still present as an issue in that person and still erupting

when the opportunity arises, and is best expunged like an adolescent's pus-filled pimple, or lanced like a boil lest it

continues to poison them and their viewpoint, and smear others.

............

.

I beg to disagree about your outline of the Mars in Pisces.

My Arien son has Mars in Pisces and always chooses to ignore bad slights rather than contest them. Any aggression directed towards him

he choses to look for good reasons, and to excuse the person.

Even with Mercury conj his sun in Aries, I have yet to hear him use aggressive argumentative words..... unless he has alcohol in his

system!

But nevertheless his anger then is not aggressive rather than justification seeking - it acts expressing as Moral code.

The facts are that Pisces hides, in whatever way.

Its the 12th sign ruling the Unconscious.

The christian "forgiveness" and "turn the other cheek" I would say is more of the true way the Unconscious seeks to present rather than

being issues of moral code.

Yet when the Unconscious is released through alcohol, that is when it seems to express itself as moral code.

Alcohol also is symbolised by Neptune/Pisces/12th h issues.

Perhaps it's ability to expose Mars's anger or the moral code side of Pisces is its ability to dissolve - or corrupt - Unconscious inhibition. :-

"In vino veritas" - in wine lies the truth.?

Jen J

 

Well the facts  are what is important and  while Mars in Pisces may not be the most common placing  for  Mars

 with serial killers  it is by no means  unknown as a quick glance through Astrodienst will  show.  

 

Marc Dutroux  a Belgian serial kidnapper, rapist, torturer and killer of  children  had Mars in Pisces;  as did

 Italian  serial  killer Alfredo  Straniero who posed as a buyer of used  cars and  was captured   attempting to

kill a 5th victim. Both  with AA rated birth times in Astrodienst

 

Gary Ridgeway the Green River  Killer  was born  February 18, 1949 which also gives him Mars in pisces. (He is

not in  astrodienst databank that I could find).

 

John Wayne Gacy  the notorious   American serial killer had both   Sun and Moon in Pisces  with Mars in

 Gemini; while Juana Barraza, the  mexican  wrestler  serial  killer of 11 elderly women had Moon in Pisces with

Mars in Sagittarius.  Both also  with AA rated  birth times in Astrodienst.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #83 - on: 01.07.2019 at 06:35 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 30.06.2019 at 08:23 [UT+1]:

.....

How extraordinary, not the animus bit, it's not unusual for angry people to display their animus (isn't that what anger is?) so I can

understand that comment if you were displaying annoyance or anger or aggression, lots of folk show animus on this forum. but asserting

you had a penis? Are you sure you aren't exaggerating a comment about behaviour rather than your physicality and taking it too literally?

One wonders what could have possibly given someone that idea, or perhaps you felt it was too close to the bone and took it personally,

and that stiffened your resolve to continually cross swords? You're obviously still holding on to it. Maybe you should just let go of it, and

lighten up. But that would be a typically male response after a row, and you're obviously not a male because you haven't got a penis. Just

saying.... 

 

Oh, c'mon, AS.    You've just now illustrated the type of attacking post addressed by the OPer. Either you're

being disingenuous, or your memory is even shorter than mine is.    But that's OK.  

 

 My point was that I can't take ugly comments personally, because the critic doesn't know me personally.

 Insults from friends or family members would be hurtful; but normally, we don't know the people behind the

posts on an Internet forum.  Further, a highly biased, weaponized chart reading of a perfect stranger doesn't

substitute for an actual acquaintanceship with the flesh-and-blood human being.

 

BTW, animus=that guy thing that Jung talked about.  Animosity would be anger.

 

Moving on, I don't see a problem with people feeling passionate on opposite sides of issues.  It's OK for people

to disagree about political topics, or to differ on the contributions of a highly polarizing celebrity.

 

The problems come more with how people handle differences of opinion.

 

Desiree-- I have Mars in Pisces.        No mass murders to my account, though.

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #84 - on: 01.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1] »

 

Just one more thing:

 

Modern astrologers suggest that people have basically 3 responses to a planet in their horoscope:

 

1.  Exemplify its positive expression.

 

2.  Exemplify its negative expression.

 

3.  Deny and suppress it as unwanted.  The planet becomes "not me."  Yet all of the planets have to manifest in

some fashion.  So the disowned planet appears in other people who seemingly manifest the planet's negative

expression.

 

We could imagine someone who really dislikes and perhaps even fears experiencing anger:  his own, and other

people's.  He denies that he gets angry himself, and shuns people who express anger.  But the chart will "out"

in some fashion, so unsurprisingly, he seems to attract angry people.  Or possibly he's perfected his passive-

aggressive maneuvers, claiming innocence if accused of aggression.

 

The cure is to embrace one's unwanted planet, and to allow it healthy manifestations.

 

Happily today we live in an era when more and more women own their inner Mars, without having to paste it

on men, who are thereby expected to fulfill the woman's own Mars functions.  This can be an awful drag on

men who cannot live up to women's unrealistic expectations of manliness.  For example, if her Mars is in Leo,

she has leonine expectations for the man in her life.  So what happens if his Mars is in Virgo?  

 

Mars also rules athletics, which is a healthy expression of Mars.      

 

I don't know how many of you are watching the current women's World Cup soccer matches, but seeing

thousands of men and women cheering on these female athletes is an inspiring sight.  These women are

unafraid to express their own strength, athleticism, and courage.    
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #85 - on: 01.07.2019 at 07:08 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 01.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1]:

Just one more thing:

Modern astrologers suggest that people have basically 3 responses to a planet in their horoscope:

1. Exemplify its positive expression.

2. Exemplify its negative expression.

3. Deny and suppress it as unwanted. The planet becomes "not me." Yet all of the planets have to manifest in some fashion. So the

disowned planet appears in other people who seemingly manifest the planet's negative expression.

We could imagine someone who really dislikes and perhaps even fears experiencing anger: his own, and other people's. He denies that he

gets angry himself, and shuns people who express anger. But the chart will "out" in some fashion, so unsurprisingly, he seems to attract

angry people. Or possibly he's perfected his passive-aggressive maneuvers, claiming innocence if accused of aggression.

The cure is to embrace one's unwanted planet, and to allow it healthy manifestations.

Happily today we live in an era when more and more women own their inner Mars, without having to paste it on men, who are thereby

expected to fulfill the woman's own Mars functions. This can be an awful drag on men who cannot live up to women's unrealistic

expectations of manliness. For example, if her Mars is in Leo, she has leonine expectations for the man in her life. So what happens if his

Mars is in Virgo?

Mars also rules athletics, which is a healthy expression of Mars.

I don't know how many of you are watching the current women's World Cup soccer matches, but seeing thousands of men and women

cheering on these female athletes is an inspiring sight. These women are unafraid to express their own strength, athleticism, and courage.

 

This is vice versa for men and their Moon.

Very few brave people would be at their true emotional self as a male with what is expected of us.

 

I sometimes feel so alone in this world, yet there are some beautiful people out there who appreciate and

understand.

As they say, discard what is useless, keep what is useful, done this with people.

 

Sadly i did this with someone who means a lot to me because she was a blockage to me being myself. More to

do with astrology and a want to learn, and study astrotheology.

 

Ignorant to who i am. "do you not have work to go to?"  "Are you bored?"

 

I can be masculine, even overly so, usually i only attract men when i do that, i don't mean gay people, though i

do have a gay friend who tried it on.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #86 - on: 01.07.2019 at 07:46 [UT+1] »

 

I read an interesting article. The Lion & The Cobra.

 

The MGTOW movement is extreme & perverse to what is extreme & perverse, a very small sub set of humans

who are so deluded...

 

Here is an image for the male side.

 

 

https://chirotic.com/2008/06/27/the-lion-and-the-cobra-and-the-leo-scorpio-squar e/

 

The divine masculine clashing with what is now the Scorpio generation.  

 

 

All this need for such divide & expression of self is weaponized.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #87 - on: 01.07.2019 at 07:47 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 01.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1]:

Modern astrologers suggest that people have basically 3 responses to a planet in their horoscope:

1.

2.

3. Deny and suppress it as unwanted. The planet becomes "not me." Yet all of the planets have to manifest in some fashion. So the

disowned planet appears in other people who seemingly manifest the planet's negative expression.

We could imagine someone who really dislikes and perhaps even fears experiencing anger: his own, and other people's. He denies that he

gets angry himself, and shuns people who express anger. But the chart will "out" in some fashion, so

unsurprisingly, he seems to attract angry people. Or possibly he's perfected his passive-aggressive maneuvers,

claiming innocence if accused of aggression.

The cure is to embrace one's unwanted planet, and to allow it healthy manifestations.

 

And, in your earlier reply 58 :-

 

 

Quote from Waybread on 30.06.2019 at 07:10 [UT+1]:

During my time on this forum, I've come in for all kinds of personal attacks from people who take

exception to what I write.

Might the comment in reply 84 be an attempt by the subconscious mind to bring to your attention/conscious

awareness a behavioural trait in yourself that you are currently unable to recognise, own and embrace?

 

 

[Note : I am just thinking out loud, here. No reply to, or discussion of, the question is required.]

 

 

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #88 - on: 01.07.2019 at 07:52 [UT+1] »

 

WB Quote:

Oh, c'mon, AS. Wink You've just now illustrated the type of attacking post addressed by the OPer. Either you're being disingenuous, or

your memory is even shorter than mine is. undecided But that's OK.

My point was that I can't take ugly comments personally, because the critic doesn't know me personally. Insults from friends or family

members would be hurtful; but normally, we don't know the people behind the posts on an Internet forum. Further, a highly biased,

weaponized chart reading of a perfect stranger doesn't substitute for an actual acquaintanceship with the flesh-and-blood human being.

Desiree-- I have Mars in Pisces. No mass murders to my account, though.

 

Oh c'mon indeed. stop playing the victim Waybread,   Desiree  certainly got that bit right, and it's not me

weaponizing your chart.   You  initiated this  exchange by  putting a sly slant on our previous  differences  but

chose to leave   my  "name " out  as if nobody would know you were referring to me.     So who is being

disingenuous here?    And neither have I done an interpretation of your chart, despite your inuendoes.   But I

do think you have   given a good example of Mars in  Pisces  in its  transferrence of aggression.   A case of

transubstantiation (not in the religious sense) but in the sense of  attributing your animus  to another person.

 Own it, it's yours,   and then you  can control it, and perhaps stop it.  But it is all   rather  silly , and just water

under the bridge to me, and if you  decide not to keep  bringing your grudges back to life I'll  resist the

temptation to  play word games around your  sly attacks.

 

As for  Mars in Virgo. I like it there. It is good for getting things done, because Mars  serves there. I have a

reasonably strong and fit body and enjoyment of  physical   effort as in  sport, even now I am  in my seventies

I still  exercise, go for  walks   and  do modest weights.  And I love  watching the many sports  kiwi women

excel in,  especially   rugby  sevens  and  the fifteen-a-side game  both of which they  are at the top. Soccer, or

football, is not  a sport I enjoy although I  will watch the  Matildas (the Australian women's side)  from time to

time. It is a minor sport in New Zealand  where I grew up so  for  them to win any games  on the world stage is

a big achievement, but they do, and they do account for themselves very capably in   hockey and  netball and

cricket as well.  We even have some excellent female  pole vaulters,  and  until her recent retirement the  best

female shot putter in the world was a Samoan kiwi.  Incidentally I don't know any women with Mars in Leo, but

I have a wife with Moon and Pluto rising in Leo  and she has her  Mars in Virgo like myself, and she is  as fiery

 as me   and also a great doer and worker.  And like me she also  has Libra  well represented so is partnership

orientated. And both of us  enjoy   watching our Australian grand daughter  excel in interschool cross country

 races.  And we  can't wait for our other  grand daughter to  get here  for Christmas  from Brazil. Perhaps that

answers your question WB and  gives you a better picture of what I am really like.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #89 - on: 01.07.2019 at 07:56 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 01.07.2019 at 07:52 [UT+1]:

WB Quote:

Oh, c'mon, AS. Wink You've just now illustrated the type of attacking post addressed by the OPer. Either you're being

disingenuous, or your memory is even shorter than mine is. undecided But that's OK.

My point was that I can't take ugly comments personally, because the critic doesn't know me personally. Insults from

friends or family members would be hurtful; but normally, we don't know the people behind the posts on an Internet

forum. Further, a highly biased, weaponized chart reading of a perfect stranger doesn't substitute for an actual

acquaintanceship with the flesh-and-blood human being.

Desiree-- I have Mars in Pisces. No mass murders to my account, though.

Oh c'mon indeed. stop playing the victim Waybread, Desiree certainly got that bit right, and it's not me weaponizing your chart. You

initiated this exchange by putting a sly slant on our previous differences but chose to leave my "name " out as if nobody would know you

were referring to me. So who is being disingenuous here? And neither have I done an interpretation of your chart, despite your inuendoes.

But I do think you have given a good example of Mars in Pisces in its transferrence of aggression. A case of transubstantiation (not in the

religious sense) but in the sense of attributing your animus to another person. Own it, it's yours, and then you can control it, and perhaps

stop it. But it is all rather silly , and just water under the bridge to me, and if you decide not to keep bringing your grudges back to life I'll

resist the temptation to play word games around your sly attacks.

As for Mars in Virgo. I like it there. It is good for getting things done, because Mars serves there. I have a reasonably strong and fit body

and enjoyment of physical effort as in sport, even now I am in my seventies I still exercise, go for walks and do modest weights. And I

love watching the many sports kiwi women excel in, especially rugby sevens and the fifteen-a-side game both of which they are at the

top. Soccer, or football, is not a sport I enjoy although I will watch the Matildas (the Australian women's side) from time to time. It is a

minor sport in New Zealand where I grew up so for them to win any games on the world stage is a big achievement, but they do, and they

do account for themselves very capably in hockey and netball and cricket as well. We even have some excellent female pole vaulters, and

until her recent retirement the best female shot putter in the world was a Samoan kiwi. Incidentally I don't know any women with Mars in

Leo, but I have a wife with Moon and Pluto rising in Leo and she has her Mars in Virgo like myself, and she is as fiery as me and also a

great doer and worker. And like me she also has Libra well represented so is partnership orientated. And both of us enjoy watching our

Australian grand daughter excel in interschool cross country races. And we can't wait for our other grand daughter to get here for

Christmas from Brazil. Perhaps that answers your question WB and gives you a better picture of what I am really like.

 

You two sound very happy, happy for you both.

Aries Sun & Moon with Mars in Leo lady i know, rather rude & insensitive at times, but she cares dearly for her

daughter and dotes on her.

She is also a one woman army, knows how to just be comfortable in herself.

She does crave attention though at times, she's fun to have as a friend.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #90 - on: 01.07.2019 at 08:12 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kokoro on 29.06.2019 at 09:24 [UT+1]:

Kalinokia in reply #42 above you asked me a number of questions.

I find most often I prefer not to comment on particulars of other's posts and stick with the topic. However, the genuine reason I started

the thread amd asked the question about anger in a chart is that there is a lot of inappropriate anger expressed in these threads... and it

is being presented under the guise of astrology. Some, it seems, enjoy goading others to elicit a distressed reaction. Because this is a

largely unmoderated astrology forum, where we are assumed to be and behave as civilized adults, these angry people

mostly get away with it. In general terms, on the internet, I believe they are referred to as trolls.

Personally I have formed the opinion that there are people who come onto the forum when they are drunk and therefore post

inappropiately. Additionally it seems a few members have dementia, some forms of which are worse at night, commonly referred to as

Sundowners. We have, unfortunately, I believe, a few Sundowners here, who are typing as they are drinking and dementing. They seem

unaware of their own inappropriateness and hostility and I have wondered if they are undiagnosed and therefore genuinely unaware of

their own pathology/behaviour.

I hesitate to say this to anyone directly, since we are all strangers here and who knows what others are dealing with in their lives and

psyches? Quite a lot of unaddressed issues it seems and not for me to resolve or point out to them.

However, since this is a problem for the forum to deal with as a whole (or ignore) I thought it appropriate to bring up the topic, hopefully

for some to look at their own particular astro influences, clearly affecting them very adversely and it seems unconsciously. Which they

then dump on the rest of us.

This last month, because of this issue, a few people have messaged me that they are leaving the forum. I find that sad because the

perpetrators and angry members stay and continue to unload their unresolved issues on the rest of the forum membership as a whole,

which doesn't deserve it.

And in answer to your specific question regarding the mundane forum, I find the inappropriate expressions of anger and hostility (albeit

just from a few members) spread all through the forum, not only in the mundane section threads. Just more overtly obvious there.

 

OP. I want to thank you for expressing your concerns. This is an issue apart from astrology honestly. Lets hope

who ever owns this website and/or forum will consider hiring new moderators to keep track of the flow of this

valuable forum. However, I am not sure what their stance on cyber-bullying. Some sites are 100% intolerant of

viscous verbal attacks. Some create an option where you can block a member and not see their posts. Astro-

Seek.com for example has this and the forum is more peaceful there. People respect each other a lot more.

Many young adults feel safe there, able to express what they want.

 

Sometimes moderators here do a great job closing threads that becomes too hostile, but some threads are for

some reason left open and people get hurt and humiliated.And there are members being painted as "trolls" for

no justifiable reason. Maybe they don't like a certain member and don't care? Maybe they like drama too? In

the end, the moderators are responsible for handing this issue. And shame on them for not addressing this

issue.  

 

Not everyone can handle situations as adults. In the real world that's why we have law enforcement E and

judges F.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #91 - on: 01.07.2019 at 08:14 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 08:12 [UT+1]:

Quote from kokoro on 29.06.2019 at 09:24 [UT+1]:

Kalinokia in reply #42 above you asked me a number of questions.

I find most often I prefer not to comment on particulars of other's posts and stick with the topic. However, the genuine

reason I started the thread amd asked the question about anger in a chart is that there is a lot of inappropriate anger

expressed in these threads... and it is being presented under the guise of astrology. Some, it seems, enjoy goading others

to elicit a distressed reaction. Because this is a largely unmoderated astrology forum, where we are

assumed to be and behave as civilized adults, these angry people mostly get away with it. In general terms, on the

internet, I believe they are referred to as trolls.

Personally I have formed the opinion that there are people who come onto the forum when they are drunk and therefore

post inappropiately. Additionally it seems a few members have dementia, some forms of which are worse at night,

commonly referred to as Sundowners. We have, unfortunately, I believe, a few Sundowners here, who are typing as they

are drinking and dementing. They seem unaware of their own inappropriateness and hostility and I have wondered if they

are undiagnosed and therefore genuinely unaware of their own pathology/behaviour.

I hesitate to say this to anyone directly, since we are all strangers here and who knows what others are dealing with in

their lives and psyches? Quite a lot of unaddressed issues it seems and not for me to resolve or point out to them.

However, since this is a problem for the forum to deal with as a whole (or ignore) I thought it appropriate to bring up the

topic, hopefully for some to look at their own particular astro influences, clearly affecting them very adversely and it

seems unconsciously. Which they then dump on the rest of us.

This last month, because of this issue, a few people have messaged me that they are leaving the forum. I find that sad

because the perpetrators and angry members stay and continue to unload their unresolved issues on the rest of the forum

membership as a whole, which doesn't deserve it.

And in answer to your specific question regarding the mundane forum, I find the inappropriate expressions of anger and

hostility (albeit just from a few members) spread all through the forum, not only in the mundane section threads. Just

more overtly obvious there.

OP. I want to thank you for expressing your concerns. This is an issue apart from astrology honestly. Lets hope who ever owns this website

and/or forum will consider hiring new moderators to keep track of the flow of this valuable forum. However, I am not sure what their

stance on cyber-bullying. Some sites are 100% intolerant of viscous verbal attacks. Some create an option where you can block a member

and not see their posts. Astro-Seek.com for example has this and the forum is more peaceful there. People respect each other a lot more.

Many young adults feel safe there, able to express what they want.

Sometimes moderators here do a great job closing threads that becomes too hostile, but some threads are for some reason left open and

people get hurt and humiliated. Maybe they don't like a certain member and don't care? Maybe they like drama too? And there are

members being painted as "trolls" for no justifiable reason. In the end, the moderators are responsible in handing this issue.

 

Astro-Seek also supports people, the moderator is an excellent person, remains detached, remains impartial

and helps where needed.

An often noted thing here is people are allowed free will and expression, others are not, especially those who

are much more capable of shutting the favored ones down. These types are often not here long.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #92 - on: 01.07.2019 at 08:28 [UT+1] »

 

The words of the people will never go silent.

 

I like this song when i think of it  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQOwFS7pLhk

 

 36480781.jpg   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #93 - on: 01.07.2019 at 09:50 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from nicnic on 30.06.2019 at 18:25 [UT+1]:

Thanks Roland, what's the ADB?

Astro data bank  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #94 - on: 01.07.2019 at 10:57 [UT+1] »

 

Code_Veronica

Quote:

You two sound very happy, happy for you both.

Aries Sun & Moon with Mars in Leo lady i know, rather rude & insensitive at times, but she cares dearly for her daughter and dotes on her.

She is also a one woman army, knows how to just be comfortable in herself.

She does crave attention though at times, she's fun to have as a friend.

 

Thanks Code_Veronica we've been together now since 1971, and married in April 1977, so we've certainly

sorted out most of our differences.  I consider myself  fortunate to have a wife who is still functioning in the

 work force for an airline, and  appears to be well liked there. Her sunny  rising Leo Moon.   Now I only do some

casual work while she still brings in a good  wage although  we're both past  normal retirement age - although

she's 4 years  younger than me.   So we've both  had turns at being the main  provider for the  household at

various times  and in various countries, so most gender roles are not an issue with us. We just have equal

ownership of the house and  do what we are each capable  of doing.  And she has the car, I can walk to work in

5 minutes.  Of course  we still  have our personal foibles,  my wife likes to "own" the kitchen  when she's home,

so I  leave it clean  for her,  and she also likes attention being a Leo Moon rising, but we only  really compete

 with each other  when we play  cards, or chess.  She hates being beaten,  and I win chess so usually play

without a  queen, but she  is  as good at  cards (we play cribbage)  as me and she keeps  a record of all our

 crib scores by month and year.   We play  most  afternoons   when she gets home from her  work shift, and  it

is a great way to maintain our relationship. I also find it is important  for us each to have time  alone (Her Sun

in Scorpio is conjunct her IC) so it helps for me to  go to casual work  even if only   irregularly, as that gives

her   the house to herself sometimes on her days off  especially as I work  afternoon/evenings so she  has the

TV to herself as well.  Haha, even the best  partnerships  don't want to watch the same  programs, but we do

have a spare TV bedroom  (perfect for the grandkids to stayover) where she can watch free-to-air soapies or

girlie  movies until she falls asleep when I want to watch   something with more substance, such as   sport, or

national  geographic or the history channel, or  crime programs, or science/space, etc.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #95 - on: 01.07.2019 at 11:07 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 30.06.2019 at 07:10 [UT+1]:

....are you willing to post your chart? I ask because you seem like a very sensitive soul, who is genuinely troubled by discussions that

other people with tougher skins wouldn't mind having. I'm not here to criticize you or your chart: I am merely curious.

[...]

To come full circle, Kokoro, are you a person who would benefit from developing a thicker skin? Intense discussions may not be your

preference, nor should they be, but hopefully you accept that it's OK for people to feel passionate about certain topics. And maybe anger

is even a justifiable response to some of the serious injustices we see in our world.

 

 

It is true that we have only a limited knowledge of one another from what we let on through our online

interactions.

 

Perhaps, why, it's rather incredulous for you to suggest that another member "develop a thicker skin" to

accommodate your anger and aggressions, your urge to dominate and control - thinly veiled under the guise of

an incessant need for "passionate" debate - when you appear incapable of doing the same offline, dissociating

instead into a neptunian fugue in the midst of an argument? On the other hand, neurotic intellectualization

(incessant need for debate) is yet another type of dissociation.

 

There seems to be a pronounced disparity between your online and offline abilities to emotionally regulate that

belies your "Aquarian-ness", not to mention a complete lack of sensitivity towards the needs of others and

whatever they may be dealing with. Perhaps, also, the uneasy quincunx between your Leo Moon and Pisces Mars

can be seen in large measure as contributing to this disparity, making emotional regulation especially difficult

for you to achieve?  

 

Quote:

We could imagine someone who really dislikes and perhaps even fears experiencing anger: his own, and other people's. He denies that he

gets angry himself, and shuns people who express anger. But the chart will "out" in some fashion, so unsurprisingly, he seems to attract

angry people. Or possibly he's perfected his passive-aggressive maneuvers, claiming innocence if accused of aggression.

 

For more insight you could turn the above around to read:

 

"We could imagine someone who really dislikes and perhaps even fears experiencing anger: her own, and other

people's. She denies that she gets angry herself, and shuns people who express anger.  But the chart will "out"

in some fashion, so unsurprisingly, she seems to attract angry people. Or possibly she's perfected her passive-

aggressive maneuvers, claiming innocence if accused of aggression.

 

 

Quote:

Usually it is under control in low-stress environments, but this past summer under a high-stress argument with my husband, I "split" or

dissociated for a couple of hours. When I came to, I had no memory of what transpired--just visual images of broken glass.

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1550519614/24#24
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #96 - on: 01.07.2019 at 11:20 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 03:42 [UT+1]:

Quote:

My Moon & Mars are conjunct in Aries in Vedic in 10th.

Chandra-Mangala yoga. I think here, you have a strong inner spirit and can conquer your enemies. You may had issues with management

though.

I think I remember having one friend in college with tropical dE o aA and she's very protective of her mother, very engaging with her

home life, especially her younger brothers. She loves them dearly. Ruled by B tend to experience psycho- emotional aggression a lot and

tends to be passive aggressive when opposed by Saturn (observant, disciplined, hardened). I think what's key is to look at the B,

experiences of the home to see what is projected on when angry for dE? But we have to considered houses, aspects, etc.

Also my 3rd grade teacher (can't believe I still remember her birthday), had dE and one time she was enraged because none of us

neatly put away our crayons and I'll never forget how she threw then all over the floor and the whole classroom went silent. We all

cleaned it up. It was my first exposure to adult anger outside of my home. I'll never forget. d (schooling, care-taking, parenting) can be

weaponized to have power over others. I don't think she was being abusive. Most teachers these days are underappreciated.

 

I don't have that Mars but i understand the Saturn opposition to my Sun & Jupiter. (observant, disciplined,

hardened) I am in certain circumstances, it is very hard to get anything passed me and i am very hard to crack,

that does not mean i have an aversion to standing up for myself, but the ability to face off and take some

before the deserving blow is dealt.

 

Bruce Lee was about being true to one's self, it was not egotistical, it was living through who you truly are

without any cocky thoughts, nothing made up.

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #97 - on: 01.07.2019 at 12:45 [UT+1] »

 

Thanks Phoebe for the link  

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1550519614/24#24  

 

@Netural's response

 

Quote:

Please don't' apologize..., low-key my 12th house fE enjoys laying back and reading arguments between strangers over the internet.

 

This is another major problem on this forum. Stand-byers (of cyber-bullying) and drama-seekers. A member

who suffer with mental illnesses actually enjoying argumentative posts? This is unbelievable.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #98 - on: 01.07.2019 at 13:12 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 12:45 [UT+1]:

Thanks Phoebe for the link

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1550519614/24#24

@Netural's response

Quote:

Please don't' apologize..., low-key my 12th house fE enjoys laying back and reading arguments between strangers over

the internet.

This is another major problem on this forum. Stand-byers (of cyber-bullying) and drama-seekers. A member who suffer with mental

illnesses actually enjoying argumentative posts? This is unbelievable.

 

12th house is mostly a veil, it's hard to express, takes major work & internal searching.

People who use it like this took the lazy way out.

 

This is a Mars in Aries in 12th.

Connor McGregor.

 

He is dealt karma when he abuses his ego, and it happens every time.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Muy73JL8a9A

 

I mean i am a Sun & Jupiter &Mercury in 12th with Chiron conjunct both Sun & Jupiter, i like to think i do show

this side of me, i do in 1 on 1 with others in real life.

 

My Mercury is also 0 degree's on SN.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #99 - on: 01.07.2019 at 13:55 [UT+1] »

 

You think women running around on a soccer field are courageous?  

 

I've been watching it to support my national team & because I grow up in Europe where soccer is a religion; its

part of my psyche.

But brave?  No, women & men who play soccer are not brave or courageous.  Jesse Owens was brave to

participate in the 1936 Olympics while facing numerous racist death threats, both from Germany & his home

country.  Assange is brave to confront the GJ powers that wish to silence him.  (Did you look up that 'drone'

comment btw?   Hillary said it years before the 2016 election but you're ok with her killing an innocent

civilian because she doesn't like what he publishes.  I guess you/I have very different views on what courage

truly means because you dismiss her vindictive h nature to J kill a man who is not guilty of anything except

revealing G facts). 

 

But to you, running after a soccer ball is courageous! 

 

Jesse's chart has the malefic EJ m which he channeled into E athletics n F j and his strength &

accomplishments endure even today.   If he had not become an athlete, he might have used that E energy into

violent acts.  But he choose to use that energy wisely & productively. 

At the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, which Adolf Hitler hoped would be a showcase of Aryan supremacy, Owens won

four gold medals in track and field events, a feat not equaled since. The sight of the graceful American's soaring

victory in the long jump and his Olympic-record wins in the 100-and 200-meter dashes and 400-meter relay

put the lie to der Führer's simplistic myths about race."

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quote from Waybread on 01.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1]:

I don't know how many of you are watching the current women's World Cup soccer matches, but seeing thousands of men and women

cheering on these female athletes is an inspiring sight. These women are unafraid to express their own strength, athleticism, and

courage. 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #100 - on: 01.07.2019 at 14:01 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 01.07.2019 at 13:55 [UT+1]:

You think women running around on a soccer field are courageous? 

I've been watching it to support my national team & because I grow up in Europe where soccer is a religion; its part of my psyche.

But brave? No, women & men who play soccer are not brave or courageous. Jesse Owens was brave to participate in the 1936 Olympics

while facing numerous racist death threats, both from Germany & his home country. Assange is brave to confront the GJ powers that

wish to silence him. (Did you look up that 'drone' comment btw?  Hillary said it years before the 2016 election but you're ok with her

killing an innocent civilian because she doesn't like what he publishes. I guess you/I have very different views on what courage truly

means.

Jesse's chart has the malefic EJ m which he channeled into E athletics n F j and his strength & accomplishments endure even today.

At the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, which Adolf Hitler hoped would be a showcase of Aryan supremacy, Owens won four gold medals in track

and field events, a feat not equaled since. The sight of the graceful American's soaring victory in the long jump and his Olympic-record

wins in the 100-and 200-meter dashes and 400-meter relay put the lie to der Führer's simplistic myths about race."

Quote from Waybread on 01.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1]:

I don't know how many of you are watching the current women's World Cup soccer matches, but seeing thousands of men

and women cheering on these female athletes is an inspiring sight. These women are unafraid to express their own

strength, athleticism, and courage. 

 

I tried being kinder by giving a mans perspective with emotions.

 

I did P Company with an undeveloped skinny-tall body, and i abhore people who think football requires any kind

of grit or force.

Men fall over nothing and fail to get back up all for a supposed win over an opponent.

 

Perspective for what P-company is.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTPSnhoc7nY

 

 

Yet i am not proud either because of other reasons, i am proud i made it to what my goal was, but not of

where i went, my view of what was, was not what i wanted.

 

I find braver people in every day life than myself and even these "actors" on TV.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #101 - on: 01.07.2019 at 14:20 [UT+1] »

 

A lot of active posters from the Mundane/Political thread are at it again. Bringing

anger/bickering/defensiveness/offensiveness. Derailing the thread. Watch the moderators do nothing. A point is

about to be made.

 

Phoebe  

Waybread  

Afternoon Sun  

ZenTen  

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #102 - on: 01.07.2019 at 14:25 [UT+1] »

 

Do you mean that we are actually posting & disagreeing on an astrology forum?  OMG quelle horreur!

 

Don't read any of our posts if they make you so E angry. We can post all we like, we are regular contributors,

it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who can & cannot post! 

 

 E is at critical degree right now.  He will be much happier when he moves into e where he feels more at

home. 

 

 

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 14:20 [UT+1]:

A lot of active posters from the Mundane/Political thread are at it again.

Phoebe

Waybread

Afternoon Sun

ZenTen
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #103 - on: 01.07.2019 at 14:30 [UT+1] »

 

Oh, I see that you have edited your initial posting.  We don't all have to agree in this world K.  If you believe

that, you are going to have a difficult time.  Try to lighten up & let people be. Perhaps J is difficult in your own

chart?  Maybe a public forum is not the place for you if you cannot tolerate any dissent.

 

I just find it so hilarious that WB thinks kicking a ball into a net is so courageous!   

 

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 14:20 [UT+1]:

A lot of active posters from the Mundane/Political thread are at it again. Bringing anger/bickering/defensiveness/offensiveness. Derailing

the thread. Watch the moderators do nothing. A point is about to be made.

Phoebe

Waybread

Afternoon Sun

ZenTen
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #104 - on: 01.07.2019 at 15:11 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 14:20 [UT+1]:

A point is about to be made.

 

It's like watching Mario world cup.

 

 

 

 

I often wonder how many practice what they preach? clearly some out of shape Jupiter's in here i think, & some

not so strong Pluto's.

A lot of projectionary issues.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #105 - on: 01.07.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

We can post all we like, we are regular contributors, it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who can & cannot post!

 

Quote:

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the Western astrology section. This is

not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.

 

And you have the permission to dictate what we post? You are comedic.  

 

Trust me, I belong here.  

 

And I already know a lot about your chart ZenTen so I know your triggers and your anger points.  

So you don't want to mess with me.   

 

Lets pray when Tr. J goes direct, it doesn't devour you.  

And work on your G judgement towards others. It's horrendously afflicted.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #106 - on: 01.07.2019 at 15:25 [UT+1] »

 

I'm not the one dictating, you are.  You want to ban posters that you don't like.   Your ageism & E anger at

anyone older than 35 is clear to see.  

 

I never said you don't belong here; I said if you cannot handle dissenting voices, perhaps a personal blog would

be better for you.

 

You know as much about my chart as I've posted on this forum....which is never.  Ms. Mayan herbal lady

doesn't  have a clue!   

 

I can just ignore you now as I've done in the past.  Try dealing with your unresolved E anger in a more

 productive manner.

 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1]:

Quote:

We can post all we like, we are regular contributors, it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who can & cannot

post!

Quote:

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the Western astrology

section. This is not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.

And you have the permission to dictate what we post? You are comedic.

Trust me, I belong here.

And I already know a lot about your chart ZenTen so I know your triggers and your anger points. So you don't want to mess with me.

Lets pray when Tr. J goes direct, it doesn't devour you.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #107 - on: 01.07.2019 at 15:27 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 01.07.2019 at 15:25 [UT+1]:

I'm not the one dictating, you are. You want to ban posters that you don't like. Your ageism & E anger at anyone older than 35 is clear to

see.

I never said you don't belong here; I said if you cannot handle dissenting voices, perhaps a personal blog would be better for you.

You know as much about my chart as I've posted on this forum....which is never. Ms. Mayan herbal lady doesn't have a clue!   

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1]:

Quote:

We can post all we like, we are regular contributors, it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who

can & cannot post!

Quote:

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the

Western astrology section. This is not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.

And you have the permission to dictate what we post? You are comedic.

Trust me, I belong here.

And I already know a lot about your chart ZenTen so I know your triggers and your anger points. So you don't want to

mess with me.

Lets pray when Tr. J goes direct, it doesn't devour you.

 

Condescending and no self awareness.

 

Those two.

 

I am ageist too, i don't like immature people.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #108 - on: 01.07.2019 at 15:38 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 01.07.2019 at 15:25 [UT+1]:

I'm not the one dictating, you are. You want to ban posters that you don't like. Your ageism & E anger at anyone older than 35 is clear to

see.

I never said you don't belong here; I said if you cannot handle dissenting voices, perhaps a personal blog would be better for you.

You know as much about my chart as I've posted on this forum....which is never. Ms. Mayan herbal lady doesn't have a clue!   

I can just ignore you now as I've done in the past. Try dealing with your unresolved E anger in a

more productive manner.

Thank you. 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1]:

Quote:

We can post all we like, we are regular contributors, it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who

can & cannot post!

Quote:

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the

Western astrology section. This is not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.

And you have the permission to dictate what we post? You are comedic.

Trust me, I belong here.

And I already know a lot about your chart ZenTen so I know your triggers and your anger points. So you don't want to

mess with me.

Lets pray when Tr. J goes direct, it doesn't devour you.

 

Yes, please deal with your dE o aABD and nG ZenTen. I pray you have peace.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #109 - on: 01.07.2019 at 15:43 [UT+1] »

 

[quote author=Code_Veronica link=1561353929/100#104 date=1561990281]Quote from kalinokia on

01.07.2019 at 14:20 [UT+1]:

A point is about to be made.

I often wonder how many practice what they preach? clearly some out of shape Jupiter's in here i think, & some not so strong Pluto's.

A lot of projectionary issues.

 

You know, it could be just a synastry issue. Someone with a strong F may but heads with an afflicted G.  

 

Anyways. I think I have no more to contribute. Hope those 4 resolve their issues with each other and the

moderators do their job responding to members concerns. No one will hold their breathe though.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #110 - on: 01.07.2019 at 16:02 [UT+1] »

 

One of the things that I really  like about Astrodienst is that  one can learn a lot  in this  forum because we get

to see  people  interacting.  If the  charts are known then we  get first  hand  experience of how the  planets  

 act out their positions.     This is one of the  strong points of the  forum here.   I  have learned more  from

participating in  this  forum than from any other single   source.

 

This  particular thread  discusses anger,  and where it is in a chart.    And we have some   examples in the

posts. Perfect,  if one is  actually interested in the subject.   Yet  not everyone  sees it that way. Kalinokia  gets

angry  with those posters who display  anger.  But  for me it is an opportunity to learn and study how  different

 planetary placings in the signs express and deal with  anger , either their  own anger or anger  from others.  

 

It would be  more  helpful were  Kalinokia to post her own chart or birth details so  we could  relate her

opinions and  words to her planets,  thus  enjoying the same opportunities that  we offer her to learn  from our

  words  and  placings.   However   so far she hasn't   although she may have revealed  her  chart in  other

threads, but a cursory  glance through it  would suggest not, or not much.  So she  offers  us all less scope for

learning from her   input. And she also lacks the manners to treat this  thread as a tropical thread, instead

imposing her own  preference for  sidereal  astrology in a tropical thread which is a breach of forum etiquette.  

 

Kalinokia is also judgemental of others, she scoffs at "@ Neturals's  response to  arguments: " A member who

suffer with mental illnesses actually enjoying argumentative posts? This is unbelievable."    

 

 I find conflict interesting.  It is a necessary  component of films,  plays,  stories, you name it.  It is also a

fantastic aid to learning astrology. But  first we all need to be on the same page,  and use the same  zodiac.

And  second  it would be respectful if Kalinokia backed her  desire to contribute an opinion with some

 disclosure of her  own chart so that we all have the opportunity to  understand  the structures that are  at play

in her  make-up, so we can learn  from her.  Of course it is not  compulsory to post your  chart, but it is  an

indication of  one's willingness to  participate  and also to  deal with  others   views, perhaps even to enable

them to learn  something useful though observation of her  positions and the way she expresses her opinions.

With her desire to regulate  others  and invoke the authorities I would expect to see regulating Capricorn or

Saturn  emphasized.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #111 - on: 01.07.2019 at 16:14 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 01.07.2019 at 16:02 [UT+1]:

One of the things that I really like about Astrodienst is that one can learn a lot in this forum because we get to see people interacting. If

the charts are known then we get first hand experience of how the planets act out their positions. This is one of the strong points of the

forum here. I have learned more from participating in this forum than from any other single source.

This particular thread discusses anger, and where it is in a chart. And we have some examples in the posts. Perfect, if one is actually

interested in the subject. Yet not everyone sees it that way. Kalinokia gets angry with those posters who display anger. But for me it is an

opportunity to learn and study how different planetary placings in the signs express and deal with anger , either their own anger or anger

from others.

It would be more helpful were Kalinokia to post her own chart or birth details so we could relate her opinions and words to her planets,

thus enjoying the same opportunities that we offer her to learn from our words and placings. However so far she hasn't although she may

have revealed her chart in other threads, but a cursory glance through it would suggest not, or not much. So she offers us all less scope

for learning from her input. And she also lacks the manners to treat this thread as a tropical thread, instead imposing her own preference

for sidereal astrology in a tropical thread which is a breach of forum etiquette.

Kalinokia is also judgemental of others, she scoffs at "@ Neturals's response to arguments: " A member who suffer with mental illnesses

actually enjoying argumentative posts? This is unbelievable."

I find conflict interesting. It is a necessary component of films, plays, stories, you name it. It is also a fantastic aid to learning astrology.

But first we all need to be on the same page, and use the same zodiac. And second it would be respectful if Kalinokia backed her desire to

contribute an opinion with some disclosure of her own chart so that we all have the opportunity to understand the structures that are at

play in her make-up, so we can learn from her. Of course it is not compulsory to post your chart, but it is an indication of one's willingness

to participate and also to deal with others views, perhaps even to enable them to learn something useful though observation of her

positions and the way she expresses her opinions.

 

I'm a bit of a debator, my problem is completely dominating the conversation, so i stay conscious of my Leo

tendencies.

Giving extra thought to others perspectives, but not allowing for abuse of others or myself.

It's difficult & is a life mission for myself with North in Aquarius in 6th.

 

 

afternoon sun

Member

Posts: 1351

Gender: 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #112 - on: 01.07.2019 at 17:03 [UT+1] »

 

Thank you for pointing this out, I thought it was truly despicable that K attack another member with emotional

problems who actually was the G mature one whilst dealing with personal attack from others in that thread

where she was suffering from real deep pain.

 

Some people cannot seem to handle any form of criticism & view disagreements with others as E angry

personal attacks.  Is this

J projection perhaps?  

 

I totally agree with your excellent posting.  

People can disagree & not be E angry at one another.  Or they might be.  That's life.   We don't all agree, we

don't all have to

agree, that would be a pretty boring world.  We can agree on some things but not others just like the 'real'

world.

Although we usually hang out with folks with align with our own views on the world in

a public forum, there are many different voices.  So be E angry or G hate at people of a certain age is truly

childish.  As if any one group of people is better than another.   

We all have free will in choosing how we act/react no matter what our astrology chart says.  It's

only the 'fated' things in life that we cannot change such as the families we are born into, our genetic health

situations, etc.

 

d energy at this time is self-protective & overly emotional.  July is going to be another bumpy ride! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 01.07.2019 at 16:02 [UT+1]:

One of the things that I really like about Astrodienst is that one can learn a lot in this forum because we get to see people interacting. If

the charts are known then we get first hand experience of how the planets act out their positions. This is one of the strong points of the

forum here. I have learned more from participating in this forum than from any other single source.

This particular thread discusses anger, and where it is in a chart. And we have some examples in the posts. Perfect, if one is actually

interested in the subject. Yet not everyone sees it that way. Kalinokia gets angry with those posters who display anger. But for me it is an

opportunity to learn and study how different planetary placings in the signs express and deal with anger , either their own anger or anger

from others.

It would be more helpful were Kalinokia to post her own chart or birth details so we could relate her opinions and words to her planets,

thus enjoying the same opportunities that we offer her to learn from our words and placings. However so far she hasn't although she may

have revealed her chart in other threads, but a cursory glance through it would suggest not, or not much. So she offers us all less scope

for learning from her input. And she also lacks the manners to treat this thread as a tropical thread, instead imposing her own preference

for sidereal astrology in a tropical thread which is a breach of forum etiquette.

Kalinokia is also judgemental of others, she scoffs at "@ Neturals's response to arguments: " A member who suffer with

mental illnesses actually enjoying argumentative posts? This is unbelievable."

I find conflict interesting. It is a necessary component of films, plays, stories, you name it. It is also a fantastic aid to learning astrology.

But first we all need to be on the same page, and use the same zodiac. And second it would be respectful if Kalinokia backed her desire to

contribute an opinion with some disclosure of her own chart so that we all have the opportunity to understand the structures that are at

play in her make-up, so we can learn from her. Of course it is not compulsory to post your chart, but it is an indication of one's willingness

to participate and also to deal with others views, perhaps even to enable them to learn something useful though observation of her

positions and the way she expresses her opinions. With her desire to regulate others and invoke the authorities I would expect to see

regulating Capricorn or Saturn emphasized.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #113 - on: 01.07.2019 at 17:27 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 01.07.2019 at 17:03 [UT+1]:

Thank you for pointing this out, I thought it was truly despicable that K attack another member with emotional problems who actually was

the G mature one whilst dealing with personal attack from others in that thread where she was suffering from real deep pain.

Some people cannot seem to handle any form of criticism & view disagreements with others as E angry personal attacks. Is this

J projection perhaps?

I totally agree with your excellent posting.

People can disagree & not be E angry at one another. Or they might be. That's life.  We don't all agree, we don't all have to

agree, that would be a pretty boring world. We can agree on some things but not others just like the 'real' world.

Although we usually hang out with folks with align with our own views on the world in

a public forum, there are many different voices. So be E angry or G hate at people of a certain age is truly childish. As if any one group

of people is better than another. 

We all have free will in choosing how we act/react no matter what our astrology chart says. It's

only the 'fated' things in life that we cannot change such as the families we are born into, our genetic health situations, etc.

d energy at this time is self-protective & overly emotional. July is going to be another bumpy ride! 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 01.07.2019 at 16:02 [UT+1]:

One of the things that I really like about Astrodienst is that one can learn a lot in this forum because we get to see people

interacting. If the charts are known then we get first hand experience of how the planets act out their positions. This is one

of the strong points of the forum here. I have learned more from participating in this forum than from any other single

source.

This particular thread discusses anger, and where it is in a chart. And we have some examples in the posts. Perfect, if one

is actually interested in the subject. Yet not everyone sees it that way. Kalinokia gets angry with those posters who display

anger. But for me it is an opportunity to learn and study how different planetary placings in the signs express and deal with

anger , either their own anger or anger from others.

It would be more helpful were Kalinokia to post her own chart or birth details so we could relate her opinions and words to

her planets, thus enjoying the same opportunities that we offer her to learn from our words and placings. However so far

she hasn't although she may have revealed her chart in other threads, but a cursory glance through it would suggest not,

or not much. So she offers us all less scope for learning from her input. And she also lacks the manners to treat this

thread as a tropical thread, instead imposing her own preference for sidereal astrology in a tropical thread which is a

breach of forum etiquette.

Kalinokia is also judgemental of others, she scoffs at "@ Neturals's response to arguments: " A member who

suffer with mental illnesses actually enjoying argumentative posts? This is unbelievable."

I find conflict interesting. It is a necessary component of films, plays, stories, you name it. It is also a fantastic aid to

learning astrology. But first we all need to be on the same page, and use the same zodiac. And second it would be

respectful if Kalinokia backed her desire to contribute an opinion with some disclosure of her own chart so that we all have

the opportunity to understand the structures that are at play in her make-up, so we can learn from her. Of course it is not

compulsory to post your chart, but it is an indication of one's willingness to participate and also to deal with others views,

perhaps even to enable them to learn something useful though observation of her positions and the way she expresses her

opinions. With her desire to regulate others and invoke the authorities I would expect to see regulating Capricorn or Saturn

emphasized.

 

 

You talk a tall order but do not walk it, this is what i cannot stand about Cancer Mars.

 

"I totally agree with your excellent posting.  " Bring someone in who you deem as agreeable.

 

"We all have free will in choosing how we act/react no matter what our astrology chart says." Disregard your

shortcomings.

 

"d energy at this time is self-protective & overly emotional.  July is going to be another bumpy ride! "

Diverge from the fact your irrationality is Cancerian, not Aries.

 

The only Aries trait shown is the need to be right and above all.

 

Manipulation of Cancer Mars at it's finest, amongst others who like your manipulation though? Tough call.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #114 - on: 01.07.2019 at 17:57 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

I thought it was truly despicable that K attack another member with emotional problems who actually was the G mature one whilst dealing

with personal attack from others in that thread where she was suffering from real deep pain.

 

We are using the word despicable now?  I don't really know where to start.

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?num=1560620292

 

In this thread member neutral (the one from the other thread that is called mentally ill) is attacked brutally in

this thread for nothing more than stating a different opinion as OP. That made her leave the forum in the end.  

 

Waybread is of different opinion in the Julian Assange thread. She has to suffer all sorts of abuse as well

because of it.

 

But back to member neutral. She was a victim in the end but behaved like a troll in several threads before. I

think one of those threads got closed by admins.  

 

***

 

E is aggression. It doesn't matter that much in which sign mars is when it comes to act that way. I know

someone with E in l who is a bully towards the partner. There is nothing hidden about it. Same goes for

someone with E in j.

 

Btw. I think the traditional way of looking at mars in the different signs doesn't make much sense.  I have mars

in virgo and wouldn't want to have it anywhere else. It's a mars that get things done (earth sign) and tries to

do things in the best and most efficient way. Nothing wrong with that.  

   

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #115 - on: 01.07.2019 at 18:07 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 01.07.2019 at 17:57 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I thought it was truly despicable that K attack another member with emotional problems who actually was the G mature

one whilst dealing with personal attack from others in that thread where she was suffering from real deep pain.

We are using the word despicable now?  I don't really know where to start.

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?num=1560620292

In this thread member neutral (the one from the other thread that is called mentally ill) is attacked brutally in this thread for nothing

more than stating a different opinion as OP. That made her leave the forum in the end.

Waybread is of different opinion in the Julian Assange thread. She has to suffer all sorts of abuse as well because of it.

But back to member neutral. She was a victim in the end but behaved like a troll in several threads before. I think one of those threads

got closed by admins.

***

E is aggression. It doesn't matter that much in which sign mars is when it comes to act that way. I know someone with E in l who is a

bully towards the partner. There is nothing hidden about it. Same goes for someone with E in j.

Btw. I think the traditional way of looking at mars in the different signs doesn't make much sense. I have mars in virgo and wouldn't want

to have it anywhere else. It's a mars that get things done (earth sign) and tries to do things in the best and most efficient way. Nothing

wrong with that.

 

As stated before, you need to understand the Mars in 12th house, it's especially difficult for Neutral however

because Mars is retrograde.

The trolling is perhaps her only way of venting, i said before though that the 12th house is karmic, what comes

around goes around, and that goes for people who do unto the native with 12th house placements.

 

Of course there is a higher side too.

 

 

Note to self, getting tired, mind get's cranky when tired. Time to relax.

 

I wish you all a very good evening including you ZenTen.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #116 - on: 01.07.2019 at 20:17 [UT+1] »

 

Funny....  Not in a Ha,ha way, how this thread about How many on this Forum devolve into anger and outright

fights, including ad hominem fights that attack a persons chart rather than the subject.  

 

From some I respected.  (sigh)  

 

 

Definitely proves kokoro's point...

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #117 - on: 02.07.2019 at 00:31 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1]:

Quote:

We can post all we like, we are regular contributors, it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who can & cannot

post!

Quote:

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the Western astrology

section. This is not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.

And you have the permission to dictate what we post? You are comedic.

Trust me, I belong here.

And I already know a lot about your chart ZenTen so I know your triggers and your anger points.

So you don't want to mess with me.

Lets pray when Tr. J goes direct, it doesn't devour you.

And work on your G judgement towards others. It's horrendously afflicted.

 

 

hey lady, is that some sort of threat and that is NOT a good why to use astrology

 

you sound like a real bully  people always disagree on here. but you sound threatening to me.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #118 - on: 02.07.2019 at 00:37 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from zippy on 01.07.2019 at 20:17 [UT+1]:

Funny.... Not in a Ha,ha way, how this thread about How many on this Forum devolve into anger and outright fights, including ad

hominem fights that attack a persons chart rather than the subject.

From some I respected. (sigh)

Definitely proves kokoro's point...

 

yes, I guess this sounds rather comic, Zippy. 

but I know your anger points and hope Pluto devours you. sounds pretty nasty to me.

 

I do not find this talk enlightening  nor informing.

 

I am not pointing to any mars signs nor aspects as people develop them differently and different speeds. I wish

for an aE

but alas I do not.   My sag moon is straightforward.  I do not get the verbal attacks, like snake  fangs.  poison.

 

 

I would not pay you money for a reading.      believe that.  you sound like a witch.   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #119 - on: 02.07.2019 at 00:55 [UT+1] »

 

Actually there is a lot of interesting discussion going on  and  folk are revealing their attitudes and feelings, and

still most are communicating  and  debating . I do not find this   environment  difficult or particularly

 unpleasant given the  subject matter. I suspect there are  a lot more  observers than participants, but that is

ok, not everyone reading an astrology thread wants to get involved  in debates  where people feel free to

 express what they think about  others  expression.   I notice also that while  people may side with one or

another of the participants,  everyone has their supporters.  And this is to be expected  because no one owns

 their planetary positions alone.  To criticise someone's planetary positions is to criticise many different people.

 

 

I grew up in a household of  four boys, three of us within  5 years of age. I was the second, my older brother a

Capricorn, was gay but in those days that was not expressed so was his hidden secret.  He  ditched his studies

for a law degree  to go overseas and become an actor when he turned  21, and  ended up  writing computer

programs. He wrote me a lovely letter from London when he came out  that year, I still have it.  My next

younger brother was  near enough to my age to want to challenge me as we grew up, he went into

documentary and TV production, he is a Cancerian Sun.  My youngest brother,  a Libran,  became  a business

manager.  Three Cardinal  signs , and me  mutable Sagittarius. I am used to the hustle and bustle of diverse

views, likes and dislikes, and battling controlling influences.  All four of us remajn on friendly terms  although

we are scattered   around the world in different  cities.  We communicate  by skype   and visit each other so

keep in touch.  But  that doesn't  prevent us having our own  private jokes about each other and our

peculiarities. And we are not above stirring each other .  My older brother  is the easiest to  tease because he is

 a capricorn and takes himself seriously  at times, and  does not like to be contradicted  or challenged for the

inconsistencies in his  opinions. But he has a lovely and wicked sense of humour.  Recently he sent me a photo

of a  smiling derelict  who had  some vague  facial resemblance to me, wearing a  tshirt  offering blow jobs  for

a dollar  and claimed it was  an old family photo of me that he came across.  I sent him a  pic I found on the

internet of a hill billy type with  prince  charlie ears  and  short back and sides and a cretinous  expression   that

reminded me of him pouting, and told  him it was in mum's bottom drawer of family photos with his name on

the back.  The point is not to take yourselves  too seriously.  We are all flawed human beings and none of us

 are above  criticism, so accept it. Let it wash off.  

 

It does not  bother me particularly if someone  wants to  attack "my chart" as I am quite capable of

 interpreting my own chart to know  its typical  faults and  strengths.  And attacks on  a chart  might teach me

something about the way that person thinks,  as well as something about myself, because   when someone

 bothers to highlight  something about you, they are  telling you about what  affects them, and  often what

they are projecting onto you, as well as what they do or don't know about astrology.  They are also  attacking

 anyone else who has that planetary combination, so they are  creating  allies for you.

 

Enjoy the freedom to express and learn  astrology  by participation on  this fantastic  democratic  forum. Sure

it can be a bit of a bun fight at times, but there are lots of good people here too, and there are no other

 forums on the internet  with the  participation  of this one.   I think it is  a gem and would hate to see it over

moderated.  There are other forums that one can go to  if they prefer strong moderating. There are no other

 forums   like Astrodienst where you can really learn about your  chart and others by  their behaviour,  and the

myriad of things that  happen to people and the  issues they deal with,  and with many opportunities to

 compare that to  birth data.   If it gets too much for you,  take  a break from it. You don't have to participate

 it is all  voluntary. I think it is a fantastic service. Enjoy. 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #120 - on: 02.07.2019 at 02:19 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1]:

Quote:

We can post all we like, we are regular contributors, it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who can & cannot

post!

Quote:

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the Western astrology

section. This is not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.

And you have the permission to dictate what we post? You are comedic.

Trust me, I belong here.

And I already know a lot about your chart ZenTen so I know your triggers and your anger points.

So you don't want to mess with me.

Lets pray when Tr. J goes direct, it doesn't devour you.

And work on your G judgement towards others. It's horrendously afflicted.

 

Oh dear kalinokia you sound like  a lurking spider ready to pounce.  Is this the true  kalinokia  being revealed?

The one who  wants to moderate everybody  else?  Hmmm I suspect an afflicted Pluto is about to be revealed, I

wonder if you are a familiar  poster known to most of us, but now hiding behind a new avatar?    If you would

care to post your chart we  would quickly know and learn so much more about your  modus operandi, or are

you  embarrassed  to break your cover and reveal  your astro identity?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #121 - on: 02.07.2019 at 03:33 [UT+1] »

 

Please don't include Neutral in this thread anymore, it's not fair, she's an ex-member & until she returns or

never returns, she cannot defend herself.  I apologize Neutral on behalf of everyone, including myself, who

caused you any pain.  You know I love you & wish only the best for you. 

 

What do you think K's motive was in bringing up a thread (not the one you linked but much farther back than

that)? 

 

Only she knows why she has a personal vendetta against Neutral.  With me, it's because I dare to disagree with

her great pearls of wisdom! 

 

She has been stalking me for months now, trying to figure out my chart & has figured out certain planetary

placements that I have discussed (such as E d) & G j h 12. I posted openly about  how J has been

pummeling this planet.  And she uses it to frighten/threaten me.      It's a joke considering I'm living

with the aspect.  It may kill me, it may not & I don't need some amateur astrologer (who believes she knows

both Western/Vedic astrology) to tell me anything about any transit.  If she pulled this  

action against a naive person, she could very well cause them great anxiety & fear.  I've dealt with far greater J
stalkers & bullies

than her & her G hatred & E anger at me makes me giggle.

 

WB likes to consider herself a I victim on the Assange thread because nobody agrees with her.  For someone

who is so 'abused',  that doesn't stop her numerous, E angry attacks against him or anyone that supports

him.  The level of hysteria & G hate has reached maximum level & on & on it goes!    She's been playing the

same I movie in her head for 40 yrs now; time to put in a new one. 

 

And I still find it hilarious that women running around on a soccer pitch are so 'brave & courageous' to her

while a man who risks his actual life to reveal G facts remains incarcerated & may still face a certain death if

extradited to the USA. 

 

Peace out.  Glad everyone got their E anger out, including myself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Quote from ~Tara~ on 01.07.2019 at 17:57 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I thought it was truly despicable that K attack another member with emotional problems who actually was the G mature

one whilst dealing with personal attack from others in that thread where she was suffering from real deep pain.

We are using the word despicable now?  I don't really know where to start.

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?num=1560620292

In this thread member neutral (the one from the other thread that is called mentally ill) is attacked brutally in this thread for nothing

more than stating a different opinion as OP. That made her leave the forum in the end.

Waybread is of different opinion in the Julian Assange thread. She has to suffer all sorts of abuse

as well because of it.

But back to member neutral. She was a victim in the end but behaved like a troll in several threads before. I think one of those threads

got closed by admins.

***

E is aggression. It doesn't matter that much in which sign mars is when it comes to act that way. I know someone with E in l who is a

bully towards the partner. There is nothing hidden about it. Same goes for someone with E in j.

Btw. I think the traditional way of looking at mars in the different signs doesn't make much sense. I have mars in virgo and wouldn't want

to have it anywhere else. It's a mars that get things done (earth sign) and tries to do things in the best and most efficient way. Nothing

wrong with that.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #122 - on: 02.07.2019 at 04:30 [UT+1] »

 

did someone also brought in the 8th house. the intense emotional house.  

some of the emotions you didn't proces or are willing to see.  the frustrations, anxiety,  unconscious, shadow.

 the projection one uses to others to get rid of your own emotional luggage ?

the house ruler of that house can be important as well as the planets within.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #123 - on: 02.07.2019 at 07:42 [UT+1] »

 

What I posted in the C Retrograde thread:

 

Just noticed when I was doing the July thread, both Ce and Na station retrograde only a day apart

 

So the C stationing will be influenced by the near exact trine to an also stationing N

 

So possibly looking back on what old hurts in the past needs to be reconciled and healed, maybe in particular

ones rooted in anger and defiance (a), or going back on past fights, arguments, old conflicts, etc, that have

still left a wound (N)

 

C and N both station retrograde soon (8th and 9th)  

 

Plus the newly ingressed Ee will soon trine the now stationing Naas well

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #124 - on: 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1] »

 

It's ironic that in a thread addressing anger in the horoscope, a couple of old antagonists have launched

personal attacks.  You two know who you are.  You're back on my personal "ignore" list.  

 

Taurus 5, re:your post #87.

 

Ages ago, I did a lot of the old "est"/Landmark programs.  They made the point that "there's nobody else out

there."  One way to interpret this, is that whatever we dislike in another person is something that we

fundamentally dislike within ourselves.  

 

For a long time Pluto has been my disowned planet.  Unsurprisingly, during the course of my career, I attracted

a few negative Plutonian types:  the aggressive bullies who delight in dominating, if not destroying, other

people's careers.  Then one day I woke up and realized that I am all of the planets in my chart.  I need to own

my capacity to be ruthless, implacable, and so on.  Once I really got my "inner Pluto," the bullies disappeared.  

 

Then again, shouldn't this work both ways?  Obviously I'm triggering something in a couple of other people,

which suggests that I mirror back some unwanted portion of their psyches.  So there's kind of a tango going

on.

 

What I learned from those old "est" programs is that a way out of the dilemma is really to "get" another

person.  Take time to listen non-judgmentally. Just be with the other person. Unfortunately this is awfully hard

to do when interactions on this Forum are basically an exchange of posts, not face-to-face.  

 

Hey, Zen Ten:   Re: Mars also ruling athletes, and its relation to women's soccer.

 

Professional soccer takes more courage than I have, because the athletes trip and fall a lot when running at top

speed. They can run into each other, and even knock heads.  A soccer ball can travel over 120km/hour, yet a

player will block or tip a high ball as a "header."  Various penalties in soccer are basically designed to prevent

maneuvers that can cause serious injuries, yet these happen anyway.  I don't know how many times during a

match a goal keeper will deliberately fall on the ball to prevent it from going into the net, or from giving the

strikers another chance at a goal.

 

This is such a far cry from my youth, when there were no intramural sports for girls in my region.  Our

presumed objective was to be domestic and ladylike.  Then you and I probably both remember the sly digs at

female athletes as being lesbians, as though it were something shameful.  Well, today a number of fantastic

soccer players are openly lesbian.  And the crowds love them!  There's been a sea change, and I think it's

fantastic.  If these female athletes got paid what they are worth, that would be another improvement.  

 

I hope you catch either the semi-final or final of this year's women's World Cup soccer.  Then see if you agree

with me about these women's courage.  

 

Thanks, Tara. Apparently expressing a contrarian opinion and sticking to it is a sign of all kinds of mental

deficiencies.   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #125 - on: 02.07.2019 at 07:58 [UT+1] »

 

Interesting thread in general though (not wishing to get into the bickering though)

 

But going back to the original question: where is anger in a chart

 

I think it's unanimous that E is the key,  I would also add the B there too, as B governs reactions. Maybe the

B filters the E anger energy  

 

I don't like to show anger that much. I have Ed, and I find I get emotional  (d) when I'm angry (E). The

tight trine between my Ge to my iAsc just wants to reign it in, Ge tells me to keep stoic (G) out of pride

(e), emotional outbursts are simply embarrassing to me   so unfortunately, also Ed trait, I end up

bottling it all up. Not healthy I know   especially as my Ed squares J (toxic), it gets stored as grudges  

trying to work on that .... still. Only so many damn Buddhist quotes I can read, anger,  poison, etc etc  

 

The irony is that everyone thinks I'm so laid back and mellow and relaxed, surfer dude style!  

 

How about everyone else? Do you release anger quickly and then forgive? Or do you store it all in and let it

simmer away?

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #126 - on: 02.07.2019 at 08:32 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

WB likes to consider herself a I victim on the Assange thread because nobody agrees with her. For someone who is so 'abused', that

doesn't stop her numerous, E angry attacks against him or anyone that supports him. The level of hysteria & G hate has reached

maximum level & on & on it goes! Tongue She's been playing the same I movie in her head for 40 yrs now; time to put in a new one.

 

Well I agree with her and probably many more that just follow the thread by reading and can't be bothered to

write in this thread anymore because it is dominated to an very unhealthy degree by only in black and white

thinking people who treat any mild critizism of Assange as some kind of murder plot. 

 

***

 

Today is the solar eclipse and I am not surprised that is shows in the forum as well by bringing the shadow of

the different participants out into the light (mine included).

Yes AS, conflicts are normal. To find civilized ways of resolving them is the challenge.   

 

***

 

Quote:

How about everyone else? Do you release anger quickly and then forgive? Or do you store it all in and let it simmer away?

 

I don't have much anger but when I do it simmers (unfortunately). In my upbringing my mars was suppressed.

I am working on healing that.  

I don't see the suppression of the E function connected to a specific mars sign but more to childhood

circumstances. To grow up with narcissistic parents (or other type of dysfunctional family situations) can do a

lot of damage.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #127 - on: 02.07.2019 at 09:29 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Reply 119, by AS ... There are no other forums like Astrodienst where you can really learn about your chart and others by their behaviour,

and the myriad of things that happen to people and the issues they deal with, and with many opportunities to compare that to birth data.

If it gets too much for you, take a break from it. You don't have to participate it is all voluntary. I think it is a fantastic service.

I "like" this comment. ... And, would add that that learning about ourselves can be accelerated by reviewing our

own comments (and recognising that their message often applies more to ourselves than to others).
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #128 - on: 02.07.2019 at 09:32 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

Taurus 5, re:your post #87.

Ages ago, I did a lot of the old "est"/Landmark programs. They made the point that "there's nobody else out there." One way to interpret

this, is that whatever we dislike in another person is something that we fundamentally dislike within ourselves.

For a long time Pluto has been my disowned planet. Unsurprisingly, during the course of my career, I attracted a few negative Plutonian

types: the aggressive bullies who delight in dominating, if not destroying, other people's careers. Then one day I woke up and realized

that I am all of the planets in my chart. I need to own my capacity to be ruthless, implacable, and so on. Once I really got my

"inner Pluto," the bullies disappeared.

Then again, shouldn't this work both ways? Obviously I'm triggering something in a couple of other people, which suggests that I mirror

back some unwanted portion of their psyches. So there's kind of a tango going on.

What I learned from those old "est" programs is that a way out of the dilemma is really to "get" another person. Take time to listen non-

judgmentally. Just be with the other person. Unfortunately this is awfully hard to do when interactions on this Forum are basically an

exchange of posts, not face-to-face.

So ... might you not yet be really getting your inner Mars?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #129 - on: 02.07.2019 at 09:50 [UT+1] »

 

WB Quote:

How about everyone else? Do you release anger quickly and then forgive? Or do you store it all in and let it simmer away?

 

Mostly I  release my anger and forgive easily. But I am watchful  because  others may operate at different

levels.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #130 - on: 02.07.2019 at 10:14 [UT+1] »

 

What Is the Purpose of Your Anger? Aggressive Vs Assertive.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ymmL4WaDyM

 

 

People Who Keep Going Back To Anger

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuoHOYsTqto

 

When Your Anger Turns Sour

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSvhQn8BuF0

 

The Most Difficult Task in Conflict Resolution

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhE2JFIJnwk
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #131 - on: 02.07.2019 at 10:37 [UT+1] »

 

I don't know, i had the worst temper you could imagine growing up, 29 this year and i'm far more assertive

and want to fix problems and solve issues.

 

BmE
AnG

AoE
Ema MC

Bma MC

BpO
BpI

EpO
 

 

Anger i find is normally a form of resentment, a form of self i don't want to face including the issue with

someone else. normally i find most people are related to me because they are not truly that much different to

myself.

 

I would let it build, and then the almightly show down would happen and nothing but death by the end. Death

being the complete separation, and unfortunately those who were never meant to get hurt got hurt too.

 

Why i am able to read some people so well is also because i have these traits, or had, i choose to use them

constructively.

 

 

Now i just make stuff happen, assertive.

 

 

An addiction to what hurt me was also a downfall.

It is not what is, but what will be.  

 

Hold me in the past, i will apply fruition and make the future better. I always have a point to prove, learn to

make it work for myself and others.

 

CV you are an asshole, ok let me show you how much of an asshole i am by making it work.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #132 - on: 02.07.2019 at 11:09 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

It's ironic that in a thread addressing anger in the horoscope, a couple of old antagonists have launched personal attacks. You two know

who you are. You're back on my personal "ignore" list.

Taurus 5, re:your post #87.

Ages ago, I did a lot of the old "est"/Landmark programs. They made the point that "there's nobody else out there." One way to interpret

this, is that whatever we dislike in another person is something that we fundamentally dislike within ourselves.

For a long time Pluto has been my disowned planet. Unsurprisingly, during the course of my career, I attracted a few negative Plutonian

types: the aggressive bullies who delight in dominating, if not destroying, other people's careers. Then one day I woke up and realized

that I am all of the planets in my chart. I need to own my capacity to be ruthless, implacable, and so on. Once I really got my "inner

Pluto," the bullies disappeared.

Then again, shouldn't this work both ways? Obviously I'm triggering something in a couple of other people, which suggests that I mirror

back some unwanted portion of their psyches. So there's kind of a tango going on.

What I learned from those old "est" programs is that a way out of the dilemma is really to "get" another person. Take time to listen non-

judgmentally. Just be with the other person. Unfortunately this is awfully hard to do when interactions on this Forum are basically an

exchange of posts, not face-to-face.

 

 

Listen Waybread, when the Assange thread was reactivated the admin's deleted your initial posts as they were

confrontational, accusing another member of being "dead wrong" and offering nothing astrologically:  

 

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1403187099/124#124

 

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1403187099/143#143

 

 

Yet, after the admin's warning, you continued on in much the same fashion offering very little astrology and

"repeatedly" (by your own admission and use of the word) focused on correcting every single post differing

from your pov, regardless of who was specifically addressed, telling yet another member what they had written

was "bogus".  More than just a couple of members were affected - AS hasn't even been a participant there.

 

And, still you continued to persist even after the OP politely wrote the following, not wishing to have their

thread derailed or shut down by the admin's as you've managed to do with two other recent threads - the

Sun/Moon and Jordan Peterson's:

 

Quote:

#312

I am happy as long as we are not attacking or patronizing each other or otherwise going in a direction that will get the thread shut down,

the obvious aim of some recently interested members.

 

 

 

Every OP has the right to establish intent and set parameters for threads they initiate, and participating

members have every right to respond freely to whomever and however they so choose within that spirit. This

becomes near impossible, however, when discussion is monopolized by a single individual peppering everyone

with lengthy responses bent on following their own narrative. Like other threads, your posts on Assange's

outnumber everyone else's 3-4 to 1. This leaves little space and time for the "est" of listening non-judgmentally

and "getting" another.

 

And, I'm sorry WB, but the sense of owning your plutonian stuff as a "capacity to be ruthless, implacable, and

so on" is really kind of out of place and inappropriate, least-wise here, and perhaps even altogether. Pluto

means so much more.

 

Try not to mistake criticisms of behaviour with that of the person.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #133 - on: 02.07.2019 at 11:16 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 02.07.2019 at 10:14 [UT+1]:

What Is the Purpose of Your Anger? Aggressive Vs Assertive.

....

People Who Keep Going Back To Anger

....

When Your Anger Turns Sour

....

The Most Difficult Task in Conflict Resolution

....

 

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1495153260

 

 

..two and 1/2 years and 165 obsessive  pages worth    
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #134 - on: 02.07.2019 at 11:25 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Phoebe on 02.07.2019 at 11:09 [UT+1]:

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

It's ironic that in a thread addressing anger in the horoscope, a couple of old antagonists have launched personal attacks.

You two know who you are. You're back on my personal "ignore" list.

Taurus 5, re:your post #87.

Ages ago, I did a lot of the old "est"/Landmark programs. They made the point that "there's nobody else out there." One

way to interpret this, is that whatever we dislike in another person is something that we fundamentally dislike within

ourselves.

For a long time Pluto has been my disowned planet. Unsurprisingly, during the course of my career, I attracted a few

negative Plutonian types: the aggressive bullies who delight in dominating, if not destroying, other people's careers. Then

one day I woke up and realized that I am all of the planets in my chart. I need to own my capacity to be ruthless,

implacable, and so on. Once I really got my "inner Pluto," the bullies disappeared.

Then again, shouldn't this work both ways? Obviously I'm triggering something in a couple of other people, which suggests

that I mirror back some unwanted portion of their psyches. So there's kind of a tango going on.

What I learned from those old "est" programs is that a way out of the dilemma is really to "get" another person. Take

time to listen non-judgmentally. Just be with the other person. Unfortunately this is awfully hard to do when interactions

on this Forum are basically an exchange of posts, not face-to-face.

Listen Waybread, when the Assange thread was reactivated the admin's deleted your initial posts as they were confrontational, accusing

another member of being "dead wrong" and offering nothing astrologically:

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1403187099/124#124

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?pa=nmo&num=1403187099/143#143

Yet, after the admin's warning, you continued on in much the same fashion offering very little astrology and "repeatedly" (by your own

admission and use of the word) focused on correcting every single post differing from your pov, regardless of who was being responded to,

telling yet another member what they had written was "bogus". More than just a couple of members were affected - AS hasn't even been

a participant there.

And, still you continued to persist even after the OP politely wrote the following, not wishing to have their thread derailed or shut down by

the admin's as you've managed to do with two other recent threads - the Sun/Moon and Jordan Peterson's:

Quote:

#312

I am happy as long as we are not attacking or patronizing each other or otherwise going in a direction that will get the

thread shut down, the obvious aim of some recently interested members.

Every OP has the right to establish intent and set parameters for threads they initiate, and participating members have every right to

respond freely to whomever and however they so choose within that spirit. This becomes near impossible, however, when discussion is

monopolized by a single individual peppering everyone with lengthy responses bent on their own narrative. Like other threads, your posts

on Assange's outnumber everyone else's 3-4 to 1. This leaves little space and time for the "est" of listening non-judgmentally and

"getting" another.

And, I'm sorry WB, but the sense of owning your plutonian stuff as the "capacity to be ruthless, implacable, and so on" is really kind of

out of place and inappropriate, least-wise here, and perhaps even altogether. Pluto means so much more.

Try not to mistake criticisms of behaviour with that of the person.

 

My brother is a Moon in Aquarius with Aries Mars, he never owns his emotional self which i always found weird,

and skilled at distancing from his own issues.

 

Great sense of humor, intelligent & able, but complete dismissal of his own issues.

 

Moon in Aquarius is as or worse malefic than Capricorn Moon or Scorpio Moon IMO.

 

Aquarius is also ruled by Saturn though so they say.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #135 - on: 02.07.2019 at 11:47 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 02.07.2019 at 11:25 [UT+1]:

My brother is a Moon in Aquarius with Aries Mars, he never owns his emotional self which i always found weird, and skilled at distancing

from his own issues.

Great sense of humor, intelligent & able, but complete dismissal of his own issues.

Moon in Aquarius is as or worse malefic than Capricorn Moon or Scorpio Moon IMO.

Aquarius is also ruled by Saturn though so they say.

 

Umm...when it was recently suggested that Aquarians are the promethean awakeners and messengers of truth

via Uranus my response was - not so fast, depends on which ruler dominates.... Saturn or Uranus?  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #136 - on: 02.07.2019 at 11:53 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Phoebe on 02.07.2019 at 11:47 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 02.07.2019 at 11:25 [UT+1]:

My brother is a Moon in Aquarius with Aries Mars, he never owns his emotional self which i always found weird, and skilled

at distancing from his own issues.

Great sense of humor, intelligent & able, but complete dismissal of his own issues.

Moon in Aquarius is as or worse malefic than Capricorn Moon or Scorpio Moon IMO.

Aquarius is also ruled by Saturn though so they say.

Umm...when it was recently suggested that Aquarians are the promethean awakeners and messengers of truth via Uranus my response

was - not so fast, depends on which ruler dominates.... Saturn or Uranus? 

 

I was reading about Mercury in Aquarius being malefic if conjunct the Moon, i don't know how it works, but in

communication that involves himself, he shuts down, communication is zero or very little.

 

It's also a hellfire and war that will get him to see another persons view.

 

https://www.liveabout.com/mercury-in-aquarius-mercury-signs-206918

 

He is not totally alone, i have been like that too, i have the opposite Mercury & Ascendant.

I have a secret though, the quincunx to Uranus is a truth teller, and i have been very ruthless with it, not aided

by Scorpio Pluto & Taurus Moon & Mars in square to Mercury.

 

Regardless of my Mercury being 12th house, i have a capability of destroying people because i know way too

much about people, i am far too able to pick things up like a sponge also, and this detail remains locked in my

mind in a never ending corridor of information like an art gallery. This is karmic though because i usually

destroy what was good for me.

 

Mind moves too fast and i come across as abrasive also.

 

Moon & Mars trine to Uranus perhaps help me not be too much like that, at least as i grow.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #137 - on: 02.07.2019 at 12:23 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Phoebe on 02.07.2019 at 11:47 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 02.07.2019 at 11:25 [UT+1]:

My brother is a Moon in Aquarius with Aries Mars, he never owns his emotional self which i always found weird, and skilled

at distancing from his own issues.

Great sense of humor, intelligent & able, but complete dismissal of his own issues.

Moon in Aquarius is as or worse malefic than Capricorn Moon or Scorpio Moon IMO.

Aquarius is also ruled by Saturn though so they say.

Umm...when it was recently suggested that Aquarians are the promethean awakeners and messengers of truth via Uranus my response

was - not so fast, depends on which ruler dominates.... Saturn or Uranus? 

 

As another perspective, I understand Prometheus and  as The Messenger of Truth to be symbolised by Jupiter -

the Promethean Fire of higher knowledge - and the opposite of the Gemini Mercury messenger of local,

neighbourhood communication.

 

Uranus symbolises electronic waves of information (hence its waves icon, which is not waves of water!)

 It does not communicate those whereas Jupiter would, by also using Uranus waves with which to communicate

enlightentment and higher knowledge.

 

Saturn as co-ruler of Aquarius can be better understood as such by it being known also as Lucifer - latin

translated as The Lightbearer.  This aspect of Saturn I understand to be the light of Experience as represented

coming from the On/Off, 1/0, pulse-wave information (also as synapses in the brain-function) of Uranus which

enables the information to become Experience - as is the proverbial "light-bulb moment" - Saturn. 

 

Uranus represents the bolt of electricity : it is thus information/energy conveyed in a flash.

 Hence the sudden change O experienced G

 

Adding to that, Quantum also comes under Aquarius, and its waves can further be understood.

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave–particle_duality

 

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #138 - on: 02.07.2019 at 13:03 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

............

Ages ago, I did a lot of the old "est"/Landmark programs. They made the point that "there's nobody else out there." One way to interpret

this, is that whatever we dislike in another person is something that we fundamentally dislike within ourselves.

...............

 

That is originally Carl Jung's  psychology of Projecting of Archetypes.

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archetypes_and_the_Collective_Unconscious

 

When we start to understand its Projection, we can take conscious steps to assimilate and incorporate the

projection, otherwise it remains projected.

Incorporating means we must stop judging the projection as out there, and thus also to accept it as our "fault"

in not being perfect.

 

http://jungcurrents.com/jung-quotations-projection

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #139 - on: 02.07.2019 at 13:39 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 02.07.2019 at 07:42 [UT+1]:

What I posted in the C Retrograde thread:

Just noticed when I was doing the July thread, both Ce and Na station retrograde only a day apart

So the C stationing will be influenced by the near exact trine to an also stationing N

So possibly looking back on what old hurts in the past needs to be reconciled and healed, maybe in particular ones rooted in anger and

defiance (a), or going back on past fights, arguments, old conflicts, etc, that have still left a wound (N)

C and N both station retrograde soon (8th and 9th)

Plus the newly ingressed Ee will soon trine the now stationing Naas well

 

Thanks. This is a good heads-up and worth diarising.

What's the link to the Mercury Retrograde thread?

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #140 - on: 02.07.2019 at 14:27 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 02.07.2019 at 10:14 [UT+1]:

What Is the Purpose of Your Anger? Aggressive Vs Assertive.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ymmL4WaDyM

People Who Keep Going Back To Anger

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuoHOYsTqto

When Your Anger Turns Sour

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSvhQn8BuF0

The Most Difficult Task in Conflict Resolution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhE2JFIJnwk

Thanks for these links Tara, they are  excellent.   Anger  is based on self  preservation according to the  first

 link. Yes, I had thought of anger as being caused by  fear,  fear of  harm, fear of humiliation etc.   and that is

really the same thing as  self preservation  in  that context.    

 

When I consider whether   any anger I have is  aggressive or  assertive, I  would have to admit it  is at times

aggressive because I dispel my anger by playing games with it,  having fun with it,  at the expense of the

person who I am in conflict with.  I like to amuse myself by being creative with  the word imagery I use.   It

appeals to my sense of humour, but I realise from the point of view  of the other person it is not  really

designed to make them feel respected , more  to hold up a mirror  and give them  an image of how I see them,

or their  behaviour.  So in terms of getting a resolution that all parties  like I can't  claim to be virtuous or

particularly constructive.  Some   people may get it, and see themselves   as behaving in the way I see them

behaving, but that is by no means a foregone  conclusion.  I do avoid crude language and  abuse. I prefer  to

paint a word picture, and that is also how I  like to look at  natal charts. To use  some sort of imagery  that

encapsulates the planets' positions.  

 

But of course conflict resolution is not the  primary reason I  come to the  astrology forum. I come to learn

 astrology, to understand how the planets  work, to experience them in action   with charts  I  know;  with

people who are also interested in astrology and  who are willing participants and reveal  things about

themselves and their planets positions, and sometimes conflict is  what allows  planets to be seen  functioning.

 

 

So while I don't set out to  upset  people, those who  draw attention to themselves  by their views, or attitudes

, or  way they  present themselves,  or simply what they  offer to the forum. might all attract  my attention at

times for what I can learn, rather than for issues I can help resolve.  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #141 - on: 02.07.2019 at 14:41 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 02.07.2019 at 07:58 [UT+1]:

Interesting thread in general though (not wishing to get into the bickering though)

But going back to the original question: where is anger in a chart

I think it's unanimous that E is the key, I would also add the B there too, as B governs reactions. Maybe the B filters the E anger

energy

I don't like to show anger that much. I have Ed, and I find I get emotional (d) when I'm angry (E). The tight trine between my Ge
to my iAsc just wants to reign it in, Ge tells me to keep stoic (G) out of pride (e), emotional outbursts are simply embarrassing to

me  so unfortunately, also Ed trait, I end up bottling it all up. Not healthy I know  especially as my Ed squares J (toxic), it

gets stored as grudges  trying to work on that .... still. Only so many damn Buddhist quotes I can read, anger, poison, etc etc

The irony is that everyone thinks I'm so laid back and mellow and relaxed, surfer dude style! 

How about everyone else? Do you release anger quickly and then forgive? Or do you store it all in and let it simmer away?

 

BmE 4th n G and o F 12th. E rules 12th. Knee jerk reactions for me, especially if I perceive a threat, real or

not. I do blow up, then calm quickly and rarely bother with grudges, life is too short. When younger I bottled

and stored where as now I get the feelings out as once out I can examine them better and work out what was

behind the outburst.

My husband has E h o C k and looses his rag very easily yet does not own it. He sort of distances himself

from the emotional, the anger part. He thinks I am the angry one and he is super calm, very strange, but then

I is in the mix with it all.

His mum has E n J 12th to 6th ruled by O and she internalises anger a lot but when it does come out can be

rather unpleasant. My mum has E 12th o J 4th with lots of hidden anger around her family. Also a bottle

upper person which can really explode in your face.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #142 - on: 02.07.2019 at 14:45 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 02.07.2019 at 14:27 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 02.07.2019 at 10:14 [UT+1]:

What Is the Purpose of Your Anger? Aggressive Vs Assertive.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ymmL4WaDyM

People Who Keep Going Back To Anger

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuoHOYsTqto

When Your Anger Turns Sour

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSvhQn8BuF0

The Most Difficult Task in Conflict Resolution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhE2JFIJnwk

Thanks for these links Tara, they are excellent. Anger is based on self preservation according to the first link. Yes, I had thought of anger

as being caused by fear, fear of harm, fear of humiliation etc. and that is really the same thing as self preservation in that context.

When I consider whether any anger I have is aggressive or assertive, I would have to admit it is at times aggressive because I dispel my

anger by playing games with it, having fun with it, at the expense of the person who I am in conflict with. I like to amuse myself by being

creative with the word imagery I use. It appeals to my sense of humour, but I realise from the point of view of the other person it is not

really designed to make them feel respected , more to hold up a mirror and give them an image of how I see them, or their behaviour. So

in terms of getting a resolution that all parties like I can't claim to be virtuous or particularly constructive. Some people may get it, and

see themselves as behaving in the way I see them behaving, but that is by no means a foregone conclusion. I do avoid crude language

and abuse. I prefer to paint a word picture, and that is also how I like to look at natal charts. To use some sort of imagery that

encapsulates the planets' positions.

But of course conflict resolution is not the primary reason I come to the astrology forum. I come to learn astrology, to understand how the

planets work, to experience them in action with charts I know; with people who are also interested in astrology and who are willing

participants and reveal things about themselves and their planets positions, and sometimes conflict is what allows planets to be seen

functioning.

So while I don't set out to upset people, those who draw attention to themselves by their views, or attitudes , or way they present

themselves, or simply what they offer to the forum. might all attract my attention at times for what I can learn, rather than for issues I

can help resolve.

 

Self fulfilling prophecy, self denial.

2 area's of conflict. The self deems someone a threat, the person becomes a threat due to projection, evidence

is made out of own issue, truth was they reacted naturally to an idiot.

 

Self denial, someone points to truth, other dislikes this side they are blind to and calls them out and get's

aggressive.

Subconscious conflict.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #143 - on: 02.07.2019 at 15:24 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 02.07.2019 at 13:03 [UT+1]:

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

That is originally Carl Jung's psychology of Projecting of Archetypes.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archetypes_and_the_Collective_Unconscious

When we start to understand its Projection, we can take conscious steps to assimilate and incorporate the projection, otherwise it remains

projected.

Incorporating means we must stop judging the projection as out there, and thus also to accept it as our "fault" in not being perfect.

http://jungcurrents.com/jung-quotations-projection

Jen J

 

That's an excellent link for Projection Jen.  reading so much about Ed types I find it difficult to see the

alleged manipulation in that position which i have in my fourth but  fortunately mine has always managed to

find a creative outlet for it but it got angry in my youth if I felt I was being manipulated  and at that time

totally unaware of the information around today.  I don't post much because of the possibility of being attacked

and my kindness misunderstood but these days my aCodEGB can state my case with more rational. This

as only come from years of self reflection and as AS says this forum can be a tremendous tool for learning

about your own issues by 'reacting' to what in others is a hidden part of yourself.  

 

I was/am a caring kind responsible clever and creative child and adult  and with a intercepted in my 1st tend

to just do what I feel I can and want to do as long as it doesnt harm anyone else plus a AoO tends to rebel

and AD in 12th needs a lot of quiet time doing my own thing. This was and still is misunderstood by people

who are not happy in their own space and who judge and criticise but at my age I know now it is not my

problem so I point out the problem to me and most times can laugh about it unless its cruel and I simply walk

away but am aware I am quite capable of punching their lights out but that was part of my north of ENgland

working class background which can still stand me in good stead if needs be.  I mentioned in an earlier post

that once we examine what makes us angry we cant then choose to find a positive outlet rather than too much

bickering and one upmanship that seems to have increased alotin the past 2 years and I have been on the

forum from the beginning wit a sort break away after a severe attack.  My life is too valuable to waste time on

arguing with someone who just wants to bully insult or put down another because their view point is different.

We are all different and it is only by civil discussion can understanding be achieved.

As for courage CV I think that often comes from a person facing their own fears and going beyond their saturn

limits and facing the possibility of death as spoken of by Bruce Lee and in a good interview between Russell

Brand and dare I say is name JOrdan Petersen  from about 9 to 15 about ow we grow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL61yQgdWeM.  

We all have out own fears but as we get older and have gone through trials and hardships we can mostly come

through stronger and what we 'thought' was important  loses its sting to our ego hence we learn to engage

with more kindness and a sense of unity. If an adult wont face problems in tier lives as lessons they can learn

from saturn return uranus opp and returns,then if they livelongenough old age can be very difficult for them as

they still try to push their river upstream the way they want and they dont have the physical emotional  or

psychological strength to keep going without causing damage to their body and health.

 This is my chart which bears little resemblance to the person I am now after almost 50 years learning to adapt

to a culture very different from the one I grew up in where young women were starting to not toe the line

expected by their families to a country where women were still chattles, servants and of very little value as a

human being until Germaine Greer came along.  

Im blessed with a friend who for year has drummed into me that more is achieved with honey than vinegar with

communication and finally over the past 2-3years I give myself lots of gold stars when i get a good result from

a potentially conflicting situation.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #144 - on: 02.07.2019 at 15:37 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from wanderribee on 02.07.2019 at 15:24 [UT+1]:

Quote from Jen J. on 02.07.2019 at 13:03 [UT+1]:

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

That is originally Carl Jung's psychology of Projecting of Archetypes.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archetypes_and_the_Collective_Unconscious

When we start to understand its Projection, we can take conscious steps to assimilate and incorporate the projection,

otherwise it remains projected.

Incorporating means we must stop judging the projection as out there, and thus also to accept it as our "fault" in not being

perfect.

http://jungcurrents.com/jung-quotations-projection

Jen J

That's an excellent link for Projection Jen. reading so much about Ed types I find it difficult to see the alleged manipulation in that

position which i have in my fourth but fortunately mine has always managed to find a creative outlet for it but it got angry in my youth if

I felt I was being manipulated and at that time totally unaware of the information around today. I don't post much because of the

possibility of being attacked and my kindness misunderstood but these days my aCodEGB can state my case with more rational.

This as only come from years of self reflection and as AS says this forum can be a tremendous tool for learning about your own issues by

'reacting' to what in others is a hidden part of yourself.

I was/am a caring kind responsible clever and creative child and adult and with a intercepted in my 1st tend to just do what I feel I can

and want to do as long as it doesnt harm anyone else plus a AoO tends to rebel and AD in 12th needs a lot of quiet time doing my

own thing. This was and still is misunderstood by people who are not happy in their own space and who judge and criticise but at my age I

know now it is not my problem so I point out the problem to me and most times can laugh about it unless its cruel and I simply walk

away but am aware I am quite capable of punching their lights out but that was part of my north of ENgland working class background

which can still stand me in good stead if needs be. I mentioned in an earlier post that once we examine what makes us angry we cant

then choose to find a positive outlet rather than too much bickering and one upmanship that seems to have increased alotin the past 2

years and I have been on the forum from the beginning wit a sort break away after a severe attack. My life is too valuable to waste time

on arguing with someone who just wants to bully insult or put down another because their view point is different. We are all different and

it is only by civil discussion can understanding be achieved.

As for courage CV I think that often comes from a person facing their own fears and going beyond their saturn limits and facing the

possibility of death as spoken of by Bruce Lee and in a good interview between Russell Brand and dare I say is name JOrdan Petersen

from about 9 to 15 about ow we grow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL61yQgdWeM.

We all have out own fears but as we get older and have gone through trials and hardships we can mostly come through stronger and what

we 'thought' was important loses its sting to our ego hence we learn to engage with more kindness and a sense of unity. If an adult wont

face problems in tier lives as lessons they can learn from saturn return uranus opp and returns,then if they livelongenough old age can be

very difficult for them as they still try to push their river upstream the way they want and they dont have the physical emotional or

psychological strength to keep going without causing damage to their body and health.

This is my chart which bears little resemblance to the person I am now after almost 50 years learning to adapt to a culture very different

from the one I grew up in where young women were starting to not toe the line expected by their families to a country where women were

still chattles, servants and of very little value as a human being until Germaine Greer came along.

Im blessed with a friend who for year has drummed into me that more is achieved with honey than vinegar with communication and

finally over the past 2-3years I give myself lots of gold stars when i get a good result from a potentially conflicting situation.

 

You have a beautiful mind.

My mind wants unity, brotherhood, we are all fellow men and women, we are all human.

Your words imply what my mind thinks, what i want for the world myself, my world view.

And now you see my painful side, the opposition to this view.

 

Heck i shed a tear thinking of it.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #145 - on: 02.07.2019 at 16:09 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun wrote:

 

Quote:

Thanks for these links Tara, they are excellent.

 

 

Yes, Dr. Les Carter is a really good psychologist. I am glad I have found his youtube videos. His other channel

"surviving narcissism" is also highly recommended. He is such a wise person and knows the subjects he talks

about in and out. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIELB1mz8wMKIhB6DCmTBlw

 

Quote:

Anger is based on self preservation according to the first link. Yes, I had thought of anger as being caused by fear, fear of harm, fear of

humiliation etc. and that is really the same thing as self preservation in that context.

When I consider whether any anger I have is aggressive or assertive, I would have to admit it is at times aggressive because I dispel my

anger by playing games with it, having fun with it, at the expense of the person who I am in conflict with. I like to amuse myself by being

creative with the word imagery I use. It appeals to my sense of humour, but I realise from the point of view of the other person it is not

really designed to make them feel respected , more to hold up a mirror and give them an image of how I see them, or their behaviour. So

in terms of getting a resolution that all parties like I can't claim to be virtuous or particularly constructive. Some people may get it, and

see themselves as behaving in the way I see them behaving, but that is by no means a foregone conclusion. I do avoid crude language

and abuse. I prefer to paint a word picture, and that is also how I like to look at natal charts. To use some sort of imagery that

encapsulates the planets' positions.

 

That's an interesting creative way of expressing your anger. Obviously there are numerous ways of doing that. I

have a more crude way I am afraid.

 

One example:

 

A week ago in my holiday. I arrived late in the hotel after a day spent at airports and feeling quite tired.  First

night in the hotel there was a noisy couple in one of the neighbouring rooms. The hotel had thin walls and one

could hear everything.  

 

I had to get up the next morning rather early and needed some good sleep urgently yet I was woken up again

and again by their love making. The last time it happened at 2 am and contrary to ignoring it before, bottling

up my Anger and trying to fall asleep again I jumped up half asleep and banged several times with my fist on

the wall.  

 

Then I realized that I had hit the wrong wall because that one belonged to different neighbours. I heard them

getting awake and wondering what is going on.  

 

I went to the wall on the other side and banged on that several times. In between I shouted loud something

angrily in german (my mother tongue) which that italian couple probably didn't understand. It worked. They

cooled down in less than a minute and were quiet for the rest of the night. 

 My sleep was saved.   

 

Looking back on that I found the whole thing like in a comedy and embarassing at the same time. 

 

Quote:

But of course conflict resolution is not the primary reason I come to the astrology forum. I come to learn astrology, to understand how the

planets work, to experience them in action with charts I know; with people who are also interested in astrology and who are willing

participants and reveal things about themselves and their planets positions, and sometimes conflict is what allows planets to be seen

functioning.

 

I come to the forum primarily for the astrology too but one get's drawn into all sorts of other stuff one would

not expect. That's what happens when human interact with each other i suppose. 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #146 - on: 02.07.2019 at 16:22 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from wanderribee on 02.07.2019 at 15:24 [UT+1]:

Quote from Jen J. on 02.07.2019 at 13:03 [UT+1]:

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

That is originally Carl Jung's psychology of Projecting of Archetypes.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archetypes_and_the_Collective_Unconscious

When we start to understand its Projection, we can take conscious steps to assimilate and incorporate the projection,

otherwise it remains projected.

Incorporating means we must stop judging the projection as out there, and thus also to accept it as our "fault" in not being

perfect.

http://jungcurrents.com/jung-quotations-projection

Jen J

That's an excellent link for Projection Jen. reading so much about Ed types I find it difficult to see the alleged manipulation in that

position which i have in my fourth but fortunately mine has always managed to find a creative outlet for it but it got angry in my youth if

I felt I was being manipulated and at that time totally unaware of the information around today. I don't post much because of the

possibility of being attacked and my kindness misunderstood but these days my aCodEGB can state my case with more rational.

This as only come from years of self reflection and as AS says this forum can be a tremendous tool for learning about your own issues by

'reacting' to what in others is a hidden part of yourself.

I was/am a caring kind responsible clever and creative child and adult and with a intercepted in my 1st tend to just do what I feel I can

and want to do as long as it doesnt harm anyone else plus a AoO tends to rebel and AD in 12th needs a lot of quiet time doing my

own thing. This was and still is misunderstood by people who are not happy in their own space and who judge and criticise but at my age I

know now it is not my problem so I point out the problem to me and most times can laugh about it unless its cruel and I simply walk

away but am aware I am quite capable of punching their lights out but that was part of my north of ENgland working class background

which can still stand me in good stead if needs be. I mentioned in an earlier post that once we examine what makes us angry we cant

then choose to find a positive outlet rather than too much bickering and one upmanship that seems to have increased alotin the past 2

years and I have been on the forum from the beginning wit a sort break away after a severe attack. My life is too valuable to waste time

on arguing with someone who just wants to bully insult or put down another because their view point is different. We are all different and

it is only by civil discussion can understanding be achieved.

As for courage CV I think that often comes from a person facing their own fears and going beyond their saturn limits and facing the

possibility of death as spoken of by Bruce Lee and in a good interview between Russell Brand and dare I say is name JOrdan Petersen

from about 9 to 15 about ow we grow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL61yQgdWeM.

We all have out own fears but as we get older and have gone through trials and hardships we can mostly come through stronger and what

we 'thought' was important loses its sting to our ego hence we learn to engage with more kindness and a sense of unity. If an adult wont

face problems in tier lives as lessons they can learn from saturn return uranus opp and returns,then if they livelongenough old age can be

very difficult for them as they still try to push their river upstream the way they want and they dont have the physical emotional or

psychological strength to keep going without causing damage to their body and health.

 

Quoting you again dear, i had to share my feelings on that great mind.

 

In this video you shared, Russel mentions not being able to fit into any political box, i am like this also, it's why

i do not stick my head in the political section.

My mind is very political, i am also very much for the under dog in this society, people without a word, i was

that person growing up in an abusive family.

There is no political view out there that encompasses my world view, because it wipes out greed, wipes out

power, wipes out competition & only bestows what i want & what many other more humble folk would want.

Unconditional love, true unity, no separation of humans regardless of any criteria. Simple things that are

rewarded for effort would remain, spoilt people do not get given preferenciality in my world.

 

No world view has this, the world sorely lacks it though.

 

Why is there drama on TV about small things when the true reality of this world is buried?

 

Why are we not allowed to unite the world but only unite our own country?

 

Off topic but this song encompasses my mind a lot. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcL-VdnmmE8

I get a bit creative in my head, this song helps my dramatic Leo side.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #147 - on: 02.07.2019 at 17:02 [UT+1] »

 

"When we start to understand its Projection, we can take conscious steps to assimilate and incorporate the

projection, otherwise it remains projected.  

Incorporating means we must stop judging the projection as out there, and thus also to accept it as our "fault"

in not being perfect."

 

http://jungcurrents.com/jung-quotations-projection

 

Our fault?  

 

It is much more practical to accept we are responsible for our own reactions and our own feelings.. it is us.

 

If anything, others are holding up a mirror.

 

Either we see ourselves and what we do not like about ourselves or what we reject.

 

others do not make us react, or feel.

 

This is more along the lines of dharma.

 

If you are looking for where anger would be expressed, look for intolerance.

 

Is the chart about beauty, luxury, indulgence? Maybe Venus needs an adjustment in temperment attributed to

Venus?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #148 - on: 02.07.2019 at 17:08 [UT+1] »

 

anger is fuel, anger becomes repressed, expressed,   anger can be art.  there an article on J,, mars cousin

about the art and music of pluto

home page here.

 

no one would get too much done without a E s

how is it directed.  

raw energy, with DCB or the A
a real sweetheart.   overflowing with folds of lace on her dress as she dances though the night

 

but then after 12,  ole mars may turn black 

 

or the sports person. who wins. gold medals, the focus , hard work, devotion. is fuel for mars.

 

mars is a warrior and a savior.  Mars in Aries may choose to cut red tape for a crowd of people who need it.

lightning quick.

mars in l are great at  creating  methods

Cap mars, no stopping this crowd.

mars in Leo,  can be colorful

you do not know. how mars may be expressed.

 

though the day, years,

 

I know brought up  late Prince. before  but he had 0 Aries E,  throughout the years became a sort of social

worker for other artists. opened doors for them. I missed some of his music because he wrote it for other

artists in Pen.  another name..

 

interesting to watch.

 

 

thanks Code_Veronica

 

and Tara

 

read through so much cannot remember all names. but links remember and stories.

banging on the wall. sort of funny 

mars happening through the walls inside and out.  

 

my mars gets protective,  and protective of territory as well. space. people.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #149 - on: 02.07.2019 at 21:20 [UT+1] »

 

Code_Veronica Quote:

Self fulfilling prophecy, self denial.

2 area's of conflict. The self deems someone a threat, the person becomes a threat due to projection, evidence is made out of own issue,

truth was they reacted naturally to an idiot.

Self denial, someone points to truth, other dislikes this side they are blind to and calls them out and get's aggressive.

Subconscious conflict.

 

You've got it all worked out  there CV, and I expect that is  exactly how it works  for you and in many  instances

 for lots of us.  Projection is an issue and some of us project   much more than others. However I do believe

there are also plenty of  instances where anger is a reasonable   emotion.  I  don't see anger as an emotion that

is  meted out  fairly  according  to truth. I think that is simplistic. People can be angry  at behaviour that is  not

directed at them personally, or even  involves them personally.  Crude or coarse or unfair  behaviour towards

others  can trigger  anger among  those who see it occurring because they might feel for the victim or  consider

the   aggression unnecessary .  Or it might just  upset them and spoil their  enjoyment of something and  that

 can make them angry.  Or they may feel helpless to assist  some-one being "victimised" or  "disrespected"

whom they  relate to, and that  can be very upsetting.    

 

It is also easy to feel  irritated if  your   beliefs or opinions are  ignored   when you offer them.  Yet those  who

ignore them  may just be  blind to others  and pursuing their own ideas   rather than consciously  delivering a

slight.  They may  simply be  insensitive to others cherished   beliefs or consider others to be idiots or use

 words like that  which show a lack of  empathy  or willingness to accept what another says.  What one person

thinks is a truth, because that is how they perceive their world, another  person sees as a personal judgement

that attributes all the blame to them.  We don't all  form the same judgements.

 

I see this these sorts of conflicts quite often when I come across an angry response between  people on the

 forum and wonder what triggered it as it isn't always apparent  what caused it even  when reading back over

the exchanges.  People  make an investment in their opinions  and when others  don't acknowledge them it can

seem deliberate when it may just be insignificant to  the somewhat insensitive second poster who then

wonders, "why all the emotion?"  

 

What I like about the  links  Tara posted was  the way of assessing one's  anger response, whether it is

aggressive or  assertive.  If it  is  a put down of the other person or  likely to make them feel  bad or at fault

 or humiliated it is  aggressive and not aimed at reconciling  conflict. If however  it avoids  ego and attributing

blame or fault,  but instead  seeks to  resolve the situation  then it is assertive rather than aggressive.       You

may find if you  assess your own words   that they are  aggressive rather than  assertive. I   assessed my own  

part in   conflicts  as being more likely to ridicule the other party than  reconcile the differences,  so I assessed

my part as  being more aggressive than   assertive.   However  for myself   it reduced my own  sense of anger

 because I enjoyed making a game of  it,   cat and mouse if you like.  But that is  not the way to  achieve  

reconciliation as it tends to fuel the other person's  sense of frustration or anger.  

 

The key is not in analysing  to find fault or attributing a cause or blame to either party, because then ego gets

in the way, but in recognising  the words one uses to resolve the conflict. The assertive person takes the

initiative in this, the aggressive person doesn't know how to.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #150 - on: 03.07.2019 at 04:30 [UT+1] »

 

Thanks, Tara!

 

Afternoon Sun and Phoebe, I am ignoring (not reading) your flaming posts.

 

Quote from Taurus Five on 02.07.2019 at 09:32 [UT+1]:

Quote from Waybread on 02.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

Taurus 5, re:your post #87.

Ages ago, I did a lot of the old "est"/Landmark programs. They made the point that "there's nobody else out there." One

way to interpret this, is that whatever we dislike in another person is something that we fundamentally dislike within

ourselves.

For a long time Pluto has been my disowned planet. Unsurprisingly, during the course of my career, I attracted a few

negative Plutonian types: the aggressive bullies who delight in dominating, if not destroying, other people's careers. Then

one day I woke up and realized that I am all of the planets in my chart. I need to own my capacity to be ruthless,

implacable, and so on. Once I really got my "inner Pluto," the bullies disappeared.

Then again, shouldn't this work both ways? Obviously I'm triggering something in a couple of other people, which suggests

that I mirror back some unwanted portion of their psyches. So there's kind of a tango going on.

What I learned from those old "est" programs is that a way out of the dilemma is really to "get" another person. Take

time to listen non-judgmentally. Just be with the other person. Unfortunately this is awfully hard to do when interactions

on this Forum are basically an exchange of posts, not face-to-face.

So ... might you not yet be really getting your inner Mars?

 

Of course, it's possible...    However, normally in my "real" life I don't have trouble in expressing anger.  (Of

course, many times, a mature adult has to stifle it:  we cannot go through life like toddlers with temper

tantrums.)  

 

Natally, I have an out-of-sign conjunction with my Aquarian sun and Pisces Mars.  Both planets  trine my close

Uranus-MC conjunction.    If you accept astrological "chords" or "keys" I show up pretty strongly as an 11th

chord person. In modern astrology I don't consider combustion.  Rather a planet conjuncting the sun indicates

an energy that the person identifies with.  (When I was younger, this would have been "high energy.")  

 

From my perspective, however, this all feels like my willingness to express an opinion, and oftentimes facts,

even when they run contrary to a group consensus.  And even when they run contrary to the views of strong-

minded people who engage in personal attacks.  If I still think my views are correct, after reading others'

disagreements, I will stand by them.  I try to back up my views with logic and facts.  

 

Maybe we can talk, however, about expressing authentic emotions. Anger, in responsible doses, is a natural

human emotion, right alongside love, fear, joy, and sadness.  I think children, especially girls, are too often

taught that it's not OK for them to express anger.  They turn into adults who can't handle anger.  So now we

have a movement of women in the US legitimizing women's right to be angry.

 

On a lighter note, here's what I think about emotions and contrarians, from the cult classic film Harold and

Maude:  "If you want to sing out, sing out!"

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CN4JHP28s4U
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #151 - on: 03.07.2019 at 04:54 [UT+1] »

 

T - Is is wrong now to give accurate information?   

I won't post on the Assange thread again because it E triggers WB on yet another 4 pages of propaganda & G
hate & the thread will be shut down.

Anyone can post on that thread.  I'm sorry but what WB engages in is not 'mild criticism'.  The level of G hate

& J toxicity is like nothing I've seen on the Mundane thread.  She is obsessed with constantly pointing out

what a nasty, rapist he is who is a traitor, liar, conman & so forth.    These are all her words.  It's all so B
emotionally based.

 I have pointed out at least 6x now that he's a F publisher, he doesn't  'steal/hack' the classified docs; that is

done by whistleblowers who remain anonymous.  Snowden/Manning were arrested because they broke the

law; Assange didn't.  Yet, those G facts are dismissed by her over & over again & back to what an 'evil' man he

is who deserves to be arrested & put in solitary confinement. & even killed.  All for a man who has

committed no crime.   I told her that I had done the 'research', studied the entire case & gathered the G
facts.  Next, she's telling me the exact same thing; that's she studied the case & 'done the research'. 

 

But that is clearly not true. And she constantly tries to demean, insult & 'dominate' anyone who disagrees with

her.  But she's 'conquered' her own J shadow!    Then turns around & calls herself the victim.  Very

subtle I move.  She gathers all her information from the MSM & has yet to read the 98 page criminal report

as it completely exonerates him from any sexual misconduct.  The whole thing was about a torn condom to

begin with & nothing more. Until the US heard about his from the Swedish PM & then it became RAPE!   It was

all a diabolical plot to get him to Sweden where he could be extradited to the USA & never heard of again. 

 

It doesn't matter what the G facts are to WB; she is not interested as she still blames him for Hillary's election

loss of 2016.  But what did he do?

He published hacked emails from the DNC showing the preference for her over Sanders.  What's wrong with

that?   Was it a lie?  No,

it was G facts & to this day, nobody can say if it cost Hilary ONE vote against her, let alone the entire election.

 

I told her that the Comey press conference actually caused a lot of damage yet her E anger is never directed at

 him; it's always Assange.  Assange the rapist, the traitor, the criminal.   None of which is true.  The G/SN

energies are all about releasing the past & it's perfect opportunity for her to release that pent up E from 3

years ago!

Perhaps there is some clue between their charts that could point to this J obsession with him that she has?

She has 'translated' his chart as her 'proof' that he's the most evil man that ever lived.  

Yet her comment about HC wanting to 'drone him' is perfectly acceptable to her because he was

'mean to her & doesn't like her'!.

(stamping feet & pouting like a child).

But the comment was made years before the 2016 election, another G fact that she chooses to ignore. 

 

 Now, her latest diatribes against him are how 'dishonorable' he is & how he 'used' his friends to skip out on

bail.  OMG, it would be funny if it wasn't so J deadly serious.  This is a man's life we are talking about.  Sure,

it's just one man so who cares anyways.....but we all should care about G facts & F justice....as the other

members on the forum do.  

The report contains several testimonies—Ms. Ardin, Ms. Wilen, two Swedish male journalists, Ms. Wilen’s ex

boyfriend, brother, and several friends and colleagues of the two women. Finally, Mr. Assange himself. It closes

with grainy photographs of a broken condom, as well as a condom tip—and the forensic analysis of experts

from “Staten’s Kriminaltekniska Laboratorium” (The State’s Criminal Technological Laboratory)—offering

forensic results about the exact conditions along the broken edge of the condom. (Ruled not to have been

broken by an “instrument,” but to have failed by natural means.)

For the first time in U.S. history, the government is criminally prosecuting a publisher for printing

truthful information. Whether Assange is extradited or not, this case casts a dangerous cloud over

aggressive national security reporting and means criminalizing journalism is on the table.

 

https://theintercept.com/2019/05/29/prosecuting-julian-assange-for-espionage-is-

a-coup-attempt-against-the-first-amendment/

 

His 'character' is not on trial; if it were, we would all be be prison for our flaws & deficiencies; he is far from

being perfect.  But that's not why there has been a smear campaign against him & why he's currently in solitary

confinement! 

So please agree all you like, post all you like but please ensure it's the G truth & not the I lies that WB

churns out quicker than the dairy farm churns out butter. 

 

 

[quote author=~Tara~ link=1561353929/120#126 date=1562052772]

 

Well I agree with her and probably many more that just follow the thread by reading and can't be bothered to

write in this thread anymore because it is dominated to an very unhealthy degree by only in black and white

thinking people who treat any mild critizism of Assange as some kind of murder plot. 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #152 - on: 03.07.2019 at 04:56 [UT+1] »

 

Thanks, Jen et al. for bringing up projection.  I have a number of concerns about other aspects of Jung's

thought, but projection was one thing I think he got absolutely right.

 

Further, who or what becomes the shadow? Herein lies a lot of stuff most people would rather not face about

themselves:  the weaknesses, the perceived deficiencies, the inner demons.  Sometimes when those vulnerable

spots get touched (and often unconsciously) they activate a lot of push-back, as the person (often

unconsciously) tries to shield them.  

 

A common strategy is "the best defense is a good offense."  

 

Here be dragons.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #153 - on: 03.07.2019 at 07:29 [UT+1] »

 

WB Quote:

Thanks, Tara!

Afternoon Sun and Phoebe, I am ignoring (not reading) your flaming posts.

 

I fail to see how my last couple of posts  could be considered  flaming? Quite the opposite I would have

thought. (replies#129 #140  and  #149). No matter one reads  what they want to and sees what they want to.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #154 - on: 03.07.2019 at 07:41 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 03.07.2019 at 07:29 [UT+1]:

WB Quote:

Thanks, Tara!

Afternoon Sun and Phoebe, I am ignoring (not reading) your flaming posts.

I fail to see how my last couple of posts could be considered flaming? Quite the opposite I would have thought. (replies#129 #140 and

#149). No matter one reads what they want to and sees what they want to.

 

I don't think some even know what flaming is, or what a true war really is either.

Or they do but they are manipulative with it.

Or they just want to manipulate.

 

Pisces Mars are good at the subconscious battle, until a water sign comes along and see's all their tricks...  

 

Best objective is remain detached, an Aquarian cannot beat their own game.

 

A Pisces cannot grasp someone who holds their own power (Pluto)

Pisces Mars is a great victim hunter, in other words, their own issues become someone else's. It's a bit

narcissistic in fact if i look at it.

 

Light someone up for a reaction, automatically accumilates what they want, for them to be a victim, but you

are the victim.

Coupled with her emotional detachment, dangerous weapon.

 

This stuff is subtle and harder for more "open" and self confident people.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #155 - on: 03.07.2019 at 08:18 [UT+1] »

 

ZenTen wrote:

Quote:

I'm sorry but what WB engages in is not 'mild criticism'. The level of G hate & J toxicity is like nothing I've seen on the Mundane

thread. She is obsessed with constantly pointing out what a nasty, rapist he is who is a traitor, liar, conman & so forth. .......

Yet, those G facts are dismissed by her over & over again & back to what an 'evil' man he is who deserves to be arrested & put in solitary

confinement. & even killed. ......

 

I am quite shocked about the level of distortion (I) in these words. I encourage everyone to read the Assange

thread (C) in the mundane section themselves and draw their own conclusions. Obvious mild criticism get's

demonized.   

 

Be assured if anything of the above were true WB's adversaries would have contacted admins already long time

ago.

 

 

The discussion about the Assange thread is not supposed to be part of this thread (C)here and therefore I will

leave it with this final note.  

 

***

 

Code_Veronica wrote:

Quote:

I don't think some even know what flaming is, or what a true war really is either.

Or they do but they are manipulative with it.

Or they just want to manipulate.

Pisces Mars are good at the subconscious battle, until a water sign comes along and see's all their tricks... Grin

Best objective is remain detached, an Aquarian cannot beat their own game.

A Pisces cannot grasp someone who holds their own power (Pluto)

 

My cousin who has a retrograde E in l tortures his partner and his mother with his (open) displays of anger.

People who witness that do agree that he is rather hostile. Certainly he does not suppress  his anger nor is

there something manipulative about it.

What's going on with him? Is he one of a kind or do we need to rethink our approach to what mars being in

different signs means?

 « Last Edit: 03.07.2019 at 18:27 [UT+1] by ~Tara~ »  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #156 - on: 03.07.2019 at 08:28 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 08:18 [UT+1]:

ZenTen wrote:

Quote:

I'm sorry but what WB engages in is not 'mild criticism'. The level of G hate & J toxicity is like nothing I've seen on the

Mundane thread. She is obsessed with constantly pointing out what a nasty, rapist he is who is a traitor, liar, conman & so

forth. .......

Yet, those G facts are dismissed by her over & over again & back to what an 'evil' man he is who deserves to be arrested

& put in solitary confinement. & even killed. ......

I am quite shocked about the level of distortion in these words. I encourage everyone to read the Assange thread in the mundane section

themselves and draw their own conclusions. Obvious mild criticism get's demonized. 

Be assured if anything of the above were true WB's adversaries would have contacted admins already long time ago.

The discussion about the Assange thread is not supposed to be part of this thread here and therefore I will leave it with this final note.

 

Distortion is Neptunian & a direct after effect of Pisces.

 

Are you true to what you think is distortion?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #157 - on: 03.07.2019 at 08:37 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Distortion is Neptunian & a direct after effect of Pisces.

Are you true to what you think is distortion?

 

Not shure if I understand your question. Can you explain?

 

Btw. I added something to my last post (C).

 

To all: can we please stay on topic of this thread otherwise it might get closed down (G) soon.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #158 - on: 03.07.2019 at 08:42 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 08:37 [UT+1]:

Quote:

Distortion is Neptunian & a direct after effect of Pisces.

Are you true to what you think is distortion?

Not shure if I understand your question. Can you explain?

Btw. I added something to my last post.

 

Pisces operate in a totally different way to Cancer & Scorpio, even though all 3 can access manipulation in a

subtle way easily, most of these signs when they mature use manipulation as a tool to see what is real in others

and themselves rather than abuse for the self.

 

Pisces are excellent at gathering servants to act for them, Libra is also good at this but Libra uses social finess &

intellectual spark, not genius or intelligence.

 

Pisces can get to the middle of someone and are adept at holding the middle of someone and swaying it in

their favor.

 

If you detach and see people objectively and only see into what they mean, where they get their thoughts from

and what influences them, you begin to see where people really stand, only thing then is try to help guide

them.

 

 

I think this may be my exalted Jupiter trine Pluto in my 4th in Scorpio that does this, some crazy knowledge

and insights, it's hard to really explain for me in words honestly.

 

I think all people here are great, words are words, if you wish to take things to a personal level, be prepared for

the barbed spike back in your face, it's the law of nature.

 

Saying something may be closed down will foster the closure of something, remain open.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #159 - on: 03.07.2019 at 08:48 [UT+1] »

 

A song about generation.

 

Degenerate vs generate.

 

Generate from goodness, not badness.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhKm_SdHsLs
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #160 - on: 03.07.2019 at 08:53 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 08:18 [UT+1]:

ZenTen wrote:

Quote:

I'm sorry but what WB engages in is not 'mild criticism'. The level of G hate & J toxicity is like nothing I've seen on the

Mundane thread. She is obsessed with constantly pointing out what a nasty, rapist he is who is a traitor, liar, conman & so

forth. .......

Yet, those G facts are dismissed by her over & over again & back to what an 'evil' man he is who deserves to be arrested

& put in solitary confinement. & even killed. ......

I am quite shocked about the level of distortion in these words. I encourage everyone to read the Assange thread in the mundane section

themselves and draw their own conclusions. Obvious mild criticism get's demonized. 

Be assured if anything of the above were true WB's adversaries would have contacted admins already long time ago.

The discussion about the Assange thread is not supposed to be part of this thread here and therefore I will leave it with this final note.

***

Code_Veronica wrote:

Quote:

I don't think some even know what flaming is, or what a true war really is either.

Or they do but they are manipulative with it.

Or they just want to manipulate.

Pisces Mars are good at the subconscious battle, until a water sign comes along and see's all their tricks... Grin

Best objective is remain detached, an Aquarian cannot beat their own game.

A Pisces cannot grasp someone who holds their own power (Pluto)

My cousin who has a retrograde E in l tortures his partner and his mother with his (open) displays of anger. People who

witness that do agree that he is rather hostile. Certainly he does not suppress his anger nor is there something manipulative

about it.

What's going on with him? Is he one of a kind or do we need to rethink our approach to what mars being in different signs

means?

 

My Mars is in Taurus, i act nothing like a Mars in Taurus, aspects change Mars and also house.

 

My energy is direct with Mars, but i need time to think about things (Libra/Aries axis)

My MC ruler is Mars, Taurus Mars conjunct, modified heavily by the MC & 10th house plus a conjunction from

my Moon & trine to Uranus & square to a Leo Mercury.

 

Does not mean the basic stuff of these signs does not come out, if someone shows the traits, they can be

spotted.

 

I still enjoy my comfort after i worked for it.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #161 - on: 03.07.2019 at 09:31 [UT+1] »

 

It should be shocking to anyone who reads her J toxic postings against Assange the vile comments she has

made about his character/motives/chart.  I can't remember them all, I'm not going to read her hundreds of

posts to cut/paste them for you.  The derogatory comments are so out of line that it's clear she's motivated by

E anger at him because HC lost the election.

 She even posted that because he has a lot of water element in his chart AC d Bh that he was incapable of

intellectual thought & lived his life through his emotions.  OK.  What about the rest of his chart?  i search for

truth, justice?

Here are a couple of quotes by Assange to show what motivates him:

“Capable, generous men do not create victims, they nurture victims.” ...

“You have to start with the truth.

 

And what's wrong with emotions anyways?  Perhaps WB's lack of water element gives her deficiency in empathy,

compassion & intuition.  

Perhaps her El does contain some of the shadow elements?  Perhaps she lives too much in her air element?

 

Not everyone goes running to the admin because they don't like what someone has posted; I prefer to deal

with them directly myself & everyone pretty much ignores her as they know it's pointless to ever convince her

that she is wrong. Now, she is accusing other member of 'flaming' her.   So I guess anyone who disagrees

with WB is either a troll, a flamer or a fool, that's always her reaction.  It's always 'them' & she is the perpetual

I victim.   A person with so many fixed planets  (ABCDK J) in their chart is not going to change their

mind very often, if at all.  It usually ends up with the thread getting shut down because G energy never yields,

never bends.   It's very ironic that you worry about this thread being closed down when WB has no

consideration for other threads being shut down. 

 

I hope none of this threads gets shut down as I don't believe in censorship but I believe in the right to

disagree/criticize/correct when G facts are missing from the equation.

 

I won't post on this thread anymore either &  WB can post all the vitriolic attacks against me or Assange that

she likes; I belong to a letter writing campaign that sends him cards & short notes to cheer him up & give him

something to do while

he sits in solitary confinement for having committed no crime.  That is my little contribution to a man who has

contributed a lot to this world. 

 

 

 Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 08:18 [UT+1]:

I am quite shocked about the level of distortion in these words. I encourage everyone to read the Assange thread in the mundane section

themselves and draw their own conclusions. Obvious mild criticism get's demonized. 

Be assured if anything of the above were true WB's adversaries would have contacted admins already long time ago.

The discussion about the Assange thread is not supposed to be part of this thread here and therefore I will leave it with this final note.

***
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #162 - on: 03.07.2019 at 10:01 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 03.07.2019 at 04:30 [UT+1]:

Quote from Taurus Five on 02.07.2019 at 09:32 [UT+1]:

Might you not yet be really getting your inner Mars?

Of course, it's possible...  However, normally in my "real" life I don't have trouble in expressing anger. (Of course, many times, a

mature adult has to stifle it: we cannot go through life like toddlers with temper tantrums.)

Bearing in mind the first paragraph of reply 88, by AS :-

 

Might your Mars-in-Pisces sometimes "hide itself in the shadow",  by giving the appearance of being a victim (as

a mechanism for escaping confrontation or/and expressing anger openly/directly?

 

 

Quote:

Natally, I have an out-of-sign conjunction with my Aquarian sun and Pisces Mars. Both planets trine my close Uranus-MC conjunction.

That conjunction is actually a (5x5x2) 50th harmonic aspect ... with Sun-Uranus making a 32nd harmonic

aspect, and Mars-Uranus making an exact (17x2) 34th harmonic aspect.

 

As you may already know, David Hamblin concluded (in The Spirit of Numbers) Seventeeness people "are

often filled with anger about the way things are, and feel that this anger must find an outlet"; ... fiveness

people may "become intolerant of people who do not see the world as they see it" ... and twoness people "are

fighting to change the world".

 

 

Quote:

If you accept astrological "chords" or "keys" I show up pretty strongly as an 11th chord person. In modern astrology I don't consider

combustion. Rather a planet conjuncting the sun indicates an energy that the person identifies with. (When I was younger, this would have

been "high energy.")

I do not see that elevenness in the "near enough" natal chart that you have previously posted on this forum.

The aspects of the 17th harmonic series look much stronger to me.  

 

Quote:

From my perspective, however, this all feels like my willingness to express an opinion, and oftentimes facts, even when they run contrary

to a group consensus. And even when they run contrary to the views of strong-minded people who engage in personal attacks. If I still

think my views are correct, after reading others' disagreements, I will stand by them. I try to back up my views with logic and facts.

That description does fit with elevenness - but seventeenness might be driving you to behave that way. And, if

so, you might be driven more by your emotions than you currently believe yourself to be.  

 

 

Quote:

Maybe we can talk, however, about expressing authentic emotions. Anger, in responsible doses, is a natural human emotion, right

alongside love, fear, joy, and sadness. I think children, especially girls, are too often taught that it's not OK for them to express anger.

They turn into adults who can't handle anger. So now we have a movement of women in the US legitimizing women's right to be angry.

Are you not part of that movement? ... And might your 17th (and 23rd) harmonic aspects be what drove you

to become a part of it?

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJbg-FcYLBI
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #163 - on: 03.07.2019 at 10:03 [UT+1] »

 

Tara Quote:

My cousin who has a retrograde E in l tortures his partner and his mother with his (open) displays of anger. People who witness that do

agree that he is rather hostile. Certainly he does not suppress his anger nor is there something manipulative about it.

What's going on with him? Is he one of a kind or do we need to rethink our approach to what mars being in different signs means?

 

 

How does your  cousin justify his  hostile behaviour to his  wife and mother?  Who does he  blame  for it? Or is

he simply so cruel that he does not need to  justify it because he enjoys the power it gives him?  How does he

get  these two women to stay  in an  environment   where he can torture them, and where other people have

witnessed his hostility to them? Do you think that  is not manipulation of them?  

 

 

The Green River killer   was a Mars in Pisces  and  used tricks to  make it appear others   carried out his

murders:  "Ridgway occasionally contaminated the dump sites with gum, cigarettes, and written materials

belonging to others, and he even transported a few victims' remains across state lines into Oregon to confuse

the police."

 

He was hypocritical  apparently leading a religious  life yet doing the opposite:  He had become religious during

his second marriage, proselytizing door-to-door, reading the Bible aloud at work and at home, and insisting

that his wife follow the strict teachings of their pastor.[7] Ridgway would also frequently cry after

sermons or reading the Bible.[4] Despite his beliefs, Ridgway continued to solicit the services of sex workers

and wanted his wife to participate in sex in public and inappropriate places, sometimes even in areas

where his victims' bodies were later discovered.[7]  

Ridgway himself admitted to having a fixation with sex workers,[11] with whom he had a love/hate relationship.

He frequently complained about their presence in his neighborhood, but he also took advantage of their

services regularly.

Ridgway began each murder by picking up a woman, usually a sex worker. He sometimes showed the woman a

picture of his son, to trick her into trusting him. After raping her, Ridgway strangled her from behind.

Before Ridgway's confession, authorities had attributed 49 murders to the Green River Killer.[33] Ridgway

confessed to murdering at least 71 victims.[27]  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gary_Ridgway

 

PS  of course Mars in Pisces is no worse than Mars in any other sign, but it is just that it will have a

characteristic way of expressing that martial  energy in  a Piscean  manner.  In COSI  Ebertin  writes   Mars in

Pisces  works  silently, the inclination to join secret  societies, craving  for alcohol, nicotine etc,  lack of self

control and unreliability in  love-relationship,  and a struggle for recognition,  interest in the occult (borderline

societies).

 

Howard Sasportas  in The Inner Planets (co-author Liz Greene)  page 258 writes:  "Mars in Pisces would be

similar  (to  men with Mars in Cancer)   they want to demonstrate how sympathetic they are, that if you team

up with them, you'll have a shoulder to cry on and someone to stand by you in difficulties.  Conversely, they

may play the victim in need of rescuing. Some people find that irresistable."
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #164 - on: 03.07.2019 at 10:14 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 03.07.2019 at 10:03 [UT+1]:

Tara Quote:

My cousin who has a retrograde E in l tortures his partner and his mother with his (open) displays of anger. People who

witness that do agree that he is rather hostile. Certainly he does not suppress his anger nor is there something

manipulative about it.

What's going on with him? Is he one of a kind or do we need to rethink our approach to what mars being in different signs

means?

How does your cousin justify his hostile behaviour to his wife and mother? Who does he blame for it? Or is he simply so cruel that he does

not need to justify it because he enjoys the power it gives him? How does he get these two women to stay in an environment where he

can torture them, and where other people have witnessed his hostility to them? Do you think that is not manipulation of them?

The Green River killer was a Mars in Pisces and used tricks to make it appear others carried out his murders: "Ridgway occasionally

contaminated the dump sites with gum, cigarettes, and written materials belonging to others, and he even transported a few victims'

remains across state lines into Oregon to confuse the police."

He was hypocritical apparently leading a religious life yet doing the opposite: He had become religious during his second marriage,

proselytizing door-to-door, reading the Bible aloud at work and at home, and insisting that his wife follow the strict teachings of their

pastor.[7] Ridgway would also frequently cry after sermons or reading the Bible.[4] Despite his beliefs, Ridgway continued to solicit the

services of sex workers and wanted his wife to participate in sex in public and inappropriate places, sometimes even in areas

where his victims' bodies were later discovered.[7]

Ridgway himself admitted to having a fixation with sex workers,[11] with whom he had a love/hate relationship. He frequently

complained about their presence in his neighborhood, but he also took advantage of their services regularly.

Ridgway began each murder by picking up a woman, usually a sex worker. He sometimes showed the woman a picture of his son, to trick

her into trusting him. After raping her, Ridgway strangled her from behind.

Before Ridgway's confession, authorities had attributed 49 murders to the Green River Killer.[33] Ridgway confessed to murdering at least

71 victims.[27]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gary_Ridgway

 

Sun, Mercury, Venus in Aquarius, Moon in Scorpio, Jupiter in Capricorn, Malefic Saturn in 7th in Virgo & Pluto in

Leo in 6th opposiing all his 12th house Aquarius placements.

 

How does emotional detachment work in the 12th house? and this is why i do not fall dumb to the statement

all Sun signs are bad in the 12th house since it is a water house.

 

Aquarius being detached from emotion is going to be far harder in the 12th, living in such a swampy place,

intuiting everyone else's emotions through the subconscious and finding they really cannot escape.

 

Sure an evil person, but i can empthasize a slight amount with how mind numbing that would be for someone

who is not emotionally in tune.

 

Luckily for a water 12th house Sun it's easier for us to understand emotion, direction is just the key.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #165 - on: 03.07.2019 at 10:48 [UT+1] »

 

https://psychautopsy.weebly.com/organized-vs-disorganized.html

 

"This type of offender is so in control of his surroundings that he can adapt to obstacles that occur during the

commission of the crime in an outwardly calm  manner."

 

I have the reverse of this, i tend to remain calm when i get given shit, but display this sort of annoyed look.

To the point of lashing out, well that happens and i move on, not too dissimilar with what they described.

 

Adapting is something a 12th house sun at least when learned is capable of doing, instead of taking on too

much, learning how to go through each person, who to be around and who not to be, becomes intuitive.

 

For him a bad person though it seemed he used that as his actual helper and it was weaponized.

 

It paints a terrible picture and makes people fear the 12th house when all the 12th house is responsible for is

giving us this containment, a wall of imagery that is not materialised and it is our job to sort through it and

give attention to what needs it.

 

Some don't deal this way and just isolate themselves. Those who do both are what i would call healthy because

it's really draining too.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #166 - on: 03.07.2019 at 11:09 [UT+1] »

 

As a child, Ridgway was tested with an I.Q. of 82, signifying low intelligence, and his academic

performance in school was so poor that at one point in high school he had to repeat a single school

year twice in order to attain grades decent enough to pass. His classmates at Tyee High School

describe him as congenial but largely forgettable. His teanage years were difficult and troubling for him.

When he was 16, he stabbed a six year old boy, who survived the attack. According to the victim and

Ridgway himself, Ridgway walked away laughing and saying, "I always wondered what it would be like

to kill someone." While in high school, Ridgway joined the Navy, after graduation he was sent to

Vietnam, where he witnessed combat, while serving on a Navy patrol boat.

 

You would be wrong to call his expert ways of killing lacking in intelligence, and this is why i never give credit to

manipulation.

 

It took another killer Ted Bundy to actualy out him to the police.

Which brings me to another point, most people are not so different to others, people have what bad people

have, morality, choice, free will.

 

To believe a bad person is bad from the beginning, is to believe you are born dead.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #167 - on: 03.07.2019 at 11:32 [UT+1] »

 

I brought this article to Waybread's attention once,  but unfortunately she was too insulted to give any

consideration to what plagues the vast majority of us, by varying degrees.  

 

Just as there exists a neuroscientific framework for this phenomena referred to as hyper-rationality, there also

exists an astrological one to be ferreted out.

 

In addition to Mars, as relates to anger, I would also look at the Sun, Moon, along with its counterpart, the

Black Moon, as starting points relating to this most interesting concept of hyper-rationality, and its potentially

devastating effects.

 

 

 

 

Quote:

Hyper-rationality is the unquestioning faith in the efficacy of reason.

This is something of an irony, since those who take the hyper-rational approach to reason are violently opposed to "faith" of any sort.

They (rightly) condemn "faith" as "irrational," but they then go to the opposite extreme of making reason supreme. In so doing , they

inadvertently turn reason into a sort of surrogate God, to whom they must pay homage at all costs. This is rationality carried to the

extreme, beyond rational limits, hence the term "hyper-rationality." It is important to remember that one can be under the tyranny of

"reason" just as much as one can be under the tyranny of a god (or gods). To make reason absolute is to make reason into a "god," since

only God is, by definition, absolute. To fail to acknowledge the limits of reason (as hyper-rationalists do) is to view reason in god-like

terms.

Hyper-rationalists cling to their faith in reason as desperately as believers cling to their faith in God. Both are attempting to escape from

something by fleeing into the arms of something else. Here, however, the focus is not on what believers are fleeing from (enough has

been said about that by others elsewhere), but rather, on what hyper-rationalists are attempting to escape. The fact that they are taking

refuge in rationality would suggest that they are fleeing from a recognition of their own irrationality—or rather, the irrational aspects of

themselves. (Remember Newton's Third Law of Motion: For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.) They are (often

unconsciously) terrified by the prospect that they might in fact have an irrational side that could take over at any time. They have to

repress this irrational side at all costs, since it may well go out of control once it is allowed to express itself. So the hyper-rationalist, in

an attempt to convince himself or herself of his own absolute rationality and his or her own sense of being completely in control, makes a

great external display of being hyper-rational and committed to reason 100 percent. In doing this, the hyper-rationalist is somewhat like

Hamlet's mother, Gertrude, who "protested too much" in Shakespeare's play. The excessive protestations cast doubt on the claims.

Are there any grounds for this analysis of the motives of the hyper-rationalist? As it happens, there are.

[....]

https://bigthink.com/hyper-rationality
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #168 - on: 03.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1] »

 

How brave is it to attack (E) someone in a pack? 

 

Anyone who has grievances towards Waybread can discuss (C) that with her in private per PM.  The open

forum is not the right place for it. Read the forum rules (G).

 

Interesting that 2 of her critics are permanently banned members who sneaked into the forum under a different

name back again. They did not get kicked out because of their good behaviour I suppose.   

 

Btw. anyone can read the Assange thread themselves and come up with their own conclusion. No one has to

take my word or anyone elses for what is written (C) there.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #169 - on: 03.07.2019 at 13:10 [UT+1] »

 

chart of my cousin             birthtime is not known

 

I just noticed that I made a mistake. His mars is not retrograde

 

 

Quote:

How does your cousin justify his hostile behaviour to his wife and mother? Who does he blame for it? Or is he simply so cruel that he does

not need to justify it because he enjoys the power it gives him? How does he get these two women to stay in an environment where he

can torture them, and where other people have witnessed his hostility to them? Do you think that is not manipulation of them?

 

His partner is a male and he doesn't  justify his behaviour as he feels that he is not doing anything wrong

towards them.

 

I think his partner is codependent and his mother as well. Both are brought up to not rattle the cage. Typical

followers as many are. Don't upset the alpha dog.

 astro_2gw_cousin.43659.118997.png   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #170 - on: 03.07.2019 at 13:18 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1]:

How brave is it to attack someone in a pack? 

Anyone who has grievances towards Waybread can discuss that with her in private per PM. The open forum is not the right place for it.

Read the forum rules.

Interesting that 2 of her critics are permanently banned members who sneaked into the forum under a different name back again. They

did not get kicked out because of their good behaviour I suppose. 

Btw. anyone can read the Assange thread themselves and come up with their own conclusion. No one has to take my word or anyone elses

for what is written there.

 

One was also IP banned.

One also called out many others because they saw through them.

 

One was IP banned though because he told the admin to F-off in email when he already knew he was banned,

he told them to F-off because he felt alone in what he knew, and threatened to take down the entire forum if

they did not remove information he had left.  

 

Subconscious of others is freely available to that person.

 

That person who people thought was a troll was acting out their subconscious, the truth was, he is just a mirror

of them.

 

4 months passed and he became aware.

 

People play humpty dumpty and pretend, whilst the out of the ordinary one is seeing reality and is just acting

out what is given to them.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #171 - on: 03.07.2019 at 13:36 [UT+1] »

 

Tara Quote:

he doesn't justify his behaviour as he feels that he is not doing anything wrong.

 

That would be  right, it isn't  his fault as he ignores his own behaviour,  but you  don't agree with him because

you can see he is doing something wrong.

 

I wonder Tara as an impartial  observer (and defender of my accuser) if you can tell me  what I have said in the

3 posts I wrote  that resulted in me being tarred as   flaming in the very next post? Or do you think perhaps

 Waybread  was mistaken and   didn't understand  what I wrote?  or  perhaps it suited her to create the

impression of me joining in an attack on her when I actually wasn't?  

 

Reply #150 WB Quote: Quote:

Afternoon Sun and Phoebe, I am ignoring (not reading) your flaming posts.

 

 

 

Afternoon Sun Quote:

I fail to see how my last couple of posts could be considered flaming? Quite the opposite I would have thought. (replies#129, #140 and

#149). No matter one reads what they want to and sees what they want to.

 

I don't think WB is stupid, I think she knows exactly what she is doing to irritate a number of people, and

 garner support from those   she can to fight her battles. Tara would you think it reasonable to suddenly accuse

 someone of flaming you with posts you hadn't even read?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #172 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:10 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Tara Quote:

he doesn't justify his behaviour as he feels that he is not doing anything wrong.

Quote:

That would be right, it isn't his fault as he ignores his own behaviour, but you don't agree with him because you can see he

is doing something wrong

.

 

 

Not shure what you are trying to say here. It wouldn't be the fault of a (let's say) murderer (J) as long he is

ignoring his behaviour? To be hostile (E) towards others is not something that is endorsed by society.

Everyone beyond a certain age should have some knowledge about how to behave well.

 

I don't have much contact (D) with him. Not long ago I met his partner and the issue was discussed (C).

When I encouraged him to become active against that behaviour he just shrugged his shoulders and saw

himself as more or less helpless (I).

 

Quote:

I wonder Tara as an impartial observer (and defender of my accuser) if you can tell me what I have said in the 3 posts I wrote that

resulted in me being tarred as flaming in the very next post? Or do you think perhaps Waybread was mistaken and didn't understand what

I wrote? or perhaps it suited her to create the impression of me joining in an attack on her when I actually wasn't?

 

This is your first post adressing WB in this thread:

 

Quote:

Quote:

WB Quote:

During my time on this forum, I've come in for all kinds of personal attacks from people who take exception to what I

write. In recent memory, one member frequently asserted that I was an animus-driven woman who wanted to be a man

and had a penis

.

How extraordinary, not the animus bit, it's not unusual for angry people to display their animus (isn't that what anger is?) so I can

understand that comment if you were displaying annoyance or anger or aggression, lots of folk show animus on this forum. but asserting

you had a penis? Are you sure you aren't exaggerating a comment about behaviour rather than your physicality and taking it too literally?

One wonders what could have possibly given someone that idea, or perhaps you felt it was too close to the bone and took it personally,

and that stiffened your resolve to continually cross swords? You're obviously still holding on to it. Maybe you should just let go of it, and

lighten up. But that would be a typically male response after a row, and you're obviously not a male because you haven't got a penis. Just

saying.... Wink

 

What would you feel if you were WB and this is written (C) by someone else?

 

Quote:

I don't think WB is stupid, I think she knows exactly what she is doing to irritate a number of people, and garner support from those she

can to fight her battles. Tara would you think it reasonable to suddenly accuse someone of flaming you with posts you hadn't even read?

 

I am quite shure that WB does not try to irritate anyone on purpose.

In all that time I haven't even figured out what annoys her adversaries so much. As someone who writes a lot

it's easy to project a lot of stuff onto her.  

All that discussion (C)  about who started flaming etc. is just the aftermath of something that must have

happened before. What is the core of it? 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #173 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:13 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 03.07.2019 at 13:18 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1]:

How brave is it to attack someone in a pack? 

Anyone who has grievances towards Waybread can discuss that with her in private per PM. The open forum is not the right

place for it. Read the forum rules.

Interesting that 2 of her critics are permanently banned members who sneaked into the forum under a different name back

again. They did not get kicked out because of their good behaviour I suppose. 

Btw. anyone can read the Assange thread themselves and come up with their own conclusion. No one has to take my word

or anyone elses for what is written there.

One was also IP banned.

One also called out many others because they saw through them.

One was IP banned though because he told the admin to F-off in email when he already knew he was banned, he told them to F-off

because he felt alone in what he knew, and threatened to take down the entire forum if they did not remove information he had left.

Subconscious of others is freely available to that person.

That person who people thought was a troll was acting out their subconscious, the truth was, he is just a mirror of them.

4 months passed and he became aware.

People play humpty dumpty and pretend, whilst the out of the ordinary one is seeing reality and is just acting out what is given to them.

 

Interesting. The banned person was in reality the victim (I) because he acted out something that was

subconscious (I)? Tell that to the forum admins (G) and see if they agree.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #174 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:15 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

PS of course Mars in Pisces is no worse than Mars in any other sign

 

Exactly. Let's discuss the other signs for a change as well and also write about the good sides of E in l
otherwise 1 of 12 people in this world could feel offended by this discussion.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #175 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:19 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 14:13 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 03.07.2019 at 13:18 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1]:

How brave is it to attack someone in a pack? 

Anyone who has grievances towards Waybread can discuss that with her in private per PM. The open forum is

not the right place for it. Read the forum rules.

Interesting that 2 of her critics are permanently banned members who sneaked into the forum under a

different name back again. They did not get kicked out because of their good behaviour I suppose. 

Btw. anyone can read the Assange thread themselves and come up with their own conclusion. No one has to

take my word or anyone elses for what is written there.

One was also IP banned.

One also called out many others because they saw through them.

One was IP banned though because he told the admin to F-off in email when he already knew he was banned, he told

them to F-off because he felt alone in what he knew, and threatened to take down the entire forum if they did not remove

information he had left.

Subconscious of others is freely available to that person.

That person who people thought was a troll was acting out their subconscious, the truth was, he is just a mirror of them.

4 months passed and he became aware.

People play humpty dumpty and pretend, whilst the out of the ordinary one is seeing reality and is just acting out what is

given to them.

Interesting twist. The banned person was in reality the victim because he acted out something that was subconscious? Tell that to the

forum admins and see if they agree.

 

You expect everyone to see in the same way everyone does?

We are all very similar in the end, but thinking you are the same perspective as someone else?

But being able to talk about a perspective extensively and bring it to an understandable level is not what all

people can do.

 

Moderators have a job, and in a non understanding way will remove what they deem wrong.

 

Manipulators are skilled, or you would not be here defending one person and understanding why WB removes

herself as to look better, it's part of her detachment game you play into.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #176 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:37 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

My Mars is in Taurus, i act nothing like a Mars in Taurus, aspects change Mars and also house.

My energy is direct with Mars, but i need time to think about things (Libra/Aries axis)

My MC ruler is Mars, Taurus Mars conjunct, modified heavily by the MC & 10th house plus a conjunction from my Moon & trine to Uranus &

square to a Leo Mercury.

Does not mean the basic stuff of these signs does not come out, if someone shows the traits, they can be spotted.

I still enjoy my comfort after i worked for it.

 

 

From a E in Taurus I would expect stamina, patience, interest in pleasurable activities. Is that true for you?

 

I agree that the aspects and houseposition also plays a big role.  

 

Quote:

Manipulators are skilled, or you would not be here defending one person and understanding why WB removes herself as to look better, it's

part of her detachment game you play into.

 

Looking back I don't see anything in her behaviour that would justify to me getting  attacked (E) by a bunch

of people. She isn't some tyrant (J) that needs to get taken down.  

I think it is completely unfair when several people group together against one person when there isn't a really

good reason for it. Anyone who participates in that should experience being a scapegoat at least once in their

life for themselves IMO.

 

Somehow it reminds me of the persecution of the jews in the 3rd Reich (J).   

There were scapegoats, persecuters and lot's of bystanders who did nothing.

 

Quote:

You expect everyone to see in the same way everyone does?

We are all very similar in the end, but thinking you are the same perspective as someone else?

But being able to talk about a perspective extensively and bring it to an understandable level is not what all people can do.

Moderators have a job, and in a non understanding way will remove what they deem wrong.

 

So you are not expecting them to agree with you? You are probably right.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #177 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:43 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 14:37 [UT+1]:

Quote:

My Mars is in Taurus, i act nothing like a Mars in Taurus, aspects change Mars and also house.

My energy is direct with Mars, but i need time to think about things (Libra/Aries axis)

My MC ruler is Mars, Taurus Mars conjunct, modified heavily by the MC & 10th house plus a conjunction from my Moon &

trine to Uranus & square to a Leo Mercury.

Does not mean the basic stuff of these signs does not come out, if someone shows the traits, they can be spotted.

I still enjoy my comfort after i worked for it.

From a mars in Taurus I would expect stamina, patience, interest in pleasurable activities. Is that true for you?

I agree that the aspects and houseposition also plays a big role.

Quote:

Manipulators are skilled, or you would not be here defending one person and understanding why WB removes herself as to

look better, it's part of her detachment game you play into.

Looking back I don't see anything in her behaviour that would justify to me getting attacked by a bunch of people. She isn't some tyrant

that needs to get taken down.

I think it is completely unfair when several people group together against one person when there isn't a really good reason for it. Anyone

who participates in that should experience being a scapegoat at least once in their life for themselves IMO.

 

I experienced being bullied and abused for the first part of my life, my entire childhood & upbringing into early

adulthood. This does not make me victimize myself although in the past i did extend it over rationality.

 

You think people are not going to judge others?  

In context of right & wrong, if you wish to not get in the middle and be judged, remain light and from the

outside peeking in, reason being, the issue becomes yours and people focus on you instead.

 

A manipulator knows this, look how me and you are now, others are just watching, i am fully aware however.

 

As for Mars in Taurus, yes i love sex, massages, food. Stamina yes.

I have a Pluto side to me though which blinds the Taurean side to just not get involved, which is the intensity

to go deep into something. Sometimes it's just not worth it.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #178 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:49 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

In context of right & wrong, if you wish to not get in the middle and be judged, remain light and from the outside peeking in, reason

being, the issue becomes yours and people focus on you instead.

 

Nope. Some people evolve over time. Not repeating same mistakes again by looking away when others are

bullied (J).  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #179 - on: 03.07.2019 at 14:51 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 14:49 [UT+1]:

Quote:

In context of right & wrong, if you wish to not get in the middle and be judged, remain light and from the outside peeking

in, reason being, the issue becomes yours and people focus on you instead.

Nope. Some people evolve over time. Not repeating same mistakes again by looking away when others are bullied.

In light of this comment, WB's instigation then straight into defensive victim hood suggests she is the

instigator & manipulator.

 

In different threads she will hold up someone who holds her ideal and shut out everybody else.

 

The inability to communicate and allow for critical thinking and application of a truer definition for what is

being said means she fully resents being held to responsibility & rejects others for the ego which is herself.

 

No one is being bullied, just being judged.

 

Judgment is not bullying in the correct form.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #180 - on: 03.07.2019 at 16:39 [UT+1] »

 

I have a few videos for all to watch so we can separate from the subjective discussion we were having and

attempt to be back on track.

 

Anger is not just something that is limited to one thing.

 

This is for me and the 10th house, the 10th house is my life, it is also where my Pars Fortunate is which is

apparently my "pot of gold"

 

Failure for Success | Lina Piao | TEDxYouth@UISG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeOf_tgYruM

 

 

So as for WB's mention of women becoming empowered, i respect it and am all for it, but never use something

to defame men, "football" is not what all men aspire for or are even interested in.

Don't use what someone else is interested in to make a case, make one from yourself instead of feeding the

self.

 

This next lot more pertains to the higher octave of Mars (Pluto)

 

 I was speaking with someone, i find her very interesting and she took interest in knowledge, so i took it upon

myself to reveal a richer inner source i never share.

 

Always use a dim red light at night to remain undetected, red light travels lesser than any other light.

But you want to survive?

Use no light at all.

 

Upon the opening of light, the Sun will guide us from our darkness.

 

 

It is both logical yet relating to the inner path also, a blend if you like.

 

spiritual growth along with logical application.

 

The Armed forces apply such a method, it is only for map reading and if a need for any kind of light should be

used, light is kept to a minimum.

 

If we think of survival and darkness, a lot of us are at our worst in darkness, we must not hide from it, we must

only come out of it once we understand it and learn to shake hands with it.

 

It ensures our survival and that we may never approach such a thing again, bring darkness into awareness to

continue in the light.

 

 

 

.....

 

 

I have grand visions, exploration of things that are merely so easily escaped by the material world.

 

The parallels between spirit & material.

 

I am gifted with intuition, but intuition is not the be all end all, intuition is a gut feeling or vision, experience

can and will trump it, experience can manifest such a vision.

 

 

I have no idea what my mind will look like when i stop experiencing, if i ever do stop.. life has so much to offer.

 

 

 

In merely a tiny bit of information, so much can be opened and created.

 

 

 

 

^^^^ must feel great knowing how much power you have, not really, it´s a responsibility and it´s hard to

master, understanding that part of which is often fantasy and dream vs concrete intuition, concrete logic &

decision making.

 

 

 

Moral choice is not in question, darkness is not objective in spiritual form.

Darkness is mostly imposed from experiences.

 

It can be as little as a fear over spiders, mostly a fear over spiders is passed down from others who react the

same way, a learned fear.

Irrationality is a materialism of emotion, it is based on ideas, how we view things and our fight or flight

response.

Fear is as emotional as someone crying over losing a loved one, or someone being angry at not being paid for

their work.

Code_Veronica

Ex Member



 

Emotion is not objective, it is subjective, but at the same time emotion can be logical, it is logically accepted

that if you burn someones skin, they are going to have an emotional reaction due to feeling pain.

 

And yes that is an immediate threat of course.

An internal battle goes unseen which paints a very subjective view point over objective because it is from a

place hidden within the mind, unless of course you are excellent at putting words to how you feel (most are

not) then we can continue to think emotion is definitely subjective because emotion does not always have any

words, it´s depth is tremendous.

 

 

Going back to that survival part, when it comes down to you vs another who is going to end your life, there is

no moral code other than i need to either kill or be killed, or if you have the ability, avoidance.

 

Most people with a clear mind would rather avoid such a thing, so they become scared, they never face their

dark side, the darkness or even dig deep enough to understand others.

 

 

 

 

I was originally watching a video about our own government in the UK and it moved randomly to the KKK in

America then to stories of people with a dark history and then eventually one guy turning his darkness around.

 

Then i saw the parallel with my own views.

 

What does this have to do with me? absolutely nothing i don´t suffer and never suffered like these people, my

problem was violence, anger & just going against all rules, it´s no different on a core level to these people

besides no separation of humans and seeing a race as inferior.

 

Was mine as extreme? no not even close, am i better? no, so i have no need to identify with the extremes, i

only identify within. The same vulnerability and lack of direction.

 

 

 

 

Watch these. The same core message is there.

 

Why I, as a black man, attend KKK rallies.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORp3q1Oaezw

 

My descent into America´s neo-Nazi movement & how I got out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SSH5EY-W5oM

 

What facing 200 prison years taught me about happiness  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aq4g-Bv2_Gk

 

Trained not to cry: the challenge of being a soldier | Richard Doss | TEDxNaperville

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkCq6BWFBAM
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #181 - on: 03.07.2019 at 16:49 [UT+1] »

 

Tara   Quote:

Not shure what you are trying to say here. It wouldn't be the fault of a (let's say) murderer as long he is ignoring his behaviour?

I'm being  ironic. Of course it is his fault.  I'm just commenting on his attitude  like we would  in Australia.  The

way you told it made it so obvious  blind Freddy could see he was in the wrong.

 

Tara Quote:

This is your first post adressing WB in this thread:

 

WB Quote:  

Quote:

During my time on this forum, I've come in for all kinds of personal attacks from people who take exception to what I write. In recent

memory, one member frequently asserted that I was an animus-driven woman who wanted to be a man and had a penis

.  

AS Quote:

How extraordinary, not the animus bit, it's not unusual for angry people to display their animus (isn't that what anger is?) so I can

understand that comment if you were displaying annoyance or anger or aggression, lots of folk show animus on this forum. but asserting

you had a penis? Are you sure you aren't exaggerating a comment about behaviour rather than your physicality and taking it too literally?

One wonders what could have possibly given someone that idea, or perhaps you felt it was too close to the bone and took it personally,

and that stiffened your resolve to continually cross swords? You're obviously still holding on to it. Maybe you should just let go of it, and

lighten up. But that would be a typically male response after a row, and you're obviously not a male because you haven't got a penis. Just

saying.... Wink

 

 

Tara: Quote:

What would you think if you were Waybread?

If I were Waybread I would not have  reopened a previous  argument in such a way that it  was obvious to

anyone who had been on that thread who she was referring to,   and deliberately distorted what was said to

read that that person believed she had a penis.  

WB Quote:

In recent memory, one member frequently asserted that I was an animus-driven woman who wanted to be a man and had a penis

. By doing so she reopened  the  argument that  had a thread closed, and she did it in such a way as to

 continue the argument  in order to  gain sympathy when she was a prime mover in maintaining attacks on me.

  Her reference to  the animus and penis was because I  kept  drawing attention to her attacks on me by

picturing her as  the angry person she was,  every time she attacked me   She obviously still resents that.  

Ask yourself this Tara , is she  the victim now when she  reopened  an  argument that closed a thread?    That

she did it in a stealthy  way (by not  naming my avatar) just revealed that she wanted to garner  support  as if

she were  the victim,  no doubt thinking I would not  "own up" to being the  anonymous member. Or if I did  

that I would be seen in a bad light.  Clearly her strategy worked  with you.  

 

Tara Quote:

I am quite shure that WB does not try to irritate anyone on purpose.

 

And many others on the forum  would  have the opposite  opinion, thus the "pack:"  against her.    

 

Take the banning of  Juan Revilla aka Blanco  for example,  whom she  hounded   off one thread and  trolled on

a new thread that he opened to  avoid her, she weaponised his chart,  and then  complained to the  

moderators when he  responded in frustration by working out her  chart which she wouldn't reveal at that time.

 He got banned when  it should have been her but the moderators   had not  followed her  hounding of him

which upset him deeply and  simply applied her complaint that he outed her  chart against her wish.  That is

one of the problems  of a "second language"  moderated  forum.  Subtleties are missed.  She claimed she had

 outside  stalkers so feared  revealing   her birth data.  It seems her reputation for  discordance  follows her.

Juan was  a great loss to  this forum as he was an outstanding   astronomer and astrologer and   made  a

software program freely available to  anyone who wanted it, and  a real gentleman who cared about people. He

 did not  want to argue with her. He just wanted to discuss his methods  based on Occam's Razor,  that is

taking the   strongest  aspect as a starting point  for interpretation, such as a conjunction if such existed. He

used that method to  work out the meaning of  new  comets,  centaurs,  trans Neptunian   bodies by looking at

 charts of famous people  who had them  partile conjunct  their Sun.  He was truly  an astrological pioneer .  

 

Tara Quote:

In all that time I haven't even figured out what annoys her adversaries so much.

 

Ha ha.  You know so little of what's gone on. You would probably need to be  an English  first language

 speaker to appreciate  the  way she flatters  certain  people to gain support, and conflates her arguments, she

never  loses an argument whether right or  wrong, and never  stops, because she treats these  arguments as a

 gender dominance issue rather than  just a difference of opinion, which no doubt irked  those in academia

 who made  life unpleasant for her and apparently drove her to seek early retirement  if one is to believe her.  If

you were to glance at her chart (which I haven't interpreted) you would see she is no stranger to conflict.  

 

Anyway Tara I appreciated your posts on aggression  and  assertiveness.   I even   discussed  them and agreed

with them in the posts  that  Waybread  deems   to be flaming. They were conciliatory.   Apparently you didn't

 read them either. Oh well.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #182 - on: 03.07.2019 at 17:58 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

The way you told it made it so obvious blind Freddy could see he was in the wrong.

 

I love that expression. 

 

Quote:

If I were Waybread I would not have reopened a previous argument in such a way that it was obvious to anyone who had been on that

thread who she was referring to, and deliberately distorted what was said to read that that person believed she had a penis.

WB Quote:

In recent memory, one member frequently asserted that I was an animus-driven woman who wanted to be a man and had a penis

 

Do you think that everyone knows who she is referring to. Most people who frequented the thread will probably

have forgotten (I) that by now unless they themselves wrote it.  

Also when one writes something that one stands 100% behind there is no reason and urge to dislike it being

mentioned again somewhere else.  

 

I took it as throwing something funny as entre into à thread. Nothing to take dead serious (G).  

 

Quote:

Take the banning of Juan Revilla aka Blanco for example, whom she hounded off one thread and trolled him on a new thread that he

opened to avoid her, she weaponised his chart, and then complained to the moderators when he responded in frustration by working out

her chart which she wouldn't reveal at that time. He got banned when it should have been her but the moderators had not followed her

hounding of him which upset him deeply and simply applied her complaint that he outed her chart against her wish. That is one of the

problems of being in a "second language" moderated forum. Subtleties are missed. ... He used that method to work out the meaning of

new comets, centaurs, trans Neptunian bodies by looking at charts of famous people who had them partile conjunct their Sun. He was truly

an astrological pioneer .

 

I read many threads in which he participated and I also downloaded his program (H). I missed the part about

him getting banned though. One can't read all the threads at all times.

Personally I disagreed with almost all his ideas (C) but that is a different matter.

If I am reading you correct he posted her chart which she did not wanted to get posted and that got him

banned (because it is against forum rules). You see it as some act of selfdefense. Can't really comment on it.

 

Quote:

Tara Quote:

In all that time I haven't even figured out what annoys her adversaries so much.

Ha ha ha. You know so little of what's gone on. You would probably need to be an English first language speaker to appreciate the way she

flatters certain people to gain support, and conflates her arguments, she never loses an argument whether right or wrong, and never stops,

because she treats these arguments as a gender dominance issue rather than just a difference of opinion, which no doubt irked those in

academia who made life unpleasant for her and apparently drove her to seek early retirement if one is to believe her. If you were to

glance at her chart (which I haven't interpreted) you would see she is no stranger to conflict.

 

 

As a non-english speaker I do miss some nuances of the english language (C)indeed. That's something that

will never be completely resolved. That being said I probably do notice a lot more than you think.

 

What I am asking is what really annoys you? I am sort of worried that an honest answer you and several others

would give is that she is a feminist.   

 

The second answer could be that you see her as too domineering (J). Personally I distinguish between 2 types

of people. Type A is someone who writes a lot of posts, has own opinions and stands up to them which might

antagonize others who have different opinions but is a decent person after all (no bully).

Type B is a tyrant (J) , bully, narcissist who wants to be the Alpha dog (J). He or she will do everything to be

the leader including all sorts of manipulations.  I don't see WB as Type B.  

Please have a look at Dr. Les Carters other channel where he discribes Type B people very well. I would be happy

to discuss with you in this matter.  

 

Quote:

Anyway Tara I appreciated your posts on aggression and assertiveness. I even discussed them and agreed with them on the posts that

Waybread deems to be flaming. Apparently you didn't read them either. Oh well

 

I did read all posts. Thanks for your comments on the videos. I am glad when something is helpful. Obviously

most people find it difficult to be only assertive in their reactions and not fall into the traps of reacting

aggressive (E) instead. It's a learning process and with time and real effort progress can be made. I treat it as

an ideal to be aimed at but try not to beat me or others up when that aim is missed. Our society is too focused

on the wrong ways and teaches so much bad stuff (through a lot of violence in TV (I) etc.) that it isn't easy to

swim against the current.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #183 - on: 03.07.2019 at 20:43 [UT+1] »

 

Want to find something funny to cheer you all up?

A person here thinks i am a female...

 

I am straight, male, over 180 LBS and 6 foot 1 in height, i guess a Cancer at his true self really is feminine.

 

I had to speak of my dimensions to feel like a man again, jesus i need a shower.

 

 

 

Quote:

Hey, Can you show me Your chart apart from the Eclipse data method? b (love)

I'd like to introduce myself the natal chart of your dignity (of love)

If you understand, I am Peter Pan, and I am very curious about your chart, to read it professionally and Europeanly,

so you feel comfortable walking your daily life.

your hero.

Thanks for listening (post an image)

hero

 

 

 

 

I have removed anything that links a name for fairness and use of what the personal messaging system is, but

that made me feel incredibly uncomfortable.

 

And hilariously amazes me how some men have no tact, no romantic bone in their body, just the will to want

sexual images.

 

 

So as for another Taurus Mars annoyance... this is one of them.

 

 

 

The response is classic after telling the person i am male.

 

Quote:

Thank you, sorry

I am sure you are a Good Cancer!

Cancer like their homeland

(I am sorry I am not good with eclipses yet)

Whats up

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #184 - on: 03.07.2019 at 23:36 [UT+1] »

 

LOL

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #185 - on: 04.07.2019 at 02:15 [UT+1] »

 

I had a E experience today.  but took up for myself without aggressive behavior.  no grudges.

 

when you have resentment and anger, grudges, you not expressing yourself well.

 

I do this a lot. Look at the other side and understand. I understood, but his behavior was rude and uncouth.

a bad habit for me.l

 

Thankful have a iB,

Code_Veronica

Ex Member
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #186 - on: 04.07.2019 at 03:20 [UT+1] »

 

Tara Quote:

Do you think that everyone knows who she is referring to. Most people who frequented the thread will probably have forgotten that by now

unless they themselves wrote it.

 

As I said, it is the  depiction of herself as the victim that concerns me.  

 

Tara Quote:

I took it as throwing something funny as entre into à thread. Nothing to take dead serious

That's what she wanted you to do. Nobody  said she had a penis in a literal sense so  that was  a fiction, an

exaggeration to disarm you by its  ridiculousness.  So  you and  other women would see her as the victim of

some  misogynist, anti feminist male.  

 

Tara Quote:

Also when one writes something that one stands 100% behind there is no reason and urge to dislike it being mentioned again somewhere

else.

 

 

Except that it was reopening  and distorting an issue that got a thread   closed by the moderators.  She was

not  a victim then, and she isn't now. But you see her as a victim.  That is why  I  identified  myself, to set the

record  straight, not that I was concerned  about being personally  recognised.  I don't care if you think we

were both at fault, but  it is  a big mistake to perceive her a victim  so well meaning people like yourself   will

jump to her  aid.   I know where that will lead  in  future   arguments  which  will invariable  occur with her. Let

her fight her own battles.  Not every argument between  the opposite  sexes  has to be  reduced to a feminist

issue.  

 

Tara Quote:

What I am asking is what really annoys you? I am sort of worried that an honest answer you and several others would give is that she is a

feminist.

 

 

Really.  You disappoint me. Do I come across as someone  who attacks  females or has a male must be

 dominant viewpoint?  Or that  women  can't be  bosses as well as men?  But I'm not so  blind as to think some

women can't be just as "plutonic"  in their behaviour as some  men. Overall however I  think women are more

subtle, clever or cunning through the use of relationships than  "most" men  to the extent that they needed to

be to balance the fact that  men tend to be physically  stronger.  

 

Tara: Quote:

The second answer could be that you see her as too domineering (J). Personally I distinguish between 2 types of people. Type A is

someone who writes a lot of posts, has own opinions and stands up to them which might antagonize others who have different opinions but

is a decent person after all (no bully).

Type B is a tyrant (J) , bully, narcissist who wants to be the Alpha dog (J). He or she will do everything to be the leader including all sorts

of manipulations. I don't see WB as Type B.

Well I'm certainly not your  type "B".  Nor do I consider myself to be an Alpha male. I wouldn't be  sitting at

home  indulging  in astrology if that were true. I'd have the car,  control the  budget, dominate the house,

allocate the income etc and  probably be running  a business now,   none of which I do, nor  desire.    

Tara: Quote:

Please have a look at Dr. Les Carters other channel where he discribes Type B people very well. I would be happy to discuss with you in

this matter.

 

Why not  look at both our charts  and make an astrological decision and picture in your mind  how each might

work  irrespective of our genders.

Here's mine:
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #187 - on: 04.07.2019 at 03:21 [UT+1] »

 

And here's Waybreads
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #188 - on: 04.07.2019 at 03:25 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 03.07.2019 at 20:43 [UT+1]:

Want to find something funny to cheer you all up?

A person here thinks i am a female...

I am straight, male, over 180 LBS and 6 foot 1 in height, i guess a Cancer at his true self really is feminine.

I had to speak of my dimensions to feel like a man again, jesus i need a shower.

Quote:

Hey, Can you show me Your chart apart from the Eclipse data method? b (love)

I'd like to introduce myself the natal chart of your dignity (of love)

If you understand, I am Peter Pan, and I am very curious about your chart, to read it professionally and Europeanly,

so you feel comfortable walking your daily life.

your hero.

Thanks for listening (post an image)

hero

I have removed anything that links a name for fairness and use of what the personal messaging system is, but that made me feel

incredibly uncomfortable.

And hilariously amazes me how some men have no tact, no romantic bone in their body, just the will to want sexual images.

So as for another Taurus Mars annoyance... this is one of them.

The response is classic after telling the person i am male.

Quote:

Thank you, sorry

I am sure you are a Good Cancer!

Cancer like their homeland

(I am sorry I am not good with eclipses yet)

Whats up

 

veronica is a female name.

it's normal that people see veronica in your nickname and think you are a female....
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #189 - on: 04.07.2019 at 06:30 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from berto not a on 04.07.2019 at 03:25 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 03.07.2019 at 20:43 [UT+1]:

Want to find something funny to cheer you all up?

A person here thinks i am a female...

I am straight, male, over 180 LBS and 6 foot 1 in height, i guess a Cancer at his true self really is feminine.

I had to speak of my dimensions to feel like a man again, jesus i need a shower.

Quote:

Hey, Can you show me Your chart apart from the Eclipse data method? b (love)

I'd like to introduce myself the natal chart of your dignity (of love)

If you understand, I am Peter Pan, and I am very curious about your chart, to read it professionally and

Europeanly,

so you feel comfortable walking your daily life.

your hero.

Thanks for listening (post an image)

hero

I have removed anything that links a name for fairness and use of what the personal messaging system is, but that made

me feel incredibly uncomfortable.

And hilariously amazes me how some men have no tact, no romantic bone in their body, just the will to want sexual

images.

So as for another Taurus Mars annoyance... this is one of them.

The response is classic after telling the person i am male.

Quote:

Thank you, sorry

I am sure you are a Good Cancer!

Cancer like their homeland

(I am sorry I am not good with eclipses yet)

Whats up

veronica is a female name.

it's normal that people see veronica in your nickname and think you are a female....

 

This is Code Veronica.

 

Something from my child hood. Original release date was 2000.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgM3q1IJA0c

 

Some of the best music in that also...

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fj_ZbZGtTY
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #190 - on: 04.07.2019 at 06:59 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 04.07.2019 at 03:21 [UT+1]:

And here's Waybreads

 

WB's chart is really interesting. Ceres in Leo conjunct Pluto, i have this conjunct Mercury & ascendant.

First house Neptune square Jupiter, so overblow beliefs, Capricorn not so good with ol Jupiter to begin with, but

that don't mean Capricorn is incapable.  

 

Sun, Venus & Mercury in Aquarius, i already know how her communication style is basing on my brother, the

only separation is emotional self, her Moon is in opposite of his.

 

Ending moral, don't start fights you can't end WB.

 

Crazy how i intuited her placements, i was speaking of these placements and i have never once seen her chart, i

just picked up on subtle behavior cues.

 

Then you came out with a serial killer who i hunted down the chart of which paints nothing on WB by the way,

she is a separate person from that monster.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #191 - on: 04.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Taurus Five on 03.07.2019 at 10:01 [UT+1]:

Might your Mars-in-Pisces sometimes "hide itself in the shadow", by giving the appearance of being a victim (as a mechanism for escaping

confrontation or/and expressing anger openly/directly?

 

Say what?  I am not somehow a victim on this forum.  Nasty personal attacks say far more about the attacker

than they do about me.  If I think what I write is correct, I stand by it, regardless.

 

However, I suspect that many people would feel victimized if they were the target of attacks similar to the ones

lobbed at me.  You'd almost think these people were trying to hurt my feelings or something.    

 

Quote:

That conjunction is actually a (5x5x2) 50th harmonic aspect ... with Sun-Uranus making a 32nd harmonic aspect, and Mars-Uranus making

an exact (17x2) 34th harmonic aspect.

As you may already know, David Hamblin concluded (in The Spirit of Numbers) Seventeeness people "are often filled with anger about

the way things are, and feel that this anger must find an outlet"; ... fiveness people may "become intolerant of people who do not see the

world as they see it" ... and twoness people "are fighting to change the world"

 

Actually I really like harmonics, but in astrology I think you have to work with the majors before going on to

the minors.  Alternatively I note that the midpoint of my sun-Mars is pretty close to an exact trine with my Om
MC.  

 

Despite his pioneering work with the prime numbers, I don't see Hamblin as the best authority on harmonics

because of his obvious biases and wide orbs.  I much prefer the dynamic approach to harmonics in Harding and

Harvey, Working With Astrology; or even David Cochrane's-- because he at least is working with large samples.

 

I have a copy of Hamblin's book, and looked up the 17H  just now. I think you've cherry-picked, as well.  To

him, the main quality of 17H people is being rebels or revolutionaries who want to change society.  Apparently

being a humorist qualifies as being angry at society.   If we leave out Romanian dictators and Scientologists,

it might be reasonable to see his 17H sample as social critics.  Of course, the problem with Hamblin is that all

kinds of angry people and social change agents are not particularly motivated by the 17th harmonic.  

 

But at this juncture, Taurus Five, I have to ask, what is your game plan here?  Amateur psychologist?  Why the

focus on me?  

 

Quote:

I do not see that elevenness in the "near enough" natal chart that you have previously posted on this forum. The aspects of the 17th

harmonic series look much stronger to me.

 

I wasn't talking about harmonics!  "Chords" or "keys," as I understand them, relate to a kind of conflation, by-

the-numbers, of signs, houses, and planets.  Normally I separate out signs and houses, but sometimes you do

see a person where they seem to connect.  Re: the 11th chord, I have ACD in Aquarius, Uranus conjunct MC

and in-aspect with sun, Mars, and Asc; and B & J in the 11th house.

 

With higher harmonics, I'd be cautious about using my "close enough" chart, because a degree or even a

fraction of a degree off can change the harmonic.  I modified my chart purposefully as a privacy safeguard, but

it does preserve my chart structure pretty well.  The 18th and 20th harmonics are probably about as close as I

get to harmonic signatures.  And they're pretty close to one another, degree-wise.

 

Quote:

That description does fit with elevenness - but seventeenness might be driving you to behave that way. And, if so, you might be driven

more by your emotions than you currently believe yourself to be.

Are you not part of that movement? ... And might your 17th (and 23rd) harmonic aspects be what drove you to become a part of it?

 

I'm not part of any movement at present.   I'm a senior living a quiet rural life in a rather remote part of the

Canadian Rockies.  I am a feminist, but not an activist.

 

Does anger bother you, such that you need to pick it apart in someone else?

 

Taurus Five, it would be really interesting to have a discussion with you about harmonics, but you're apparently

deploying them from the perspective that I have a Big Problem that you want to analyse.  I don't accept your

basic premises; and am, in any case, unwilling to hijack this thread any further.  

 

It's not about me.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #192 - on: 04.07.2019 at 07:10 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 04.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1]:

Quote from Taurus Five on 03.07.2019 at 10:01 [UT+1]:

Might your Mars-in-Pisces sometimes "hide itself in the shadow", by giving the appearance of being a victim (as a

mechanism for escaping confrontation or/and expressing anger openly/directly?

Say what? I am not somehow a victim on this forum. Nasty personal attacks say far more about the attacker than they do about me. If I

think what I write is correct, I stand by it, regardless.

However, I suspect that many people would feel victimized if they were the target of attacks similar to the ones lobbed at me. You'd

almost think these people were trying to hurt my feelings or something. 

Quote:

That conjunction is actually a (5x5x2) 50th harmonic aspect ... with Sun-Uranus making a 32nd harmonic aspect, and

Mars-Uranus making an exact (17x2) 34th harmonic aspect.

As you may already know, David Hamblin concluded (in The Spirit of Numbers) Seventeeness people "are often filled

with anger about the way things are, and feel that this anger must find an outlet"; ... fiveness people may "become

intolerant of people who do not see the world as they see it" ... and twoness people "are fighting to change the world"

Actually I really like harmonics, but in astrology I think you have to work with the majors before going on to the minors. Alternatively I

note that the midpoint of my sun-Mars is pretty close to an exact trine with my Om MC.

Despite his pioneering work with the prime numbers, I don't see Hamblin as the best authority on harmonics because of his obvious biases

and wide orbs. I much prefer the dynamic approach to harmonics in Harding and Harvey, Working With Astrology; or even David

Cochrane's-- because he at least is working with large samples.

I have a copy of Hamblin's book, and looked up the 17H just now. I think you've cherry-picked, as well. To him, the main quality of 17H

people is being rebels or revolutionaries who want to change society. Apparently being a humorist qualifies as being angry at society. 

If we leave out Romanian dictators and Scientologists, it might be reasonable to see his 17H sample as social critics. Of course, the

problem with Hamblin is that all kinds of angry people and social change agents are not particularly motivated by the 17th harmonic.

But at this juncture, Taurus Five, I have to ask, what is your game plan here? Amateur psychologist? Why the focus on me?

Quote:

I do not see that elevenness in the "near enough" natal chart that you have previously posted on this forum. The aspects

of the 17th harmonic series look much stronger to me.

I wasn't talking about harmonics! "Chords" or "keys," as I understand them, relate to a kind of conflation, by-the-numbers, of signs,

houses, and planets. Normally I separate out signs and houses, but sometimes you do see a person where they seem to connect. Re: the

11th chord, I have ACD in Aquarius, Uranus conjunct MC and in-aspect with sun, Mars, and Asc; and B & J in the 11th house.

With higher harmonics, I'd be cautious about using my "close enough" chart, because a degree or even a fraction of a degree off can

change the harmonic. I modified my chart purposefully as a privacy safeguard, but it does preserve my chart structure pretty well. The

18th and 20th harmonics are probably about as close as I get to harmonic signatures. And they're pretty close to one another.

Quote:

That description does fit with elevenness - but seventeenness might be driving you to behave that way. And, if so, you

might be driven more by your emotions than you currently believe yourself to be.

Are you not part of that movement? ... And might your 17th (and 23rd) harmonic aspects be what drove you to become a

part of it?

I'm not part of any movement at present. I'm a senior living a quiet rural life in a rather remote part of the Canadian Rockies. I am a

feminist, but not an activist.

Does anger bother you, such that you need to pick it apart in someone else?

Taurus Five, it would be really interesting to have a discussion with you about harmonics, but you're apparently deploying them from the

perspective that I have a Big Problem that you want to analyse. I don't accept your basic premises; and am, in any case, unwilling to

hijack this thread any further.

It's not about me.

 

 

Just so you know, i have no personal bias towards anyone here, i am just an eagle eye.

Rural life in the rockies sounds awesome, i hope it's very peaceful & relaxed out there for you, sounds like a

dream.

 

"I don't accept your basic premises; and am, in any case, unwilling to hijack this thread any further."

 

 

You have an air of "i am Queen" pouting.

 

Perfection that you are not? it seems like a higher regard for one's self over others in light of just judgemental

conjecture.

 

Hey, i am an asshole i will put my hand up and dance on one leg in a fashion. We have to face ourselves

sometimes.

 

This is not an issue with your world view, or being a person who supports females, it's the distortion of what

you believe that goes too far into other things which paints this image of a manipulative person.

 

Can you level with me here?

 

Do you think people judge you too harshly? do you see yourself as full of scruples?

 

Code_Veronica

Ex Member



 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #193 - on: 04.07.2019 at 07:18 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1]:

How brave is it to attack (E) someone in a pack? 

Anyone who has grievances towards Waybread can discuss (C) that with her in private per PM. The open forum is not the right place for

it. Read the forum rules (G).

Interesting that 2 of her critics are permanently banned members who sneaked into the forum under a different name back again. They

did not get kicked out because of their good behaviour I suppose. 

Btw. anyone can read the Assange thread themselves and come up with their own conclusion. No one has to take my word or anyone elses

for what is written (C) there.

 

Tara, thanks.    

 

I have no idea what motivates these people to launch repeated personal attacks.  In a thread about anger,

maybe they're simply trying to exemplify it.  Given how long they've been on my case, however, I'd think they'd

recognize that they're not going to change me.  Possibly we're witnessing the triumph of hope over experience.

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #194 - on: 04.07.2019 at 07:20 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 04.07.2019 at 07:18 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 03.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1]:

How brave is it to attack (E) someone in a pack? 

Anyone who has grievances towards Waybread can discuss (C) that with her in private per PM. The open forum is not the

right place for it. Read the forum rules (G).

Interesting that 2 of her critics are permanently banned members who sneaked into the forum under a different name back

again. They did not get kicked out because of their good behaviour I suppose. 

Btw. anyone can read the Assange thread themselves and come up with their own conclusion. No one has to take my word

or anyone elses for what is written (C) there.

Tara, thanks.  

I have no idea what motivates these people to launch repeated personal attacks. In a thread about anger, maybe they're simply trying to

exemplify it. Given how long they've been on my case, however, I'd think they'd recognize that they're not going to change me.

Possibly we're witnessing the triumph of hope over experience.

 

 

I see, my answer is here, you are fully self aware and know what you are doing.

 

Benefit of doubt closed.

 

Highlighted.

 

Capricorn in detriment Jupiter "hope"

 

Not going to change you. "Leo Moon, emotional self + detachment from Aquarius stellium"

 

Hope in this case is weaponized to hurt others, to sway the tide.

Not going to change you is weakness in the face of strength and admittance.

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/c8sk02/whats_a_good_sign_someone_has

_a_toxic_personality/
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #195 - on: 04.07.2019 at 08:20 [UT+1] »

 

Tara, thanks again.

 

Code_Veronica-- and to anyone else interested,

 

I can't help it if other people want to turn this thread into a discussion about me.  I didn't ask for it.  Be that as

it may, what I write here may unleash the entire fire-storm.

 

I think most of the forum old-timers know that I am a retired academic.  I actually don't care to talk about it

much, precisely because of the kind of negative push-back it fosters.  But neither do I think I need to change

myself in order to become acceptable to other people of different backgrounds.  To me, that would seem like

patronizing people.  

 

I don't say the following out of any sense of hubris, believe me.  I'm not anybody's teacher here, and nobody

here is my student.  People's own life experiences are just as valuable as mine.  But I don't know how else to

become more understandable.

 

I may stick out in this forum, but not in the world from which I came.  In that world, people are in the analysis

business.  We evaluate merits and problems.  This is typically called criticism: not in the sense of negative fault-

finding, but in the sense of appraisal.

 

People in colleges and universities critique ideas all the time.  Faculty members' days are spent on this, in one

way or another.  We grade student papers and presentations.  We write book reviews.  We act as juries on

manuscripts submitted for publication, fellowship applications, and grant proposals.  We conduct oral exams on

graduate student theses, called a defense. When we become senior enough, we evaluate more junior colleagues'

applications for tenure and promotion.  We serve on hiring committees to determine the most qualified

candidates.  Oftentimes new research is conducted to correct some kind of problem with past research.  We

give papers at conferences and field questions-- often critical-- from audience members.  We analyse

developments in our field over the lunch table and in the corridors.  This is a partial list.

 

In short, we do not read ideas uncritically.  We ask questions like, is this piece of writing as good as it could be?

 Is this reasoning sound?      

 

Some disciplines engage in critiques far more than mine did, such as juried architecture student projects, or

mock trials in law schools.

 

I've been happily retired for 11 years now, but this is still how I think.  I' am married to a retired professor, and

this is how he thinks.  So did most of my friends when I was working.  We read books that engage with ideas.

 We watch news analyses on television.  I read editorials on my news apps.

 

Obviously, few people on an astrology Internet forum want or expect, let alone come from, this kind of

mentality.  But I fail to see why I should become inauthentic merely to become acceptable to anonymous

flamers on an Internet forum.

 

Of course, when I was working I had to stay within boundaries of appropriate decorum.  Now that I am retired,

I feel that I can say more honestly what I think.  This offends some people.

 

But I have no other ulterior motive than a passion about astrology and some of the other topics we get into on

this forum.  If someone's idea is sound, it will easily withstand criticism.  If someone's idea has flaws, then

criticism can be used to strengthen it and make it more valid.

 

So far as the Julian Assange thread goes, it was apparently intended as a love-in for Australians.  I presented a

less flattering, American view of Assange, and also many facts, linked court documents, and original charts.    

 

Flaming BTW, is typically a frontal personal attack, but it also takes the form of gaslighting or disingenuous

passive-aggressive behavior.

 

I have my own theories about my most persistent critics, but I'd better stop now.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #196 - on: 04.07.2019 at 08:26 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 04.07.2019 at 08:20 [UT+1]:

Tara, thanks again.

Code_Veronica-- and to anyone else interested,

I can't help it if other people want to turn this thread into a discussion about me. I didn't ask for it. Be that as it may, what I write here

may unleash the entire fire-storm.

I think most of the forum old-timers know that I am a retired academic. I actually don't care to talk about it much, precisely because of

the kind of negative push-back it fosters. But neither do I think I need to change myself in order to become acceptable to other people of

different backgrounds. To me, that would seem like patronizing people.

I don't say the following out of any sense of hubris, believe me. I'm not anybody's teacher here, and nobody here is my student. People's

own life experiences are just as valuable as mine. But I don't know how else to become more understandable.

I may stick out in this forum, but not in the world from which I came. In that world, people are in the analysis business. We evaluate

merits and problems. This is typically called criticism: not in the sense of negative fault-finding, but in the sense of appraisal.

People in colleges and universities critique ideas all the time. Faculty members' days are spent on this, in one way or another. We grade

student papers and presentations. We write book reviews. We act as juries on manuscripts submitted for publication, fellowship

applications, and grant proposals. We conduct oral exams on graduate student theses, called a defense. When we become senior enough,

we evaluate more junior colleagues' applications for tenure and promotion. We serve on hiring committees to determine the most qualified

candidates. Oftentimes new research is conducted to correct some kind of problem with past research. We give papers at conferences and

field questions-- often critical-- from audience members. We analyse developments in our field over the lunch table and in the corridors.

This is a partial list.

In short, we do not read ideas uncritically. We ask questions like, is this piece of writing as good as it could be? Is this reasoning sound?

Some disciplines engage in critiques far more than mine did, such as juried architecture student projects, or mock trials in law schools.

I've been happily retired for 11 years now, but this is still how I think. I' am married to a retired professor, and this is how he thinks. So

did most of my friends when I was working. We read books that engage with ideas. We watch news analyses on television. I read

editorials on my news apps.

Obviously, few people on an astrology Internet forum want or expect, let alone come from, this kind of mentality. But I fail to see why I

should become inauthentic merely to become acceptable to anonymous flamers on an Internet forum.

Of course, when I was working I had to stay within boundaries of appropriate decorum. Now that I am retired, I feel that I can say more

honestly what I think. This offends some people.

But I have no other ulterior motive than a passion about astrology and some of the other topics we get into on this forum. If someone's

idea is sound, it will easily withstand criticism. If someone's idea has flaws, then criticism can be used to strengthen it and make it more

valid.

So far as the Julian Assange thread goes, it was apparently intended as a love-in for Australians. I presented a less flattering, American

view of Assange, and also many facts, linked court documents, and original charts.

Flaming BTW, is typically a frontal personal attack, but it also takes the form of gaslighting or disingenuous passive-aggressive behavior.

I have my own theories about my most persistent critics, but I'd better stop now.

 

I don't actually sense any malice in this post, i sense honesty.

 

Perhaps it is best people just part ways and be peaceful or shake hands, whatever it takes.

If you need to interact, remain detached, regardless of me seeing WB's detachment as a mechanism to an

ulterior motive, it can also just be how she is, piled on top of a drive which goes against her nature (Sun) Both

that Mars in Pisces & Neptune in the first house.

 

In fairness, not everyone is readily like anyone else.

 

I don't need to dig no more, done enough Pluto in 1 thread.

 

 

It's best we keep the topic from falling any more.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #197 - on: 04.07.2019 at 08:35 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun, just two things, as I did scan some of your exchange with Tara.

 

I've told you this previously, I think twice before.

 

I did not "hound" Juan off the forum.  He was banned by the administrator for seriously breaking a forum rule.

 He did this, so far as I can make out, to punish me for having the temerity to disagree with him on some

astrological point or other.  It might have been about him trying to get clients to break down emotionally

during his consultations, I forget.

 

At that time, I did not post my chart and did not want it posted.  I finally did post what I call my "close

enough" chart, in part because of people trying to post it or guess it.  But this was after the episode with Juan.

 

BTW, while I greatly appreciate Tara's support, I did nothing to solicit it.  I don't view the forum as a place to

organize little bands of mutual supporters.  If I agree with someone or think s/he wrote something

praiseworthy, I will say so.      

  

  IP Logged
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Ex Member
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #198 - on: 04.07.2019 at 09:13 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 04.07.2019 at 08:26 [UT+1]:

Quote from Waybread on 04.07.2019 at 08:20 [UT+1]:

Tara, thanks again.

Code_Veronica-- and to anyone else interested,

I can't help it if other people want to turn this thread into a discussion about me. I didn't ask for it. Be that as it may,

what I write here may unleash the entire fire-storm.

I think most of the forum old-timers know that I am a retired academic. I actually don't care to talk about it much,

precisely because of the kind of negative push-back it fosters. But neither do I think I need to change myself in order to

become acceptable to other people of different backgrounds. To me, that would seem like patronizing people.

I don't say the following out of any sense of hubris, believe me. I'm not anybody's teacher here, and nobody here is my

student. People's own life experiences are just as valuable as mine. But I don't know how else to become more

understandable.

I may stick out in this forum, but not in the world from which I came. In that world, people are in the analysis business.

We evaluate merits and problems. This is typically called criticism: not in the sense of negative fault-finding, but in the

sense of appraisal.

People in colleges and universities critique ideas all the time. Faculty members' days are spent on this, in one way or

another. We grade student papers and presentations. We write book reviews. We act as juries on manuscripts submitted for

publication, fellowship applications, and grant proposals. We conduct oral exams on graduate student theses, called a

defense. When we become senior enough, we evaluate more junior colleagues' applications for tenure and promotion. We

serve on hiring committees to determine the most qualified candidates. Oftentimes new research is conducted to correct

some kind of problem with past research. We give papers at conferences and field questions-- often critical-- from

audience members. We analyse developments in our field over the lunch table and in the corridors. This is a partial list.

In short, we do not read ideas uncritically. We ask questions like, is this piece of writing as good as it could be? Is this

reasoning sound?

Some disciplines engage in critiques far more than mine did, such as juried architecture student projects, or mock trials in

law schools.

I've been happily retired for 11 years now, but this is still how I think. I' am married to a retired professor, and this is how

he thinks. So did most of my friends when I was working. We read books that engage with ideas. We watch news analyses

on television. I read editorials on my news apps.

Obviously, few people on an astrology Internet forum want or expect, let alone come from, this kind of mentality. But I

fail to see why I should become inauthentic merely to become acceptable to anonymous flamers on an Internet forum.

Of course, when I was working I had to stay within boundaries of appropriate decorum. Now that I am retired, I feel that I

can say more honestly what I think. This offends some people.

But I have no other ulterior motive than a passion about astrology and some of the other topics we get into on this forum.

If someone's idea is sound, it will easily withstand criticism. If someone's idea has flaws, then criticism can be used to

strengthen it and make it more valid.

So far as the Julian Assange thread goes, it was apparently intended as a love-in for Australians. I presented a less

flattering, American view of Assange, and also many facts, linked court documents, and original charts.

Flaming BTW, is typically a frontal personal attack, but it also takes the form of gaslighting or disingenuous passive-

aggressive behavior.

I have my own theories about my most persistent critics, but I'd better stop now.

I don't actually sense any malice in this post, i sense honesty.

Perhaps it is best people just part ways and be peaceful or shake hands, whatever it takes.

If you need to interact, remain detached, regardless of me seeing WB's detachment as a mechanism to an ulterior motive, it can also just

be how she is, piled on top of a drive which goes against her nature (Sun) Both that Mars in Pisces & Neptune in the first house.

In fairness, not everyone is readily like anyone else.

I don't need to dig no more, done enough Pluto in 1 thread.

It's best we keep the topic from falling any more.

 

As a Scorpio Asc with Jupiter in Aquarius4H (btw also my Venus),  and Uranus in Cancer 9thH - i think it helps

to note the extent of my detached feelings of subjectivity - I want to add to the above quoted : ditto!

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #199 - on: 04.07.2019 at 09:31 [UT+1] »

 

I do wonder if the title of this thread should have been called,  

 

"Where is anger on this forum"  

 

There seems to be a lot more of character assassinations flying around, as well as drudging up the past,

regarding previous members being banned, or 'driven off' ....rather than an actual astrological conversation

about anger in a chart. The ones that are, get buried amongst the debating amongst each other.  

 

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself, rather intriguing  

 

If you are talking about anger on the forum, you can see E sandwiched between N and I, all in k, and in

the 7H  

 

1H and 7H tends to be about projection  (also mentioned in the OP)

 

E = the anger, arguments, conflicts, in a Fixed sign, so it's sustained, people are more inclined to defend their

own views without swaying, or giving in, not budging on an opinion  

 

N = old wounds - many individual threads generally started are centred on unresolved issues, wounds, and

given it's placement in 7H, mostly romantic relationships and heartbreaks. People do seem very open about

them. On here it could be about ongoing wounds stemming from previous arguments  (E)

 

I = can be about the projection, after all it is unclear to see the true story, as it's all online. We can't see facial

expressions, or hear tone of voice, or observe body language. We don't even know what we look like!*** Not

many people post their own face as their avatar, so we can't put a name to a face. Therefore, what could be a

benign or innocent statement can be misconstrued as a deliberate attack - 7H also rules open enemies too  

 

Now .... onto transits

 

See the recent Solar Eclipse and C in shadow, plus Ee, all bunched up in the 12H, which rules hidden

enemies. Or perceived and even imagined enemies. d covers most of the 12H so it makes sense that attacks

can get personal, or be taken personally, or can be emotive. As mentioned before,  drudging up past

arguments, events (members leaving), resurrecting old grievances, using each other's natal placements as a

form of attack, again rendering it personal  

 

On a lighter note, the moderators are clearly 1H Ge ... Forum Admin profile even has a lion as their avatar! (I

reckon the timing of the forum launch was actually planned, also given it's an Equinox chart too!)  

 

Also wondering how the O transit is affecting the BD conjunction   nothing springs to mind yet that I've

observed on here.  

 

***No, I don't look like a traumatised penguin!

 

Forum chart with transits attached:

Penguin Trauma

Member
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #200 - on: 04.07.2019 at 10:45 [UT+1] »

 

Good analysis Penguin, Uranus conj Moon and Venus too can be read in this thread: altered emotional states,

troubles with women, a desire for emotional/sexual stirring, breaking free from routine. In tenth house:

matters of personal recognition.

 

But this is no excuse for what's going on.  

 

I hope that the people who engaged in the last 10 pages of boastings and personal attacks realize that their

own behavior comes off as childish and disturbing for the people who come here to discuss astrology.  

 

Use your Mars better.

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #201 - on: 04.07.2019 at 10:59 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Roland303 on 04.07.2019 at 10:45 [UT+1]:

Good analysis Penguin, Uranus conj Moon and Venus too can be read in this thread: altered emotional states, troubles with women, a

desire for emotional/sexual stirring, breaking free from routine. In tenth house: matters of personal recognition.

But this is no excuse for what's going on.

I hope that the people who engaged in the last 10 pages of boastings and personal attacks realize that their own behavior comes off as

childish and disturbing for the people who come here to discuss astrology.

Use your Mars better.

 

I don't need to explain myself but a good read.

 

https://themysticmedium.com/plutonian-people/

 

So if my will was achieved i do not mind being a scapegoat drawn into the midst, it is what Pluto entails, there

are no winners.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQOwFS7pLhk

 

The want to point fingers is also a Mars trait.  

 

It would be interesting if people know the differences between Mars & Pluto, or is it coloured by self?  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #202 - on: 04.07.2019 at 10:59 [UT+1] »

 

Attaching natal chart for easy reference.

1. I am NOT revengful

2. I do NOT have anger fits

3. I do NOT attack people for kick

 

1.: If I sense malignant, provoking intentions, I cut your nasty tongue in two and then simply sweep you out of

my way

2.: I express my own ideas and certainly do not let  

     opponents silence me

3.: I can become vehement if you try and arrogantly  

      drill your own points of view into my brains

 

If a intellectually- honest issue arises, I express my own point of view, listen to yours, discuss about it and am

even ready to accept I am wrong and excuse myself and change my idea on the subject, then forget about it.

And that's it.

 

Those confrontations, if and when in the end I find myself in my own right, will usually, merely make me leave

certain persons alone and possibly, behind.

 

Mars in Water sign, Air house, Air cuspid  

 

Moon in Cap, Earth house, squaring a Sun in Fire sign, although mitigated by being in 4th house=Cancer/Water

 

Mercury in Earth sign, Fire house,  squaring Jup, chart ruler, in Fire sign, Water cuspid, Water house.
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Ex Member
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #203 - on: 04.07.2019 at 11:13 [UT+1] »

 

Unsure of any creative minds here, but this song hit's a note on Pluto / Mars.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrkMczxtmS4

 

Power struggles, battle of wills.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #204 - on: 04.07.2019 at 12:10 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 04.07.2019 at 11:13 [UT+1]:

Unsure of any creative minds here, but this song hit's a note on Pluto / Mars.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrkMczxtmS4

Power struggles, battle of wills.

 

I am tremendously creative and have given birth to four tremendously creative daughters

 

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #205 - on: 04.07.2019 at 17:59 [UT+1] »

 

I'm not sure what anyone's 'academic' background has to do with an astrology forum. 

 

The academic/scientific world scoffs & laughs at people who study astrology.  They often demean people of faith

too.  What cannot be proven can be derided by them so academia & astrology are contradicting subjects.  The

best astrologers I know are pretty smart & may or may not have formal education.  Their education is in

astrology. 

 

So your El passive energy tries to attempt to belittle members who 'don't quite get it' because they are not

'intelligent' is both inaccurate & insulting at the same time.

 

We know you will never change WB. your numerous fixed planets reveal that.  But this is about E and how it

operates in a chart.  I thought b 5 postings was incredibly insightful with no attacking or malignancy involved.

 He was merely asking you to look at your own E l energy, particular because it's in aspect with malefic G.

 This is typical of holding E anger internally & not being able to release it in a 'healthy' way.

 

El works very much like E d, my own planetary position.  I used to hold anger/grudges inside me when I

didn't have the tools/knowledge of what to do with it.  I would seethe, make myself sick with stomach

problems (I thought I had a stomach ulcer at age 20 as I ate Tums morning/noon/night!).  Lucky for me, it

makes a beautiful aspect to Ih & I was very competitive swimmer.

Also, very creative back then, constantly painting, drawing, writing.  Any E in water element is  always going

to handle things in a more emotional way than those with earth/fire/air.   But it's how we 'emote' and how we

'express' our anger & aggression that always needs to be 'checked'.  It took me over 20 yrs to forgive someone

from my childhood.  Ed doesn't forgive easily & never forgets.

And with G in the mix, you must always be on guard that you don't dissolve those I feelings in a passive yet

hostile way.

 

And your comment about the Assange thread is completely erroneous.  Just because members don't support

your narrative of him, you must 'attack' them in that subtle l way you like to do.  Firstly, Australia has not

shown any support for Assange, being a strong ally to the US gov't.  Secondly, I would refute your claim that

the majority of members posting there are Australians.  Although how would you know that?  I'm certainly not

Australian, never even visited as I could never handle such a long flight unless it was a private plane.

 

And I know 2 astro pals of mine who were banned from the forum because they disagreed with you, one from

the Carl Jung thread where your hatred of that man & dismissal of his ideas is only matched by your G hate of

Assange now.  She was a very good person & I was so sad to see her go, along with the other person from

another thread that was closed down. 

 

CV has made some very good comments, really enjoying reading his posts.  He has said basically that 'judging'

or criticizing a

person's chart is not bullying or abuse.  Or can we never talk about shadow aspects?  Malefic energies?  I

thought this was a

learning forum for astrology, not telling us over & over again that you are the 'smartest person in the room'. 

 

 

 

 

 Quote from Waybread on 04.07.2019 at 08:20 [UT+1]:

I think most of the forum old-timers know that I am a retired academic. I actually don't care to talk about it much, precisely because of

the kind of negative push-back it fosters.

Obviously, few people on an astrology Internet forum want or expect, let alone come from, this kind of mentality. But I fail to see why I

should become inauthentic merely to become acceptable to anonymous flamers on an Internet forum.

So far as the Julian Assange thread goes, it was apparently intended as a love-in for Australians. I

presented a less flattering, American view of Assange, and also many facts, linked court documents, and original charts.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #206 - on: 04.07.2019 at 18:09 [UT+1] »

 

I watched the Netherlands beat Sweden yesterday in a very exciting match & now they face the USA on Sunday.

 It was very entertaining but I wouldn't call these women 'brave' as WB posts.  They are engaging in a E sport

that brings them happiness.  But you know who is brave?

Firefighters, paramedics, police.  All E occupations who put their lives on the line each day to make this a safer

place. (the majority anyways, there are bad apples everywhere).

 

Luis Alvarez, a police detective in NY exemplifies this E courage/energy as he searched for bodies after 9/11 &

died from cancer from the toxic site.

RIP Luis, you will be awarded a Medal of Courage on the other side.

 

Mr. Alvarez, 53, died on Saturday from complications of colorectal cancer, just weeks after he,

alongside the comedian and activist Jon Stewart, pleaded with lawmakers at a congressional hearing

to replenish the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund.

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/03/nyregion/luis-alvarez-funeral.html
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #207 - on: 04.07.2019 at 18:29 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun wrote:

 

Quote:

Quote:

Tara Quote:

What I am asking is what really annoys you? I am sort of worried that an honest answer you and several others would give

is that she is a feminist.

Really. You disappoint me. Do I come across as someone who attacks females or has a male must be dominant viewpoint? Or that women

can't be bosses as well as men?

 

No, you don't come across like that. I think you are a very emancipated male who treats females equal to males

in his personal life. On the other hand I also got the impression (which could be wrong) that you don't feel at

ease with the feminist movement maybe because you project something onto it like females are hostile against

males.  

 

In reality ist is really more about males and females working together to achieve equality of the genders and

nothing anti-male.

 

I also wonder if you get how much destruction the patriarchy has caused to females (and males) and that there

is still a lot of inequality even in western societies. Many males seems to take that lightly but as a lot of black

people already said: if you haven't been in that situation you won't know what it feels like (the daily

discrimination, unequal payment in many jobs etc.).

 

When someone stands up for feminism it should be supported and not fought against IMO.

 

Quote:

But I'm not so blind as to think some women can't be just as "plutonic" in their behaviour as some men

 

I completely agree with you. In my job and elsewhere I came across enough woman who where tyrannical

(G,J) and ruthless to realize that these types can be as common in males as in females.

 

Quote:

Well I'm certainly not your type "B". Nor do I consider myself to be an Alpha male. I wouldn't be sitting at home indulging in astrology if

that were true. I'd have the car, control the budget, dominate the house, allocate the income etc and probably be running a business now,

none of which I do, nor desire.

 

I never thought of you as a Alpha males (J) type  (see above). Not shure where you got that idea from.

 

Quote:

Quote:

Tara: Quote:

Please have a look at Dr. Les Carters other channel where he discribes Type B people very well. I would be happy to

discuss with you in this matter.

Why not look at both our charts and make an astrological decision and picture in your mind how each might work irrespective of our

genders.

 

I neither consider you or Waybread as Type B.

 

I have looked at many charts in the past to figure out how to spot narcissism (Type B) in a chart. I came to the

conclusion that one can't find it by looking at charts.

It has to do with the level of consciousness of an individual and that itself depends on childhood upbringing,

past lives (if one believes in reincarnation which I do) and all sorts of other influences. The level of

consciousness (I) can not be seen in a chart.

 

Even twins (born at almost the same time) can have very different personalities because both are two individual

souls with a different history.

 

Let's take two people with E opposite G. One lives his life in a constant struggle with others, stirring fights

and tries to win at all cost - making life for everyone around miserable. That could be one expression for that

aspect.

The other person has worked out how to blend the two planets together well and acts with a lot of stamina and

responsibility in a very mature way. No senseless fights with others.

 

Some things can't be figured out by looking at charts.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #208 - on: 04.07.2019 at 18:55 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself, rather intriguing

 

I had a similar thought and looked at the chart yesterday. Transit uranus conjunct BD of forum - a new

beginning concerning emotions and relationships? 

 

I did notice that Transit J squares the MC/IC and I think that is stirring up all sorts of old unresolved issues.  

 

Pluto in disharmonic aspect can also unleash mighty forces that persecute scapegoats.

I am convinced that what happened in Nazigermany was the work of pluto (on the planetary level).

 

Not to be forgotten the solar eclipse 2 days ago. I am not surprised that this brings light on shadow stuff and

interactions got heated.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #209 - on: 04.07.2019 at 19:04 [UT+1] »

 

I see my anger has turned stone-cold over the years.  Today unexpectedly the landlord came up to tell me that

he was selling the place and people would be coming by to look at it.  There's been a lot of his lies and

weaseling in the past, 7 years here and 2 years at a precious place. When he was done taking I said nothing,

went inside and shut the door on him.  Because it does not matter any more.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #210 - on: 04.07.2019 at 19:49 [UT+1] »

 

ZenTen wrote:

 

Quote:

I'm not sure what anyone's 'academic' background has to do with an astrology forum. ....So your EI passive energy tries to attempt to

belittle members who 'don't quite get it' because they are not 'intelligent' is both inaccurate & insulting at the same time.

 

 

That's your interpretation. I see someone who went to some length in that post (C)  

to make shure that others don't feel belittled and I think she did it well. If you feel small when you read her

post it could be worthwhile to do some self-analyzes.  There is so much stuff that people project (I) onto

others everyday which belongs to them. I think we all do that.

 

Quote:

I thought b 5 postings was incredibly insightful with no attacking or malignancy involved.

 

Oh well. I wouldn't say "no malignancy involved". To analyze (f) someones chart  in different threads (C)

always selectively pointing to something negative or find the most negative expression of harmonic aspects of

 that same persons chart is something I would not call benign. I noticed that when people acted in much more

harmless ways to you in that fashion you were calling them stalker (J) etc. and did not seem much amused

about it.  

 

Quote:

And your comment about the Assange thread is completely erroneous. Just because members don't support your narrative of him, you

must 'attack' them in that subtle l way you like to do. Firstly, Australia has not shown any support for Assange, being a strong ally to the

US gov't. Secondly, I would refute your claim that the majority of members posting there are Australians. Although how would you

know that? I'm certainly not Australian, never even visited as I could never handle such a long flight unless it was a private plane.

 

I pretty much see it the same way. Of course not everyone participating in the Assange thread is australian but

the vast majority is. They seem to see him as a hero (A) and don't want to hear anything negative about him.

No one will blame them for it but it is a open thread where everyone can participate. Some people do see some

darker sides (J) to Assange and want that to be known as well. In a civilized discussion (C) such criticism

should be tolerated without trying to put the other down (G). Right? 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #211 - on: 04.07.2019 at 20:34 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 18:55 [UT+1]:

Quote:

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself, rather intriguing

I had a similar thought and looked at the chart yesterday. Transit uranus conjunct BD of forum - a new beginning concerning emotions

and relationships? 

I did notice that Transit J squares the MC/IC and I think that is stirring up all sorts of old unresolved issues.

Pluto in disharmonic aspect can also unleash mighty forces that persecute scapegoats.

I am convinced that what happened in Nazigermany was the work of pluto (on the planetary level).

Not to be forgotten the solar eclipse 2 days ago. I am not surprised that this brings light on shadow stuff and interactions got heated.

 

Good spot! I didn't see the J square the aMC in the forum chart!  

 

That would make sense though, dredging up old issues, especially linked to dominance in some form, or what is

being perceived as dominance by fellow members  

 

Could also mean that the mods are probably taking a stricter line (j) with members here, less tolerance for

anyone they deem as trolling.  

 

Let's see what happens when the upcoming Lunar Eclipse at 24°j also makes the sane square to the MC  

 

Interesting thoughts from you and Roland303 on the O conjunct forum BD, will ponder on that one a bit

more

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #212 - on: 04.07.2019 at 22:39 [UT+1] »

 

Be An Action Hero: The Philosophy of Bruce Lee | Bruce Lee's daughter Shannon Lee | TEDxLimassol

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOKKUSwEaxg

 

What If Bruce Lee Didn’t Die | Esther K. Chae | TEDxPhoenix

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4whoCVbvbWA
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #213 - on: 04.07.2019 at 23:32 [UT+1] »

 

Tara Quote:

In reality ist is really more about males and females working together to achieve equality of the genders and nothing anti-male.

I also wonder if you get how much destruction the patriarchy has caused to females (and males) and that there is still a lot of inequality

even in western societies. Many males seems to take that lightly but as a lot of black people already said: if you haven't been in that

situation you won't know what it feels like (the daily discrimination, unequal payment in many jobs etc.).

When someone stands up for feminism it should be supported and not fought against IMO.

 

It depends what is meant  by feminism. How should  we accommodate our Mars function in society and does it

differ between  biological male and female?  Tbh Tara  I hate the idea of both patriarchy  or matriarchy. Both

concepts seem to me to be prejudicial ,   and  used  to favour  one  gender over another. It is a bit like the

battle between left and right in politics. I think both extremes create problems.  

 

Are gender-blind heirarchies feasible or  are there inherent  differences between the sexes that will show up

even if we had a level playing field  at the start?  Is it really a good thing to try and feminise  boys?  We now

know  even  rhesus monkeys as well as baby chimpanzees show gender differences with toys, male  baby

monkeys prefer  toys with wheels while female  baby monkeys  prefer  cuddling dolls.  

 

https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn13596-male-monkeys-prefer-boys-toys/

 

 Personally I  really dislike  the  push against our nature by some  idealistic social reconstructionalists. Wishful

thinking is not a good substitute  for reality. Whatever system  we  support  must be appropriate  to our

inherent  biological  needs or it will result in a neurotic  generation. But we do need to find constructive ways to

express  male Mars energy  to reduce the amount of violence against  women. Perhaps it has to do with male

self worth, validating them   rather than  feminisation of males which I see as harmful and counter productive.  

 

Equal pay is obviously feasible when jobs are clearly defined  and paid by the hour, such as  done  through

union agreements.  However if you  earn above   a union negotiated hourly rate then  you are dealing with

individually negotiated pay and that is not so much a matter of gender but of your market value  and what you

or your  "headhunter"  can negotiate for you.  

 

If you are talking about the top jobs then you are  only  talking about a relatively few  highly talented or skilled

people who are prepared to sacrifice for their  career.  Good luck to them, male or female, it is very  tough at

the top  and very few   people can cope with it.  I am not qualified to decide what someone  should be allowed

to earn  if they  run a country, or  a major international  company, or invent  new technology.

 

I have no problem with the  Bezos of the world being super wealthy if they use their money to further  

humanity, such as    providing a platform for  humans to move into  space  as Bezos is doing.    We can't  rely

on governments and tax funds to   do that as efficiently , someone has to  provide the infrastructure and  it

seems   we have a generation of  entrepreneurs willing to create a better world and open new  horizons.  I like

that  Bill Gates   pours  hundreds of millions of dollars into medical research. That Richard Branson is helping

 fund   more economical ways  into space. We need  entrepreneurs like that. I wonder where the women

entrepreneurs are? I am sure there  some but we don't hear enough about them.

 

It does concern me that  we have inequalities that can be defined by race or gender.   The issue to me is to

understand the reasons and  to look at what can be done to ameliorate the  problems.    Equal pay  for equal

work is a no brainer when we are able to define a job   or hourly rate so gender  and race are no factors.    

 

What if a racially defined group of  people  are marginalised by their lack of income, education, or family

background (basic  language and behavioural skills not equipping them  to cope with a work culture that is

beyond their experience and  thus  alien to them)?  Is it  essentially  much different  for  them than it is for

those of the  dominant culture's  poor working  class who may also lack opportunity and the behaviour,

 appropriate manners or culture, intelligence  or family upbringing to compete equally?    

 

I do know what it is like to go for  dozens of interviews and not get work for months. To actually  change

countries to get work adequate to pay my mortgage and support my  family with young kids. In my youth I

also spent a year  during a recession,  where I could only get  menial labouring jobs, or  sell encyclopedias door

to door which was very difficult.  But it helped toughen me mentally and prepare me for the vagaries of

working in  advertising.  

 

Should people  be denied the right to use private education  and be forced to only use  state  education so as

to create a level playing field?   Is it actually  possible to create a level playing field?  Would private funding be

lost to society, or simply spent  on overseas education.   I am not  a believer in social reconstructionism if it

seeks to reduce  your potential, dictate limits or restrictions   on people  based on sex;  or interfere with

people's  inherent biology to  achieve political ends -  that is as bad as Hitler's  eugenics.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #214 - on: 05.07.2019 at 01:28 [UT+1] »

 

So you think that member 'K' who came on this forum & immed starting 'checking' out my posts to figure out

my chart (from a grudge she holds from months back) & then wrote nasty comments to 'back up' her version

of my chart (which she doesn't have) is the same as a member asking a simple question to WB about the

possible shadow side of El? 

From WB chart which she has posted on this forum numerous times.  

 

I ignored 'K' until she tried to have posters banned, including myself, because she doesn't like them.  I never

once complained about her but I confronted her & she backed off & became an ex-member.  I don't think you

can equate a vindictive J stalker like that to b 5 discussing astrology.  He certainly wasn't rude or bullying.

 This is an astrology forum & are we now never to talk about the negatives of a planet/aspect & how it might

manifest? 

 

I still don't understand the comment about Australians.  Even if the majority are on the Assange thread, so

what?  Perhaps they have a better understanding since he's from their country?   Please tell me who has posted

on that thread that has been attacked for having an opposing view?  WB?  Her G hatred of Assange goes far

deeper than astrology.  I won't discuss it any further as I don't want the thread closed down but it just might

be that there is actually a majority of support for him which WB refuses to acknowledge & tries to

belittle his supporters over & over again because only she knows what the G truth is!

 

Talking about feminists, Naomi Wolf has written about the case & how it diminishes real victims of rape.  She

supports Assange 100%.

so I guess she's just another deluded 'fan' too!   

 

Peace out.  

 

 

 

 

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 19:49 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I thought b 5 postings was incredibly insightful with no attacking or malignancy involved.

Oh well. I wouldn't say "no malignancy involved". To analyze (f) someones chart in different threads (C) always selectively pointing to

something negative or find the most negative expression of harmonic aspects of that same persons chart is something I would not call

benign. I noticed that when people acted in much more harmless ways to you in that fashion you were calling them stalker (J) etc. and

did not seem much amused about it.

I pretty much see it the same way. Of course not everyone participating in the Assange thread is australian but the vast

majority is. They seem to see him as a hero (A) and don't want to hear anything negative about him. No one will blame them for it

but it is a open thread where everyone can participate. Some people do see some darker sides (J) to Assange and want that to be known

as well. In a civilized discussion (C) such criticism should be tolerated without trying to put the other down (G). Right? 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #215 - on: 05.07.2019 at 03:24 [UT+1] »

 

I guess you are just numb now from all the abuse he has put you through.  I wouldn't pay one more penny in

rent if I were you, he's not going to evict you & even if he does, it could take months.  The place will be sold by

then & they will kick you out so they can jack up the rents.  Save all the money from not paying rent to find a

nice place to live.   

 

 

Quote from Catsratz on 04.07.2019 at 19:04 [UT+1]:

I see my anger has turned stone-cold over the years. Today unexpectedly the landlord came up to tell me that he was selling the place

and people would be coming by to look at it. There's been a lot of his lies and weaseling in the past, 7 years here and 2 years at a

precious place. When he was done taking I said nothing, went inside and shut the door on him. Because it does not matter any more.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #216 - on: 05.07.2019 at 03:29 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 04.07.2019 at 09:31 [UT+1]:

I do wonder if the title of this thread should have been called,

"Where is anger on this forum"

There seems to be a lot more of character assassinations flying around, as well as drudging up the past, regarding previous members

being banned, or 'driven off' ....rather than an actual astrological conversation about anger in a chart. The ones that are, get buried

amongst the debating amongst each other.

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself, rather intriguing

..............

Also wondering how the O transit is affecting the BD conjunction  nothing springs to mind yet that I've observed on here.

.........

Forum chart with transits attached:

 

As I see it - how Uranus (cold even icy detachment)  works on the moon (nurturing) and Venus (relating

through charm) - it comes over as criticising since it doesn't resonate with the qualities of the two being

transited.  

 

The criticism is detached, but illicits anger in those who don't hear it objectively.

 

Jen J

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #217 - on: 05.07.2019 at 04:53 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 04.07.2019 at 09:31 [UT+1]:

I do wonder if the title of this thread should have been called,

"Where is anger on this forum"

...

If you are talking about anger on the forum, you can see E sandwiched between N and I, all in k, and in the 7H

 

I was thinking about individual internationally scattered members here on the forum, not the Swiss based

Astrodienst forum itself. The ony commonality here is free membership of a discussion forum for astrology.

Individuals are expressing anger, not the forum.  

 

I did think about how I wanted to frame the topic and I asked about anger in a chart...since we all do have a

chart and this is the general and psychological section...and since that seemed the only way to have individuals

consider their own expression.  

 

"Where is anger on this forum?" is a different topic, not giving any personal responsibility to members

here...nor asking them to look at their own charts to consider the patterns and repetitions they enact or act out

and the repeated anger plays. Strategies would be personal and repeated in life contexts not only the forum.

People repeatedly inappropriately expressing anger here would have a history of that, repeating, and may be

aware of it from feedback if they were open to hearing it.  

 

Would anyways be well worth exploring the forum's chart and it's present transits ...maybe worth another

thread?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #218 - on: 05.07.2019 at 09:17 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun wrote:

 

Quote:

It depends what is meant by feminism. How should we accommodate our Mars function in society and does it differ between biological

male and female?

 

Yes it differs. Males have much more testosterone and that creates differences between the sexes. Testosterone

is connected to aggression (E) and sex drive (E) for instance as far as I know. I am not an expert in this field.

 

Quote:

Tbh Tara I hate the idea of both patriarchy or matriarchy. Both concepts seem to me to be prejudicial , and used to favour one gender over

another. It is a bit like the battle between left and right in politics. I think both extremes create problems.

 

Agreed. To favor one gender over the other is wrong. I travelled (F) a lot in my life and did come across

matriarchal societies once in a while (they are very rare). Although on the first look appearing pleasantly

different from the norm on the second look they are also bad IMO. Seeing males having disadvantages or

mistreated by females gives me as much discomfort as the other way round. I did notice though that the level

of equality between the sexes was much higher in matriarchal societies as vice versa.

 

Quote:

Are gender-blind heirarchies feasible or are there inherent differences between the sexes that will show up even if we had a level playing

field at the start? Is it really a good thing to try and feminise boys?

 

I don't believe in boys getting feminised but children of both sexes should be able to choose freely with which

toys they want to play or how to express themselves regardless of their gender.  

 

From what I hear from parents (G) though is that there is a lot of pressure on kids to conform to the

traditional roles (G) by society. As we know when looking at charts some females have am emphasis of planets

in more mascular signs or boys in more feminine signs. Traditionally they will have to go against their nature in

order to fit in.

 

Quote:

But we do need to find constructive ways to express male Mars energy to reduce the amount of violence against women. Perhaps it has to

do with male self worth, validating them rather than feminisation of males which I see as harmful and counter productive.

 

Male violence (E) against woman has a lot to do with the patriarchy. It's often a way to establish dominance

(J). That needs to get eradicated.

 

In addition if people get taught healthy ways of expressing their anger instead of bombarding them with wrong

ways (huge exposure to violence through TV etc.) the amount of violence (E) against woman and children (B)

would reduce even further.

 

Quote:

I have no problem with the Bezos of the world being super wealthy if they use their money to further humanity, such as providing a

platform for humans to move into space as Bezos is doing. We can't rely on governments and tax funds to do that as efficiently ,

someone has to provide the infrastructure and it seems we have a generation of entrepreneurs willing to create a better world ... new

horizons. I like that Bill Gates pours hundreds of millions of dollars into medical research. That Richard Branson is helping fund more

economical ways into space.

 

I do have a problem with the super wealthy because their existence points straigth to the gap between rich and

poor.  A few of them do something good with their money by investing it in solving problems in society

although I suspect the main reason of the majority of that few (not all of them) is more due to tax reasons

than anything else.  

 

I also have a problem with humanities endavour into space like the mars (E) mission. We have almost

destroyed life on our planet and i don't like to having us spreading out into space and doing damage to other

planets too. I can already see us in a first step bringing our radioactive and other waste to mars in order to

solve our problems which we can't take care of on our planet and think we can get rid of by outsourcing them.

(F). 

 

Quote:

I wonder where the women entrepreneurs are? I am sure there some but we don't hear enough about them.

 

Well there aren't many super rich woman. Their number is very small compared to that of super rich males.

 

Quote:

Should people be denied the right to use private education and be forced to only use state education so as to create a level playing field?

Is it actually possible to create a level playing field?

 

That's socialism (I) what you are thinking of and has nothing to do with equality between people.  We are all

individuals (A) with a different skill set etc. and that should be acknowledged. In a just society people would

not be discriminated against in the work force (G) (or anywhere else) because of gender, color of skin, sexual

~Tara~

Member

Posts: 4355



orientation etc.  because this are factors that have nothing to do with how well equipped they are for the work

that is offered by an employer for instance (unless the work needs someone with a lot of physical strength

which are usually more common in males or other exceptions).  

 

Quote:

Would private funding be lost to society, or simply spent on overseas education. I am not a believer in social reconstructionism if it seeks

to reduce your potential, dictate limits or restrictions on people based on sex; or interfere with people's inherent biology to achieve

political ends - that is as bad as Hitler's eugenics.

 

Agreed.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #219 - on: 05.07.2019 at 11:12 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 04.07.2019 at 07:01 [UT+1]:

Quote from Taurus Five on 03.07.2019 at 10:01 [UT+1]:

Might your Mars-in-Pisces sometimes "hide itself in the shadow", by giving the appearance of being a victim (as a

mechanism for escaping confrontation or/and expressing anger openly/directly?

Say what? I am not somehow a victim on this forum. Nasty personal attacks say far more about the attacker than they do about me.

In the same way that ... before embracing your own inner Pluto, you perceived "attacks" by others as saying

more about them than they did about you?

 

 

Quote:

Taurus Five, I have to ask, what is your game plan here?

I have no gameplan. ... Just a belief that you happen to be someone who (imo) would benefit from exploring

(with family/friends you trust) the higher harmonics in your natal chart.

 

However, I had thought that you (and forum members generally) were aware that Taurus Five is the "born

again" EJ53-2 ... who was permanently banned from this forum after failing to listen to the nudges being given

to him at the time, and hopes to now encourage other members of this forum (including yourself) not to make

that same mistake.  

 

 

Quote:

It's not about me.

Your comment about "having a penis" demonstrates clearly that you have suppressed (rather than let go) of a

past event which angered you. And this thread (plus each of the David Hamblin comments you see me as

having cherrypicked) relates specifically to anger.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #220 - on: 05.07.2019 at 12:58 [UT+1] »

 

ZenTen wrote:

 

Quote:

So you think that member 'K' who came on this forum & immed starting 'checking' out my posts to figure out my chart (from a grudge

she holds from months back) & then wrote nasty comments to 'back up' her version of my chart (which she doesn't have) is the same as

a member asking a simple question to WB about the possible shadow side of El? Roll Eyes

From WB chart which she has posted on this forum numerous times.

 

I haven't noticed any exchange between you and K before this thread. Could you give the links? Otherwise I am

not able to comment on your claims.

I do not consider any talk about the shadow sides of E in l in relation with WB as innocent conversation. The

intentions behind that should be clear to anyone by now.

 

Quote:

I don't think you can equate a vindictive J stalker like that to b 5 discussing astrology. He certainly wasn't rude or bullying. This is an

astrology forum & are we now never to talk about the negatives of a planet/aspect & how it might manifest?

 

When it is done by a whole bunch of people with the aim of hurting a certain individual it can become rather

dangerous.

 

Somehow I get a picture in my mind. In a newspaper in the 30ies in germany there are several authors who

discuss the shadow sides of the jews.  

That's so innocent. Some years later most of the jews are dead. Oops, how did that happen? (Anyway that's

just something playing in my mind atm.).  

 

Critisism here and there is fine but stalking (J) someone through several threads like Taurus 5 and some

others have done with always pointing to the negatives of WB is not IMO.  

 

I wonder if I ever seen you treat any critisism of you by someone else lightly.   If it did happen I must have

missed it.

Deep held grudges with someone should be tried to resolve in private via PM IMO.  

 

Quote:

I still don't understand the comment about Australians. Even if the majority are on the Assange thread, so what?

 

Who and where did someone critisize that?

 

Quote:

Perhaps they have a better understanding since he's from their country? Please tell me who has posted on that thread that has been

attacked for having an opposing view? WB?

 

Exactly. Now that i take a closer look I even notice that the main attacks (E) were coming from you. 

 

 You were calling her angry (E) many times for instance. Must be similar to telling me to Peace out. I am

actually feeling rather relaxed and I did not see anger in WB's long rational on the topic posts in the Assange

thread.

I hope that you don't have (another) projection going on here with your E in d.  

 

From transits of mars to my moon I remember getting angry (E) especially on the day of exactitude. My

brother has BoE and is angry very often.

Must be difficult to have mars permanently in the sign of the moon as with E ind. 

 

Quote:

I won't discuss it any further as I don't want the thread closed down but it just might be that there is actually a majority of support for

him which WB refuses to acknowledge & tries to

belittle his supporters over & over again because only she knows what the G truth is!

 

I did not see WB belittle anyone there. Btw. truth is jupiter and not saturn. I know you stick to that stubbornly

but it doesn't become true (F) that way.

 

Quote:

Talking about feminists, Naomi Wolf has written about the case & how it diminishes real victims of rape. She supports Assange 100%. so I

guess she's just another deluded 'fan' too!

 

What does that tell us? One feminist supports Assange. Now we know that Assange is completely innocent. 

 

***

 

Where is anger in a chart. I think most of us already agree that it is mars in a sign, also his aspects and the

sign aries primarily.  

 

My mars is in f in the 8th house. Mars in virgo (at least with me) is not angered often. If it happens I try to

analyze (f) the situation and find the best solution in the most efficient way (f) to resolve it.  

 

~Tara~

Member

Posts: 4355



The 8th house is about trying to get to the bottom of an issue. In order to resolve problems one needs to get

to the core of it instead of only scratching the surface again and again (in civil ways).  

 

I also put a lot of effort into figuring out 8th house topics like death (reincarnation, near death experience

etc.), abuse etc.  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #221 - on: 05.07.2019 at 21:55 [UT+1] »

 

Tara Quote:

I also have a problem with humanities endavour into space like the mars (E) mission. We have almost destroyed life on our planet and i

don't like to having us spreading out into space and doing damage to other planets too. I can already see us in a first step bringing our

radioactive and other waste to mars in order to solve our problems which we can't take care of on our planet and think we can get rid of

by outsourcing them. (F). Roll Eyes

 

Tara I  enjoy having a civil  exchange of views with you.    While I don't agree with  everything you say, I don't

feel the need to debate most of it.  However  this being a Mars thread I think it appropriate to  support a

constructive pioneering   expression of  Mars (E) which is  a better  use of its energies than  anger.   So I  just

couldn't let your  quoted view pass without  comment.  

 

Don't you  realise  space is   full of radiation already? The Sun  is a continuous series of giant  nuclear

 explosions pumping out radiation and miniscule  compared to  some other  stars whose radiation permeates

 the universe.  Earth is  inhabitable  because  we have  a magnetic  field  creating a radiation belt that protects

us.  

 

Even  the giant planet  Jupiter   pumps out  massive amounts of radiation  enough to  fry  unshielded

electronics in passing space probes and would make human  colonies on its moons  highly  risky if even

possible.  

 

Mars has no  magnetic field to  block solar radiation.  We could hardly   make  a difference to radiation  on the

surface which is already severe enough to  wipe out  unshielded life.      

 

We would also  be unlikely to even want to send  spent  radioactive  waste into space for fear of  rocket failures

  that could  spread it throughout our atmosphere, and even if we did   it would  be sent into the Sun  rather

than onto planets like  Mars.    

 

Life on earth as we know it could be wiped out  by one  large   asteroid hitting us, and   this has already

 occurred  many times   to earth in the past. We need to  "master"  space to ensure humanities'  survival.        

 

The main "pollution" issue we have with   sending  landers to Mars is that  we may make it  difficult to  tell if

any microbes we discover there  originated on Mars  or  came off our  Mars landers.  So it is more a matter of  

keeping Mars  clean of minute amounts of earth "contamination" until we have had the opportunity to

 scientifically  test if Mars has  its own living   microbes  surviving   beneath the surface  protected  from solar

and other  space radiation.  As a result   every  Mars lander  goes through  rigorous   cleansing to  remove  any

contamination before it is  launched.

 

The kind of  fearful thinking your  comment implies is  simply  erroneous  and is based on ignorance.  Unlike

Elon Musk  (another  space pioneer), Bezos  doesn't even want to  colonise Mars, instead  he thinks it smarter

to build   floating "cities" in space using the  raw materials   from the asteroids which are  essentially just

chunks of  rock: minerals   ice  and  dust, and utilise the massive amounts of free  energy  permeating our

 solar system from the  Sun. But that  requires   having some infrastructure in  space,  starting by using the

 Moon's surface. We don't need to pollute earth's  unique life supporting atmosphere by  heavy industry

 manufacturing  here.

 

Earth is finite  and tiny. We need to protect it. Click on this link  and  watch Jeff Bezos  personally present his

plans and discuss why we need to go beyond earth, and  how he  suggests we do it.  

   

https://www.blueorigin.com/
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #222 - on: 06.07.2019 at 07:07 [UT+1] »

 

Taurus5, I just got a PM from someone saying that you are actually the former EJ.  

 

EJ was banned, so do you want to come clean and honestly admit or deny your most recent incarnations on

this forum?

 

I will say that your effort to weasel out of me a self-condemning confession is exactly the kind of thing that EJ

used to do.

 

Tara, I appreciate your clear-- and persistent-- analyses.

 

Back to the topic:  Is it OK for women to express anger?

 

Not so much.  These articles are from the business magazine Forbes and Psychology Today, not from some lefty

feminists.  

 https://www.forbes.com/sites/janicegassam/2018/09/11/are-women-allowed-to-be-ang ry-in-

the-workplace/#17538219118f

 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/he-speaks-she-speaks/201805/anger-men-an d-

women-same-emotion-different-expression

 

Men who get angry in the workplace are perceived as having higher status.  Angry women are perceived as

having lower status.  

 

I think some people, male and female, have problems with what they see as subversion of "natural" and

"essential" gendered behaviours.  But most of this is due to cultural conditioning, not DNA.  The evidence for

this is precisely in the diversity of cultures still visible today around the globe; cultures that were far more

distinctively different in the past prior to westernization.

 

Society has long had nasty, vulgar names for women who seem too dominant, or merely unafraid to express

their opinions.  Many societies implemented massive, punitive sanctions against women's choices about their

sexual relations-- and then claimed that males were "naturally" the randier sex.  Many societies denied women

access to educations and more prestigious well-paying work, and then claimed that women were unqualified, if

not incapable.

 

(Please don't get me started on Jordan Peterson.)    

 

While the traditional men's reactivation to "liberated" women seems the more understandable, there are also

calculi for women.  "Traditional Teresa"  has invested her life in being properly domesticated, visually pleasing,

and in gaining men's approval, by way of obtaining her security and status. When Autonomous Anna roles up,

her very presence seems to dismiss what Teresa worked so hard for-- and may even have mastered.  Anna

appears-- however inadvertently-- as an invalidation of how Theresa has run her entire life.  

 

Astrologically, I see the dwarf planet Eris playing a huge role in the recent upsurge of women in athletics, the

#MeToo movement, and women in grass-roots politics.  (A majority of representatives in the Colorado state

legislature are now female.)  I don't see Eris as the natural ruler of Libra, ushering in a new era of peace, as

some astrologers do, but rather as signifying the woman warrior.

 

Anger is a normal reaction to many ordinary aspects of life.  A close friend is one of the mildest-tempered

people one could ever meet-- and a true Christian.  Yet she related how recently, she scolded a mother for

letting her baby get sunburned, and not putting a hat on the child.  This type of anger isn't vicious or

destructive. Hopefully it saved a helpless child some future health problems.

 

(Which doesn't validate squabbling on an Internet forum. )
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #223 - on: 06.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 19:49 [UT+1]:

ZenTen wrote:

Quote:

I thought b 5 postings was incredibly insightful with no attacking or malignancy involved.

Oh well. I wouldn't say "no malignancy involved". To analyze (f) someones chart in different threads (C)

always selectively pointing to something negative or find the most negative expression of

harmonic aspects of that same persons chart is something I would not call benign.

 

Your above analysis of me/my chart is an excellent example of how to weaponise a chart, Tara.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #224 - on: 06.07.2019 at 07:59 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 04.07.2019 at 20:34 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 18:55 [UT+1]:

Quote:

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself, rather intriguing

I had a similar thought and looked at the chart yesterday. Transit uranus conjunct BD of forum - a new beginning

concerning emotions and relationships? 

I did notice that Transit J squares the MC/IC and I think that is stirring up all sorts of old unresolved issues.

Pluto in disharmonic aspect can also unleash mighty forces that persecute scapegoats.

I am convinced that what happened in Nazigermany was the work of pluto (on the planetary level).

Not to be forgotten the solar eclipse 2 days ago. I am not surprised that this brings light on shadow stuff and interactions

got heated.

Good spot! I didn't see the J square the aMC in the forum chart!

That would make sense though, dredging up old issues, especially linked to dominance in some form, or what is being perceived as

dominance by fellow members

Could also mean that the mods are probably taking a stricter line (j) with members here, less tolerance for anyone they deem as

trolling.

Let's see what happens when the upcoming Lunar Eclipse at 24°j also makes the sane square to the MC

Interesting thoughts from you and Roland303 on the O conjunct forum BD, will ponder on that

one a bit more

Transit Uranus turns retrograde on 13th August, and will then oppose transit Sun at Taurus 5 (on 26th

October). Hence, the message of the current forward/retrograde/forward transit of Uranus is contained in

the Sabian Symbol for Taurus 5.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #225 - on: 06.07.2019 at 08:06 [UT+1] »

 

WB Quote:

Yet she related how recently, she scolded a mother for letting her baby get sunburned, and not putting a hat on the child. This type of

anger isn't vicious or destructive. Hopefully it saved a helpless child some future health problems.

 

Quite so. Mr father  took the same  attitude to sunburn.  In the  second  world war it was a punishable offence

 for NZ soldiers in the  Egyptian  desert to get sunburnt. There is no particular gender  relevance here, just

common sense.

 

In Sydney it is illegal  to leave  dog droppings  on the  footpaths. One is expected to take a bag  with you and

pick up your dog's droppings. Most people do. Today a woman  walking two dogs  let one  poop in front of our

house where we walk and  my wife  keeps a small  street garden. The dog walker thought nobody was watching

and started to walk  away leaving a large poo.  My wife was  cleaning the upstairs  balcony  and  I heard her call

out to her to pick it  up.  The woman called back: "No I don't want to." She had a  doggy bag but walked off

leaving it there.  My wife is  quite extrovert  being a  Moon m Pluto rising in  Leo  and  determined having them

 o A in h, and  came down the  stairs and said to me.  "I'm going to have  some fun with that woman."  

 Then she  took off  up the footpath after her.   She caught up to  her at a trendy café  where lots of  people

were  sitting  at tables on the footpath (inner city) and  asked the  woman  to go back and remove her  dog

poo. The woman  refused  so my wife addressed the  coffee drinkers and  said this  woman  has left her dog

poo  outside our gate and refuses to  pick it up.   The woman was   embarrassed and took off  while   the coffee

drinkers  laughed and  congratulated my wife   for telling her off.    The woman had two dogs and just up the

road the second dog pooed on the footpath  right outside  an inner city  school as the parents were  picking up

their  kids.   My wife  caught up to the woman  and told her again to pick up  her dog poo much to the

amusement and agreement of  the parents and  children,  who  endorsed my wife.  This time the woman  did

 remove the  second dog poo.    (I didn't see it  but got the story  when my wife returned exhilarated).  What

made it  even funnier  was   my wife    asked the   woman to  go back and  remove the first  lot of  dog poo.

 She wouldn't so my wife continued to  follow her her up the road  where she was met by the dog owner

outside a large apartment  block. The woman was  a dog walker doing it  for the money, so my wife  told the

 dog owner what had happened then left the  dog walker to   deal with the  owner.  My wife arrived home  quite

exhilarated, having had the best   morning.  

I don't know if any of you  have  ever had  dog poo walked through your  house but it  is really awful, especially

if it gets onto carpet.  But there are lots of dogs in  our suburb and I love that my wife is comfortable  

expressing her feelings  publicly  in these  sorts of situations, and  in a way that  onlookers get a laugh out of it

too.   It doesn't pay to mess with my wife   

 

PS I forgot to mention Iwas going to  go after my wife to make sure she didn't  get into trouble, and I was so

busy trying to see her ahead of me, weaving through  walking people, that I stepped into another dog poo and

had to go back and hose my shoe. My wife thought that was hilarious!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #226 - on: 06.07.2019 at 08:24 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 05.07.2019 at 12:58 [UT+1]:

Critisism here and there is fine but stalking (J) someone through several threads like Taurus 5 and some others have has done with

always pointing to the negatives of WB is not IMO.

Taurus 5 has stalked no-one on this forum - so I am saddened to discover that you (and perhaps others)

erroneously believe me to have done so.

 

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #227 - on: 06.07.2019 at 09:01 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 06.07.2019 at 07:07 [UT+1]:

Taurus5, I just got a PM from someone saying that you are actually the former EJ.

EJ was banned, so do you want to come clean and honestly admit or deny your most recent incarnations on this forum?

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?num=1552070921/42#42

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?num=1561353929/219#219

 

As already stated by me (in reply 219 to you), Taurus Five is the "born again" EJ53-2. ... And please note also

that no attempt has been made by me to hide that fact from anyone since returning to this forum on 15th

April 2019.

 

Moreover ... if members here consider the contributions of Taurus Five to be "undesirable", I shall be happy to

depart from this forum and never darken it's doorstep again.

 

 

Quote:

I will say that your effort to weasel out of me a self-condemning confession is exactly the kind of thing that EJ used to do.

Then ... I ask only that you (mindfully) read the historical posts of Taurus Five ... and, having done so, advise

me upon whether or not my contributions to this forum are "undesirable".

 

In the meantime though, I am sorry that my contributions to this forum as EJ53-2 have resulted in me being

unable to interact constructively with you (as Taurus Five) ... and accept that there is no point in the two of us

attempting to interact in the future.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #228 - on: 06.07.2019 at 09:11 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 07:59 [UT+1]:

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 04.07.2019 at 20:34 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 18:55 [UT+1]:

Quote:

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself, rather intriguing

I had a similar thought and looked at the chart yesterday. Transit uranus conjunct BD of forum - a new

beginning concerning emotions and relationships? 

I did notice that Transit J squares the MC/IC and I think that is stirring up all sorts of old unresolved issues.

Pluto in disharmonic aspect can also unleash mighty forces that persecute scapegoats.

I am convinced that what happened in Nazigermany was the work of pluto (on the planetary level).

Not to be forgotten the solar eclipse 2 days ago. I am not surprised that this brings light on shadow stuff and

interactions got heated.

Good spot! I didn't see the J square the aMC in the forum chart!

That would make sense though, dredging up old issues, especially linked to dominance in some form, or what is being

perceived as dominance by fellow members

Could also mean that the mods are probably taking a stricter line (j) with members here, less tolerance for anyone they

deem as trolling.

Let's see what happens when the upcoming Lunar Eclipse at 24°j also makes the sane square to the MC

Interesting thoughts from you and Roland303 on the O conjunct forum BD, will

ponder on that one a bit more

Transit Uranus turns retrograde on 13th August, and will then oppose transit Sun at Taurus 5 (on 26th October). Hence, the message

of the current forward/retrograde/forward transit of Uranus is contained in the Sabian Symbol

for Taurus 5.

 

I think you mean A at 5°h on 26th October? But thanks for the heads up on O stationing retrograde on 13th

August, it will cross the BD at 4°b, then a third pass when it stations direct next year, so maybe more will

emerge from this transit  

 

Nevertheless, here are Sabian Symbols for both:

 

6º Taurus (36): A BRIDGE BEING BUILT ACROSS A GORGE.

 

6º Scorpio (216): A GOLD RUSH TEARS MEN AWAY FROM THEIR NATIVE SOIL.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #229 - on: 06.07.2019 at 11:51 [UT+1] »

 

Waybread,

 

If at 70, you still haven't come to terms with how things used to be when growing up, feminism hasn't been of

much help to you?

 

Several years younger, I grew up in pretty much the same era, and neither I nor my friends grew up in a world

such as you often describe. We were not discouraged from speaking our minds nor receiving first class

educations nor pursuing our chosen professions. This tells me that whatever burdens and restrictions you

experienced were less societal and more familial and/or personal.

 

An Erisian moral to the tale I believe is - 'to be careful what you focus your attention on.'

 

 

 

--------------------

 

 

 

Afternoon Sun,

 

I've been known to just pick it up in a bag and empty it on the poopetrators doorstep.... Leo Sun, Scorpio

Moon here. So good for your wife! The most powerful influence to good in this world is action, not words alone

- this I would say is key to Mars. Not a wonder that social media are spilling over with unabated, frustrated

 anger. But as for real world and workplace environments, an angry loud mouth is an angry loud mouth by any

standard - frowned upon and not tolerated - male or female. Good way to find yourself sitting in an anger

management class.

 

 

 

--------------------

 

 

 

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 09:01 [UT+1]:

Moreover ... if members here consider the contributions of Taurus Five to be "undesirable", I shall be happy to depart from this forum and

never darken it's doorstep again.

 

Glad to see you back Taurus Five (EJ).... so, I for one, hope you won't be leaving again. I did wonder if it was

you when I read your recent harmonics delineation.

 

 

Quote:

....and accept that there is no point in the two of us attempting to interact in the future.

 

Yes, understanding boundaries, or at least learning to agree to disagree and leaving it at that. If only everyone

was so wise.

 

Hang loose!.... there'll be good things coming up for you with transiting Uranus opposing your Sun. Uranus has

been transiting every single planet and angle of mine these past couple years or so, and I've done a few 180's  

 

 

 

Disclosure : I have a 3rd house Mars @ 26 Sag, stationary direct and as OOB's as it can get @ 28S13, quincunx

a triple conjunction of Uranus-Mercury-MC, trine Pluto, square Venus, sextile Moon-Neptune-Asc - most aspects

within a 2° orb or less.  

 

While I'm capable of a temper, mine is not a chronically angry Mars... I'd have been dead a long time ago. And

while there's no Saturn blocking it was important for me to learn self-discipline and restraint in order to handle

all that energy more constructively - my triple quincunx tolerated little outside authority. Oh, my poor parents!

It wasn't till I was much older that I learned of how many sleepless nights they'd had.

 

Still and all, while I've mellowed in my old age, my speech and demeanour can still come on stronger than I

intend it. It doesn't help that I grew up in the Northeast where people don't beat around the bush, and have

often wondered what effect growing up in the genteel South would have had.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #230 - on: 06.07.2019 at 12:02 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 19:49 [UT+1]:

ZenTen wrote:

Quote:

I thought b 5 postings was incredibly insightful with no attacking or malignancy involved.

Oh well. I wouldn't say "no malignancy involved". To analyze (f) someones chart in different

threads (C) always selectively pointing to something negative or find the most

negative expression of harmonic aspects of that same persons chart is something I

would not call benign.

Your above analysis of me/my chart is an excellent example of how to weaponise a chart, Tara. 

 

No it's not because it doesn't refer to your chart at all. Where is your chart or parts of it mentioned at all? 

 

Your analyzes of Waybreads chart is an example of weaponizing (E) a chart. This is an astrological forum and

people post their charts in the trust that others will handle that information (C) with care and not getting

abused for the content.  

 

Quote:

Quote from ~Tara~ on Yesterday at 13:58 [UT+2]:

Critisism here and there is fine but stalking (J) someone through several threads like Taurus 5 and some others have has done with always

pointing to the negatives of WB is not IMO.

Taurus 5 has stalked no-one on this forum - so I am saddened to discover that you (and perhaps others) erroneously believe me to have

done so.

 

To follow a person from one thread to another in order to point out the weaknesses of that person is stalking

(J) to me. Other people might call it something else.

 

We had a discussion (C) about it before and it saddens me to see you still stuck at the same place.

 

Please ask yourself why it is so important for you do go after Waybread? Even if she was a terrible person why

would you think it is your mission (E) to get involved even to the point to getting banned (G)?  

It's such an extreme behaviour and needs to be looked at. You can point at her as much as you want in the end

it has also something to do with you.  

 

Trying to get strangers to see their possible issues by confronting (E) them in the setting of an international

forum for astrology is out of place IMO (at least to the extent it is practised by you).  

 

The same often happens in marriages etc. It's always easier to try to change others (but they usually don't)

instead of looking at ones own issues.  

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #231 - on: 06.07.2019 at 12:08 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 06.07.2019 at 07:07 [UT+1]:

Back to the topic: Is it OK for women to express anger?

Not so much. These articles are from the business magazine Forbes and Psychology Today, not from some lefty feminists.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/janicegassam/2018/09/11/are-women-allowed-to-be-ang ry-in-the-

workplace/#17538219118f

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/he-speaks-she-speaks/201805/anger-men-an d-women-same-emotion-

different-expression

Men who get angry in the workplace are perceived as having higher status. Angry women are perceived as having lower status.

 

 

Years ago I stumbled into a research that claimed that it was healthier for women to express their anger when

it was boiling up, while it was healthier for men to control it and counter-react in a more sober manner.  

 

Unfortunately I've not been able to find that article anymore.

 

This alone could explain why women were perceived as "hysteric", back in the psych literature, while men never

had such a label attached to them.  

 

Ultimately though, it's always good not to let one's anger sink in, as that has repercussions on our health, but

surely there are ways and ways in which we can express or counter-act (which is not so different) our anger...
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #232 - on: 06.07.2019 at 12:16 [UT+1] »

 

I have been reading a few posts. They all pertain to taking on issues that are not yours.

 

Mars landings, i won't ever be involved, neither will any of you.

EJ banned, come back, not your problem, do not vindicate out of your own anger.

 

There is a death & rebirth to everyone, people change, people learn, if you do not give them room in their new

clothes, you will take away their very reason to live.

 

Think before you do, stop taking on other peoples problems, always keep an eye into things, do not become

the problem.

 

You cannot control everything, and this is a major problem, causing greif where there is none.

I can only try to live the best i can, try to fix myself, i cannot fix what i am not responsible for.

I cannot control a tornado that may wipe me out, i can only prepair.

I cannot fix a car crash i may have because of someone else, i can only hope i survive.

 

 

For people with Pluto prominent see if you see anything that is characteristic inside of yourself, now try to see

yourself, not others.

 

https://exemplore.com/astrology/Totems-of-A-Scorpio

 

 

 

If, as the Egyptians thought, scorpions represent initiation into the sacred mysteries, we can consider the sign’s

other related creature, the eagle, as a higher expression of Scorpio power. Many ancient astrologers, including

Ibn Ezra [Arabic astrologer] , recognised eagle symbolism as valid to this sign, since the biblical prophet Ezekiel

described a vision, believed to be drawn from Babylonian astrology and representative of the ‘fixed cross of

matter’:

 

As for the likeness of their faces, they four had the face of a man [Aquarius], and the face of a lion [Leo], on

the right side: and they four had the face of an ox [Taurus] on the left side; they four also had the face of an

eagle [Scorpio]. (Ezekiel 1 verse 10).

 

Saint John’s book of the Apocalypse (Revelation 4, v7) also alludes to the vision, of which Fred Gettings, in The

Secret Zodiac, writes:

 

The eagle of St John is the eagle of Scorpio, which sign (alone of all the twelve) has two images, the eagle the

symbol of the redeemed and spiritualized Scorpionic nature, the scorpion its fallen, unredeemed and earth-

bound nature. [2]

 

Transcendence from the crawling scorpion to the soaring eagle, still predatory, still conveying the essence of

patience and penetration, but capable of flight and height, brings together the theme of destruction and

renewal as a story of evolution.

 

Read more at https://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/astrologicalmusings/2006/11/the-scorpion-th

e-eagle-and-the.html#Pus0coU0jsrmD4wZ.99
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #233 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:02 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 06.07.2019 at 09:11 [UT+1]:

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 07:59 [UT+1]:

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 04.07.2019 at 20:34 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 18:55 [UT+1]:

Quote:

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself, rather

intriguing

I had a similar thought and looked at the chart yesterday. Transit uranus conjunct BD of forum

- a new beginning concerning emotions and relationships? 

I did notice that Transit J squares the MC/IC and I think that is stirring up all sorts of old

unresolved issues.

Pluto in disharmonic aspect can also unleash mighty forces that persecute scapegoats.

I am convinced that what happened in Nazigermany was the work of pluto (on the planetary

level).

Not to be forgotten the solar eclipse 2 days ago. I am not surprised that this brings light on

shadow stuff and interactions got heated.

Good spot! I didn't see the J square the aMC in the forum chart!

That would make sense though, dredging up old issues, especially linked to dominance in some form, or

what is being perceived as dominance by fellow members

Could also mean that the mods are probably taking a stricter line (j) with members here, less tolerance for

anyone they deem as trolling.

Let's see what happens when the upcoming Lunar Eclipse at 24°j also makes the sane square to the MC

Interesting thoughts from you and Roland303 on the O conjunct forum

BD, will ponder on that one a bit more

Transit Uranus turns retrograde on 13th August, and will then oppose transit Sun at Taurus 5 (on 26th October). Hence,

the message of the current forward/retrograde/forward transit of Uranus is

contained in the Sabian Symbol for Taurus 5.

I think you mean A at 5°h on 26th October? But thanks for the heads up on O stationing retrograde on 13th August,

it will cross the BD at 4°b, then a third pass when it stations direct next year, so maybe more will emerge from this transit

Nevertheless, here are Sabian Symbols for both:

6º Taurus (36): A BRIDGE BEING BUILT ACROSS A GORGE.

6º Scorpio (216): A GOLD RUSH TEARS MEN AWAY FROM THEIR NATIVE SOIL.

Yes. I meant to write "oppose transit Sun from Taurus 5".

 

However, (I think) the related message is in the Sabian Symbol for Taurus 5 (rather than Taurus 6) :-

 

A WIDOW AT AN OPEN GRAVE ... Keyword reorientation ... (when positive) an effective transcendence of

disappointment and delay in an ever-spiralling self-discovery ... or (when negative) surrender to frustration or

descent to ineptitude ... [Marc Edmund Jones].
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #234 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:07 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 13:02 [UT+1]:

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 06.07.2019 at 09:11 [UT+1]:

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 07:59 [UT+1]:

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 04.07.2019 at 20:34 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 18:55 [UT+1]:

Quote:

Maybe it's worth taking a peek at the transits for the forum chart itself,

rather intriguing

I had a similar thought and looked at the chart yesterday. Transit uranus conjunct

BD of forum - a new beginning concerning emotions and relationships? 

I did notice that Transit J squares the MC/IC and I think that is stirring up all sorts

of old unresolved issues.

Pluto in disharmonic aspect can also unleash mighty forces that persecute

scapegoats.

I am convinced that what happened in Nazigermany was the work of pluto (on the

planetary level).

Not to be forgotten the solar eclipse 2 days ago. I am not surprised that this brings

light on shadow stuff and interactions got heated.

Good spot! I didn't see the J square the aMC in the forum chart!

That would make sense though, dredging up old issues, especially linked to dominance in some

form, or what is being perceived as dominance by fellow members

Could also mean that the mods are probably taking a stricter line (j) with members here, less

tolerance for anyone they deem as trolling.

Let's see what happens when the upcoming Lunar Eclipse at 24°j also makes the sane square

to the MC

Interesting thoughts from you and Roland303 on the O conjunct

forum BD, will ponder on that one a bit more

Transit Uranus turns retrograde on 13th August, and will then oppose transit Sun at Taurus 5 (on 26th

October). Hence, the message of the current forward/retrograde/forward transit

of Uranus is contained in the Sabian Symbol for Taurus 5.

I think you mean A at 5°h on 26th October? But thanks for the heads up on O stationing retrograde

on 13th August, it will cross the BD at 4°b, then a third pass when it stations direct next year, so maybe more will

emerge from this transit

Nevertheless, here are Sabian Symbols for both:

6º Taurus (36): A BRIDGE BEING BUILT ACROSS A GORGE.

6º Scorpio (216): A GOLD RUSH TEARS MEN AWAY FROM THEIR NATIVE SOIL.

Yes. I meant to write "oppose transit Sun from Taurus 5".

However, (I think) the related message is in the Sabian Symbol for Taurus 5 (rather than Taurus 6) :-

A WIDOW AT AN OPEN GRAVE ... Keyword reorientation ... (when positive) an effective transcendence of disappointment and delay in

an ever-spiralling self-discovery ... or (when negative) surrender to frustration or descent to ineptitude ... [Marc Edmund Jones].

 

Hmm..

 

I need to check my Taurus sabians (Moon & Mars)

 

 

Mars.

PHASE 32 (TAURUS 2°): AN ELECTRICAL STORM.

 

KEYNOTE: The cosmic power able to transform all the implications of natural existence.

 

At this second stage of the five-fold sequence we see a picture which contrasts with the one for the first stage:

thus, a celestial display of power versus a clear, lovely-sounding little stream. Back of every natural self-

expression stands the tremendous power of the "Soul-field," itself but one of the myriad aspects of the Creative

Word that is the origin of this universe. At certain times, this power compels the natural earth-conditioned

personality to accept, perhaps in awe, the spiritual potentialities of its "higher" celestial destiny. This experience

of power can both illumine and shatter. The next symbol reveals its positive possibilities.

 

This is a stage of existence in which "revelation" is implied, at least as a potentiality. The consciousness may be

deeply disturbed by THE VISITATION, but the substance of the individual being can be fecundated by the

experience.

 

Moon.

PHASE 34 (TAURUS 4°): THE POT OF GOLD AT THE END OF THE RAINBOW.

 

KEYNOTE: Riches that come from linking the celestial and the earthly nature.

Code_Veronica

Ex Member



 

In Genesis, the rainbow is the symbol of the Covenant of God with Noah. In all mythologies it expresses, in one

way or another, a linking process — or the bridge used by divine beings to communicate with mortals. What the

linking process brings to the individual consciousness is elusive, as the rainbow never ends where you are, yet it

is the source of symbolic, universally valid wealth. All wealth, in a very real sense, comes from "commerce"; i.e.

from the commingling of minds and from contracts, and thus is based on faith in the validity of a promise.

 

At this fourth stage of the five-fold process we are given a mode of operation, which reminds us of the symbol

for the second stage, "an electrical storm." Man need not be overawed by the celestial display of power, for it

leads to a fruitful contact with beings of light. This is a natural kind of COMMUNION, involving a

transubstantiation of matter.

 

 

 

 

Well this is interesting indeed.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #235 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:14 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Phoebe on 06.07.2019 at 11:51 [UT+1]:

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 09:01 [UT+1]:

Moreover ... if members here consider the contributions of Taurus Five to be "undesirable", I shall be happy to depart from

this forum and never darken it's doorstep again.

Glad to see you back Taurus Five (EJ).... so, I for one, hope you won't be leaving again. I did wonder if it was you when I read your

recent harmonics delineation.

Quote:

....and accept that there is no point in the two of us attempting to interact in the future.

Yes, understanding boundaries, or at least learning to agree to disagree and leaving it at that. If only everyone was so wise.

Hang loose!.... there'll be good things coming up for you with transiting Uranus opposing your Sun. Uranus has been transiting every single

planet and angle of mine these past couple years or so, and I've done a few 180's 

Disclosure : I have a 3rd house Mars @ 26 Sag, stationary direct and as OOB's as it can get @ 28S13, quincunx a triple conjunction of

Uranus-Mercury-MC, trine Pluto, square Venus, sextile Moon-Neptune-Asc - most aspects within a 2° orb or less.

While I'm capable of a temper, mine is not a chronically angry Mars... I'd have been dead a long time ago. And while there's no Saturn

blocking it was important for me to learn self-discipline and restraint in order to handle all that energy more constructively - my triple

quincunx tolerated little outside authority. Oh, my poor parents! It wasn't till I was much older that I learned of how many sleepless nights

they'd had.

Still and all, while I've mellowed in my old age, my speech and demeanour can still come on stronger than I intend it. It doesn't help that

I grew up in the Northeast where people don't beat around the bush, and have often wondered what effect growing up in the genteel South

would have had.

Thank you, Phoebe. 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #236 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:18 [UT+1] »

 

Great posting once again CV but this is an astrology forum & the discussion was E anger in a chart & while we

definitely cannot 'change' anyone, astrology can help guide, direct and improve upon one's character if one

chooses to listen, be aware of their own  

shadows' & try to improve.  We all need to recognize that we all have flaws & traits in ourselves that are not

desirable.  

 

The topic is not about E anger in women or men or on the forum.  But how it operates in your own chart.  But

looks as if it's been derailed, the subject  has now been obfuscated, misdirected and used to attack any member

who dares suggest that one look at their own E in their chart to see  how it operates. 

 

Kalinoka left the forum after her own E l manipulation attempts to ban posters over the age of 35 didn't pan

out as she planned.

 

The rest shows a perfect example of how E l in hard aspect to malefic G operates.

 

Turn themselves into the I victim & have others come to 'defend' them while swimming away from G reality.  

 

Use subtle, underhanded l moves to release their E anger in an G cruel way by calling other members bullies

& other negative or derogatory terms to establish the l fantasy of being pure & innocent as the white snow.

 

Finally, derailing, having members banned or harangued enough to leave so once again escape from ever having

to self-examine their own hidden E anger.

 

E d is considered 'weak' like El but it is a Cardinal & you always know when a person with Ed is angry;

they express it.  Maybe that's why so many boxers have this placement.  

 

I've known two E l people, one was a friend I've known for over 20 yrs.  She certainly knows how to play the

'damsel in distress' because E l energy is soft.  She has a very kind heart, very caring & wouldn't hurt a fly.

 And yet, I have witnessed how this placement caused a poor immigrant women her job.  She worked in a

fabric store & my friend went & asked her if she would make a

dress for her.  It was against the store policy to do so but my friend suggested to her that it be done privately

& nobody would ever know.  The woman agreed & they set upon a price, fabric, etc.  

When the dress was completed, my friend didn't like it.  I thought it was lovely but her perfectionist F f
found fault & instead of speaking to the lady herself, went to the manager & complained.  The poor immigrant

woman was fired from her job!

Talk about under-handed E manipulative energy.  I was furious at my friend & didn't speak to her for about a

year.  

 

A man I used to work for as his personal assistant was El o I (so double delusions & master manipulator)

He traveled a lot with his work as a world renowned artist & slept with every girl in the city.  His fiancee at

home almost had a

breakdown every time he left as she sort of knew what he was doing.  But not the full extent.  I told him point

blank that he

shouldn't be treating her this way & that if he didn't love her, he should just leave her & not break her heart

over & over again.

He always had an excuse to escape his behavior (I was drunk, lonely, they came onto me, etc) but the point is

that he never once

took responsibility for his own deceptive actions.  It was always 'someone else'.  Classic I victim/savor theme.

 He would actually get angry & 'sulk' if anyone called him out on his actions, he lost a good friend who was sick

of seeing his fiancee suffer & then he came

& whined to me about how badly he had been treated!

 

Both of these people were kind, caring souls yet each with their E l would not even able to see how

destructive their E

energy was & how they manipulated others through indirect E action & aggression.  Every planet has a shadow

side & we cannot deny it if you understand anything about astrology.

 

This not about attacking anyone.  This is about astrology, looking at E energies honestly in your own charts as

per the title of the thread. 

 

Peace out!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #237 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:21 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 06.07.2019 at 12:02 [UT+1]:

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 07:48 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 19:49 [UT+1]:

ZenTen wrote:

Quote:

I thought b 5 postings was incredibly insightful with no attacking or malignancy involved.

Oh well. I wouldn't say "no malignancy involved". To analyze (f) someones chart in different threads (C)

always selectively pointing to something negative or find the most negative expression of harmonic aspects

of that same persons chart is something I would not call benign.

Your above analysis of me/my chart is an excellent example of how to weaponise a chart, Tara. 

No it's not because it doesn't refer to your chart at all. Where is your chart or parts of it mentioned at all? 

Your analyzes of Waybreads chart is an example of weaponizing (E) a chart. This is an astrological forum and people post their charts in

the trust that others will handle that information (C) with care and not getting abused for the content.

Quote:

Quote from ~Tara~ on Yesterday at 13:58 [UT+2]:

Critisism here and there is fine but stalking (J) someone through several threads like Taurus 5 and some others have has

done with always pointing to the negatives of WB is not IMO.

Taurus 5 has stalked no-one on this forum - so I am saddened to discover that you (and perhaps others) erroneously

believe me to have done so.

To follow a person from one thread to another in order to point out the weaknesses of that person is stalking (J) to me. Other people

might call it something else.

We had a discussion (C) about it before and it saddens me to see you still stuck at the same

place.

Please ask yourself why it is so important for you do go after Waybread? Even if she was a terrible person why would you think it is your

mission (E) to get involved even to the point to getting banned (G)?

It's such an extreme behaviour and needs to be looked at. You can point at her as much as you want in the end it has also something to

do with you.

Trying to get strangers to see their possible issues by confronting (E) them in the setting of an international forum for astrology is out of

place IMO (at least to the extent it is practised by you).

The same often happens in marriages etc. It's always easier to try to change others (but they usually don't) instead of looking at ones

own issues.

Please provide examples of Taurus Five "following a person from one thread to another", Tara.

 

[We have indeed had that discussion - and it saddens me to see you still stuck in the same place.  ]  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #238 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:32 [UT+1] »

 

Forget about it b 5.  Don't you see how the 'slippery eel' E l has swum away leaving others to fight her

passive-aggressive E battles!   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #239 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:40 [UT+1] »

 

Welcome Taurus 5,

 

If you take a look at the intro to M.E. Jones book on the Sabians you'll find that he actually recommends the

degree symbols always be read in pairings since together they represent a polarity - each defined by and

deriving its meaning from the other.

 

Anyway, I like Inside Degrees by Lonsdale too, and use both. I have several points of interest in Scorpio @ 1, 4,

6 and 7° involved with transiting Uranus.  

 

But yours are:

 

Quote:

TAURUS 5

Tiny porcelain figures of people.

Wandering along the forgotten places, you feel saturated with memories and reflections. Enchanted and left alone to sift through all of it

in your own good time. Subtly and pervasively removed from what is going on around, you are adrift in your own inward pictures. What

comes of this is highly variable. It can be a fertile cycle to melt into the moon and come out refreshed and rewoven. It can be heavily

seductive and habit-forming, in which case you sink into a world apart and are really held there in subtle chains. Or it can be a secret

doorway into the faery kingdoms in order to commune with those who animate the elements and the inner worlds. One way or another, it

is one of those regions that you can never navigate through unless you belong there. And if you do, you may be lost there or you may be

found there, with everything dependent upon your heart force and your depth of resolve to stay, faithfully, with the subtle cues.

SCORPIO 5

An Egyptian queen with a braided beard.

Bearing intact ancient faculties of an unusual kind. Held between polarities. Fusing together darkness and light, masculine and feminine,

earthly and heavenly. An enigma or riddle of destiny. You are motivated to bring together what has been rent asunder by an implacable

force of blind determination. Exceedingly resistant to distraction and diversion, you're almost maniacally committed to reforging an

initiate's vision in contemporary application. Where the past is held with such undiminished force, it remains at work inside forever. To tap

this place wisely and well requires consummate skill. Otherwise, it tends to be self-serious, obsessive-compulsive, and in many ways

indigestible in its obdurate reassertion of ancient codes, with so little sensitivity to the human factor.

http://aquaorfire.net/astrology/inside_degrees/inside_degrees.html#taurus5

 

 

You might like these too, Code_Veronica.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #240 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:50 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 06.07.2019 at 13:32 [UT+1]:

Forget about it b 5. Don't you see how the 'slippery eel' E l has swum away leaving others to fight her

passive-aggressive E battles!   

 

I am amazed  that this kind of bullying is allowed by the moderator!!

Specially by someone who doesn't have the balls to show her own chart !!

This ‘discussion’ is really an inspiration for strangers to post their chart here…   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #241 - on: 06.07.2019 at 13:51 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Phoebe on 06.07.2019 at 13:40 [UT+1]:

Welcome Taurus 5,

If you take a look at the intro to M.E. Jones book on the Sabians you'll find that he actually recommends the degree symbols always be

read in pairings since together they represent a polarity - each defined by and deriving its meaning from the other.

Anyway, I like Inside Degrees by Lonsdale too, and use both. I have several points of interest in Scorpio @ 1, 4, 6 and 7° involved with

transiting Uranus.

But yours are:

Quote:

TAURUS 5

Tiny porcelain figures of people.

Wandering along the forgotten places, you feel saturated with memories and reflections. Enchanted and left alone to sift

through all of it in your own good time. Subtly and pervasively removed from what is going on around, you are adrift in

your own inward pictures. What comes of this is highly variable. It can be a fertile cycle to melt into the moon and come

out refreshed and rewoven. It can be heavily seductive and habit-forming, in which case you sink into a world apart and

are really held there in subtle chains. Or it can be a secret doorway into the faery kingdoms in order to commune with

those who animate the elements and the inner worlds. One way or another, it is one of those regions that you can never

navigate through unless you belong there. And if you do, you may be lost there or you may be found there, with

everything dependent upon your heart force and your depth of resolve to stay, faithfully, with the subtle cues.

SCORPIO 5

An Egyptian queen with a braided beard.

Bearing intact ancient faculties of an unusual kind. Held between polarities. Fusing together darkness and light, masculine

and feminine, earthly and heavenly. An enigma or riddle of destiny. You are motivated to bring together what has been

rent asunder by an implacable force of blind determination. Exceedingly resistant to distraction and diversion, you're

almost maniacally committed to reforging an initiate's vision in contemporary application. Where the past is held with such

undiminished force, it remains at work inside forever. To tap this place wisely and well requires consummate skill.

Otherwise, it tends to be self-serious, obsessive-compulsive, and in many ways indigestible in its obdurate reassertion of

ancient codes, with so little sensitivity to the human factor.

http://aquaorfire.net/astrology/inside_degrees/inside_degrees.html#taurus5

You might like these too, Code_Veronica.

 

 

My nature is highly spiritual, and it is only growing.

My chart overall is that of a spiritual person to begin with so seeing Moon & Mars with descriptions on the

website you have linked is of no surprise to me.

 

TAURUS 2

Wilting flowers form a graceful pattern in a vase.

Supreme resignation. A twilight soul mood. You adapt to the limits imposed by time and situation. Dreaming

ceaselessly. Waiting forever. Not very attached, not very involved; fostering illusions, fixed notions, and habitual

states. At the mercy of context. Somewhat unable to change. Prone to multiple weaknesses. Self-indulgent.

Old-fashioned--remembering when. Ancestors in the blood. You have a fabulous imaginative capacity but very

little active life--indwelling the phases of the moon and the recesses of the world. In a suspended soul

condition, drifting with the tide. Sweet, naive, and wishful. Solitude and ever-afters. A wondrous soul

underneath a pile of old stuff, wanting the best for all.  

 

 

 

TAURUS 4

A man talking in his sleep.

A psychic faculty is dreamt into and sustained, leaving everything wide open for passive absorption. Going so

deep in there, an altered state, that you become karmically thrown into the dilemma of translation between the

worlds. Being used by astral forces, and learning to adapt. Indwelling a place reserved for those who are not

ready to activate. But, oh, the dreams, the vapors. Remembrance. Recapitulation. Return. Longing for

connection between the worlds, you may be able to take the underworld route through if disciplined

attunement is fostered. Creative powers are dammed up and filtered through into naive wistfulness. You wait,

hope, and are drawn back and back until the inner worlds have been heard and respected and the balance can

be restored.  

 

 

 

Some of my mind is not in reality, it need not be because that is how my mind penetrates other areas, it is

what gives others a perspective that is often new instead of the old adage uttered by those who impose limits.

 

As i stated before though, we must not confuse what is often dream & fantasy with concrete logic & decision

making, it is a skill i have been mastering, to make what is actually a mirror in the otherworld become a mirror

in the real world, a reflection of the soul and of what i would love to have.

 

This can be used for others, weighing up if it makes sense or not, a sort of scale used for both physical and

outer dimensions.

 

 

Oh and i almost forgot. Thank you.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #242 - on: 06.07.2019 at 14:02 [UT+1] »

 

The only reason I don't post my chart here is because I don't think there's one person who could separate their

own hidden E anger towards me to properly delineate my chart.  There would be no constructive criticism

which I would welcome/ it would be an open attack to all those who have a grudge against me  I am highly

mutable & easily adaptable & changeable.  I am so far removed from who I was at 20 30 40 & even 50 for while

the 'inner me' has never changed, I've certainly done plenty of self-examination, review of my own defects (of

which they are plenty).  As a Ed person, I can be highly emotional especially where I see injustice.  I've

definitely

acted & spoken in ways that shame me now.  But I'm constantly evolving, constantly changing.  I ask true,

sincere people in my life  

what are my best qualities & what are my worse.  I'm not afraid of hearing the G truth.  But I'm certainly not

interested in being attacked for no reason than the attacker's own E angers & preconceived notions of who I

am.  There's nothing to be learned from that & as a AN n JK person, I've endured enough abuse from men

& people in power that I am still healing.

 

So please direct your own E anger towards me to something more productive.  Thank you.  

 

p.s. My own E is beautifully placed in my chart, trine nA and q I!  No hidden, passive-aggressive tendencies

there.

Thanks for asking. 

 

 

Quote from Desiree on 06.07.2019 at 13:50 [UT+1]:

Quote from ZenTen on 06.07.2019 at 13:32 [UT+1]:

Forget about it b 5. Don't you see how the 'slippery eel' E l has swum away leaving others to

fight her passive-aggressive E battles!   

I am amazed that this kind of bullying is allowed by the moderator!!

Specially by someone who doesn't have the balls to show her own chart !!

This ‘discussion’ is really an inspiration for strangers to post their chart here… 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #243 - on: 06.07.2019 at 14:03 [UT+1] »

 

Interestingly my Sun conjunct Jupiter.

 

CANCER 23 Sun

A man putting together pieces of broken pottery.

 

Nothing works any more. The form of things is breaking apart. In your mind's eye, you can remember how it

once went, and you can certainly try to put it back together as it was. There is something about doing this that

teaches you all kinds of things. And when you are called inside to reconstruct the old world and somehow keep

it together one way or another, you must do it. One lesson you will eventually learn is how the mind works and

why it is convinced that this task is so very necessary. But meanwhile, there is an elegance, sophistication, a

cultured touch and sensibility that provides entry into so many fascinating worlds. Karmic recapitulation. Going

back to the same places to do the same things can be quite a story to tell. Every bit of it is ebbing as it

happens. All of your constructions in mind and outer form cannot hold on much longer. But the ego-mind is

most tenacious and insistent in such destiny verges, hoping to postpone the deluge one more delicious

moment.  

 

CANCER 24 Jupiter

A single crumbling Corinthian column.

The inward temple held in tune. Sitting in celestial juices. Beheld by the Gods as a pillar of light. Defiant of

time's cycles. Invested with the life-pulse immortal. As serene and effortless as it is constant and true. Making

way for what cannot be foreseen. And giving voice to a sensibility that is entirely pregnant with worlds within

worlds held intact, and offered up upon the altar of the world stage.  

 

 

SCORPIO 15 Pluto 4th house trine Sun, Jupiter, Chiron. Square Mercury & Ascendant.

 

A woman with a gold tooth.

 

An extraordinary gift, very abusable and utterly redemptive. You invent, conceive, bring into being whatever

you hope for and whatever you dread. Usually the dreads come up more first and dominate for a while. In this

cycle you scare up the world's most extreme melodramas, each one of them marked "no way out, no way

through." If you should outlast your dread demons, and you shall, you will find, in a very different direction,

that there are equally powerful hope angels. You hope and wish and yearn for everybody to go free and this

wishing has deep, uncanny power. For you have been nourishing for a very long time two counteracting worlds:

the one dark and heavy with foreboding; the other swept clean by the magical will to bring the world around

right. The one who made the light go out brings the light back in a seasoned, tempered form. And this renewed

light is phosphorescent, glowing in the world's darkness, seeing the way clear, knowing it can be done.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #244 - on: 06.07.2019 at 14:18 [UT+1] »

 

[quote author=Phoebe link=1561353929/220#239 date=1562416812]Welcome Taurus 5,

 

If you take a look at the intro to M.E. Jones book on the Sabians you'll find that he actually recommends the

degree symbols always be read in pairings since together they represent a polarity - each defined by and

deriving its meaning from the other.

 

Anyway, I like Inside Degrees by Lonsdale too, and use both. I have several points of interest in Scorpio @ 1, 4,

6 and 7° involved with transiting Uranus.  

 

But yours are:

 

Quote:

TAURUS 5

Tiny porcelain figures of people.

Wandering along the forgotten places, you feel saturated with memories and reflections. Enchanted and left alone to sift through all of it

in your own good time. Subtly and pervasively removed from what is going on around, you are adrift in your own inward pictures. What

comes of this is highly variable. It can be a fertile cycle to melt into the moon and come out refreshed and rewoven. It can be heavily

seductive and habit-forming, in which case you sink into a world apart and are really held there in subtle chains. Or it can be a secret

doorway into the faery kingdoms in order to commune with those who animate the elements and the inner worlds. One way or another, it

is one of those regions that you can never navigate through unless you belong there. And if you do, you may be lost there or you may be

found there, with everything dependent upon your heart force and your depth of resolve to stay, faithfully, with the subtle cues.

SCORPIO 5

An Egyptian queen with a braided beard.

Bearing intact ancient faculties of an unusual kind. Held between polarities. Fusing together darkness and light, masculine and feminine,

earthly and heavenly. An enigma or riddle of destiny. You are motivated to bring together what has been rent asunder by an implacable

force of blind determination. Exceedingly resistant to distraction and diversion, you're almost maniacally committed to reforging an

initiate's vision in contemporary application. Where the past is held with such undiminished force, it remains at work inside forever. To tap

this place wisely and well requires consummate skill. Otherwise, it tends to be self-serious, obsessive-compulsive, and in many ways

indigestible in its obdurate reassertion of ancient codes, with so little sensitivity to the human factor.

http://aquaorfire.net/astrology/inside_degrees/inside_degrees.html#taurus5

 

Thank you again, Phoebe.    

 

My hope is that the current forward-retrograde-forward transit of Uranus over 2Taurus39 to 6Taurus37 will

awaken both this Forum's Moon-Venus and my own NN at Taurus 5.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #245 - on: 06.07.2019 at 16:48 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Taurus Five on 06.07.2019 at 09:01 [UT+1]:

As already stated by me (in reply 219 to you), Taurus Five is the "born again" EJ53-2. ... And please note also that no

attempt has been made by me to hide that fact from anyone since returning to this forum on 15th

April 2019.

Moreover ... if members here consider the contributions of Taurus Five to be "undesirable", I shall be happy to depart from this forum and

never darken it's doorstep again.

 

If you don't count sneaking back into the forum under an alias, unapologetically and likely unremorsefully, after

being permanently banned heh Perma'D         You weren't banned for not listening to nudges       and the

whole happy to depart the forum never to darken its doorstep again ... well seems that's how you signed off

when you were booted for being persistently argumentative from a position I can only characterize as

indignation.     I'm all for you having another chance  ... don't blow it by falling back on your previous behavior.

     

 

 

You may consider this a nudge.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #246 - on: 06.07.2019 at 16:51 [UT+1] »

 

Code_Veronica Quote:

SCORPIO 15 Pluto 4th house trine Sun, Jupiter, Chiron. Square Mercury & Ascendant.

A woman with a gold tooth.

 

I have a gold tooth! Acquired in Tokyo in 1982.  

 

My DC is 12 35"h.

Such a relief to have something positive to contribute here!!!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #247 - on: 06.07.2019 at 17:07 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kokoro on 06.07.2019 at 16:51 [UT+1]:

Code_Veronica Quote:

SCORPIO 15 Pluto 4th house trine Sun, Jupiter, Chiron. Square Mercury & Ascendant.

A woman with a gold tooth.

I have a gold tooth! Acquired in Tokyo in 1982. 

My DC is 12 35"h.

Such a relief to have something positive to contribute here!!!

 

 

The OP and shared News Letter were a very positive contribution kokoro  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #248 - on: 06.07.2019 at 17:16 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 30.06.2019 at 07:10 [UT+1]:

kokoro, are you willing to post your chart? I ask because you seem like a very sensitive soul, who is genuinely troubled by

discussions that other people with tougher skins wouldn't mind having. I'm not here to criticize you or your chart: I am merely curious.

...

are you a person who would benefit from developing a thicker skin? Intense discussions may not be your

preference, nor should they be, but hopefully you accept that it's OK for people to feel passionate about certain topics. ee in our world.

 

My consideration was drawn to your post by another member, so I need to respond or seem impolite, which I

am loath to do. No and no. However, do go ahead and post your chart Waybread. You did suggest that you

were not the topic of the thead...actually, you are too modest...you were the impetus to post the topic since I

had no healthy or positive way to address your posts in other threads you derailed over the years.

 

Feeling passionate is not the topic of this thread..."Where is anger in a chart" is the topic,  so I prefer not to

distract or deflect from the subject.

 

And no, I personally would not like to develop a thicker skin. Cynicism is not appealing to me and would be a

disadvantage in my profession. I would regard it as a very unhealthy adaptation I do not need nor choose to

make. The last time you suggested it to me was some years ago during the thread on anthropologist Juan

Revilla's approach. I recall you got a bit hot under the collar about his coming from Costa Rica, was it? When I

suggested it was not appropriate to target Revilla in this patronizing way, you thought I might need to develop

a thicker skin then, too.   No, not an option I preferred or needed either then or now.  However thank you

for your kindly consideration of my well being.  

 

Regarding your academic status and that of your husband the professor...research shows most people with

higher degrees are less confident of their opinions and feel less need to focus on their "authority".  

You do definitely stand out as the exception to the research in this respect, particularly that of Dunning and

Kruger who have explained most of what I find confusing about this forum. There are a number of professional

academics on this forum..they mostly feel no need to announce their credentials... however, they are still

working and not yet retired. Perhaps that makes a difference?...I don't think Dunning and Kruger looked at

retirees did they?

https://thedecisionlab.com/biases/dunning-kruger-effect/?

 

 

I am quite conscious that my chart is of no importance whatsoever except that I posted the topic. I don't have

any involvement except as the OP. Observing anger and expressing it are rather different topics and categories.

 

Waybread Quote:

Some people like to debate, and don't see the need to concede an important point. I plead guilty here. Ideally it's a debate about ideas,

facts, principles, &c; but for people who find serious debates uncomfortable, notably when they devolve into personal attacks, maybe the

best strategy is just to skip over the aggravating posts.

 

I did (some years ago) belong to a debating club and did rather well. Won some awards in fact. I can debate

with the best.

 

However, I do see this as an astrology discussion forum. Debates (as I understand them) have rules, structure

and teams opposing...two teams,  a winning and a losing team. There was no one member standing alone in

the debates conducted by clubs to which I belonged.   I think the term debate is used way too loosely here on

the forum, most particularly by you and others to describe and excuse angry exchanges which are not

discussions as we would ordinarily understand that word as meaning pleasant and equitable. A discussion  is

simply an exchange of ideas.

 

Healthy respectful discussions have no winners or losers...no one-upmanship...simply information flowing freely

and not for any particular winner (nor loser) as there is most particularly in a debate. Which is a formal context

as you would know, coming from an academic background as you have self described. The context here is

entirely different. I find here, debate is inappropriate. What is invited is discussion... that is what the forum is

kindly provided for by Astrodienst.com and Alois. Our time here is paid for by others. This is an astrology

discussion forum not a debating forum.

 

Here we do not operate within any of the guidelines usually followed in a debate...so I would not partake.  

 

As you suggested years ago...I do skip your posts. You were unwilling years ago when you posted here as

"Mountain" to interact respectfully (I found) ...and always fell back on "If you don't like it... skip my posts"...so

I do.   No disrespect intended, just following your request.  Most often the suggestion to not read and your

suggestion to "grow a thicker skin" was used then to excuse and cover the expression of hostility, I thought.

 

Interesting that members insist on drawing my attention to what you post here ...and ask me to

respond...hence this post. From now I will again revert to skipping what you write  as you requested me as

Matrika to do some years ago.

 

Please do not think me rude.

 « Last Edit: 07.07.2019 at 04:51 [UT+1] by Matrika Matters

»  

  IP Logged

Matrika Matters

Member
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #249 - on: 06.07.2019 at 18:41 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun, I will answer your post per PM as it is off-topic.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #250 - on: 07.07.2019 at 02:04 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 05.07.2019 at 01:28 [UT+1]:

So you think that member 'K' who came on this forum & immed starting 'checking' out my posts to figure out my chart (from a grudge

she holds from months back) & then wrote nasty comments to 'back up' her version of my chart (which she doesn't have) is the same as

a member asking a simple question to WB about the possible shadow side of El? 

From WB chart which she has posted on this forum numerous times.

I ignored 'K' until she tried to have posters banned, including myself, because she doesn't like them. I never once complained about her

but I confronted her & she backed off & became an ex-member. I don't think you can equate a vindictive J stalker like that to b 5

discussing astrology. He certainly wasn't rude or bullying. This is an astrology forum & are we now never to talk about the negatives of a

planet/aspect & how it might manifest? 

I still don't understand the comment about Australians. Even if the majority are on the Assange thread, so what? Perhaps they have a

better understanding since he's from their country? Please tell me who has posted on that thread that has been attacked for having an

opposing view? WB? Her G hatred of Assange goes far deeper than astrology. I won't discuss it any further as I don't want the thread

closed down but it just might be that there is actually a majority of support for him which WB refuses to acknowledge & tries to

belittle his supporters over & over again because only she knows what the G truth is!

Talking about feminists, Naomi Wolf has written about the case & how it diminishes real victims of rape. She supports Assange 100%.

so I guess she's just another deluded 'fan' too!   

Peace out.

Quote from ~Tara~ on 04.07.2019 at 19:49 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I thought b 5 postings was incredibly insightful with no attacking or malignancy involved.

Oh well. I wouldn't say "no malignancy involved". To analyze (f) someones chart in different threads (C) always

selectively pointing to something negative or find the most negative expression of harmonic aspects of that same persons

chart is something I would not call benign. I noticed that when people acted in much more harmless ways to you in that

fashion you were calling them stalker (J) etc. and did not seem much amused about it.

I pretty much see it the same way. Of course not everyone participating in the Assange thread is australian but the

vast majority is. They seem to see him as a hero (A) and don't want to hear anything negative about him. No one

will blame them for it but it is a open thread where everyone can participate. Some people do see some darker sides (J)

to Assange and want that to be known as well. In a civilized discussion (C) such criticism should be tolerated without

trying to put the other down (G). Right? 

I just ignore any negativity.     As for Assange I heard he had sex with a prostitute without a condom.  That

seems to constitute some kind of "rape"   It is a trumped up charge by who knows who that has an agenda in

my opinion and not just because I am "Australian"..

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #251 - on: 07.07.2019 at 02:06 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Desiree on 06.07.2019 at 13:50 [UT+1]:

Quote from ZenTen on 06.07.2019 at 13:32 [UT+1]:

Forget about it b 5. Don't you see how the 'slippery eel' E l has swum away leaving others to

fight her passive-aggressive E battles!   

I am amazed that this kind of bullying is allowed by the moderator!!

Specially by someone who doesn't have the balls to show her own chart !!

This ‘discussion’ is really an inspiration for strangers to post their chart here… 

I would just ignore any negativity.     Let it not spoil an otherwise interesting and enlightening forum.  There is

always a bad apple in the cart.   It is their issue and rather sad..
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #252 - on: 07.07.2019 at 04:12 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Desiree on 06.07.2019 at 13:50 [UT+1]:

Quote from ZenTen on 06.07.2019 at 13:32 [UT+1]:

Forget about it b 5. Don't you see how the 'slippery eel' E l has swum away leaving others to

fight her passive-aggressive E battles!   

I am amazed that this kind of bullying is allowed by the moderator!!

Specially by someone who doesn't have the balls to show her own chart !!

This ‘discussion’ is really an inspiration for strangers to post their chart here… 

 

Thanks very much, Desiree , but kind of a mixed metaphor?  ("She" and "balls"?  Do "ovaries" have the same

punch as testicles?)     How about "courage"? -- another Mars quality.  

  

  IP Logged

Waybread
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #253 - on: 07.07.2019 at 05:50 [UT+1] »

 

I think it's great that some of this discussion has turned in a friendlier way to doggie doo-doo.  (Although

frankly, I thought some of the posts were in the excretory category already.   )

 

Kokoro, thanks for responding to me in detail in your post #248.  You wrote to me:

Quote:

You did suggest that you were not the topic of the thead...actually, you are too modest...you were the impetus to post the topic since I

had no healthy or positive way to address your posts in other threads you derailed over the years.

 

 

If you indeed started this thread as a rebuke to me personally, why didn't you say so up front?  You were not

trying to shield my fragile feelings!  I think, in contrast, you were hoping to hold the high ground by appearing

polite and non-aggressive yourself.  No doubt you are pleased with all of the rebukes I have taken by others.

 But does your strategy not strike you as covert, rather than "polite"?  

 

Does anger belong to you, or does it belong primarily to people who disagree with some of your deeply held

beliefs?  

 

Which is fine, but just something to contemplate.  Why didn't you have a "healthy" way to address me directly?

Wouldn't that be more truthful than starting a general thread on "anger in the chart" that you actually intended

as a very personal reprimand?

 

I have derailed no threads over the years.  I always recommend that people who dislike my posts not read

them, or not reinforce them with a reply.  If people simply ignored my posts, those threads could have

continued more to your liking.  Obviously some people did wish to respond to me, so  "derailment" to one

person may be a good discussion to someone else.

 

Afternoon Sun went ahead and posted what I call my "close enough" chart (without consulting with me,) a few

pages ago.  To protect my privacy I have changed some of the details, but this chart is very close to the one

given by my birth certificate.  

 

Kokoro, developing a thicker skin has nothing to do with cynicism. We cannot surround ourselves with cynicism

in life, if we are ever to truly engage with people who think differently than we do.  We can and should stick to

our valid beliefs and values while developing strategies to cope with criticisms of them.  Put differently, let the

water roll off the duck's back.

 

You and I are not our beliefs.  We hold beliefs.    

 

Then, criticism of your beliefs is not your enemy.  If your beliefs are well-founded and robust, they will stand up

to criticism and shrug it off.  If the beliefs are flawed in some way, then listening to the criticism can help to

shore up your beliefs and make them stronger and more impervious.  In this way, accommodating criticism can

be helpful and supportive of what you believe.

 

The idea that I would be "hot under the collar" about someone's nationality is astonishing.  And completely

false.

 

Both you and ZenTen seem to have misunderstood the reason why I explained my academic background.  It

was not to establish authority-- which nobody here would have accepted, and which only generates push-back.

 It was to explain my ingrained habit of analyzing what I read.  This is called "critical thinking," but it doesn't

mean criticism in the sense of intrinsic non-stop negativity or fault-finding.  It's more in the literary sense of

evaluation or appraisal of what I read.  Obviously some appraisals will be positive, and some won't be.  You do

the same thing when you discuss a movie or a restaurant with a friend.

 

The Dunning-Kruger effect is interesting, but basically I feel that anyone is welcome to disagree with what I

post.  I try to be accurate and will often reference what I post through links to articles, or  sometimes court

documents.   Of course, I'm entitled to reply back.  

 

What I find disappointing, however, is when intelligent, well-informed people who differ with me have one arrow

in their quiver:  launching into a personal attack.  (Basically this is a non-sequitur.  I. e., it's irrelevant to the

propositions put forward.  It probably didn't earn points with your old debate judges.)

 

For example, if I explain why a lot of Americans do not see Julian Assange as the free speech hero, the targeted

response isn't to say, "You seem angry," which is off-topic.  It is to address what I wrote about Julian Assange.

 

I entirely agree with what you say about discussion.  But I put it to you that you actually mean is a one-sided

discussion in which everyone else agrees with you.    What if someone cannot, in good conscience?  Is s/he

allowed to speak, in your universe, without a rebuke forthcoming?

 

If my posts bother you so mightily, I think you should skip them.  But it's fascinating that you started this

thread covertly, to criticize me personally:  one might even say under false pretenses, as a thread on "anger in

the chart."  

 

By all means, step back now from the results you produced.  Are they what you intended?  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #254 - on: 07.07.2019 at 06:50 [UT+1] »

 

WB Quote:

Afternoon Sun went ahead and posted what I call my "close enough" chart (without consulting with me,) a few pages ago. To protect my

privacy I have changed some of the details, but this chart is very close to the one given by my birth certificate.

 

You gave permission to see your chart  by publishing it. You even "doctored" it  for publication by making it

your "near enough" chart. That is the chart I used.

 

It is not common practice to contact  other people  whose charts we read once they are published so why would

 we expect to be treated  any differently than we treat others? Not everyone in the  Astrodatabank is famous or

infamous,  or known  widely.  Some are controversial  figures or just astrologers  like us  .  

 

I don't exclude myself either,  I also published my own chart as I believe  that is the best way I can assist

 budding astrologers who rely on  access to accurate  natal data  relating to  folk they have some  contact with

or behavioural knowledge.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #255 - on: 07.07.2019 at 07:41 [UT+1] »

 

I made a statement of fact, not a rebuke.

 

The reason for my "close enough" chart is a concern about privacy and identity theft.  As you know, even in an

anonymous chart, it's a relatively easy matter to determine the birth date and time with the use of an

ephemeris.  A clever astrologer, through some calculations involving the MC, can also determine the birth

location.

 

It's fine with me if other people do not share my concerns, but I am entitled to them.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #256 - on: 07.07.2019 at 13:21 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 02.07.2019 at 02:19 [UT+1]:

Quote from kalinokia on 01.07.2019 at 15:13 [UT+1]:

Quote:

We can post all we like, we are regular contributors, it's a democratic forum, you don't get to dictate who

can & cannot post!

Quote:

VCode & K - Can you please take your Sidereal Astrology to the other section of the forum as this is the

Western astrology section. This is not the Vedic section & it's sort of ruined the whole flow of conversation.

And you have the permission to dictate what we post? You are comedic.

Trust me, I belong here.

And I already know a lot about your chart ZenTen so I know your triggers and your anger points.

So you don't want to mess with me.

Lets pray when Tr. J goes direct, it doesn't devour you.

And work on your G judgement towards others. It's horrendously afflicted.

Oh dear kalinokia you sound like a lurking spider ready to pounce. Is this the true kalinokia being revealed? The one who wants to

moderate everybody else? Hmmm I suspect an afflicted Pluto is about to be revealed, I wonder if you are a familiar poster known to most

of us, but now hiding behind a new avatar? If you would care to post your chart we would quickly know and learn so much more about

your modus operandi, or are you embarrassed to break your cover and reveal your astro identity?

 

Yes, Afternoon Sun this is "astrorose" and you already know about my chart, my hJn bAC afflictions and

my strong lE that is part of a water trine. Do you want to see my chart again?  

 

My anger was misplaced. I want to apologize to ZenTen and everyone that I may have hurt (maribage who one

time PM'd me out of concern who probably is disappointed now knowing what I said, at least the intent behind

it).  

 

The reason why, is because I still feel hurt by what ZenTen said to me, her intention behind what she did. I feel

like of anyone wants to criticize my personal lifestyle and passion please do so with respect, there was no point

saying:

 

"Phew, glad you are leaving".  

"Keep on chewing those celery sticks while the world burns!""

"Stick with food recipes and writing a vegan cookbook which nobody will read!

"If you keep posting your marketing links/videos in your 'come to Jesus' moment, you are going to get a

reaction. Your way is not everyone's way."

 

All of that drama because I criticize Chopra. All because I stated an opinion you did NOT respect. Plus you keep

trying to control what I say and ridicule my astrological postings.

 

Anyway, I know your chart and do understand why I trigger you. It's generational. My jG especially hurts

you. My E makes a beautiful trine too..but m your N. There's a lot of factors.  

 

I apologize for hurting everyone in the past too if I did. I grow.  

 

Btw...my profile pic is my great ancestor from Sicily. She's a lA. 

 

I won't hide anymore. I'll be more honest with my anger next time.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #257 - on: 07.07.2019 at 13:51 [UT+1] »

 

awww astrorose your back!    

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #258 - on: 07.07.2019 at 13:53 [UT+1] »

 

Yes Astrorose I'm pleased you have seen fit to own your avatar and your  chart, and I have no need to

comment on it, nor am I dwelling on it. We all  have our moments that we perhaps prefer  not to have, and if

our  charts were all  so easy that we didn't need to  experience   conflict  we would have nothing to learn, and I

suspect life would be   very boring. It is late here now and I must  go to bed, but first I have to send a 40th

birthday message  to my son who lives in  Brazil.  

PS I wondered about the pic,  family  chart patterns  are fascinating , an art director I  worked with  got me to

 draw  up all his  immediate family charts on transparent  paper so he could  overlay them  and  see all the

 patterns connecting.
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #259 - on: 07.07.2019 at 13:56 [UT+1] »

 

No, AR, you don't have my chart as I've never posted it on the forum.  You have snippets of it from J stalking

my postings & figuring out I have E here & G there but, once, again, you don't have a clue. 

 

Yeah, funny how about you/WB with the E l take my own words & use them as your own.  I guess imitation

is a great source of flattery indeed! 

I told you in that thread to not keep G judging others who want to read Chopra & go to his retreats.  You

called those people 'delusional' & other derogatory remarks.  You kept pushing your vegan agenda &

demanding others follow your 'rules of life'.

 

Just let people be AR.  Try to be more open-minded.

 

I am very pleased to see that you are no longer trying to attack members over the age of 35.  Just watch out

for that El anger which can remain hidden when not expressed in a healthy way & can be used to play games

&  act like the innocent I victim when they are often the instigators. But you recognition of your E shadow is

commendable as you have shown more G maturity than the member who refuses to ever acknowledge they

have any shadow aspects.  Your postings help a lot of people so I'm glad you are back.

 

I will ignore you if you ignore me & that way, we'll get along really well.  

 

Peace out.    

 

Quote from astro_rose on 07.07.2019 at 13:21 [UT+1]:

[

Yes, Afternoon Sun this is "astrorose" and you already know about my chart, my hJn bAC afflictions and my strong lE that is part

of a water trine. Do you want to see my chart again?

My anger was misplaced. I want to apologize to ZenTen and everyone that I may have hurt (maribage who one time PM'd me out of

concern who probably is disappointed now knowing what I said, at least the intent behind it).

The reason why, is because I still feel hurt by what ZenTen said to me, her intention behind what she did. I feel like of anyone wants to

criticize my personal lifestyle and passion please do so with respect, there was no point saying:

"Phew, glad you are leaving".

"Keep on chewing those celery sticks while the world burns!""

"Stick with food recipes and writing a vegan cookbook which nobody will read!

"If you keep posting your marketing links/videos in your 'come to Jesus' moment, you are going to get a reaction. Your way is not

everyone's way."

All of that drama because I criticize Chopra. All because I stated an opinion you did NOT respect. Plus you keep trying to control what I

say and ridicule my astrological postings.

Anyway, I know your chart and do understand why I trigger you. It's generational. My jG
especially hurts you. My E makes a beautiful trine too..but m your N. There's a lot of factors.

I apologize for hurting everyone in the past too if I did. I grow.

Btw...my profile pic is my great ancestor from Sicily. She's a lA. 

I won't hide anymore. I'll be more honest with my anger next time.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #260 - on: 07.07.2019 at 14:24 [UT+1] »

 

And I'll keep talking about my sidereal chart. It's still astrology! It's important to me, it gives me a better

understanding of my E. In my D-9 chart I have lE and B in the 12th! Even though in my D-1 chart it's in

kE in the 6th. It's crazy how I have E in the same sign in both Western and Eastern...it's destiny. 

 

My E is like water, it's mutable, it changes, it can be ice cold or hot, it's always flowing, and ruled by F it does

transcends when it needs too. The problem is that it's astral, my anger. It's not physical, the core of it, and it's

expressed (when aspecting my fC in the 6th) so I become aggressive here, competitive and I am like: What

took so long?. It's imaginative too, my anger, very dynamic, it's all internal, these emotions and psychologically

it's labeled as passive aggression but astrologically, it's simply reduced. l being a sign of other-worlds, the

non-physical, I can't relate to a aE or other signs. Human anger is repressed and falls in my subconscious. At

least I am conscious of this.

 

I didn't know OP's really intention of this thread was to pretty much out Waybread? It kind of kills everything

really. The internet is such a false world.

 

 

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #261 - on: 07.07.2019 at 14:26 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from RainbowKitty on 07.07.2019 at 13:51 [UT+1]:

awww astrorose your back!   

 

Hey girl!  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #262 - on: 07.07.2019 at 14:36 [UT+1] »

 

No offence AR but there are rules on this forum & there is a different section for Vedic/Sidereal astrology.  The

reason the two are separated is because they are two entirely different schools of astrology.  

 

The title of the thread was E anger in a chart.  Perhaps it was a more polite way of OP to address certain

member to be more mindful of how E operates in their chart which is a good thing.  I think we can all benefit

from taking a step back sometimes, taking time out, taking deep breaths, etc.  As you know, my E d is very

emotional so I always have to be on guard.  But my E has no malefics with it.  If it was in aspect with J or G
I would have to be even more mindful of how I express anger.  I guess some members (not you) will never

accept that they have faults & that they emote the 'shadow' aspects.  

Oh, well, as they say "You can lead a horse to water but you can't make it drink'.

 

Once again, peace out.   

 

 

 

Quote from astro_rose on 07.07.2019 at 14:24 [UT+1]:

And I'll keep talking about my sidereal chart. It's still astrology! It's important to me, it gives me a better

understanding of my E. In my D-9 chart I have lE and B in the 12th! Even though in my D-1 chart it's in kE in the 6th. It's crazy

how I have E in the same sign in both Western and Eastern...it's destiny. 

My E is like water, it's mutable, it changes, it can be ice cold or hot, it's always flowing, and ruled by F it does transcends when it needs

too. The problem is that it's astral, my anger. It's not physical, the core of it, and it's expressed (when aspecting my fC in the 6th) so I

become aggressive here, competitive and I am like: What took so long?. It's imaginative too, my anger, very dynamic, it's all internal,

these emotions and psychologically it's labeled as passive aggression but astrologically, it's simply reduced. l being a sign of other-

worlds, the non-physical, I can't relate to a aE or other signs. Human anger is repressed and falls in my subconscious. At least I am

conscious of this.

I didn't know OP's really intention of this thread was to pretty much out Waybread? It kind of kills everything really. The internet is such a

false world.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #263 - on: 07.07.2019 at 14:47 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 07.07.2019 at 13:56 [UT+1]:

No, AR, you don't have my chart as I've never posted it on the forum. You have snippets of it from J stalking my postings & figuring out

I have E here & G there but, once, again, you don't have a clue. 

Yeah, funny how about you/WB with the E l take my own words & use them as your own. I guess imitation is a great source of flattery

indeed! 

I told you in that thread to not keep G judging others who want to read Chopra & go to his

retreats. You called those people 'delusional' & other derogatory remarks. You kept pushing your

vegan agenda & demanding others follow your 'rules of life'.

Just let people be AR. Try to be more open-minded.

I am very pleased to see that you are no longer trying to attack members over the age of 35. Just watch out for that El anger which

can remain hidden when not expressed in a healthy way & can be used to play games & act like the innocent I victim when they are

often the instigators. But you recognition of your E shadow is commendable as you have shown more G maturity than the member who

refuses to ever acknowledge they have any shadow aspects. Your postings help a lot of people so I'm glad you are back.

I will ignore you if you ignore me & that way, we'll get along really well.

Peace out. 

Quote from astro_rose on 07.07.2019 at 13:21 [UT+1]:

[

Yes, Afternoon Sun this is "astrorose" and you already know about my chart, my hJn bAC afflictions and my strong

lE that is part of a water trine. Do you want to see my chart again?

My anger was misplaced. I want to apologize to ZenTen and everyone that I may have hurt (maribage who one time PM'd

me out of concern who probably is disappointed now knowing what I said, at least the intent behind it).

The reason why, is because I still feel hurt by what ZenTen said to me, her intention behind what she did. I feel like of

anyone wants to criticize my personal lifestyle and passion please do so with respect, there was no point saying:

"Phew, glad you are leaving".

"Keep on chewing those celery sticks while the world burns!""

"Stick with food recipes and writing a vegan cookbook which nobody will read!

"If you keep posting your marketing links/videos in your 'come to Jesus' moment, you are going to get a reaction. Your

way is not everyone's way."

All of that drama because I criticize Chopra. All because I stated an opinion you did NOT respect. Plus you keep trying to

control what I say and ridicule my astrological postings.

Anyway, I know your chart and do understand why I trigger you. It's generational. My

jG especially hurts you. My E makes a beautiful trine too..but m your N. There's a

lot of factors.

I apologize for hurting everyone in the past too if I did. I grow.

Btw...my profile pic is my great ancestor from Sicily. She's a lA. 

I won't hide anymore. I'll be more honest with my anger next time.

 

Um, I didn't call people delusional for following Chopra.  That was from another member. I can use my

investigative hJ ways and go back to that exact comment because I know where it is. I think linking the

entire thread will make others determined who instigated the argument.  Because I didn't start it. You did.

All because I stated my own opinion on Chopra.  

 

You didn't let me be.

 

If you have the link of me exactly saying this I'll apologize for that. But you created that in your head and once

again lied.  

 

It OK, your I oppose my bAC, so you're not seeing me nor my words clearly.  

 

You haven't even yet apologize on what you said towards me. It really did hurt.  

 

Unless you think I deserved it.  

 

Anyways, I know your chart. It easy figuring it out once you stated the placements of your chart publically.

Especially your 2nd house B, I in the 8th, jGF in the 12th, JK in the 7th, etc. etc. You were certainly

born in the 60's.

 

Maybe with your G & F in the 12th you are not conscious of your criticism and judgement towards others.

Especially when G opposes E.  

 

Yes, best to not speak to me. I don't want my jIO in your 11th to trigger you no more.

  

  IP Logged

astro_rose

Ex Member
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #264 - on: 07.07.2019 at 15:02 [UT+1] »

 

Yes you did.  And even worse.  The reason I didn't 'let you be' is because of your I lies, comparing him to

hitler & other nonsense. G judging others who read his books.  You always want to come across as the 'expert'

whether it be astrology (Western/Vedic),

'spiritual' matters, etc.  It's called dictatorship & I called you out on it.  It was titled 'One's better life' by WB &

you can post link.  

 

Oh, well, you are back at it again. 

 

Seems you came 'back' to E attack me so looks as if your E l energy is seething & coming to the surface.

 Your J obsession with my chart is very revealing.  I don't have E n G and you saying it over & over again

doesn't make it true. 

 

Carry on.  I'll just ignore you as I've really got better things to do with my time than argue with a person

who  has yet to complete their first G return.  

 

Peace out. 

 

 

Quote from astro_rose on 07.07.2019 at 14:47 [UT+1]:

[Um, I didn't call people delusional for following Chopra.  That was from another member. I can use my

investigative hJ ways and go back to that exact comment because I know where it is. I think linking the entire thread will make others

determined who instigated the argument.  Because I didn't start it. You did. All because I stated my own opinion on Chopra.

You didn't let me be.

If you have the link of me exactly saying this I'll apologize for that. But you created that in your head and once again lied.

It OK, your I oppose my bAC, so you're not seeing me nor my words clearly.

You haven't even yet apologize on what you said towards me. It really did hurt.

Unless you think I deserved it. 

Anyways, I know your chart. It easy figuring it out once you stated the placements of your chart publically. Especially your 2nd house B,

I in the 8th, jGF in the 12th, JK in the 7th, etc. etc. You were certainly born in the 60's.

Maybe with your G in the 12th you are not conscious of your judgement towards others. Especially when it opposes E.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #265 - on: 07.07.2019 at 15:32 [UT+1] »

 

I never consider myself an expert. Where you got that from? That's your own problematic projection right

there you need to work.

 

Quote:

It's called dictatorship & I called you out on it.

 

Nah girl, you didn't. You're just big mad that's all because I stated different opinions on certain subjects. (i.e.

vanilla chart thread)

 

I already know my mistakes.  

 

Now gone on ahead peace-ing out sista, don't cha come back now!  

 

Back to astrology, Where is anger in my chart when I have a strong mars?  Regardless, because it's in the

sign of l, I have to learn to not misplace it and be more upfront. But via. PM, if it's a real problem.  

 

My sabian symbol of my Mars

 

PHASE 341 (PISCES 11°): MEN TRAVELING A NARROW PATH, SEEKING ILLUMINATION.

 

"...Man is always in the making and remaking. He can always go further, reach beyond. But he has to take the

first step. Someone can show him the Path, but he alone can do the walking. Thus the Zen injunction: WALK

ON..."
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #266 - on: 07.07.2019 at 15:38 [UT+1] »

 

Apparently Buddha once said, "You won't be punished for your anger, you'll be punished by it."

 

Then again, Buddhists also say "To be born is certain death." which doesn't seem particularly cheerful as a

recruiting slogan and I always thought they should get a better PR department....Afternoon Sun would likely do

a better job, having worked in the written media  

 

One thing I find interesting is that a survey was conducted of Victoria Cross winners, the UK's highest award for

bravery in combat, and the single most common thing that came out as to what spurred the recipients into

action was anger. Anger at their comrades being killed and wounded, which made them completely disregard

their own safety and take seemingly reckless action which turned the tide of an engagement with the enemy.

The recipients also tended to be the oldest child in a family and often with an absent father.

 

So Mars may represent anger but it can also be the solution, in some circumstances. Perhaps less 'where' and

more 'why'?

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #267 - on: 07.07.2019 at 15:58 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Sowelu on 07.07.2019 at 15:38 [UT+1]:

Apparently Buddha once said, "You won't be punished for your anger, you'll be punished by it."

Then again, Buddhists also say "To be born is certain death." which doesn't seem particularly cheerful as a recruiting slogan and I always

thought they should get a better PR department....Afternoon Sun would likely do a better job, having worked in the written media 

One thing I find interesting is that a survey was conducted of Victoria Cross winners, the UK's highest award for bravery in combat, and

the single most common thing that came out as to what spurred the recipients into action was anger. Anger at their comrades being killed

and wounded, which made them completely disregard their own safety and take seemingly reckless action which turned the tide of an

engagement with the enemy. The recipients also tended to be the oldest child in a family and often with an absent father.

So Mars may represent anger but it can also be the solution, in some circumstances. Perhaps less 'where' and more 'why'?

 

It seems Mars has very little good in it.

It is a malefic, if a Mars stirs up it can potentially stir up another who may have a Mars that is capable of a

stronger outburst.

What comes around goes around, and someone may have a much bigger ego than you and be able to back it

up.

 

It is most definitely something we cannot live without, passion and love are not single to Moon or  Venus,

especially in a relationship, can include Pluto also.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #268 - on: 07.07.2019 at 19:03 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 07.07.2019 at 15:58 [UT+1]:

It seems Mars has very little good in it.

It is a malefic, if a Mars stirs up it can potentially stir up another who may have a Mars that is capable of a stronger outburst.

What comes around goes around, and someone may have a much bigger ego than you and be able to back it up.

It is most definitely something we cannot live without, passion and love are not single to Moon or Venus, especially in a relationship, can

include Pluto also.

 

I would offer a different view of Mars, in that it has as much good to offer as it does challenge. Just like fire. It's

how we work with it, negatively or positively, that generates the effect. I find the terms Malefic/benefic

problematic, Jupiter can inflate the ego, can become the inflated ego. Venus can be particularly possessive in

its' negative manifestation.....and so on.

 

Not sure about the ego battle analogy, "be able to back it up" reminds me of Mark Twain's saying "It's not the

size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the dog."  A fight, or argument, may start due to Mars

but once started is most often finished by Pluto    Mars wants to beat an opponent, Pluto wants to destroy

them. Best avoided where possible as an ego fight is arguably the temporary (or permanent) failure of healthy

character.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #269 - on: 07.07.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1] »

 

Astro_rose, it's good to see you back.  

 

I think it helps all of us to develop a thick skin, or let the water roll off the duck's back, &c.

 

This thread reminds me of schoolyard jockeying, where one girl gets verbally attacked for being too fat,

another girl is criticized for being too tall, another girl is teased for having a funny last name.  In high school,

another girl is shamed for (alleged) promiscuity, or for simply being the new girl or for being highly introverted.

 Remember the "mean girls"?  This is such a common type that they show up in TV shows about high school

life.  

 

Recalling my own childhood, I recognize that some of these ploys were done as a frontal insult.  Some of the

teasing was done under a flimsy mask of humour ("what's the matter, can't you take a joke?")  Some of it is

done by ganging up ("We're three against one") as though that justified nastiness.  Some of the put-downs

were done behind the person's back (covert language, gossip.)  And so on.

 

We've seen all of these ploys on this thread.  We've seen very angry people situate themselves as coming from

a place of innocence, when their own posts broadcast their hostility.  Really, it's a form of social policing to get

the "outliers" to stay quietly in their humble, place.  

 

I don't think we're going to change anything so primal, but it helps to recognize it.

 

Sowelu--  This is a good point:  that anger has constructive and sometimes crucial uses.  In battle, the old

Norse warriors had the figure of the Berserker-- the man who could fight in a wild frenzy, thereby becoming

fearless.  Unsurprisingly, Mars rules warriors, and their peacetime counterparts, like ice hockey players.  Hockey

players have an expression, "red ice or yellow ice," and some think of themselves as gladiators.

 

I think also of a very basic fictional plot line, where the seemingly weak character gets pushed to a state of

abject defeat, and then comes back to triumph over his tormentors.  (Cf. films The Karate Kid, Rebel Without a

Cause, High Noon.)  

 

Interestingly, women's soccer star Meagan Rapinoe was slammed by President Trump for being unpatriotic.  The

US women's team not only one the World Cup finals, but she got the golden boot and golden globe awards

(sort of like MVP.)  There's a positive Mars (or perhaps Eris) in action.

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #270 - on: 07.07.2019 at 19:27 [UT+1] »

 

That was very interesting about the VC  finding Sowelu, and I agree with you about Mars.   I think Mars  gives

us the steel in our  character. Without  it we would be  wishy washy  push overs.   It is the misuse of Mars that

 is the problem.  The control and use of fire was the first step we took that really separated  us from animals.

Anyone who's ever watched "Naked and afraid" will know just how important  fire is to survival.  I would add

anger can be a great  companion  when you're alone and in trouble.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #271 - on: 07.07.2019 at 20:25 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Sowelu on 07.07.2019 at 19:03 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 07.07.2019 at 15:58 [UT+1]:

It seems Mars has very little good in it.

It is a malefic, if a Mars stirs up it can potentially stir up another who may have a Mars that is capable of a stronger

outburst.

What comes around goes around, and someone may have a much bigger ego than you and be able to back it up.

It is most definitely something we cannot live without, passion and love are not single to Moon or Venus, especially in a

relationship, can include Pluto also.

I would offer a different view of Mars, in that it has as much good to offer as it does challenge. Just like fire. It's how we work with it,

negatively or positively, that generates the effect. I find the terms Malefic/benefic problematic, Jupiter can inflate the ego, can become

the inflated ego. Venus can be particularly possessive in its' negative manifestation.....and so on.

Not sure about the ego battle analogy, "be able to back it up" reminds me of Mark Twain's saying "It's not the size of the dog in the fight,

it's the size of the fight in the dog." A fight, or argument, may start due to Mars but once started is most often finished by Pluto  Mars

wants to beat an opponent, Pluto wants to destroy them. Best avoided where possible as an ego fight is arguably the temporary (or

permanent) failure of healthy character.

 

This makes a lot of sense, so my Pluto is much stronger than my Mars placement...

 

A lot of times when i was angry i wanted to destroy something or people, it was not Mars (assertive) it was

completely the end of whatever it was, we are talking a long time ago now.

 

I think Mars for me at least is VERY passionate, i am a passionate person, it's just not totally obvious always, i

simmer under the surface.

 

Pluto in Scorpio is also not obvious, and with so many Pluto contacts that directly effect my personality in

unique ways, this energy cannot help but be felt by others around me.

 

In certain times people were unsure of me and i had no awareness of anything i did wrong, it was mostly when i

hid something that was annoying me, more receptive people were more aware of the brewing volcano

underneath me.

 

Now it's totally different, i put action to my emotions naturally, but my emotions have changed and i have

reigned in on the more Moon side of my personality also developing my sun which is locked in the 12th house.

 

BmEb
Luckily no opposition unless you count something like 11 degrees.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #272 - on: 07.07.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 07.07.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1]:

Sowelu-- This is a good point: that anger has constructive and sometimes crucial uses. In battle, the old Norse warriors had the figure of

the Berserker-- the man who could fight in a wild frenzy, thereby becoming fearless. Unsurprisingly, Mars rules warriors, and their

peacetime counterparts, like ice hockey players. Hockey players have an expression, "red ice or yellow ice," and some think of themselves

as gladiators.

I think also of a very basic fictional plot line, where the seemingly weak character gets pushed to a state of abject defeat, and then comes

back to triumph over his tormentors. (Cf. films The Karate Kid, Rebel Without a Cause, High Noon.)

Interestingly, women's soccer star Meagan Rapinoe was slammed by President Trump for being unpatriotic. The US women's team not only

one the World Cup finals, but she got the golden boot and golden globe awards (sort of like MVP.) There's a positive Mars (or perhaps Eris)

in action.

 

Hi Waybread,  

 

You know that the ancient Celtic warriors, before a battle, used to drink whiskey and consume magic

mushrooms. Then they stripped naked, painted themselves blue, armed themselves only with a sword and axe,

then usually from the top of a hill, ran screaming downhill towards their opponents.

 

If that didn't give their opponents pause for thought then I'm not sure what would   There is some fire in

there with the whiskey and that it will shed inhibitions about being hurt and provoke aggression, a good idea

before violent confrontation. But there is also some Pluto which seemed to remove all fear of death and cause

these Celts to feel, in a sense, that they had become death and that is what they were aiming to visit upon

their opponents. In other words, their inner dog became bigger and ferocious.....

 

Those kind of battles long ago must have been very bloody, ugly and just awfully bestial in some ways. If a man

was to have any hope of surviving then he would do well to find the most violent part of his psyche and act it

out. Awful but understandable and I'm loathe to condemn anyone who found themself in that position.

 

I reckon Rapinoe has defo got some Eris going on, I can respect her for it whether I agree or not with what she

says.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #273 - on: 07.07.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1] »

 

Code_Veronica Quote:

BmEb
Luckily no opposition unless you count something like 11 degrees.

 

Is the Moon applying  to Mars or vice versa?  Anyway either way by solar arc I would expect  the Moon Mars

 conjunction would  eventuate in some event or  episode of that nature   when  you were 11 years old.  Can

you do your solar arc  progression  for the conjunction and tell us  what occurred  around that time?

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #274 - on: 07.07.2019 at 22:13 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 07.07.2019 at 19:27 [UT+1]:

That was very interesting about the VC finding Sowelu, and I agree with you about Mars. I think Mars gives us the steel in our character.

Without it we would be wishy washy push overs. It is the misuse of Mars that is the problem. The control and use of fire was the first step

we took that really separated us from animals. Anyone who's ever watched "Naked and afraid" will know just how important fire is to

survival. I would add anger can be a great companion when you're alone and in trouble.

 

Hi AS,

 

Yes, I reckon Mars is partly about motive force. I think if we are to grow and mature we need a healthy dose of

Mars to provide the impetus to push through the boundaries of our comfort zones on many levels. Sometimes

it takes anger to fuel change right?

 

Most of the VC recipients were also quite humble men but when their anger was aroused, by not being able to

bear seeing their comrades killed and injured, well look out.....

 

I find it interesting that the use and control of fire also pushed the boundary of darkness which surrounded us

at night, a little further from us. It reminds me of something Schopenhauer once said, “Whatever torch we

kindle, and whatever space it may illuminate, our horizon will always remain encircled by the depth of night.”

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #275 - on: 07.07.2019 at 22:17 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 07.07.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1]:

Code_Veronica Quote:

BmEb
Luckily no opposition unless you count something like 11 degrees.

Is the Moon applying to Mars or vice versa? Anyway either way by solar arc I would expect the Moon Mars conjunction would eventuate in

some event or episode of that nature when you were 11 years old. Can you do your solar arc progression for the conjunction and tell us

what occurred around that time?

 

Separating from 2 degree's.

 

Could you give me some instructions in how to use solar arc? not exactly used this method before, still learning

some stuff!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #276 - on: 07.07.2019 at 22:35 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 07.07.2019 at 20:25 [UT+1]:

This makes a lot of sense, so my Pluto is much stronger than my Mars placement...

A lot of times when i was angry i wanted to destroy something or people, it was not Mars (assertive) it was completely the end of

whatever it was, we are talking a long time ago now.

I think Mars for me at least is VERY passionate, i am a passionate person, it's just not totally obvious always, i simmer under the surface.

Pluto in Scorpio is also not obvious, and with so many Pluto contacts that directly effect my personality in unique ways, this energy cannot

help but be felt by others around me.

In certain times people were unsure of me and i had no awareness of anything i did wrong, it was mostly when i hid something that was

annoying me, more receptive people were more aware of the brewing volcano underneath me.

Now it's totally different, i put action to my emotions naturally, but my emotions have changed and i have reigned in on the more Moon

side of my personality also developing my sun which is locked in the 12th house.

BmEb
Luckily no opposition unless you count something like 11 degrees.

 

Hi CV,

 

If Pluto for you is in Scorpio then I reckon it can often be one of two ways, either stronlgy felt by others or

deeply unsconscious and hidden by yourself without really knowing it. Sounds like more the former for you and

I agree when you use the term volcano. I also think Pluto is deeply and powerfully magnetic.

 

I have Mars in Leo in 9H so am 'hot blooded' and probably 'hot minded', unfortunately opposite Saturn in

Aquarius 3H, so I'm also quite grumpy   But Mars is also exactly Trine Moon in Gemini 8H and I'm not

entirely sure what to make of that in polite company    Also Square to Mercury in Taurus 7H, so also a

temper   I'm doomed.....

 

Your 12H Sun is a placement I've always felt is pretty tough. Something so expansive as the Sun in the house

of confinement. As if planets there become somewhat 'occluded' and have to turn inwards. It also seems like an

isolating place for whatever planet tenants the 12th, but one where there is information we may not know how

to fully articulate. A place of deep genetic ancestry.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #277 - on: 07.07.2019 at 23:43 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 07.07.2019 at 22:17 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 07.07.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1]:

Code_Veronica Quote:

BmEb
Luckily no opposition unless you count something like 11 degrees.

Is the Moon applying to Mars or vice versa? Anyway either way by solar arc I would expect the Moon Mars conjunction

would eventuate in some event or episode of that nature when you were 11 years old. Can you do your solar arc

progression for the conjunction and tell us what occurred around that time?

Separating from 2 degree's.

Could you give me some instructions in how to use solar arc? not exactly used this method before, still learning some stuff!

 

First you create your natal chart on astrodienst. Then you  change the date to the relevant year. If your Moon

 is 2  degrees from  your Mars you  make the date  for when you were two years old  because the Solar arc  is

approximately 1 degree a year. then you scroll  down passing the progressions to Natal and solar arc

progression.  

 

That should give you  your natal chart with the  solar arc progressions  around the outside. for when you were

2 years old.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #278 - on: 08.07.2019 at 00:09 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 07.07.2019 at 23:43 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 07.07.2019 at 22:17 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 07.07.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1]:

Code_Veronica Quote:

BmEb
Luckily no opposition unless you count something like 11 degrees.

Is the Moon applying to Mars or vice versa? Anyway either way by solar arc I would expect the Moon Mars

conjunction would eventuate in some event or episode of that nature when you were 11 years old. Can you

do your solar arc progression for the conjunction and tell us what occurred around that time?

Separating from 2 degree's.

Could you give me some instructions in how to use solar arc? not exactly used this method before, still learning some

stuff!

First you create your natal chart on astrodienst. Then you change the date to the relevant year. If your Moon is 2 degrees from your Mars

you make the date for when you were two years old because the Solar arc is approximately 1 degree a year. then you scroll down passing

the progressions to Natal and solar arc progression.

That should give you your natal chart with the solar arc progressions around the outside. for when you were 2 years old.

 

At 11 years old my Mars was conjunct Pluto in 9th , both opposite Saturn.

Pluto trine Neptune.

 

I remember this was the height of my uncontrollable self.. says a lot with Mars conjunct Pluto in a very

expressive sign i.

 

Prior year i almost died through epileptic reasons, Mars was in dmA# both m North K. Mercury in Cancer

retrograde all in 8th house opposite 2nd house Bj
 

Jupiter in 7th house on descendant opposite Pluto with Pluto conjunct Chiron in 1st house...

 

Saturn conjunct Jupiter, Saturn in 6th square Uranus in 2nd.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #279 - on: 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1] »

 

It's  quite exciting to discover a fresh way to look at your chart and see how  different techniques can inform

you.  It also  can reaffirm your confidence that astrology has something useful to offer, when you see  how

timings coincide with  events or key periods.   To me it is not simply a matter of  astrology  being fated, but

more that  we are attuned to our place in the universe, and that we have a right to be  here,  and a purpose or

meaning  to our lives, that our  experiences are not simply random but  for a reason, a process probably to do

with our  development as spiritual  creatures. At least I like to  believe that.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #280 - on: 08.07.2019 at 14:14 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1]:

To me it is not simply a matter of astrology being fated, but more that we are attuned to our place in the universe, and that we have a

right to be here, and a purpose or meaning to our lives, that our experiences are not simply random but for a reason, a process probably

to do with our development as spiritual creatures.

 

That's beautiful!

 

 

p12

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #281 - on: 08.07.2019 at 14:29 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Sowelu on 07.07.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1]:

You know that the ancient Celtic warriors, before a battle, used to drink whiskey and consume magic mushrooms. Then they stripped

naked, painted themselves blue, armed themselves only with a sword and axe, then usually from the top of a hill, ran screaming downhill

towards their opponents.

I'm just now finishing The Princes of Ireland, soon to start The Rebels of Ireland, both by the fictional historian

Edward Rutherfurd, who has written many other great books of this sort.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #282 - on: 08.07.2019 at 20:00 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1]:

It's quite exciting to discover a fresh way to look at your chart and see how different techniques can inform you. It also can reaffirm your

confidence that astrology has something useful to offer, when you see how timings coincide with events or key periods. To me it is not

simply a matter of astrology being fated, but more that we are attuned to our place in the universe, and that we

have a right to be here, and a purpose or meaning to our lives, that our experiences are not simply random but

for a reason, a process probably to do with our development as spiritual creatures. At least I like to believe that.

 

 

https://www.weekender.news/bulls-run-into-protests/

Quote:

protesting “against the cruelty practised every year of bulls being thrown into the sea just for the amusement of a few”.

 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.euroweeklynews.com/2019/07/06/hundreds-turn-out -

for-anti-bull-run-protest-in-pamplona/

Quote:

THE animal rights organisation Anima Naturalis Espana held their 16thconsecutive protest yesterday in the town of Pamplona in

protest to the historic Bull Run.

 

https://globalanimalwelfare.org/top-10-animal-cruelty-traditions-in-spain/

 

https://www.theolivepress.es/spain-news/2018/02/04/seven-spanish-traditions-of-e xtreme-

animal-torture-that-must-be-stopped/

 

Throwing goats off bell-towers, burning bulls horns in terrifying cruelty....  

 

I seriously contest the highlighted part of your quoted post.

Perhaps Neptune's idyllic state pumped up by Jupiter in Sag?

 

Humanity's cruelty never ends. And that's not even mentioning all the pollution and natural destruction.

We have zero right to be on this planet.

 

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #283 - on: 08.07.2019 at 20:42 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 08.07.2019 at 20:00 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1]:

It's quite exciting to discover a fresh way to look at your chart and see how different techniques can inform you. It also

can reaffirm your confidence that astrology has something useful to offer, when you see how timings coincide with events

or key periods. To me it is not simply a matter of astrology being fated, but more that we are attuned to our

place in the universe, and that we have a right to be here, and a purpose or meaning

to our lives, that our experiences are not simply random but for a reason, a process probably to do with our

development as spiritual creatures. At least I like to believe that.

https://www.weekender.news/bulls-run-into-protests/

Quote:

protesting “against the cruelty practised every year of bulls being thrown into the sea just for the amusement of a few”.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.euroweeklynews.com/2019/07/06/hundreds-turn-out -for-anti-bull-run-protest-

in-pamplona/

Quote:

THE animal rights organisation Anima Naturalis Espana held their 16thconsecutive protest yesterday in the town

of Pamplona in protest to the historic Bull Run.

https://globalanimalwelfare.org/top-10-animal-cruelty-traditions-in-spain/

https://www.theolivepress.es/spain-news/2018/02/04/seven-spanish-traditions-of-e xtreme-animal-torture-that-must-

be-stopped/

Throwing goats off bell-towers, burning bulls horns in terrifying cruelty....

I seriously contest the highlighted part of your quoted post.

Perhaps Neptune's idyllic state pumped up by Jupiter in Sag?

Humanity's cruelty never ends. And that's not even mentioning all the pollution and natural destruction.

We have zero right to be on this planet.

Jen J

 

My apology for my last post, i can understand why it was removed. A bit much, plus i may have made you feel

guilty, not my intention.

 

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #284 - on: 08.07.2019 at 21:02 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Sowelu on 07.07.2019 at 19:03 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 07.07.2019 at 15:58 [UT+1]:

It seems Mars has very little good in it.

It is a malefic, if a Mars stirs up it can potentially stir up another who may have a Mars that is capable of a stronger

outburst.

What comes around goes around, and someone may have a much bigger ego than you and be able to back it up.

It is most definitely something we cannot live without, passion and love are not single to Moon or Venus, especially in a

relationship, can include Pluto also.

I would offer a different view of Mars, in that it has as much good to offer as it does challenge. Just like fire. It's how we work with it,

negatively or positively, that generates the effect. I find the terms Malefic/benefic problematic, Jupiter can inflate the ego, can become

the inflated ego. Venus can be particularly possessive in its' negative manifestation.....and so on.

Not sure about the ego battle analogy, "be able to back it up" reminds me of Mark Twain's saying "It's not the size of the dog in the fight,

it's the size of the fight in the dog." A fight, or argument, may start due to Mars but once started is most often finished by Pluto  Mars

wants to beat an opponent, Pluto wants to destroy them. Best avoided where possible as an ego fight is arguably the temporary (or

permanent) failure of healthy character.

 

I agree with both your above quoted posts.

 

Maybe this here linked (reply #87 refers) may become a good example of what you say about Mars and about

Pluto.  

 T Mars now transits  Leo wherein resides my Asc Scorpio ruler.

 

 It regards a post made on a thread which is neither mine nor my respondent's thread, yet I get belittled there

for something I posted on my own thread!  

This is the type of Mars ego behaviour that doesn't wash with Pluto which tends to restore health to character,

not to fail it (as Neptune would). Pluto behaves like Pluto.

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?lang=e&num=1561893110/80#top

 

Jen J

Code_Veronica

Ex Member

Back to top
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #285 - on: 08.07.2019 at 21:17 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 08.07.2019 at 20:42 [UT+1]:

Quote from Jen J. on 08.07.2019 at 20:00 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1]:

It's quite exciting to discover a fresh way to look at your chart and see how different techniques can inform

you. It also can reaffirm your confidence that astrology has something useful to offer, when you see how

timings coincide with events or key periods. To me it is not simply a matter of astrology being fated, but

more that we are attuned to our place in the universe, and that we have a right

to be here, and a purpose or meaning to our lives, that our experiences are not simply

random but for a reason, a process probably to do with our development as spiritual creatures. At least I like

to believe that.

https://www.weekender.news/bulls-run-into-protests/

Quote:

protesting “against the cruelty practised every year of bulls being thrown into the sea just for the

amusement of a few”.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.euroweeklynews.com/2019/07/06/hundreds-turn-out -for-anti-

bull-run-protest-in-pamplona/

Quote:

THE animal rights organisation Anima Naturalis Espana held their 16thconsecutive protest

yesterday in the town of Pamplona in protest to the historic Bull Run.

https://globalanimalwelfare.org/top-10-animal-cruelty-traditions-in-spain/

https://www.theolivepress.es/spain-news/2018/02/04/seven-spanish-traditions-of-e xtreme-animal-

torture-that-must-be-stopped/

Throwing goats off bell-towers, burning bulls horns in terrifying cruelty....

I seriously contest the highlighted part of your quoted post.

Perhaps Neptune's idyllic state pumped up by Jupiter in Sag?

Humanity's cruelty never ends. And that's not even mentioning all the pollution and natural destruction.

We have zero right to be on this planet.

Jen J

My apology for my last post, i can understand why it was removed. A bit much, plus i may have made you feel guilty, not my intention.

 

I have no idea to what you refer.

As far as my reply goes I understand it to be only directed at Afternoon Sun's post which I quoted.

 

As far as guilt goes I think you have misinterpreted my post.  

Rather it is totally about anger!

I clearly stated that, and gave links to support my anger.

 

Sorry but your psyche interpretation of guilt  doesn't fit. .

 I marched for hours yesterday in protest against some of humanity's cruelty to bulls in Spain. T Mars in Leo

(10House) sq T Uranus in Taurus  (7House)

 

It certainly was not guilt that drove me but T Mars in Leo resonating with my natal Pluto - slow, deep, burning

anger.  

 

Perhaps I should first ask you : are you replying to my post or to Afternoon Sun's.?

 

If the latter then you quoted the wrong post. You quoted mine. Hence this reply is directed to you.

 

I hope you sort it out. But don't ascribe guilt to me. It makes me angry.

Thanks.

 

Jen J

 

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #286 - on: 08.07.2019 at 21:18 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 08.07.2019 at 21:17 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 08.07.2019 at 20:42 [UT+1]:

Quote from Jen J. on 08.07.2019 at 20:00 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1]:

It's quite exciting to discover a fresh way to look at your chart and see how different techniques

can inform you. It also can reaffirm your confidence that astrology has something useful to

offer, when you see how timings coincide with events or key periods. To me it is not simply a

matter of astrology being fated, but more that we are attuned to our place in the

universe, and that we have a right to be here, and a purpose or

meaning to our lives, that our experiences are not simply random but for a reason, a

process probably to do with our development as spiritual creatures. At least I like to believe

that.

https://www.weekender.news/bulls-run-into-protests/

Quote:

protesting “against the cruelty practised every year of bulls being thrown into the sea just for

the amusement of a few”.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.euroweeklynews.com/2019/07/06/hundreds-turn-out

-for-anti-bull-run-protest-in-pamplona/

Quote:

THE animal rights organisation Anima Naturalis Espana held their 16thconsecutive

protest yesterday in the town of Pamplona in protest to the historic Bull Run.

https://globalanimalwelfare.org/top-10-animal-cruelty-traditions-in-spain/

https://www.theolivepress.es/spain-news/2018/02/04/seven-spanish-traditions-of-e xtreme-

animal-torture-that-must-be-stopped/

Throwing goats off bell-towers, burning bulls horns in terrifying cruelty....

I seriously contest the highlighted part of your quoted post.

Perhaps Neptune's idyllic state pumped up by Jupiter in Sag?

Humanity's cruelty never ends. And that's not even mentioning all the pollution and natural destruction.

We have zero right to be on this planet.

Jen J

My apology for my last post, i can understand why it was removed. A bit much, plus i may have made you feel guilty, not

my intention.

I have no idea to what you refer.

As far as my reply goes I understand it to be only directed at Afternoon Sun's post which I quoted.

As far as guilt goes I think you have misinterpreted my post.

Rather it is totally about anger!

I clearly stated that, and gave links to support my anger.

Sorry but your psyche interpretation of guilt doesn't fit. .

I marched for hours yesterday in protest against some of humanity's cruelty. It certainly was not guilt that drove me but T Mars in Leo

resonating with my natal Pluto - slow, deep, burning anger.

Jen J

 

Perhaps you never saw my post, no problem!   

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #287 - on: 08.07.2019 at 21:30 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 08.07.2019 at 21:18 [UT+1]:

Perhaps you never saw my post, no problem!  

 

 

 

You need to re- read my post as i had been adding to it when you had copied it.

 

So you are sadly confused. Pitiful really.  

 

Cheers. I my response is to Afternoon Sun.  

So I have no further need to communicate with you. Mercury is now retrograde thankfully, so its on cue!

 

Certainly you have cancelled out any potentiality for that as you seem rather infantile by your post.

 

Jen J

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #288 - on: 08.07.2019 at 21:32 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 08.07.2019 at 21:30 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 08.07.2019 at 21:18 [UT+1]:

Perhaps you never saw my post, no problem!  

You need to re- read my post as i had been adding to it when you had copied it.

So you are sadly confused. Pitiful really.

Cheers. I my response is to Afternoon Sun.

So I have no further need to communicate with you. Mercury is now retrograde thankfully, so its on cue!

Certainly you have cancelled out any potentiality for that as you seem rather infantile by your post.

Jen J

 

Correct it is on cue, i apologised for my own post, if you did not see it, then that is ok, it still stands for anyone

else who did.

I am in a happy mood, i wish not to hurt other people so i declare this as a non threatening post to you.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #289 - on: 08.07.2019 at 22:24 [UT+1] »

 

Jen J Quote:

Throwing goats off bell-towers, burning bulls horns in terrifying cruelty....

I seriously contest the highlighted part of your quoted post.

Perhaps Neptune's idyllic state pumped up by Jupiter in Sag?

Humanity's cruelty never ends. And that's not even mentioning all the pollution and natural destruction.

We have zero right to be on this planet.

 

Dear Jen J, I don't see why using a technique like Solar Arc progressions  need have anything whatsoever to do

with  the issues you are protesting about.   As for having zero right to be on this planet I think you are

 referring to  behavioural patterns most  people would  reject outright, not the existence of  humanity itself.  

It is one thing to  reject the misapplication of  energy and its perversion into acts of cruelty and quite another

to attribute  it to  anyone who has no such thoughts in their  mind, nor  has ever indulgenced in such

behaviour, nor  desired to.  

 

You yourself are part of humanity but clearly not willing to  condemn  goats and bulls  and other  animals to

such a fate.  But would you cast all humanity from the tower of your judgement; the unborn  foetus, the

 innocent children,  the suffering protesters,  and of course  those of us with Neptunian  idealism or as you see

it,  pumped up  with Jupiter  in Sagittarius?  

 

I think  humans are capable of  inflicting as much pain on on other humans as they do on  other life forms,

think about the gays (not just the goats)   that religious  extremists (ISIS) have hurled from towers, and the

 terrible fear they must have felt. At least they weren't burnt alive as at least  one captured pilot was.    

 

The people I know (and love) are not like that, most are  deeply caring, loving people, who do their best to

make  the world a better place, and  for  all their  faults  are evolving children of the universe and have a right

to be here.  

 

Pollution I think is the biggest  single  issue  we all need to tackle, and I would   much prefer to treat  "human-

caused global warming" with all its debateable   arguments  as pollution, which  to me seems to be a much

more accurate and less  controversial  description of the  underlying  problem.    

 

As for  "natural"  destruction, that is  earthquake  and volcanic?   Or do you mean   human  destruction of the

natural  environment?  If we  dealt with pollution  properly,  we would  include   our treatment of the natural

 environment in that .    It is inevitable that  all these  sorts of  issues and problems    will be met by any

intelligent life form that  goes through   the kind of population growth and   technology  development  stages

 we are at.  

 

I imagine you have  Neptune  emphasied  in your chart,  and perhaps  Pisces  also, as I suspect you are in fact a

very sensitive soul,  more troubled than aggressive.   Can I ask you to  post your  chart so we can learn from

it?

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #290 - on: 08.07.2019 at 23:22 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Catsratz on 08.07.2019 at 14:29 [UT+1]:

Quote from Sowelu on 07.07.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1]:

You know that the ancient Celtic warriors, before a battle, used to drink whiskey and consume magic mushrooms. Then

they stripped naked, painted themselves blue, armed themselves only with a sword and axe, then usually from the top of

a hill, ran screaming downhill towards their opponents.

I'm just now finishing The Princes of Ireland, soon to start The Rebels of Ireland, both by the fictional historian Edward Rutherfurd, who

has written many other great books of this sort.

 

The sound of the celtic war horn, or carnyx. They even had  tongues that vibrated.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEQsM4SApQs

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #291 - on: 09.07.2019 at 00:43 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from p twelve on 08.07.2019 at 14:14 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1]:

To me it is not simply a matter of astrology being fated, but more that we are attuned to our place in the universe, and

that we have a right to be here, and a purpose or meaning to our lives, that our experiences are not simply random but for

a reason, a process probably to do with our development as spiritual creatures.

That's beautiful!

p12
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #292 - on: 09.07.2019 at 02:37 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 22:24 [UT+1]:

Jen J Quote:

Throwing goats off bell-towers, burning bulls horns in terrifying cruelty....

I seriously contest the highlighted part of your quoted post.

Perhaps Neptune's idyllic state pumped up by Jupiter in Sag?

Humanity's cruelty never ends. And that's not even mentioning all the pollution and natural destruction.

We have zero right to be on this planet.

Dear Jen J, I don't see why using a technique like Solar Arc progressions need have anything whatsoever to do with the issues you are

protesting about.

 

Greetings Afternoon Sun,  

I think you may have understood better had you referred to my quote of your original post, that the part I

quoted did not refer to any Solar Arc technique. In fact it had the intended meaning - i.e. you stated your

opinion about astrology not being fated, and then added your own opinion about how humans are attuned to

their place in the universe  -  which I correctly read and understood and highlighted.  I see you have omitted

copying it here which suits your argument but misleads that I misconstrued your Solar Arc technique!! In fact

your omitting to include your words is diabolical.

 

So for clarity I am copying it here with the same highlight I gave it.

[quote]

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 08.07.2019 at 03:28 [UT+1]:

It's quite exciting to discover a fresh way to look at your chart and see how different techniques can inform you. It also can reaffirm your

confidence that astrology has something useful to offer, when you see how timings coincide with events or key periods. To me it is not

simply a matter of astrology being fated, but more that we are attuned to our place in the universe, and that we

have a right to be here, and a purpose or meaning to our lives, ..................

 

Quote:

As for having zero right to be on this planet I think you are referring to behavioural patterns most people would reject outright, not

the existence of humanity itself.

 

Please note my use of the word "right" in qualifying "to be" on this planet.

I did not say that humanity must not exist. I hope you can understand that and not reframe my words as

follows :

Quote:

But would you cast all humanity from the the tower of your judgement; the unborn foetus, the innocent children, the suffering protesters,

and of course those of us with Neptunian idealism or as you see it, pumped up with Jupiter in Sagittarius?

 

Cast all humanity? -  from the tower of my judgement?  

You clearly have gone overboard with your own judgement!

Quote:

I think humans are capable of inflicting as much pain on on other humans as they do on other life forms, ..............

 

Superfluous for me to say that but you did me the favour.

 

Quote:

The people I know (and love) are not like that, most are deeply caring, loving people, who do their best to make the world a better place,

and for all their faults are evolving children of the universe and have a right to be here.

I have watched  documentaries on criminal behaviour where people who were known and loved even for all their

faults, have cold blooded, callously, and side-blindingly dispatched trusting, subjective thinking, and indulging

people like you; sad but true. No doubt they considered their actions as doing their best in their right to be

here.

 

Quote:

Pollution I think is the biggest single issue we all need to tackle, and I would much prefer to treat "human-caused global warming" with all

its debateable arguments as pollution, which to me seems to be a much more accurate and less controversial description of the underlying

problem.

............It is inevitable that all these sorts of issues and problems will be met by any intelligent life form that goes through the kind of

population growth and technology development stages we are at.

To all that I can only repeat "indulging of the indulging". An intelligent life-form has proper breeding cycles

dependent upon resources. This can be seen in the animal kingdom. It is absent in humanity, hence all the

issues you expanded on, above-quoted.

 

Quote:

I imagine you have Neptune emphasied in your chart, and perhaps Pisces also, as I suspect you are in fact a very sensitive soul, more

troubled than aggressive. Can I ask you to post your chart so we can learn from it?

 

Afternoon Sun, reading your post and your invitation based on "imagining" and "suspecting" and "judging" my

Jen J.

Member

Posts: 4286



opinion - which I have a right to even though I don't have a right to be on this planet as a human being - as

"aggressive" simply because it opposes your opinion of indulging and forebearance, I know my chart couldn't

help you in learning anything from it.

 

However, since you have some interest in Pisces and Neptune, suffice it to say Pisces is my 5th house of

creativity, love affairs, having fun - and it has accurately identified as such in my life. As such I don't waste my

spirit on subjective nonsense such as feeling "troubled". I use my anger to take things in my own hands, make

decisions, and get on with it.

 

By the way, for the record, I had said that I contested the highlighted quote of your post. Please accept that I

respect your right to your opinion, even though I contest it.

 

Jen

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #293 - on: 09.07.2019 at 04:04 [UT+1] »

 

well Jen J  my post was about  how an astrological technique that  shows coincidence with  events reaffirms our

place in the universe, that it is not  fate but  an affirmation of our right to be here, that we are in sync with

what we have to  learn and it is  shown in our  chart (if we have the wisdom to  perceive it).  That you choose

to selectively   pluck out  a sentence, and detach it from the context of the paragraph it is in  to suit your

opposed world view,  is not my fault nor concern. (eg "please note my use of the word right etc" - wrong Jen J

they were my words  and my use, not your words and your  use).  

 

You express your  anger  in a way that demands others  be subject to it,  but it carries no authority  with me. It

is your anger  for you to endure.  Perhaps it is your place in this  world  to be a co-ordinator of anger  on issues

you  choose, and to lash those  who  do not  bow to your  selective interpretations or world view of what they

themselves  say to others.  That is  for you to  worry about, argue about,   demand  agreement, or  promote,

 whatever.  Far be it  from me to become  a disciple or follower of yours. I  refuse to get angry  at your bidding

so will happily refrain  from  supporting your causes or point of  view.  

 

The one thing that is  crystal clear to me is that you  are an angry person. I am not. I am a person  who is

attuned to  my life and path despite the shades of good and evil that exist in our  world.  I believe  the paths

we tread  are not random  nor haphazard.   Neither my F in i road , nor your E in e roar. (Yes I know that

is  where transit  E is, not your  frustrated  Mars in g  which loves an argument) But your way is not mine. So

I will not  adopt it and  be angry, and  look for a word here or there  to justify an unprovoked attack, nor to

bicker about.  That can be your bag.  You don't need my  help to get what you are  looking for. So I'll end this

happily with a  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #294 - on: 09.07.2019 at 06:33 [UT+1] »

 

I believe in a choice-centered astrology.  Meaning that each planet, sign, and house has multiple interpretations

that are all consistent with the core meanings.  I think the term "free will" is a misnomer, but that a rigid, strict

determinism (fatalism) is untenable as well.  Our lives exist in between these two poles.

 

Nevertheless, I sometimes think about astrology as a kind of astral determinism; particularly  after noticing

that sun-Pluto contacts run in my family tree-- for at least 5 generations.   There is an esoteric viewpoint that

families choose to incarnate in groups over multiple lifetimes, in order to work out certain agreed-upon issues.

 If this is the case, then we might expect their issues to show up astrologically.

 

I was also thinking about scape-goating. It is a horrible thing to experience, but sometimes good comes out of

it.  For example, as a result of the infamous Dreyfuss affair, in which an innocent Jewish man was framed,

Theodore Herzl fastened upon the idea of a homeland for Jews.  (With ultimately troubling results for

Palestinian Arabs, but an understandably proactive response to anti-semitism in Europe.)

 

Enter this particular thread on anger in the chart. Viewpoints expressed so far include (but are not limited to) :

 

***********************************  

 

Anger is bad, and a good person is not angry.

 

Anger is bad, so a good person who actually becomes angry has to find a covert mechanism to express it.  This

might involve psychological projection.

 

Anger is good under specific circumstances, like heroism in battle.

 

I'm not angry, you are.

 

I am angry, but justifiably so (good anger) because you behaved badly.

 

****************

 

Collectively these themes seem to operate in the here-and-now. I wonder if a look at a horoscope from a more

fatalistic view is useful.

 

No, I don't mean "weaponizing" a chart:  i. e., criticizing someone else as having permanent congenital

character flaws because his/her horoscope has particular placements.  (Doesn't everyone have some rotten

aspects?)  

 

I am thinking more in the sense that if a person seems chronically angry, what if this anger is part of a

collective destiny to be worked out?  Possibly it was a large part of the family game plan for this incarnation.

 Ditto for someone who seems angry over specific topics or angry in a particular way.

 

If the person stifles the anger, or sublimates it, does the destiny get fulfilled?  Maybe the evolutionary goal is

precisely the freedom to express outrage, after lifetimes of subservience.  If the person with, say, sun square

Mars conjunct NN has to stuff all that anger in order to be socially acceptable to people, does the destiny get

thwarted?  

 

In the ancient Greek tragedy, Prometheus Bound, the protagonist gets chained to a rock for eternity for

disobeying Zeus.  When the go-between Mercury offers to put in a good word for Prometheus if he will

apologize.  Prometheus declines.  Zeus is unjust, and Prometheus is not going to lie about it merely to obtain a

normal life, licking Zeus's boots (or sandals.)  In short, the anger of Prometheus is part of his destiny, and live

it out he must.

 

If this thread continues, maybe there are some more serious questions about anger and the planet Mars:

 

Character flaw or destiny?  (The latter especially if the moon's nodes are involved.)

 

Where or how does Mars fit into a soul's evolutionary strategy?

 

What is the relationship between anger and courage?  Anger and toxic hatred?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #295 - on: 09.07.2019 at 07:52 [UT+1] »

 

I did reflect sbout chronically angry people for the last few days. What I did figured out is rather shocking to

me.

 

There is a bunch of toxic angry people in this world who do attack (E) others regularly for no good reason.

 Probably everyone knows someone in their own family or at the work place like that.  

 

Deep down this people might feel very discontent (like many people) with life but what difffers is that they let

their anger out onto others ( overt or covert (I)). Usually they have an belief system (F) that sees them as

superior to others and that they are basically surrounded by idiots. They will not admit to it but deep down

that’s what is there. In the end most of them do want to establish a dominance (J) over others (control) as

well. In order to reach their goals they will manipulate (J)  their surroundings.

 

Because of lack of consciousness, lack of a strong inner G (healthy boundaries) or lack of a moral compass or

whatever they do not hesitate to unleash their anger onto others (which is abuse of the other).  

 

What is the effect of it? The people who are on the receiving end of this Anger (E) will look like the bad ones.

If bystanders are not able to see through it (which often does not happen) then if the attacks persist the victim

will look like the villain. The constant labelling as a bad person works.  

 

We can see that in small communities and in big collectives a well.  

 

For instance Waybread was labelled as agressive (E) by ZenTen again and again in the Assange thread although

I did not perceive any agressiveness in her posts. It was obvious that she had a different opinion than ZenTen

and that did not go down well with her.

 

Later a new thread (C) (this one here) was opened with the disguised intention of talking about Waybreads

anger (E) issue by someone else who had read all the labelling of ZenTen in regards to Waybread in that other

thread.  

 

Then in this new thread other people who disagree with ZenTen also get labelled as aggressive (me and former

astro rose).  This manipulative strategy is used in order to get bystanders into their brain that this two people

are also bad apples. Just spread the labelling long enough and something will stick in the end.  

 

All the time ZenTen looks rather innocent while causing all sorts of destruction (basically being the cause of it)

and knowing exactly what she is doing. That’s what I call devilish behaviour.

 

Same thing happens with national or religious groups. Someone starts to pick at a certain group, giving them

bad labels and over time more and more others believe it . Someone who seems to be bad needs some sort of

correction and life for the victims becomes increasingly difficult. In the end it can lead to the murder of them.

Genocides happened that way.  

 

That is E expressed in i's worst form (in a very distorted way).  

 

Otherwise anger is a natural way of our soul telling us that something isn't right and that we Need to take some

action. For instance if we are treated in a abusive way and need to stand up for ourselves.

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aggression
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #296 - on: 09.07.2019 at 10:32 [UT+1] »

 

Tara… 

I really so much admire your patience, perseverance, diplomacy and your ungoing fight against all this banal

bullying, scapegoating and these insults consciously intended to hurt someone.

 

I am so ashamed this is done in the name of astrology!

Wasn’t astrology meant to gain a deeper insight of how and why we OURSELVES react in the way we do?  

Is it not the greatest tool to help us to understand conflict in our life and transform that into  growth?!  

In these threads astrology is raped just to confirm personal opinions and to provoke conflict !  

 

This thread has nothing to do with Mars: it is Pluto!

It already started with a hidden motive.  

Mars is too impatient and stupid to hold back his original motifs; he fights openly.

Just look at the non-astro moralistic bs that we get poured over us! That is not Mars!! That is Pluto seeking

control… manipulating us to admire the person who knows what is good and bad. As if there is something like a

general good or bad.  

What is good for one person is not good for another.

 

Then there is the amount of staggering projection in this thread!  

Pluto is much more sensitive to project because his reactions arise from hidden/unconscious emotions/feelings.

In his ungoing need to manipulate and control the outside world, Pluto often loses controle over his own inner

world. He is absolutely unable to let go and reflect!

In his defence Pluto will turn and turn, use emo blackmail, the victimrole, whatever, just to proof he is right.  

Mars is perfectly capable to admit he is wrong and find all this turning very boring.  

Mars will punch you on your nose and Pluto under the belt.

 

Tara, you call ZenTen by name and I think you are right.

Ignoring her bullying doesn’t stop it and doesn’t help her.

Thread after thread is ruined by her ungoing search for conflict.  

I hesitaded to answer her replies to me (and others) because it would be a repeat of: ‘what about you?’, ‘it

takes one to know one’ etc etc.  

I do hope ZenTen will take your remarks seriously and take the time to look at herself.  

 

Tara, next time I will support you sooner because you are a breath of fresh air that was very needed to to break

this spiral of negativity! Thank you.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #297 - on: 09.07.2019 at 10:51 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Desiree on 09.07.2019 at 10:32 [UT+1]:

Tara… 

I really so much admire your patience, perseverance, diplomacy and your ungoing fight against all this banal bullying, scapegoating and

these insults consciously intended to hurt someone.

I am so ashamed this is done in the name of astrology!

Wasn’t astrology meant to gain a deeper insight of how and why we OURSELVES react in the way we do?

Is it not the greatest tool to help us to understand conflict in our life and transform that into growth?!

In these threads astrology is raped just to confirm personal opinions and to provoke conflict !

This thread has nothing to do with Mars: it is Pluto!

It already started with a hidden motive.

Mars is too impatient and stupid to hold back his original motifs; he fights openly.

Just look at the non-astro moralistic bs that we get poured over us! That is not Mars!! That is Pluto seeking control… manipulating us to

admire the person who knows what is good and bad. As if there is something like a general good or bad.

What is good for one person is not good for another.

Then there is the amount of staggering projection in this thread!

Pluto is much more sensitive to project because his reactions arise from hidden/unconscious emotions/feelings. In his ungoing need to

manipulate and control the outside world, Pluto often loses controle over his own inner world. He is absolutely unable to let go and reflect!

In his defence Pluto will turn and turn, use emo blackmail, the victimrole, whatever, just to proof he is right.

Mars is perfectly capable to admit he is wrong and find all this turning very boring.

Mars will punch you on your nose and Pluto under the belt.

Tara, you call ZenTen by name and I think you are right.

Ignoring her bullying doesn’t stop it and doesn’t help her.

Thread after thread is ruined by her ungoing search for conflict.

I hesitaded to answer her replies to me (and others) because it would be a repeat of: ‘what about you?’, ‘it takes one to know one’ etc

etc.

I do hope ZenTen will take your remarks seriously and take the time to look at herself.

Tara, next time I will support you sooner because you are a breath of fresh air that was very needed to to break this spiral of negativity!

Thank you. 

 

In terms of learning & in terms of understanding, you and nobody else is the center of the universe, you may

know very well about a lot and that is excellent, i take my hat off to you.

 

But in another way, some frivolity of some resentment & passive / Plutonian aggression is good for people to

learn about.

 

Would you not say you are "Pluto" right now? wanting control to support your view, using "Tara" as a scapegoat

for your "positivity"

 

The truth is, no one is any different, once you all detach from the ego, you will see who is really playing power

games for control of others.

 

Pluto can be highly transformative, and can be used for insight, guidance, help & also the deep spirituality

aspect is pretty impressive, it takes a person to want something good, and to be decisive with it and to never

return.

 

That is the phase that Pluto grants no return and a total transformation into that thing you so desire.

 

Pluto on the higher side tells us to let go of desire, so the desire to win... is apparent in many here.  

Desire can be put to good use, perhaps your partner, give them that beautiful intensity instead of destroying

others or yourself, we don't need to prove anything.

 

Plutonians understand this way, at least one's who have gone through enough in life, the constant change, the

constant flow onwards towards betterment.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #298 - on: 09.07.2019 at 10:53 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun, pages ago… you added Waybreads and your chart and asked us to look at the combi of the two.

I wondered if you found the source of your irritation towards Waybread in these charts yourself?  

To stop any new conflict in the future between you two, I think it is better if you first tell your interpretation of

the synastry and composite, don’t you?

I did also look at the charts and can maybe add my interpation later (if you are interested).

(Lets do some old-fashioned astrology here)  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #299 - on: 09.07.2019 at 11:27 [UT+1] »

 

Haha Desiree, Waybread and  I have  found some sort of equilibrium at the moment it seems, at least we are

not at  each other. So I am loathe to change that.  It is difficult to analyse a chart  where there is  conflict

without  risking  opening wounds  or alternatively down-playing  factors.   I  am quite  willing  for someone else

to  interpret our charts  while I  think about it and take a look before I decide whether  I will and how I would

go about it without making it contentious,  should I do so.. And I would  need  Waybread to agree as well in

this instance.

 

I do wonder Desiree, with you being an Aries,  if the idea of  WB and myself    doing each others  charts

 appeals to your competitive  tastes   , or perhaps skating on thin ice is not too challenging  for you to try?

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #300 - on: 09.07.2019 at 11:56 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 09.07.2019 at 11:27 [UT+1]:

Haha Desiree, Waybread and I have found some sort of equilibrium at the moment it seems, at least we are not at each other. So I am

loathe to change that. It is difficult to analyse a chart where there is conflict without risking opening wounds or alternatively down-playing

factors. I am quite willing for someone else to interpret our charts while I think about it and take a look before I decide whether I will and

how I would go about it without making it contentious, should I do so.. And I would need Waybread to agree as well in this instance.

Ok, that is better so forget it.

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 09.07.2019 at 11:27 [UT+1]:

I do wonder Desiree, with you being an Aries, if the idea of WB and myself doing each others charts appeals to your competitive tastes

 , or perhaps skating on thin ice is not too challenging for you to try?

For many decades I focus my competitive side on civil servants, landlords and politicians.  

That is enough and a blessing to the rest of my surroundings.  

I do like a good challenge but my question to you had nothing to do with that. It was more an attempt for

long lasting peace. I do have a strong Venus too…  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #301 - on: 09.07.2019 at 12:05 [UT+1] »

 

One thing i learned with people who express Pluto is that often we are able to perceive others and size them up

too easily and rather accurately.

 

This causes a tremendous stir in another person if we handle them without care, can cause extremes of

behavior in others which can bring extremes of behavior out of the Pluto person.

 

Learning to integrate Pluto is about having tact, being able to express in a way that hit's them, but brings

respect to who they are.

 

Often the person who is successful in getting across the goodness of what they mean without hurting someone

will leave someone with something in their mind and it will not go away, they learn to see it, it is then up to

them as to what they do. The reason it fails to go away is because the mind subconsciously see's it as truth, it

knows.

 

Often we invoke no reaction this way and seem perculiar and have no response when we do this.

 

 

I liked reading this:

 

http://theastrologyplacemembership.com/2014/02/pluto-aspects-who-are-you-kidding /

 

Use Pluto for good, remove it from the ego.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #302 - on: 09.07.2019 at 12:11 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 09.07.2019 at 07:52 [UT+1]:

I did reflect sbout chronically angry people for the last few days. What I did figured out is rather shocking to me.

There is a bunch of toxic angry people in this world who do attack (E) others regularly for no good reason. Probably everyone knows

someone in their own family or at the work place like that.

Deep down this people might feel very discontent (like many people) with life but what difffers is that they let their anger out onto others

( overt or covert (I)). Usually they have an belief system (F) that sees them as superior to others and that they are basically

surrounded by idiots. They will not admit to it but deep down that’s what is there. In the end most of them do want to establish a

dominance (J) over others (control) as well. In order to reach their goals they will manipulate (J) their surroundings.

Because of lack of consciousness, lack of a strong inner G (healthy boundaries) or lack of a moral compass or whatever they do not

hesitate to unleash their anger onto others (which is abuse of the other).

What is the effect of it? The people who are on the receiving end of this Anger (E) will look like the bad ones. If bystanders are not able

to see through it (which often does not happen) then if the attacks persist the victim will look like the villain. The constant labelling as a

bad person works.

We can see that in small communities and in big collectives a well.

For instance Waybread was labelled as agressive (E) by ZenTen again and again in the Assange thread although I did not perceive any

agressiveness in her posts. It was obvious that she had a different opinion than ZenTen and that did not go down well with her.

Later a new thread (C) (this one here) was opened with the disguised intention of talking about Waybreads anger (E) issue by someone

else who had read all the labelling of ZenTen in regards to Waybread in that other thread.

Then in this new thread other people who disagree with ZenTen also get labelled as aggressive (me and former astro rose). This

manipulative strategy is used in order to get bystanders into their brain that this two people are also bad apples. Just spread the labelling

long enough and something will stick in the end.

All the time ZenTen looks rather innocent while causing all sorts of destruction (basically being the cause of it) and knowing exactly what

she is doing. That’s what I call develish behaviour.

Same thing happens with national or religious groups. Someone starts to pick at a certain group, giving them bad labels and over time

more and more others believe it . Someone who seems to be bad needs some sort of correction and life for the victims becomes

increasingly difficult. In the end it can lead to the murder of them. Genocides happened that way.

That is E expressed in i's worst form (in a very distorted way).

Otherwise anger is a natural way of our soul telling us that something isn't right and that we Need to take some action. For instance if we

are treated in a abusive way and need to stand up for ourselves.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aggression

 

 

 

You know Tara, there are times when it would behoove Waybread to heed her own advice and not read or

answer posts she doesn't like, or disagrees with. Had she heeded admin's first warning against non-astrological

postings on the Assange thread, many of her subsequent posts would not have been deleted. And, had she

listened to the OP's request that we proceed in a manner that would not get the thread shut down, this thread

would not exist. So many threads have been shut down by admin's to the extent that they've threatened more

than once to shut the entire mundane section down. I do think if there was more astrology and less ideology

there would be alot less anger, and lessen the risk of losing the mundane section - there's a very long year and

a half to go before 2020.  

 

As for toxic anger, I've seen none more than what's been expressed on the Trump thread. For 2-1/2 long years

and 165 pages, this is a thread you've been more than happy to share with Zen Ten. Is the difference that,

there, the two of you are in agreement which makes the anger okay?  

 

I agree, it's not all about Mars, and that there are Saturn-Pluto dominance and control issues involved, but the

more wrathful aspects of Jupiter-Juno should not be overlooked, nor the tribalism of the Moon, either.

 

As for the soul, it's been said that anger is our greatest teacher. In fact, our soul can become a bloody

battlefield. Another member posted a quote a couple pages ago that reminded me of another from

Heraclitus....

 

“Never will you find the boundaries of the soul, by whatever paths you search; so all-embracing is the soul's

being.”

 

What we're all working with here is like a double-edged sword. If we were to grow a thicker skin we'd lose our

connection to the outer world.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #303 - on: 09.07.2019 at 12:34 [UT+1] »

 

Okay - it's probably none of my business, but this thread...

 

Sad.

 

It's so sad to see that so many excellent forum contributors have been sucked into (and in my  humble opinion,

wasting their time with) a non-topic.

 

"Where is anger in a chart?". Seriously?  That's Astrology 101, and anyone who has found their way to this

forum probably already has a decent enough idea of where anger can be found in a chart.

 

Instead of fading into obscurity, it has devolved into 16+ pages of both overt and covert poking, prodding,

picking, provoking, and plain old grandstanding about "my anger is better than your anger"...  throwing some

glyphs of E and J in now and then, ostensibly as justification for all of it.

 

*Sigh*

 

And of course, it's just human nature that when someone feels attacked, they feel they must defend...  And

then uninvolved people take sides, and things go completely off the rails.

 

I really wish this thread would just die already.  I've read enough to see it's creating rifts, tensions, and ill-will

where they need not be, and it's drawing the attention of good forum members away from more legitimate

topics and threads.

 

 

 

P.S.  and yeah...  I fully expect that at some point, this post will be attacked as well.  Someone will probably

find it self-righteous and will demand ask to see my chart or whatever.  Pfft.  It's Mars and Pluto - duh.  Nothing

more to know.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #304 - on: 09.07.2019 at 13:02 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 09.07.2019 at 12:05 [UT+1]:

One thing i learned with people who express Pluto is that often we are able to perceive others and size them up too easily and rather

accurately.

This causes a tremendous stir in another person if we handle them without care, can cause extremes of behavior in others which can bring

extremes of behavior out of the Pluto person.

Learning to integrate Pluto is about having tact, being able to express in a way that hit's them, but brings respect to who they are.

Often the person who is successful in getting across the goodness of what they mean without hurting someone will leave someone with

something in their mind and it will not go away, they learn to see it, it is then up to them as to what they do. The reason it fails to go

away is because the mind subconsciously see's it as truth, it knows.

Often we invoke no reaction this way and seem perculiar and have no response when we do this.

I liked reading this:

http://theastrologyplacemembership.com/2014/02/pluto-aspects-who-are-you-kidding /

Use Pluto for good, remove it from the ego.

 

Well said, Code Veronica!

 

p12
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #305 - on: 09.07.2019 at 13:07 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from p twelve on 09.07.2019 at 13:02 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 09.07.2019 at 12:05 [UT+1]:

One thing i learned with people who express Pluto is that often we are able to perceive others and size them up too easily

and rather accurately.

This causes a tremendous stir in another person if we handle them without care, can cause extremes of behavior in others

which can bring extremes of behavior out of the Pluto person.

Learning to integrate Pluto is about having tact, being able to express in a way that hit's them, but brings respect to who

they are.

Often the person who is successful in getting across the goodness of what they mean without hurting someone will leave

someone with something in their mind and it will not go away, they learn to see it, it is then up to them as to what they

do. The reason it fails to go away is because the mind subconsciously see's it as truth, it knows.

Often we invoke no reaction this way and seem perculiar and have no response when we do this.

I liked reading this:

http://theastrologyplacemembership.com/2014/02/pluto-aspects-who-are-you-kidding /

Use Pluto for good, remove it from the ego.

Well said, Code Veronica!

p12

 

Thank you dear. 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #306 - on: 09.07.2019 at 13:20 [UT+1] »

 

Desiree Quote:

Ok, that is better so forget it.

So you were being judgemental  Desiree? Perhaps you  better not do my chart.  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #307 - on: 09.07.2019 at 15:29 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Desiree on 09.07.2019 at 11:56 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 09.07.2019 at 11:27 [UT+1]:

Haha Desiree, Waybread and I have found some sort of equilibrium at the moment it

seems, at least we are not at each other. So I am loathe to change that. It is difficult

to analyse a chart where there is conflict without risking opening wounds or

alternatively down-playing factors. I am quite willing for someone else to interpret our charts while I think

about it and take a look before I decide whether I will and how I would go about it without making it contentious, should I

do so.. And I would need Waybread to agree as well in this instance.

Ok, that is better so forget it.

 

My reaction is based on the yellow sentences:

Since you are not at each other anymore… ‘that is better’…. and ‘so forget my original question’ about

synastry /composite and let peace prevail.  

(And I didn't wanted to do your chart, I asked you to do it...remember?)  

 

One other quality of an Aries is that there is rarely something behind a question or remark: what you see is

what you get:  no complicated nonsens…  

So please relax  , lower the defences  , herbal tea, stiff drink whatever you like: Désirée from the

Netherlands has no evil intentions only handicapt English writing.   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #308 - on: 09.07.2019 at 16:04 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Three Little Birds on 09.07.2019 at 12:34 [UT+1]:

Okay - it's probably none of my business, but this thread...

Sad.

It's so sad to see that so many excellent forum contributors have been sucked into (and in my humble opinion, wasting their time with) a

non-topic.

"Where is anger in a chart?". Seriously? That's Astrology 101, and anyone who has found their way to this forum probably already has a

decent enough idea of where anger can be found in a chart.

Instead of fading into obscurity, it has devolved into 16+ pages of both overt and covert poking, prodding, picking, provoking, and plain

old grandstanding about "my anger is better than your anger"... throwing some glyphs of E and J in now and then, ostensibly as

justification for all of it.

*Sigh*

And of course, it's just human nature that when someone feels attacked, they feel they must defend... And then uninvolved people take

sides, and things go completely off the rails.

I really wish this thread would just die already. I've read enough to see it's creating rifts, tensions, and ill-will where they need not be,

and it's drawing the attention of good forum members away from more legitimate topics and threads.

P.S. and yeah... I fully expect that at some point, this post will be attacked as well. Someone will probably find it self-righteous and will

demand ask to see my chart or whatever. Pfft. It's Mars and Pluto - duh. Nothing more to know.

 

Your 3 little birds are all doves of peace. It is a thread that refuses to die. I'm surprised that it has lasted this

long myself.

Anger does last a long time and sometimes forever. I agree with you.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #309 - on: 09.07.2019 at 16:18 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Then in this new thread other people who disagree with ZenTen also get labelled as aggressive (me and former astro rose). This

manipulative strategy is used in order to get bystanders into their brain that this two people are

also bad apples. Just spread the labeling long enough and something will stick in the end. All the time ZenTen looks rather innocent

while causing all sorts of destruction (basically being the cause of it) and knowing exactly what she is doing. That’s what I call devilish

behavior.

 

Would this be a form of gas-lighting? What if E isn't the problem but rather I?

 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/here-there-and-everywhere/201701/11-warn ing-

signs-gaslighting

 

1.They tell blatant lies.

2.They deny they ever said something, even though you have proof.  

3.They use what is near and dear to you as ammunition.  

4.They wear you down over time.

5.Their actions do not match their words.

6.They throw in positive reinforcement to confuse you.

7.They know confusion weakens people.  

8.They project.

9.They try to align people against you.

10.They tell you or others that you are crazy (or aggressive for that matter).

11.They tell you everyone else is a liar.

 

Gaslighting is a abusive psychological tactic. I'll be honest, that "one's better life" thread really made me

question myself and my personal choices as a vegan for a while. The constant judgement towards me made me

question if I was really a bad person for seeing animals equal to humans. Her words:

 

Quote:

People's lives comes first in my book, for you they are secondary to the animals & the planet. This is what the Nazis did & what many

vegans do. Maybe you don't see the difference between a human baby and a calf but that's the problem then isn't it? You would probably

rather see people starve than eat meat because your ideology surpasses reason. I think I need to point this out to you. My higher i
purpose is to expose the truth.

 

I can image bystanders reading this an agreeing to her lies.

 

I had to keep going back to my posts over, over and over, trying to figure out what happened. What I did

wrong. I admit that for someone who have been vegan for 2 years this August, I have a long way to go in

learning vs. someone being vegan/vegetarian for 10+ years.  

 

However, the truth is that I didn't instigate that argument at the end of the day.    

 

ZenTen: Don't you EVER tell lies about me nor twist my words when you disagree with my opinions.  

 

My J, will call YOU out.  

 

You lie about not having EnG...but admit you have dE and jG  

 

I dare you lie some more.

 

Quote:

That would be a pity, since your on-line personality is much more endearing than you appear to believe it to be.

 

I can NOT believe Taurus Five was EJ...the man who bullied me harshly from that Buddhism and Projection

thread a year or so ago. What is going on? Well he's not here anymore I guess.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #310 - on: 09.07.2019 at 17:13 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 09.07.2019 at 07:52 [UT+1]:

I did reflect sbout chronically angry people for the last few days. What I did figured out is rather shocking to me.

There is a bunch of toxic angry people in this world who do attack (E) others regularly for no good reason. Probably everyone knows

someone in their own family or at the work place like that.

Deep down this people might feel very discontent (like many people) with life but what difffers is that they let their anger out onto others

( overt or covert (I)). Usually they have an belief system (F) that sees them as superior to others and that they are basically

surrounded by idiots. They will not admit to it but deep down that’s what is there. In the end most of them do want to establish a

dominance (J) over others (control) as well. In order to reach their goals they will manipulate (J) their surroundings.

Because of lack of consciousness, lack of a strong inner G (healthy boundaries) or lack of a moral compass or whatever they do not

hesitate to unleash their anger onto others (which is abuse of the other).

What is the effect of it? The people who are on the receiving end of this Anger (E) will look like the bad ones. If bystanders are not able

to see through it (which often does not happen) then if the attacks persist the victim will look like the villain. The constant labelling as a

bad person works.

We can see that in small communities and in big collectives a well.

For instance Waybread was labelled as agressive (E) by ZenTen again and again in the Assange thread although I did not perceive any

agressiveness in her posts. It was obvious that she had a different opinion than ZenTen and that did not go down well with her.

Later a new thread (C) (this one here) was opened with the disguised intention of talking about Waybreads anger (E) issue by someone

else who had read all the labelling of ZenTen in regards to Waybread in that other thread.

Then in this new thread other people who disagree with ZenTen also get labelled as aggressive (me and former astro rose). This

manipulative strategy is used in order to get bystanders into their brain that this two people are also bad apples. Just spread the labelling

long enough and something will stick in the end.

All the time ZenTen looks rather innocent while causing all sorts of destruction (basically being the cause of it) and knowing exactly what

she is doing. That’s what I call devilish behaviour.

Same thing happens with national or religious groups. Someone starts to pick at a certain group, giving them bad labels and over time

more and more others believe it . Someone who seems to be bad needs some sort of correction and life for the victims becomes

increasingly difficult. In the end it can lead to the murder of them. Genocides happened that way.

That is E expressed in i's worst form (in a very distorted way).

Otherwise anger is a natural way of our soul telling us that something isn't right and that we Need to take some action. For instance if we

are treated in a abusive way and need to stand up for ourselves.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aggression

 

 

What a brilliant and eloquent post.

 

 

I've read Waybreads stuff on here for..well probably over a decade lol. She has never once struck me as being

in any way aggressive. Far from it, in fact if anything she is preternaturally calm and collected at all times. An

example to us all!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #311 - on: 09.07.2019 at 17:25 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 09.07.2019 at 10:51 [UT+1]:

Quote from Desiree on 09.07.2019 at 10:32 [UT+1]:

Tara… 

I really so much admire your patience, perseverance, diplomacy and your ungoing fight against all this banal bullying,

scapegoating and these insults consciously intended to hurt someone.

I am so ashamed this is done in the name of astrology!

Wasn’t astrology meant to gain a deeper insight of how and why we OURSELVES react in the way we do?

Is it not the greatest tool to help us to understand conflict in our life and transform that into growth?!

In these threads astrology is raped just to confirm personal opinions and to provoke conflict !

This thread has nothing to do with Mars: it is Pluto!

It already started with a hidden motive.

Mars is too impatient and stupid to hold back his original motifs; he fights openly.

Just look at the non-astro moralistic bs that we get poured over us! That is not Mars!! That is Pluto seeking control…

manipulating us to admire the person who knows what is good and bad. As if there is something like a general good or

bad.

What is good for one person is not good for another.

Then there is the amount of staggering projection in this thread!

Pluto is much more sensitive to project because his reactions arise from hidden/unconscious emotions/feelings. In his

ungoing need to manipulate and control the outside world, Pluto often loses controle over his own inner world. He is

absolutely unable to let go and reflect!

In his defence Pluto will turn and turn, use emo blackmail, the victimrole, whatever, just to proof he is right.

Mars is perfectly capable to admit he is wrong and find all this turning very boring.

Mars will punch you on your nose and Pluto under the belt.

Tara, you call ZenTen by name and I think you are right.

Ignoring her bullying doesn’t stop it and doesn’t help her.

Thread after thread is ruined by her ungoing search for conflict.

I hesitaded to answer her replies to me (and others) because it would be a repeat of: ‘what about you?’, ‘it takes one to

know one’ etc etc.

I do hope ZenTen will take your remarks seriously and take the time to look at herself.

Tara, next time I will support you sooner because you are a breath of fresh air that was very needed to to break this spiral

of negativity! Thank you. 

In terms of learning & in terms of understanding, you and nobody else is the center of the universe, you may know very well about a lot

and that is excellent, i take my hat off to you.

But in another way, some frivolity of some resentment & passive / Plutonian aggression is good for people to learn about.

Would you not say you are "Pluto" right now? wanting control to support your view, using "Tara" as a scapegoat for your "positivity"

The truth is, no one is any different, once you all detach from the ego, you will see who is really playing power games for control of

others.

Pluto can be highly transformative, and can be used for insight, guidance, help & also the deep spirituality aspect is pretty impressive, it

takes a person to want something good, and to be decisive with it and to never return.

That is the phase that Pluto grants no return and a total transformation into that thing you so desire.

Pluto on the higher side tells us to let go of desire, so the desire to win... is apparent in many here.

Desire can be put to good use, perhaps your partner, give them that beautiful intensity instead of destroying others or yourself, we don't

need to prove anything.

Plutonians understand this way, at least one's who have gone through enough in life, the constant change, the constant flow onwards

towards betterment.

 

Pluto is such a raw element of the human being. It's hard for me to "spiritualize it". It's of matter, it's

manifestation. I can't imagine it "letting go" of desire. These planets conquer us, our human experiences. The

constant J changes are trans-formative, like a dark samsara play. But J is not as liberating; moksha. Maybe if

it's in the 12th house natally? My hJ in the 1st, I'm experiencing it in this physical body, my ego, my self-

expression.  

 

Tao quote:

 

Ever desireless one can see the mystery

Ever desiring one can see the manifestations.

These two spring from the same source but differ in name; this appears as darkness.

Darkness within darkness.

The gate to all mystery
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #312 - on: 09.07.2019 at 20:06 [UT+1] »

 

Thank you, Desiree. I appreciate your support. 

 

After writing my post on my way to work I suddenly though: It’s when pluto connects with mars that natural

anger get’s toxic (manipulation, abuse etc). It’s not an coincidence that the worst expression of mars (murder)

often happens when there is a Plutotransit to mars.  Now I am home and reading your post. Wow. We both had

the same thought. You are completely right. Thanks for your great elaboration about pluto. I will copy it and

put it to my files.  

 

Can you believe that this little guy lost his planet status and got demoted a while ago? The people who did that

had no idea about what they were doing or maybe they were inspired by him after all. Pluto loves to work in

the dark and hides his deeds.  

 

That being said pluto is needed and important for it’s positive characteristics and has his goods sides like any

other planet (transformation, going to the core of a problem in order to get it resolved, research etc.)  

It’s his distortions that can be rather gruesome.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #313 - on: 09.07.2019 at 20:29 [UT+1] »

 

Sounds like many of you got out your explosive CE anger which was exact today.  That's great way to let off

the steam you've been holding inside. 

 

I had a very productive time & earned good cash, very stressful & it's a lot of work but I'm almost done.  

 

See how well astrology works, conjunctions especially are very powerful. 

 

Lovely postings once again CV.  You are just operating at a totally different level from the rest of us who are

coming from a very strong ego base.  You remind us all to stay humble.

 

Peace out. 

 

p.s. I just saw 3Birds posting before I signed out.  Well said but I don't think the thread will die just yet, not

until E has moved past C by a degree or two.  Being RX, many of the postings appear to be E anger that

they have held onto for a long time & now the energy explodes.   The pent up E still being released so maybe

the thread will die down next week? 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #314 - on: 09.07.2019 at 20:41 [UT+1] »

 

astro_rose wrote:

 

Quote:

Would this be a form of gas-lighting? What if E isn't the problem but rather I?

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/here-there-and-everywhere/201701/11-warn ing-signs-gaslighting

1.They tell blatant lies.

2.They deny they ever said something, even though you have proof.

3.They use what is near and dear to you as ammunition.

4.They wear you down over time.

5.Their actions do not match their words.

6.They throw in positive reinforcement to confuse you.

7.They know confusion weakens people.

8.They project.

9.They try to align people against you.

10.They tell you or others that you are crazy (or aggressive for that matter).

11.They tell you everyone else is a liar.

 

 

I think that probably all of what you mention is connected to Pluto. Confusion would be neptune but it is what

the victim (I) ends up with. Every other point is about what the perpetrator does and that looks like pluto to

me.  

It's a list of manipualtion tactics that are used by such people frequently.

 

I recommend Dr. Les Carters channel "Surviving narcissism" again.  

 

For instance:

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ttv6bI8GqL4

How gaslighting narcissists operate

 

Quote:

Gaslighting is a abusive psychological tactic. I'll be honest, that "one's better life" thread really made me question myself and my

personal choices as a vegan for a while. The constant judgement towards me made me question if I was really a bad person for seeing

animals equal to humans.

 

Manipulators make personal attacks in order to weaken the selfconfidence of the targetted person. As less

selfconfident the other person is as more easy it is for them to establish their dominance (and that is their

prime aim).  

Ordinary healthy humans don't want to dominate others and often are easy prey because they are just can't

imagine anyone behaving like that because it is not in their own mindset.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #315 - on: 09.07.2019 at 20:43 [UT+1] »

 

Greg Young wrote:

 

Quote:

What a brilliant and eloquent post.

I've read Waybreads stuff on here for..well probably over a decade lol. She has never once struck me as being in any way aggressive. Far

from it, in fact if anything she is preternaturally calm and collected at all times. An example to us all!

 

Thanks Greg. 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #316 - on: 09.07.2019 at 22:17 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 09.07.2019 at 20:29 [UT+1]:

Sounds like many of you got out your explosive CE anger which was exact today. That's great way to let off the steam you've been

holding inside. 

I had a very productive time & earned good cash, very stressful & it's a lot of work but I'm almost done.

See how well astrology works, conjunctions especially are very powerful. 

 

Also to add, Na stationed retrograde today, so it would have been moving at a   slower place the past week.

That would have kicked up some issues.  

 

We have also had A exactly conjunct North Kd, which was exactly opposite G and South Kj .... in turn,

the Bg made a T-square to both  

 

And for further fun to be added, De made a square to Ob too yesterday  

 

All amidst Eclipse season, today was the halfway point between the Solar and upcoming Lunar Eclipse, the First

Quarter.  

 

It's not just here I'm seeing flare-ups, same thing IRL too  

 

Not to jinx anything for me, but I haven't really felt the anger, more tired than usual if anything .... although I

am keeping my fingers crossed I don't get any speeding tickets, ooops  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #317 - on: 09.07.2019 at 22:44 [UT+1] »

 

~Tara~ and Desiree, I appreciate your posts #295 and 296.

 

I think sometimes it is hard for people to separate out who they are personally, vs. their ideas.  The attitude

seems to be "If you criticize my ideas, you criticize me personally."  Generally the personal assault is not the

original intent of the idea-critic, though.  For one thing, we do not know each other personally on this forum:

 we see a nickname, a certain posting style, normally not even a photo or much autobiographical information,

so exactly who or what could be the target of a personal attack?

 

Social media are really prone to personal attacks, unfortunately.  Maybe this thread merely partakes of a much

bigger trend.

 

"Ah," someone counters,  "But we're far more clever! We read horoscopes!  So we're not just trashing words on

the screen, we're explaining exactly why someone is such a miserable excuse for a human being!"  

 

Unfortunately, if someone is already mad at another member, the chart merely becomes a more specialized

weapon with which to attack him or her.

 

To me, this is a big misuse of astrology.  

 

 I first got hooked on astrology in my early 40s, when learning to read charts.  My mother's life was very

troubled during its last decades.  As I interpreted her chart for the first time, I could see the inner demons with

which she struggled; and how some difficult outer planet transits would have driven her into a bad place, from

which she couldn't remove herself.  I realized that astrology gives us a glimpse into the "wiring" of the soul.

 That, I think is its best and highest use, followed by trying to be helpful to people who struggle with real-world

practical problems.

 

This isn't to say that my own record of chart reading is perfectly pious.  However, respecting the helpful and

even sacred potential of the horoscope is a goal towards which I strive.  

 

Certainly I have a feisty streak in my personality.  But this is not all of who I am, and I believe that at times,

my feisty streak was beneficial to others.  (To mention one example, I was in a male-oriented discipline for

many years.  I worked on behalf of women in my discipline through my major professional association,

something I couldn't have done had I seen my role as being suitably subservient to the prevailing norms.)

 

One would think from some of the posts on this thread, direct or covert, that my personhood could be reduced

to one symbol: Mars in Pisces.    (Nobody seemed to pick up on the Virgo Saturn opposition, which puts the

brakes on Mars in a significant way.)

 

Desiree, I think you are right about Pluto.  There is the quick flash of anger (Mars, possibly also Uranus) that

quickly burns out vs. the long-smoldering embers of the revenge motive. This might be Mars-Saturn

(traditional) or Pluto (modern) or a combination.

 

I can't stop people from reading my chart here.  For a long time I didn't want to post it at all, out of privacy

concerns.  I'd been near-cyber-stalked twice, and it wasn't pleasant.  Then I found people guessing at my chart,

and even posting what they thought it was -- ironically with birth locations that were completely wrong.  I also

reached a point where I felt more comfortable in talking about my chart.

 

I have modified my chart here slightly out of concerns for privacy and identity theft.  It is close to accurate but

I wouldn't recommend a reading dependent upon complete accuracy, such as higher harmonics.

 

Re: Desiree's post #298.

 

Afternoon Sun has previously read my chart in detail on this forum, and in ways that I found highly

disrespectful, as well as missing significant portions of what I am like as a person and how my life actually

turned out.

 

He knows what he thinks about my horoscope and me.  And so do I.

 

I also read Afternoon Sun's chart in detail on a previous thread.  He didn't much care for it, either.

 

On a previous thread, I also did the synastry. There is a difficult reciprocal Mars-Saturn bit, but otherwise some

really harmonious contacts. I thought we'd actually get along fine if we ever met.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #318 - on: 09.07.2019 at 23:09 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Phoebe on 09.07.2019 at 12:11 [UT+1]:

........

You know Tara, there are times when it would behoove Waybread to heed her own advice and not read or answer posts she doesn't like, or

disagrees with. Had she heeded admin's first warning against non-astrological postings on the Assange thread, many of her subsequent

posts would not have been deleted. And, had she listened to the OP's request that we proceed in a manner that would not get the thread

shut down, this thread would not exist. So many threads have been shut down by admin's to the extent that they've threatened more than

once to shut the entire mundane section down. I do think if there was more astrology and less ideology there would be alot less anger, and

lessen the risk of losing the mundane section - there's a very long year and a half to go before 2020.

As for toxic anger, I've seen none more than what's been expressed on the Trump thread. For 2-1/2 long years and 165 pages, this is a

thread you've been more than happy to share with Zen Ten. Is the difference that, there, the two of you are in agreement which makes

the anger okay?

I agree, it's not all about Mars, and that there are Saturn-Pluto dominance and control issues involved, but the more wrathful aspects of

Jupiter-Juno should not be overlooked, nor the tribalism of the Moon, either.

As for the soul, it's been said that anger is our greatest teacher. In fact, our soul can become a bloody battlefield. Another member posted

a quote a couple pages ago that reminded me of another from Heraclitus....

“Never will you find the boundaries of the soul, by whatever paths you search; so all-embracing is the soul's being.”

What we're all working with here is like a double-edged sword. If we were to grow a thicker skin we'd lose our connection to the outer

world.

 

Phoebe, just to set the record straight.

 

The moderators deleted a few of my posts on the Assange thread for non-astrological content, not for flaming

anybody.  One of your posts was deleted, as well.

 

Unfortunately in a mundane thread, I have a tendency to focus more on the facts of the matter or the analysis

of a case, vs. astrology.  Most of my recent posts' content related to the legality of the Assange extradition

requests, and how his case intersects with the First Amendment.  

 

I do heed my own advice about not reading and responding to posts I don't like.  The best example I can think

of is, time and again, putting you on my personal "ignore" list, due to your frequent carping at me.

 

I've been on just a few threads (since I joined in 2007) that the moderators shut down. I am not responsible

for what other people post.  I am not responsible for the OP's feelings about me, or anger more generally.  Only

she can be responsible for her own feelings.  

 

I don't participate on the Trump thread.  As you know, he is a highly polarizing figure in the US and

internationally.  It would be hard to imagine a thread about him that did not stimulate anger.

 

Phoebe, your posts on this and other threads have often been very negative and harsh.  I hope you will let your

hair down a little, and talk about anger in your own life.  What do you see as the astrological basis for the

anger that you express in this forum?

 

Just curious.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #319 - on: 10.07.2019 at 02:18 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Greg Young on 09.07.2019 at 17:13 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 09.07.2019 at 07:52 [UT+1]:

I did reflect sbout chronically angry people for the last few days. What I did figured out is rather shocking to me.

There is a bunch of toxic angry people in this world who do attack (E) others regularly for no good reason. Probably

everyone knows someone in their own family or at the work place like that.

Deep down this people might feel very discontent (like many people) with life but what difffers is that they let their anger

out onto others ( overt or covert (I)). Usually they have an belief system (F) that sees them as superior to others and

that they are basically surrounded by idiots. They will not admit to it but deep down that’s what is there. In the end most

of them do want to establish a dominance (J) over others (control) as well. In order to reach their goals they will

manipulate (J) their surroundings.

Because of lack of consciousness, lack of a strong inner G (healthy boundaries) or lack of a moral compass or whatever

they do not hesitate to unleash their anger onto others (which is abuse of the other).

What is the effect of it? The people who are on the receiving end of this Anger (E) will look like the bad ones. If

bystanders are not able to see through it (which often does not happen) then if the attacks persist the victim will look like

the villain. The constant labelling as a bad person works.

We can see that in small communities and in big collectives a well.

For instance Waybread was labelled as agressive (E) by ZenTen again and again in the Assange thread although I did not

perceive any agressiveness in her posts. It was obvious that she had a different opinion than ZenTen and that did not go

down well with her.

Later a new thread (C) (this one here) was opened with the disguised intention of talking about Waybreads anger (E)

issue by someone else who had read all the labelling of ZenTen in regards to Waybread in that other thread.

Then in this new thread other people who disagree with ZenTen also get labelled as aggressive (me and former astro rose).

This manipulative strategy is used in order to get bystanders into their brain that this two people are also bad apples. Just

spread the labelling long enough and something will stick in the end.

All the time ZenTen looks rather innocent while causing all sorts of destruction (basically being the cause of it) and

knowing exactly what she is doing. That’s what I call devilish behaviour.

Same thing happens with national or religious groups. Someone starts to pick at a certain group, giving them bad labels

and over time more and more others believe it . Someone who seems to be bad needs some sort of correction and life for

the victims becomes increasingly difficult. In the end it can lead to the murder of them. Genocides happened that way.

That is E expressed in i's worst form (in a very distorted way).

Otherwise anger is a natural way of our soul telling us that something isn't right and that we Need to take some action.

For instance if we are treated in a abusive way and need to stand up for ourselves.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aggression

What a brilliant and eloquent post.

I've read Waybreads stuff on here for..well probably over a decade lol. She has never once struck me as being in any way aggressive. Far

from it, in fact if anything she is preternaturally calm and collected at all times. An example to us all!

 

I agree with Greg Young's post.  Any post by Waybread that I have read by her has always been very

knowledgeable and I fail to see how some others see her responses as combative.  I learn quite a bit from her

astrologically.  I feel that she also does quite a bit of research into the material that she presents.  I appreciate

her sharing her knowledge.  I think it is just time for a kind word.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #320 - on: 10.07.2019 at 04:28 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun Quote:

Waybread and I have found some sort of equilibrium at the moment it seems, at least we are not

at each other. So I am loathe to change that. It is difficult to analyse a chart where there is

conflict without risking opening wounds or alternatively down-playing factors.

...And I would need Waybread to agree as well in this instance.

 

 

Waybread Quote:

Afternoon Sun has previously read my chart in detail on this forum, and in ways that I found highly disrespectful, as well as missing

significant portions of what I am like as a person and how my life actually turned out.

He knows what he thinks about my horoscope and me. And so do I.

I also read Afternoon Sun's chart in detail on a previous thread. He didn't much care for it, either.

On a previous thread, I also did the synastry. There is a difficult reciprocal Mars-Saturn bit, but otherwise some really harmonious

contacts. I thought we'd actually get along fine if we ever met.

 

And I thought we had reached  some sort of equilibrium. But now with the support of  Tara and Desiree and a

couple of others WB has  decided to rewrite the record and begin her sly  attacks again. . I'm accused of  highly

disrespectful detailed anaylsis of WBs  chart.  And poor innocent WB  is just the victim again.  

 

Desiree [quote]

Quote:

(And I didn't wanted to do your chart, I asked you to do it...remember?)

 

Yes I remember. I also suspected  something like  this might be triggered.

Desiree Quote:

I did also look at the charts and can maybe add my interpation later (if you are interested).

(Lets do some old-fashioned astrology here) Wink

 

Well  seeing you have  helped revive it all Desiree, please  show us your interpretation. I am now very

interested, and I am not being defensive and I don't need a herbal tea, thank you..

 

And seeing I have  been accused of doing a detailed interpretation and WB has admitted to  doing my chart I

will look at the dynamics that exist between us, and show how it can be looked at, hopefully impartially and

 reasonably sympathetically to both parties.   It will take me a while to do it so  please Desiree   post your  

take on the  charts  while I   look at them.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #321 - on: 10.07.2019 at 04:44 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Greg Young on 09.07.2019 at 17:13 [UT+1]:

.....

I've read Waybreads stuff on here for..well probably over a decade lol. She has never once struck me as being in any way aggressive. Far

from it, in fact if anything she is preternaturally calm and collected at all times. An example to us all!

 

Greg and Northern Lights, thank you so much.  

 

It reminds me that, back when I did a lot more entire chart readings for people, I would sometimes come

across people whose chart suggested a really bad temper.  I would this put to them (diplomatically, of course.)

 I still recall an older person who said, "When I was younger, I did have a terrible temper, but I learned that I

had to control it."

 

Probably most of us had to learn a lot of diplomatic language in the workplace, although it wasn't an artform I

ever perfected.  Now that I am retired, I feel more inclined to say what I like.  Then there is the Internet Factor,

which seems to bring out more anger.

 

Makes me wonder if Uranus, who rules sudden upsets as well as things electronic and futuristic, is afoot.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #322 - on: 10.07.2019 at 05:46 [UT+1] »

 

Afternoon Sun, I recommend that you re-read what you just posted.  It actually has earmarks of most of

astro_rose's signs of gaslighting, although I wouldn't put them in the same words.

 

As my mother used to say to us children, it takes two to start a quarrel.  The "equilibrium" you mentioned

happened when I simply ignored your disrespectful posts and you took up other conversations.  For the record,

I solicited none of the supportive posts.  However, I appreciate them, and I think that it is appropriate to thank

people for them.

 

Here's what you just wrote about me:

 

 "....but now with the support of.... others WB has decided to rewrite the record and begin her sly attacks

again."

 

What you essentially just said is that I am: (a) emboldened by other people, not by what I independently want

to say; (b) I lie about existing posts; and (c) and I am deceitful in expressing my opinions.

 

"...poor innocent WB is just the victim again."

 

I have never described myself as either "innocent" (of what?) or as a "victim."  I am not a victim on this thread,

as I recently stated.   Possibly others see me that way.

 

"I have been accused of doing a detailed interpretation...." (mentioned 2x)

 

So now who is playing the innocent, "accused" of an innocent activity?  The problem, AS, as you recall, wasn't

your volume of detail.  It was in your spiteful interpretation that simply missed big chunks of my personality

and life experience.  You weaponized my chart to explain exactly why I was such a rotten person on this forum.

 

 

Such behaviour is not only offensive, but it violates professional astrologers' ethics codes.  See sections A of

ISAR's and the NCGR's Code of Ethics:

 

https://isarastrology.org/en-ca/about/code-of-ethics-7-2003/  

 

https://geocosmic.org/about-ncgr/code-of-ethics/

 

If you are unclear about which specific sections of these codes I mean, let me know and I will identify each of

them for you.

 

"WB  has admitted to doing my chart....."

 

"Admitted" is a synonym for a reluctant confession.  This was not the basis of my simple statement of fact, that

I did post a partial reading of your chart.

 

Given this deteriorating level of response from you today, and the caliber of your previous unsolicited chart

reading of me, I recommend that you not read my chart, Afternoon Sun: unless you can take a more ethical

and balanced approach than I saw in the past.  This will probably require a more serious and unaccustomed

level of introspection on your part, as to your true purpose and commitments, than I have seen in your many

posts to date.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #323 - on: 10.07.2019 at 08:07 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from zippy on 24.06.2019 at 19:12 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I've been aware of how angry people get here on the forum and at times it seems quite destructive.

I was told by a forum member a long time ago that many on this forum have mental health disorders, unemployment and financial issues,

divorce and relationship issues. Many are disabled, lonely, and on this forum all day long. And not to take it to 'heart'.

I recently was told by a member that I'm "out for revenge" for her, from a member I didn't even know or follow, and that I had

continually "personally attacked" her. I of course asked for the thread(s), which she could not provide since they did not exist.

I don't know if it's astrology or forums in general. It seems like I don't see this kind of anger and aggression on other forums. And the Ad

Hominem attacks often using one's chart, which this individual did to me also , w/o even knowing my chart... Weird.

Quote:

So, I wondered where anger is found in one's natal chart. For those who are completely unaware of how they come across...

are there any placements they might check out, such as Mars in a natal chart, to get a clue and start to own their projections

perhaps?

Yeah, many seem unaware or at least uncaring, how they come across. And yes, Mars and other placements may be seen, but it won't

necessarily show TBI, Narcissism, Medications one is under the influence of, and much more.

All that said, many here are quite passionate about their beliefs on astrology, nothing wrong with that, but it seems many go on the

attack to prove them 'right' and another 'wrong'. It seems some feel the need to feel like a Deity.

I think Rob Hand said "the one thing I wish for astrology, is to stop arguing over it"

But I don't think that arguing about astrology is the root cause of all the anger and aggression that is on here.

 

Thanks for the Rob Hand quote Zippy.

 

This young woman seems to have a good handle on it.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ljKr2Fpgic

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karpman_drama_triangle

And the antithesis: The Winner's Triangle

 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/52446575/TAJ-1990-Acey-Choy-The-winners-triangle-r#sc ribd

 

Everyone is experiencing the same transits currently and they are stressful, regardless of where they fall in our

personal charts. With Saturn m Pluto n Sun and in addition Mercury RxmE o Uranus   along with

Jupiter o Neptune...everyone is experiencing a lot of stressors.

 

Those stressors are not (in reality) other people on this forum or anywhere; they are experienced internally if

astrology and birth charts have any relevance whatsoever. Whatever plays out outside, it is an inside job and it

is only inside that anything can change.

 

We no longer see planets as Gods and Goddesses and astrology isn't approached with respect or prayer as

possibly it was in the past and still is in Vedic tradition.  

 

On this forum we have no common way of seeing planets. This is the psychological astrology section of the

forum and there are members here who express contempt for Jung and Freud and Liz Greene. We have no

common language and are using words really loosely without actually paying any attention to what is actually

meant, just batting back and forth in a pretty unconscious unreflecting kind of way.

 

If we respect any astrology framework or use any chart based model in any way whatsoever, it behoves us

to pay attention to how we are individually affected currently, personally,  quite separately, before we interact

on the forum (or anywhere for that matter).

 

The chart of the moment is a stressed one. Mercury rx is conjunct Mars.They are squaring Uranus!!!!

Matrika Matters

Member

Posts: 7405
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #324 - on: 10.07.2019 at 08:21 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

For one thing, we do not know each other personally on this forum: we see a nickname, a certain posting style, normally not even a photo

or much autobiographical information, so exactly who or what could be the target of a personal attack?

Social media are really prone to personal attacks, unfortunately. Maybe this thread merely partakes of a much bigger trend.

 

Waybread, there must have been some synchronicity going on! Had a similar conversation with someone

yesterday after watching a documentary.  

 

We were discussing whether technology has changed the world for the worse .... or has it just simply revealed

what has always been there.  

 

Because technology has given everyone a voice now, anyone with a phone or tablet  can put their two pennies

out there which unfortunately includes trolling and flaming, even the most mild mannered people in real life

can turn into raging sociopaths online, due to one pivotal thing .... anonymity.  

 

I saw another documentary where they tested this. A professional singer came into the room and pretended to

sing very badly. Control Group A were asked to provide their comments in paper, but with their full names

shown . Control Group B were asked to do the same, but their comments were anonymised. You can pretty

much guess what happened!  

 

Of course, the anonymised group were the most critical, scathing, and used very personal attacks, ie "she

sounds like cats drowning!". The looks on their faces though when the singer came back into the room and read

the comments .... pure horror!  

 

The ones with their full names on the comments were far more encouraging and positive, suggesting that she

has a few singing lessons but how she has "great potential".

 

The groups did take away a valuable lesson though, treat other people well online as you would treat people

offline, face to face   there are still human feelings sat behind that screen.

 

Edit to add: the astrology bit! I wonder if therefore, online trolling can be seen as a 12H issue now? I originally

thought 3H for communication, I still do actually. But 12H combined would fit in with the anonymity, what (or

who) you can't see, and therefore your hidden enemies
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #325 - on: 10.07.2019 at 08:40 [UT+1] »

 

What are you so fearful of Waybread? Which face do we see now? The intimidator revealing herself? Or the

 victim  planning to garner  forum support ?   How many times have you done this to people?

 

Shall we partake of some  afternoon bread?

 

Here is your Saturn on my Mars (my chart  ruler) attempting to suppress my Mars, while at the same time your

Mars is opposing mine initiating an attack , but under the guise of innocence  - your rising  Neptune in Libra

that you use to confuse others  about your intent. Are you  pretending you don't know what you  do?  

 

Your Sun opposes my Saturn, I expect you also feel restricted by my saturn despite your flirty contradictory

overtures (that  we can get on) of your  Venus Mercury on my MC opposed to your  Moon on my IC, (logic and

emotion at loggerheads), everything conflated and all   brought  together  by your Pluto at the  midpoint of

one or  the other ends of all your oppositions  and  smack on my Pluto, which, responding to the way you

"Saturn my  Mars",    is saying  "get off me!"  as loudly and clearly as it can.  

 

If we add  your Ceres to the mix, which is at 17 Leo, then there are no less than seven  planets,  both your

lights,  both your inner planets,  and Mars and Saturn all bundled  on or opposite your  Pluto m Ceres at their

 midpoint,  with your Moon applying to Pluto.  

 

Your main outlet for your Pluto is that sextile to your rising Neptune in Libra, lying just beneath your Virgo

Ascendant,  which  disguises your intention to others, beneath  a helpful, bookish  manner.  With  five planets

in air signs  you find it easy to communicate and  spread your Neptunian persona, it is a grand trine  by

element , not aspect,  but like most grand trines it shows  a habitual pattern of escapism, almost effortless for

you  now. But it is a mixed  blessing, for like most grand trines, it is a closed  circle,  a habit pattern that

repeats and  doubtless has repeated  throughout your life and career.

 

As you point out, it takes two to start a quarrel.  And you've certainly been in many. I don't think it

 coincidence Waybread, and I  can feel   through my chart  the dynamics of your chart and  any astrologer

worth their salt  will  see how  Neptune's  escapist tendencies will come to the fore in your first house ,

especially  as a part of a  grand trine.  You could use your chart more constructively than  being one half of

numerous  quarrels, and jumping between the intimidator and the victim. Between Pluto  and Neptune.  

 

Why don't you apply  your astrological knowledge to your  own chart and behaviour?  You don't have to get

into  quarrels if you don't want to. You could even take your own advice and just ignore  any posts you  don't

 like.

 afternoon_bread_2.png   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #326 - on: 10.07.2019 at 09:16 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 09.07.2019 at 04:04 [UT+1]:

well Jen J my post was about how an astrological technique that shows coincidence with events reaffirms our place in the universe, that it

is not fate but an affirmation of our right to be here, that we are in sync with what we have to learn and it is shown in our chart (if we

have the wisdom to perceive it). That you choose to selectively pluck out a sentence, and detach it from the context of the paragraph it is

in to suit your opposed world view, is not my fault nor concern. (eg "please note my use of the word right etc" -

wrong Jen J they were my words and my use, not your words and your use).

 

Firstly, your whole response is of anger, and hatred shown towards the person rather than of the contesting

opinion you were given.

Further, the highlighted is to clarify just how blind anger can cloud your interpreting, which causes you to

become childlike in claiming ownership of words!

So for clarity of your understanding my meaning in saying "my USE of the word "right" "  - please note the

emphasis in capitals to clarify my intention. It certainly had no intention of robbing you of your words in the

way you read it as " MY use".

Furthermore the whole context of my post should have made it clear that it was based on your word "right"

which I USED to contest it by giving my opinion.  

 

Your problem lies in misinterpreting.  

You misinterpreted the whole meaning of my post by misinterpreting my meaning of USING your words "right

to be".  

 

That made your whole response from the wrong assumption of my meaning which came from my saying "ZERO

right to be" - by your placing judgemental emphasis on the words "to be" rather than on my intended meaning

of "right" being ZERO.  

 

You misinterpreted my intended meaning by overlooking the word even in capitals, "ZERO".

 ZERO referred to "right", not to "to be". As such it gives a different meaning than the one which you ascribed

to it.

 

As for the rest of your post, it is nothing more than ramblings of a self-defensive ego which don't merit

response.

 

Jen J

 

 

Your ramblings :  

Quote:

You express your anger in a way that demands others be subject to it, but it carries no authority with me. It is your anger for you to

endure. Perhaps it is your place in this world to be a co-ordinator of anger on issues you choose, and to lash those who do not bow to your

selective interpretations or world view of what they themselves say to others. That is for you to worry about, argue about, demand

agreement, or promote, whatever. Far be it from me to become a disciple or follower of yours. I refuse to get angry at your bidding so

will happily refrain from supporting your causes or point of view.

The one thing that is crystal clear to me is that you are an angry person. I am not. I am a person who is attuned to my life and path

despite the shades of good and evil that exist in our world. I believe the paths we tread are not random nor haphazard. Neither my F in

i road , nor your E in e roar. (Yes I know that is where transit E is, not your frustrated Mars in g which loves an argument) But your

way is not mine. So I will not adopt it and be angry, and look for a word here or there to justify an unprovoked attack, nor to bicker

about. That can be your bag. You don't need my help to get what you are looking for. So I'll end this happily with a 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #327 - on: 10.07.2019 at 09:48 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 10.07.2019 at 05:46 [UT+1]:

Afternoon Sun, I recommend that you re-read what you just posted. It actually has earmarks of most of astro_rose's signs of gaslighting,

although I wouldn't put them in the same words.

...........

Here's what you just wrote about me:

"....but now with the support of.... others WB has decided to rewrite the record and begin her sly attacks again."

What you essentially just said is that I am: (a) emboldened by other people, not by what I independently want to say; (b) I lie about

existing posts; and (c) and I am deceitful in expressing my opinions.

"...poor innocent WB is just the victim again."

I have never described myself as either "innocent" (of what?) or as a "victim." I am not a victim on this thread, as I recently stated.

Possibly others see me that way.

"I have been accused of doing a detailed interpretation...." (mentioned 2x)

So now who is playing the innocent, "accused" of an innocent activity? The problem, AS, as you recall, wasn't your volume of detail. It

was in your spiteful interpretation that simply missed big chunks of my personality and life experience. You weaponized my chart to

explain exactly why I was such a rotten person on this forum.

Such behaviour is not only offensive, but it violates professional astrologers' ethics codes. See sections A of ISAR's and the NCGR's Code

of Ethics:

https://isarastrology.org/en-ca/about/code-of-ethics-7-2003/

https://geocosmic.org/about-ncgr/code-of-ethics/

If you are unclear about which specific sections of these codes I mean, let me know and I will identify each of them for you.

"WB has admitted to doing my chart....."

"Admitted" is a synonym for a reluctant confession. This was not the basis of my simple statement of fact, that I did post a partial

reading of your chart.

Given this deteriorating level of response from you today, and the caliber of your previous unsolicited chart reading of me, I recommend

that you not read my chart, Afternoon Sun: unless you can take a more ethical and balanced approach than I saw in the past. This will

probably require a more serious and unaccustomed level of introspection on your part, as to your true purpose and commitments, than I

have seen in your many posts to date.

 

By way of offering some insight into my experience of communicating with Afternoon Sun, which I obviously

hope may help in your dismissing any further deterioration in your communications with him, is that whatever

gets said is misinterpreted and then defended by criticisms based on ego justification. (Virgo Mars can be very

critical given Virgo need for boxes).

 

Therefore communicating becomes irrational given that it also needs thinking outside of boxes.

 

Perhaps this is due to Mercury retrograde. I have not communicated with Afternoon Sun until this Retrograde

so I will concede it.  

 

I want to qualify my offer of my own insight by way enjoying your thinking, and expressing your thoughts -

especially your post about how you see anger expressed here on the forum.

It is a pleasure to read your rational thoughts.

 

My mercury is the apex planet of a yod. Perhaps that also gives clarity for this post. 

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #328 - on: 10.07.2019 at 09:50 [UT+1] »

 

I  could have guessed you'd be  in for your chop Jen J but I've no idea why you're still around when you think

Jen J Quote:

We have zero right to be on this planet.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #329 - on: 10.07.2019 at 10:10 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 09:50 [UT+1]:

I could have guessed you'd be in for your chop Jen J but I've no idea why you're still around when you think

Jen J Quote:

We have zero right to be on this planet.

 

My response was not a "chop" in your manner of communicating but one obviously of something you are not

able to appreciate - explanation.

 

You have no idea why I am still around because you still misinterpret the emphasis of my original post which

conveys my meaning - i.e. RIGHT. I said we have "ZERO right to be on this planet"

 

I did not say that humans should not live. Its about our "RIGHT", and in my opinion that right is ZERO.

 

Try to follow the meaning.  

You are correct about my Mars in Libra. Thank heaven, I say. At least I can express it by Air and not Fire.  

I direct my anger against human mentalities, especially those which assume their right on this planet is to

DENY other lifeforms on this planet their same RIGHT. That in my reasoning cancels their own right to ZERO!! I

hope you understand the rationale.

 

This is Libra - it needs equal rights and balances.  

Mars in Libra : I argue for those equal rights and balances.

 

And Mars is trine my Libra ruler Venus in Aquarius (together with Jupiter) - also Air.  

 

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #330 - on: 10.07.2019 at 10:29 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kokoro on 10.07.2019 at 08:07 [UT+1]:

.................

On this forum we have no common way of seeing planets. This is the psychological astrology section of the forum and there are members

here who express contempt for Jung and Freud and Liz Greene. We have no common language and are using words really loosely without

actually paying any attention to what is actually meant, just batting back and forth in a pretty unconscious unreflecting kind of way.

If we respect any astrology framework or use any chart based model in any way whatsoever, it behoves us to pay attention to how we

are individually affected currently, personally, quite separately, before we interact on the forum (or anywhere for that matter).

The chart of the moment is a stressed one. Mercury rx is conjunct Mars.They are squaring Uranus!!!!

 

Exactly.

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #331 - on: 10.07.2019 at 11:03 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 04:28 [UT+1]:

Well seeing you have helped revive it all Desiree, please show us your interpretation. I am now very interested, and I am not being

defensive and I don't need a herbal tea, thank you..

 

No, I did not revive it at all, AS, it was far from over!! And todays replies proof that. Any little spark and it

starts again. If two people stop shouting and attacking each other will not say the conflict is solved. The conflict

is only solved when they stop pointing fingers and start looking at themselves… :

What are YOU doing, Afternoon Sun, that is fueling this conflict?  

 

Synastry is not meant to find confirmation of the fault of the other… It is meant to give us an inside in what is

happening in the relationship and with this insight we get a great tool to change / bow the content of the two

planets in a more positive or workable way.

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 08:40 [UT+1]:

Here is your Saturn on my Mars, my chart ruler, attempting to suppress me,

Here you use the Synastry to find conformation of the fault of Waybread…

That doesn’t help…

Waybread is not consciously entering this forum in the morning with her coffee with the idea to go nicely

suppress Afternoon Sun.  

So the right way to encounter this is: YOU feel frustrated, supressed, limited (Saturn) in the way you stand up

for yourself (Mars).

You feel irritation and anger (Mars) boiling up by the way you are confronted by dogma, rules, regulations,

conservatism and the way ‘things are supose to be done’ (Saturn).  

 

Now lets look at what your Mars must feel on the Saturn of Waybread…because Synastry is a two way street…

 

Waybread must feel attacked and haunted by your warlord (Mars) her bounderies (Saturn) stepped on, her

dogmas, rules, regulations, conservatism (Saturn) all blown out of the sky by your active and agressive (Mars)

reactions.  

You have to agree that she must feel very threatened by your Mars.

 

By looking at it from two sides… and Synastry always has two sides… you block your own blame-game. Then,

and only then, you get insight wich is the first step in breaking the cycle of conflict.

 

You skipped the square from Waybreads Saturn to your Mercury that is part of a t-square with both your Mars.

I think this is a very important configuration.  

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 08:40 [UT+1]:

while at the same time your Mars is opposing mine initiating an attack on me,

 

And your Mars had the day off ?  

Certainly not today because your reply where I quote this from is one big angry rage/attack…  

I think herbal tea is not enough anymore but a pause from the forum for a couple weeks looks advisable.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #332 - on: 10.07.2019 at 11:49 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 09.07.2019 at 23:09 [UT+1]:

Phoebe, just to set the record straight.

The moderators deleted a few of my posts on the Assange thread for non-astrological content, not for flaming anybody. One of your posts

was deleted, as well.

Unfortunately in a mundane thread, I have a tendency to focus more on the facts of the matter or the analysis of a case, vs. astrology.

Most of my recent posts' content related to the legality of the Assange extradition requests, and how his case intersects with the First

Amendment.

I do heed my own advice about not reading and responding to posts I don't like. The best example I can think of is, time and again,

putting you on my personal "ignore" list, due to your frequent carping at me.

I've been on just a few threads (since I joined in 2007) that the moderators shut down. I am not responsible for what other people post. I

am not responsible for the OP's feelings about me, or anger more generally. Only she can be responsible for her own feelings.

I don't participate on the Trump thread. As you know, he is a highly polarizing figure in the US and internationally. It would be hard to

imagine a thread about him that did not stimulate anger.

Phoebe, your posts on this and other threads have often been very negative and harsh. I hope you will let your hair down a little, and talk

about anger in your own life. What do you see as the astrological basis for the anger that you express in this forum?

Just curious.

 

 

Among your posts deleted by admin's on the Assange thread was your initial one addressing Alice Portman, a

far more experienced astrologer than either you or I, and for that reason someone I would have preferred to

hear more from. Essentially, focusing on ideology rather than astrology, you proceeded in a non-astrological,

flaming rant to tell her how wrong she was and asking how could she possibly believe what she had written.

She wasn't willing to oblige you with a response, and neither were others, so your attention turned primarily to

Zen Ten who was only too willing, and from there you engaged in a back and forth volley of more non-

astrological, flaming posts.

 

Meanwhile, it was really this simple, WB. Still is:

 

Quote from Phoebe on 09.07.2019 at 12:11 [UT+1]:

Had she heeded admin's first warning against non-astrological postings on the Assange thread, many of her subsequent posts would not

have been deleted.

And, had she listened to the OP's request that we proceed in a manner that would not get the thread shut down, this thread would not

exist.

 

 

I realize we live in a polarized world which is why I choose not to identify too much with either extreme, or to

be played by politicians and MSM. I've lived through the politics of enough election cycles to know that cycles

of expansion and contraction, progressivism and conservatism - guided by Jupiter and Saturn - are as natural

as the ebb and flow of life, and whichever prevails at any given point, it is was it is. It all balances out. I would

say, however, the Trump thread was and has been stimulated by anger rather than the thread stimulated anger,

though anger can become rather engrained and free-floating. Speaking of Uranus, it is placed in the Sibly 7th

of adverarial relationships and open enemies - apparently some Americans, and some in the world at large,

aren't too comfortable with its energies. Trump is Uranian through and through. Welcome to the world of trans-

saturnia.  

 

 

Why am I "feisty"? You missed it on pg. 12, #229.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #333 - on: 10.07.2019 at 12:47 [UT+1] »

 

I feel like all of this arguing is unresolved hurt from friends/past members being banned and blaming Way-

bread for that. Afternoon Sun seems to be the most hurt.  

 

Quote:

One thing that has not been shown by WB is levelling with anyone, my post a while back was dismissed, it must have been too much to

reply to or she could have simply forgot

 

"Leveling"? Did it hurt that your posts were dismissed or not acknowledge by her? You purposely dismiss

people's posts also if it doesn't resonate with your "truths" Code. Regardless, everyone does it here from time

to time. Dismiss each other.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #334 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1] »

 

Desiree Quote:

What are YOU doing, Afternoon Sun, that is fueling this conflict?

 

I have highlighted  the  most significant part of what  I tried to do to as a peace offering   that gave her

 control  over whether or not I commented on her chart

 

Afternoon Sun Quote:

Waybread and I have found some sort of equilibrium at the moment it seems, at least we are not at each other. So I am loathe to change

that. It is difficult to analyse a chart where there is conflict without risking opening wounds or alternatively down-playing factors. I am

quite willing for someone else to interpret our charts while I think about it and take a look before I decide whether I will and how I would

go about it without making it contentious, should I do so.. And I would need Waybread to agree as well in this

instance.

 

This was  Waybread's  response, no acknowledgement of  my offer to ask her permission, no regard for me.

Instead  she attacked and tried to score  points. She wanted to sabotage  any resolution before it happened

because she did not want me to  be seen as reasonable.

 

Waybread Quote:

Afternoon Sun has previously read my chart in detail on this forum, and in ways that I found highly disrespectful, as well as missing

significant portions of what I am like as a person and how my life actually turned out.

He knows what he thinks about my horoscope and me. And so do I.

I also read Afternoon Sun's chart in detail on a previous thread. He didn't much care for it, either.

On a previous thread, I also did the synastry. There is a difficult reciprocal Mars-Saturn bit, but otherwise some really harmonious

contacts. I thought we'd actually get along fine if we ever met.

 

Had I  initiated the negativity I would not have couched her Mars  as  the initiator.  I included my chart and not

just hers  so you can see  the  whole picture. It would have been  so simple  for me to just take her chart and  

describe the way her pattern operates and it would  be so much clearer.  Try it and see how that  multiple

opposition of hers  feeds onto her Pluto, and  releases onto her rising Neptune, inflated by  the ambitious

 square from Jupiter..  I do accept  I have an assertive  Mars but I did  try to be respectful  to Waybread and

she rejected  it with her   post. And now you  are doing her bidding too by attacking me  and ignoring the

sequence of what occurred.. .  End of story.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #335 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:09 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 13:04 [UT+1]:

Desiree Quote:

What are YOU doing, Afternoon Sun, that is fueling this conflict?

I have highlighted the most significant part of what I tried to do to as a peace offering that gave her control over whether or not I

commented on her chart

Afternoon Sun Quote:

Waybread and I have found some sort of equilibrium at the moment it seems, at least we are not at each other. So I am

loathe to change that. It is difficult to analyse a chart where there is conflict without risking opening wounds or

alternatively down-playing factors. I am quite willing for someone else to interpret our charts while I think about it and

take a look before I decide whether I will and how I would go about it without making it contentious, should I do so..

And I would need Waybread to agree as well in this instance.

This was Waybread's response, no acknowledgement of my offer to ask her permission, no regard for me. Instead she attacked and tried

to score points. She wanted to sabotage any resolution before it happened because she did not want me to be seen as reasonable.

Waybread Quote:

Afternoon Sun has previously read my chart in detail on this forum, and in ways that I found highly disrespectful, as well

as missing significant portions of what I am like as a person and how my life actually turned out.

He knows what he thinks about my horoscope and me. And so do I.

I also read Afternoon Sun's chart in detail on a previous thread. He didn't much care for it, either.

On a previous thread, I also did the synastry. There is a difficult reciprocal Mars-Saturn bit, but otherwise some really

harmonious contacts. I thought we'd actually get along fine if we ever met.

Had I initiated the negativity I would not have couched her Mars as the initiator. I included my chart and not just hers so you can see the

whole picture. It would have been so simple for me to just take her chart and describe the way her pattern operates and it would be so

much clearer. Try it and see how that multiple opposition of hers feeds onto her Pluto, and releases onto her rising Neptune, inflated by

the ambitious square from Jupiter.. I do accept I have an assertive Mars but I did try to be respectful to Waybread and she rejected it with

her post. And now you are doing her bidding too by attacking me and ignoring the sequence of what occurred.. . End of story.

 

One thing that has not been shown by WB is levelling with anyone, my post a while back was dismissed, it must

have been too much to reply to or she could have simply forgot.

 

For you though AS, she has something on you that keeps her in a spiral of retaliation and not levelling.

 

This is impartial and has nothing behind it, just facts of observed behavior.

afternoon sun

Member

Posts: 1351

Gender: 

Back to top

Code_Veronica

Ex Member



  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #336 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:19 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 12:47 [UT+1]:

I feel like all of this arguing is unresolved hurt from friends/past members being banned and blaming Way-bread for that. Afternoon Sun

seems to be the most hurt.

 

Don't let it concern you astrorose, I can cope. You don't need to make Waybread the victim - she says she is

not and I  agree.   Blind Freddy  could see what is happening.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #337 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:27 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 12:47 [UT+1]:

I feel like all of this arguing is unresolved hurt from friends/past members being banned and blaming Way-bread for that. Afternoon Sun

seems to be the most hurt.

Quote:

One thing that has not been shown by WB is levelling with anyone, my post a while back was dismissed, it must have

been too much to reply to or she could have simply forgot

"Leveling"? Did it hurt that your posts were dismissed or not acknowledge by her? You purposely dismiss people's posts also if it doesn't

resonate with your "truths" Code. Regardless, everyone does it here from time to time. Dismiss each other.

 

Would that not be confirmation bias?

I have been too busy with other things to be bothered, i come in every now and then and just simply analyze

the situation, sometimes i don't post at all.

 

Too busy looking up what books i need for studying psychology so i can prepare and go back to school and

become learned.

I'm thinking about things that are far away from this topic, i just simply like to give my view on some things. I

do not see surface level and never have, i see deep motivations of others, i can't help it.

 

I don't feel one bit hurt or one bit vulnerable around here, i feel great.  

 

I would go into the clique side of what WB has formed, but that would seem like an attack instead of the

person who see's her differently in an objective fashion.

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #338 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:33 [UT+1] »

 

Cide_Veronica Quote:

For you though AS, she has something on you that keeps her in a spiral of retaliation and not levelling.

This is impartial and has nothing behind it, just facts of observed behavior.

 

Probably right CV  you'll have to ask her.

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #339 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:46 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 13:33 [UT+1]:

Cide_Veronica Quote:

For you though AS, she has something on you that keeps her in a spiral of retaliation and not levelling.

This is impartial and has nothing behind it, just facts of observed behavior.

Yes you score the bulls eye CV. I saw through her and called her out. She doesn't like anyone, and particularly any male, who has the

temerity to stand up to her. It triggers a rage, but I am not responsible for that. Perhaps she doesn't recognise it in herself, or doesn't

want to accept it. So she is clever enough to get others to side with her. I just don't like being pushed around and then blamed for her

actions. At 71 I have my faults, but I'm too long in the tooth to be easily fooled, and like many older women whom I admire for their

candour, I am pretty much past caring what people think so long as I believe in myself.

 

Politeness & over expression of intellectual worth can cloud judgements of others, especially those who are

quick to enamor others with this charisma.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #340 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:51 [UT+1] »

 

Completely separate from WB, a person who used charisma to hide the most henious of crimes.

 

https://talenthero.io/2019/05/04/ted-bundy-a-charismatic-serial-killer/

 

 

Stay wary, find your own motivations, understand your own mind, fall from the loop and begin to see people

for who they really are.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #341 - on: 10.07.2019 at 13:58 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 10.07.2019 at 10:29 [UT+1]:

Quote from zippy on 24.06.2019 at 19:12 [UT+1]:

.................

On this forum we have no common way of seeing planets. This is the psychological astrology section of the forum and

there are members here who express contempt for Jung and Freud and Liz Greene. We have no common language and are

using words really loosely without actually paying any attention to what is actually meant, just batting back and forth in a

pretty unconscious unreflecting kind of way.

If we respect any astrology framework or use any chart based model in any way whatsoever, it behoves us to pay

attention to how we are individually affected currently, personally, quite separately, before we interact on the forum (or

anywhere for that matter).

The chart of the moment is a stressed one. Mercury rx is conjunct Mars.They are squaring

Uranus!!!!

Exactly.

Jen J

 

? Jen J., You are quoting me above...not zippy.   Don't know if zippy wants my words put into his/her mouth.

 

It is Mercury rx. mE oO and also o B.

Everyone needs to stop for a breath and a walk in the fresh air. Look at the sky, listen to the birds, enjoy a tree

or something.

Code_Veronica

Ex Member
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #342 - on: 10.07.2019 at 14:20 [UT+1] »

 

Please God no, why make this about gender and intellectualism! AGAIN?   

 

I do need a refresher. RxeCo my bC

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #343 - on: 10.07.2019 at 14:26 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 14:20 [UT+1]:

Please God no, why make this about gender and intellectualism! AGAIN?   

I do need a refresher. RxeCo my bC

 

What AS has stated is objective truth, there is not many men if any (i also have not seen her) that she will

reply and say kind things to in support of an argument, theory or anything else as such.

It seems to be a very feminine approach, as stated a clique can be formed.

 

In light of this situation, i am not part of any of this, there is no feelings from me behind what i am typing, i

don't in actual fact care, however i cannot remove myself due to the topics inherent need for someone to cut to

the core of the situation.

 

Intellectualizing things is great, but not all things that appear to be intellectual are intellectual and without

hidden bias & sheep following.

 

It is also ok to support another person and also even believe in them, but on what basis? based on a general

theory of which has no evidence nor proof?

 

So we look for evidence & proof, this is why i seem a contrary, there is no fight in me, just seeing and saying

what is.

No inbetween.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #344 - on: 10.07.2019 at 15:23 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from kokoro on 10.07.2019 at 13:58 [UT+1]:

Quote from Jen J. on 10.07.2019 at 10:29 [UT+1]:

Quote from zippy on 24.06.2019 at 19:12 [UT+1]:

.................

On this forum we have no common way of seeing planets. This is the psychological astrology section of the

forum and there are members here who express contempt for Jung and Freud and Liz Greene. We have no

common language and are using words really loosely without actually paying any attention to what is

actually meant, just batting back and forth in a pretty unconscious unreflecting kind of way.

If we respect any astrology framework or use any chart based model in any way whatsoever, it behoves

us to pay attention to how we are individually affected currently, personally, quite separately, before we

interact on the forum (or anywhere for that matter).

The chart of the moment is a stressed one. Mercury rx is conjunct Mars.They are

squaring Uranus!!!!

Exactly.

Jen J

? Jen J., You are quoting me above...not zippy.  Don't know if zippy wants my words put into his/her mouth.

It is Mercury rx. mE oO and also o B.

Everyone needs to stop for a breath and a walk in the fresh air. Look at the sky, listen to the birds, enjoy a tree or something.

 

My apologies. Mercury rx yes! And my out-the-park migrane headache.

 

I have now corrected it.

[quote author=kokoro link=1561353929/320#324 date=1562742446]

 

Jen J
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #345 - on: 10.07.2019 at 16:04 [UT+1] »

 

[quote author=Jen J. link=1561353929/340#346 date=1562768595]Quote from kokoro on 10.07.2019 at

13:58 [UT+1]:

Quote from Jen J. on 10.07.2019 at 10:29 [UT+1]:

Quote from zippy on 24.06.2019 at 19:12 [UT+1]:

.................

On this forum we have no common way of seeing planets. This is the psychological astrology section of the

forum and there are members here who express contempt for Jung and Freud and Liz Greene. We have no

common language and are using words really loosely without actually paying any attention to what is

actually meant, just batting back and forth in a pretty unconscious unreflecting kind of way.

If we respect any astrology framework or use any chart based model in any way whatsoever, it behoves

us to pay attention to how we are individually affected currently, personally, quite separately, before we

interact on the forum (or anywhere for that matter).

The chart of the moment is a stressed one. Mercury rx is conjunct Mars.They are

squaring Uranus!!!!

Exactly.

Jen J

? Jen J., You are quoting me above...not zippy.  Don't know if zippy wants my words put into his/her mouth.

It is Mercury rx. mE oO and also o B.

Everyone needs to stop for a breath and a walk in the fresh air. Look at the sky, listen to the birds, enjoy a tree or something.

 

My apologies. Mercury rx yes! And my out-the-park migrane headache.

 

I have now corrected it.

Quote from kokoro on 10.07.2019 at 08:07 [UT+1]:

Jen J

 

Don't worry, my appointment has been rescheduled after me walking 3 miles to my original appointment time

only to be turned away and to go tomorrow, got me out for a bit though and sweated some toxins out of my

body, it's hot today!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #346 - on: 10.07.2019 at 16:14 [UT+1] »

 

But that's not true WB.  I just went back & counted your postings.  72.  80% which contain no astrology on

an astrology forum,

(how many other members do you think would get this 'special status'? 

90% spent onE  attacking any member who didn't agree with your narrative of Assange.  I was in contact with

a member who chose not to post because they knew you would just attack them & they are very

sensitive/spiritual.  She started a color chart like the one Bush used after 9/11, with red being the 'highest

alert'.  Your E anger & G hate went right from orange to red almost immed & never let up.  As she remarked

to me 'The level of B hysteria has reached maximum force'. 

 

When you realized that your J dominate/bully style wasn't working, you pulled out that 'I'm an academic'

card, along with being

a U.S. citizen & only you are capable to critical thinking & understanding such a case with so many C ideas!  

Then when that didn't work, you resorted to insulting the entire Australian race.  All along playing the El

victim where you need to be 'rescued' by others who rush to your aid to protect you from all those  nasty E J
attackers.  

 

As stated by others, why didn't you just skip their postings or develop a 'thicker skin' if you want to

participate in discussions?  As this is your answer to anyone who disagrees with you.

 

You had postings deleted earlier in the thread & Mods posted a warning to stick to astrology.  You chose to

ignore them & continued with your E angry, non-astrological postings.  Even the mere mention of you looking

at how E operates in your chart sets you off & you called b 5 a J stalker, bully & now he's gone of course.

 

I won't post in the Assange thread again as I told you as your need to react in an E aggressive manner will

end up having it shut down & I have too much respect for astrology & the thread to have that happen.  And I

know that disagreeing with you often gets a person banned.  But some G facts are needed here especially with

the currently planetary energies where out of control E anger  

is causing chaos.   I thought Penguin's post about N turning RX very important in this thread as wounds have

opened up with many & they appear to want to attack others instead of dealing with their own healing.  

Perhaps those who are in  pain due to past N issues will try to stop J projecting onto others & try to heal

themselves? 

 

Peace out! 

 

This EC is taking place in h 6 m DC so I'm so glad I have this temporary work project as I'm feeling restless &

the

adrenaline is pumping through me much more than normal.  I'm exhausted by the end of the day & have no

energy to even talk. 

Maybe others can take long walks?    

 

 

 

 

 

Quote from Waybread on 09.07.2019 at 23:09 [UT+1]:

Phoebe, just to set the record straight.

The moderators deleted a few of my posts on the Assange thread for non-astrological content, not for flaming anybody. One of your posts

was deleted, as well.

Unfortunately in a mundane thread, I have a tendency to focus more on the facts of the matter or the analysis of a case, vs.

astrology. Most of my recent posts' content related to the legality of the Assange extradition requests, and how his case intersects with

the First Amendment.

I do heed my own advice about not reading and responding to posts I don't like. The best example I can think of is, time and again,

putting you on my personal "ignore" list, due to your frequent carping at me.

I've been on just a few threads (since I joined in 2007) that the moderators shut down. I am not responsible for what other people post. I

am not responsible for the OP's feelings about me, or anger more generally. Only she can be responsible for her own feelings.

I don't participate on the Trump thread. As you know, he is a highly polarizing figure in the US and internationally. It would be hard to

imagine a thread about him that did not stimulate anger.

Phoebe, your posts on this and other threads have often been very negative and harsh. I hope you will let your hair down a little, and talk

about anger in your own life. What do you see as the astrological basis for the anger that you express in this forum?

Just curious.

 

 

Among your posts deleted by admin's on the Assange thread was your initial one addressing Alice Portman, a

far more experienced astrologer than either you or I, and for that reason someone I would have preferred to

hear more from. Essentially, focusing on ideology rather than astrology, you proceeded in a non-astrological,

flaming rant to tell her how wrong she was and asking how could she possibly believe what she had written.

She wasn't willing to oblige you with a response, and neither were others, so your attention turned primarily to

Zen Ten who was only too willing, and from there you engaged in a back and forth volley of more non-

astrological, flaming posts.

 

Meanwhile, it was really this simple, WB. Still is:

 

Quote from Phoebe on 09.07.2019 at 12:11 [UT+1]:

Had she heeded admin's first warning against non-astrological postings on the Assange thread, many of her subsequent posts would not

have been deleted.

ZenTen

Ex Member



And, had she listened to the OP's request that we proceed in a manner that would not get the thread shut down, this thread would not

exist.

 

 

Why am I "feisty"? You missed it on pg. 12, #229.

 

 

[/quo

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #347 - on: 10.07.2019 at 18:18 [UT+1] »

 

ZenTen,  

 

as former banned member Bluebird (Black Crow, Ringo etc.) who sneaked (I) into the forum again under a

different Name (C) you take your mouth rather full IMO. I mean admins don’t ban (G) people for no good

reason. You were centerstage of a big brawl last time and now you are again involved in another one.

 

I notice your urge to fight (E) and heat up discords. Also anyone disagreing with you has to pay a price for it.

Just today someone got accused of spreading lies because he is of a different opinion (C) as you.

 

https://forum.astro.com/cgi/forum.cgi?num=1562333952/21#21

 

I can see that happen almost daily in different threads (C). Have a look at your own E and reflect about your

actions.  

 

Waybreads posts in the Assange thread were not aggressive (E) and some of her deleted posts (C) (and that

of  others were deleted too) were not deleted because of aggressive posting. You were accusing her of

agression all the time while your way of reacting to her was rather aggressive (E) IMO.  Claiming WB insulted

the entire australian race is completely invented by you too.

 

It’s a sad state of affairs that what you say can’t be believed (F) anymore until it get’s checked. Unfortunately

often it turn out to be not true (I).  

 

I hope you find some peace (I) in you and learn to accept that other people are individuals with their own

views and not everyone who differs from your point of view is a liar (CJ, CI) or a aggressive person.  

 

The current CE -conjunction squaring uranus is certainly playing out in this forum as well but it is only a

rather short term influence. There are underlying issues that seem to be longterm. Without solving them the

next brawl is as certain as the amen in church. 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #348 - on: 10.07.2019 at 18:52 [UT+1] »

 

Now hold up, your "sensitive and spiritual" friend can quietly gossip and weaponize Way-bread and other people

charts, not confronting her anger in fear of "attacks" yet if a lE choose not to confront or have issues

confronting their anger in fear of ridicule, they are the "evil" passive-aggressive ones who always acts like

victims? Narcissists really DO flock together in any forum, including astrology ones. Please stop posting

cowardly posts from your "friend". I don't think anyone cares honestly.  

 

How about you deal with your lN: quit glorifying your suffering yet disregarding others you deem unworthy

because they have a different opinion.  

 

Your words to Taurus Five or EJ

 

Quote:

...Ummm, you are the one constantly playing the I victim (oh, my bosses are so mean to me I

have to leave & go on disability. Everyone here on the forum attacks me. Cry cry cry Poor little EJ!)

You could try upping your meds during the transit Saturn oppose Moon to alleviate your sense of

isolation & depression. Or try another round of blinking (i.e. EMDR therapy)...

 

Very low of you bashing on his mental illness. Yet you assume I was attacking Neutrals?   
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #349 - on: 10.07.2019 at 18:57 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 18:52 [UT+1]:

Now hold up, your "sensitive and spiritual" friend can quietly gossip and weaponize Way-bread and other people charts, not confronting her

anger in fear of "attacks" yet if a lE choose not to confront or have issues confronting our anger we are the "evil" passive-aggressive

ones who always acts like victims? Narcissists really DO flock together in any forum, including astrology ones. Please stop posting

cowardly posts from your "friend". I don't think anyone cares honestly.

How about you deal with your lN: quit glorifying your suffering yet disregarding others you deem unworthy because they have a

different opinion.

Your words to Taurus Five or EJ

Quote:

...Ummm, you are the one constantly playing the I victim (oh, my bosses are so mean

to me I have to leave & go on disability. Everyone here on the forum attacks me. Cry

cry cry Poor little EJ!) You could try upping your meds during the transit Saturn oppose

Moon to alleviate your sense of isolation & depression. Or try another round of blinking

(i.e. EMDR therapy)

Very low of you bashing on his mental illness.

As a fellow Scorpio Pluto like you. Just keeping you aware, your "blind spots" I have them too!

 

"Narcissists really DO flock together in any forum" This is gaslighting.

 

""sensitive and spiritual" friend can quietly gossip and weaponize Way-bread and other people charts" Which

person do you accuse of being this persons friend?  

 

"issues confronting our anger we are the "evil" passive-aggressive ones who always acts like victims?"

 

You are not doing a good job by displaying the same symptons.

 

 

This problem for you and like many, you fall into the trap of aggression.

Did you mention you are a Libra Mars & Venus in Aries? those are in mutual reception.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #350 - on: 10.07.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 10.07.2019 at 18:57 [UT+1]:

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 18:52 [UT+1]:

Now hold up, your "sensitive and spiritual" friend can quietly gossip and weaponize Way-bread and other people charts, not

confronting her anger in fear of "attacks" yet if a lE choose not to confront or have issues confronting our anger we are

the "evil" passive-aggressive ones who always acts like victims? Narcissists really DO flock together in any forum,

including astrology ones. Please stop posting cowardly posts from your "friend". I don't think anyone cares honestly.

How about you deal with your lN: quit glorifying your suffering yet disregarding others you deem unworthy because they

have a different opinion.

Your words to Taurus Five or EJ

Quote:

...Ummm, you are the one constantly playing the I victim (oh, my bosses

are so mean to me I have to leave & go on disability. Everyone here on the

forum attacks me. Cry cry cry Poor little EJ!) You could try upping your meds

during the transit Saturn oppose Moon to alleviate your sense of isolation &

depression. Or try another round of blinking (i.e. EMDR therapy)

Very low of you bashing on his mental illness.

As a fellow Scorpio Pluto like you. Just keeping you aware, your "blind spots" I have them too!

"Narcissists really DO flock together in any forum" This is gaslighting.

""sensitive and spiritual" friend can quietly gossip and weaponize Way-bread and other people charts" Which person do you accuse of being

this persons friend?

"issues confronting our anger we are the "evil" passive-aggressive ones who always acts like victims?"

You are not doing a good job by displaying the same symptons.

This problem for you and like many, you fall into the trap of aggression.

Did you mention you are a Libra Mars & Venus in Aries? those are in mutual reception.

 

So it's OK for someone to stand by someone who vilifies a lE (or simply a member's chart) in private out of

fear of "attacks", yet...oh..yet...we are the passive aggressive ones if we stay silent? Wait...now, I

posted/replied back...I'm "aggressive"?!  My lE can't win. Pick one. Do you want me to be silent? Do you

want me to be angry? Do you want me to use a feminine or masculine approach? What do YOU want from me?

Because here you are replying back to me but not the other REAL aggressive posts.

 

Do you know the definition of a narcissist? You know what, it's interesting, I don't think I need to jump on the

term so easily, it's wrong as I am not a professional who can diagnose someone with that term. I wouldn't even

do that towards my mom, certainly not anymore, who was finally correctly diagnosed. BUT you? Do you still

unprofessionally label your mom or dad a narcissist? Those who have hurt you in the past?, I'm very sure you

called them a narcissist a few times? Was there even a thread of one here by you? So by your definition, are

you gas-lighting too? By your definition are ALL people gas-lighters when they label the ones who hurt them

narcissists? I can easily go back to Astro-Seek and other astrology forums and find threads on these. ARE they

gas-lighting Code? See, I get it, it's easy for you to pick battles, it's human nature. Just say you don't like me

and GO.

 

And to the highlighted no. I don't have gE. I do have aD.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #351 - on: 10.07.2019 at 19:30 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 19:25 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 10.07.2019 at 18:57 [UT+1]:

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 18:52 [UT+1]:

Now hold up, your "sensitive and spiritual" friend can quietly gossip and weaponize Way-bread and other

people charts, not confronting her anger in fear of "attacks" yet if a lE choose not to confront or have

issues confronting our anger we are the "evil" passive-aggressive ones who always acts like victims?

Narcissists really DO flock together in any forum, including astrology ones. Please stop posting cowardly

posts from your "friend". I don't think anyone cares honestly.

How about you deal with your lN: quit glorifying your suffering yet disregarding others you deem

unworthy because they have a different opinion.

Your words to Taurus Five or EJ

Quote:

...Ummm, you are the one constantly playing the I victim (oh, my

bosses are so mean to me I have to leave & go on disability.

Everyone here on the forum attacks me. Cry cry cry Poor little EJ!)

You could try upping your meds during the transit Saturn oppose

Moon to alleviate your sense of isolation & depression. Or try

another round of blinking (i.e. EMDR therapy)

Very low of you bashing on his mental illness.

As a fellow Scorpio Pluto like you. Just keeping you aware, your "blind spots" I have them too!

"Narcissists really DO flock together in any forum" This is gaslighting.

""sensitive and spiritual" friend can quietly gossip and weaponize Way-bread and other people charts" Which person do you

accuse of being this persons friend?

"issues confronting our anger we are the "evil" passive-aggressive ones who always acts like victims?"

You are not doing a good job by displaying the same symptons.

This problem for you and like many, you fall into the trap of aggression.

Did you mention you are a Libra Mars & Venus in Aries? those are in mutual reception.

So it's OK for someone to stand by someone who vilifies a lE (or simply a member's chart) in private out of fear of "attacks",

yet...oh..yet...we are the passive aggressive ones if we stay silent? Wait...now, I posted back...I'm "aggressive"?!  My lE can't win.

Pick one. Do you want me to be silent? Do you want me to use a feminine or masculine approach? What do YOU want from me? Because

here you are replying back to me but not the other REAL aggressive posts.

Do you know the definition of a narcissist? You know what, it's interesting, I don't think I need to jump on the term so easily, it's wrong

as I am not a professional who can diagnose someone with that term. I wouldn't even do that towards my mom, certainly not anymore,

who was finally correctly diagnosed. BUT you? Do you still unprofessionally label your mom or dad a narcissist? Those who have hurt you

in the past?, I'm very sure you called them a narcissist a few times? Was there even a thread of one one here by you? So by your

definition, are you gas-lighting too? By your definition are ALL people gas-lighters when they label the ones who hurt them narcissists? I

can easily go back to Astro-Seek and other astrology forums and find threads on these. ARE they gas-lighting Code? See, I get it, it's easy

for you to pick battles, it's human nature. Just say you don't like me and GO.

And to the highlighted no. I don't have gE.

 

You are correct. But you are using someone's personal wounds to feed yourself here which you accuse others of

low blows and narcissistic traits.

 

Interestingly, i do not dislike you or anyone else here, i in fact am way too strong emotionally and i will not say

anything differently.

My lack was the lack of self, and being dependant instead of coming into my own, i have issues and battle scars,

but i now have a direction in life.

 

No need to get angry about anything.

 

 

I am glad you corrected my information on your Mars placement, thank you.

 

Do you have anything else you wish to get off your chest? or are you still accusing everyone of being against

people?  

  

  IP Logged

Code_Veronica

Ex Member

Back to top



Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #352 - on: 10.07.2019 at 19:48 [UT+1] »

 

Well Code_Vernica, what do you need to get off your chest?

 

For someone who claims to be neutral and an objective observer you are rather involved in siding with one

party here.

 

Calling out narcissism (J) is quite o.k. IMO. I find it strange that former children (B) of narcissists (J) end

up having to deal with people who behave that way in this forum again.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #353 - on: 10.07.2019 at 19:51 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 10.07.2019 at 19:48 [UT+1]:

Well Code_Vernica, what do you need to get off your chest?

For someone who claims to be neutral and an objective observer you are rather involved in siding with one party here.

 

Well nothing, i was just giving facts, the very reason people decided to go behind me is to try and destroy me

because what i have said resonates.

 

Truth hurts, i learned truth hurts so i spoke it until i got rid of my pain enough to function.

 

So now i am your target for your aggressions?

 

Everything accused is actually projection of what is going on against me, thank you for revealing it all so

openly.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #354 - on: 10.07.2019 at 19:55 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 10.07.2019 at 19:51 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 10.07.2019 at 19:48 [UT+1]:

Well Code_Vernica, what do you need to get off your chest?

For someone who claims to be neutral and an objective observer you are rather involved in siding with one party here.

Well nothing, i was just giving facts, the very reason people decided to go behind me is to try and destroy me because what i have said

resonates.

Truth hurts, i learned truth hurts so i spoke it until i got rid of my pain enough to function.

So now i am your target for your aggressions?

Everything accused is actually projection of what is going on against me, thank you for revealing it all so openly.

 

Not at all. I just don't understand why you react so strongly towards astro_rose. Narcissisms (J) is quite an

important topic and needs to get talked (C) about.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #355 - on: 10.07.2019 at 19:57 [UT+1] »

 

I have Mars in Libra.

 

I swiftly ignore aggression as it pops up because it's the easiest way to blow past it.

 

I have a younger sister who is an aggressive personality, foul tempered, prone to boasting and uses foul

language constantly.

 

Once she broke a mirror on the bathroom rug, right before I had to jump in the shower before work.  I told her

to clean it up, but she wouldn't, and then she had told my father that i had broken the mirror! (Did I mention

that she's a nutcase?)  I caught hell from my dad (who is even more of a nutcase than my sister...).  So I did

the only thing a logical Libra could do, and I proceeded to ignore my sister.  I didn't speak to her for 5 years

(and counting).  And we lived in the same house.

 

I also have Pluto in Libra, conjunct Mars, and freezing people out is just what i do when dealing with completely

unreasonable people.  And they do exist...maddening.  but it's the only way to remain sane sometimes.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #356 - on: 10.07.2019 at 19:58 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 10.07.2019 at 19:55 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 10.07.2019 at 19:51 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 10.07.2019 at 19:48 [UT+1]:

Well Code_Vernica, what do you need to get off your chest?

For someone who claims to be neutral and an objective observer you are rather involved in siding with one

party here.

Well nothing, i was just giving facts, the very reason people decided to go behind me is to try and destroy me because

what i have said resonates.

Truth hurts, i learned truth hurts so i spoke it until i got rid of my pain enough to function.

So now i am your target for your aggressions?

Everything accused is actually projection of what is going on against me, thank you for revealing it all so openly.

Not at all. I just don't understand why you react so strongly towards astro_rose. Narcissisms is quite an important topic and needs to be

talked about.

 

Because she mentions things that she does herself..

 

And luckily for her she has some experience with other places so knows how to rip up someone from behind,

it's called being destructive, feeding on others to fulfill yourself & having no caring bone in your body, and you

actually think the smell from many of these people's butts are all candy and roses.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #357 - on: 10.07.2019 at 20:10 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Do you have anything else you wish to get off your chest? or are you still accusing everyone of being against people? 

 

Everyone IS against each other here Code. This thread is so long for a reason.  

 

Also, how am I using people's wound to feed myself here? For example, Neutral, my post was highly

misunderstood. To clarify, it worries me that someone with a mental illness finds value in reading argumentative

posts from others. It's not healthy at all. That's why I said it's unbelievable. However, I know where she is

coming from. Even I look at myself and wonder why I am going back and forth with others, I worry about my

own mentality. Yes. Truth of the matter is life circumstances are slow. I am bored some days. I bought a big

home recently now I am waiting to work, I care for my sister at home as my job. I study astrology all day

online. I play with my cats.  

 

I think with hJ, I want to believe I am strong and can handle it. I'm not you though. I am emotional but

unlike my twin sister, not strong enough. EJ was the first member that made me suicidal. ZenTen second. My

stomach hurts every-time she replies. My body hurts. Why can this forum have an ignore opinion?  

 

Cyber-bullying is no joke for a generation like us, teens and young adults, adults 30+ are killing themselves

more than ever because of the internet.  

 

So I WILL call out these abusers/narcissists when necessary.  

 

We've been conditioned to find value in toxic anonymity.  

 

I think about that YouTuber gamer Etika who recently committed suicide because of the internet bullying. His

bipolar disorder episodes were ridiculed by the world, even by his own fans. The internet is not the real world,

there is no love.  

 

I just found out he had lE like me.  He was born 7 days after me it makes sense. E o his iB.  

 

There, got that out of my chest. Is it too passive aggressive? Should I be more angry? I rather be honest.

 

  

  IP Logged

Code_Veronica

Ex Member
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #358 - on: 10.07.2019 at 20:14 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 20:10 [UT+1]:

Quote:

Do you have anything else you wish to get off your chest? or are you still accusing everyone of being against people? 

Everyone IS against each other here Code. This thread is so long for a reason.

Also, how am I using people's wound to feed myself here? For example, Neutral, my post was highly misunderstood. To clarify, it worries

me that someone with a mental illness finds value in reading argumentative posts from others. It's not healthy at all. That's why I said

it's unbelievable. However, I know where she is coming from. Even I look at myself and wonder why I am going back and forth with

others, I worry about my own mentality. Yes. Truth of the matter is life circumstances are slow. I am bored. I bought a home recently

now I am waiting to work, I care for my sister at home as my job. I study astrology all day online. I play with my cats.

I think with hJ, I want to believe I am strong and can handle it. I'm not you though. I am emotional but unlike my twin sister, not

strong enough. EJ was the first member that made me suicidal. ZenTen second. My stomach hurts every-time she replies. My body hurts.

Why can this forum have an ignore opinion?

Cyber-bullying is no joke for a generation like us, teens and young adults, adults 30+ are killing themselves more than ever because of

the internet.

We've been conditioned to find value in toxic anonymity.

I think about that YouTuber gamer Etika who recently committed suicide because of the internet bullying. His bipolar disorder episodes

were ridiculed by the world, even by his own fans. The internet is not the real world, there is no love. No one cares about each other.

I just found out he had lE like me.  He was born 7 days after me it makes sense. E o his iB.

There, got that out of my chest. Is it too passive aggressive? Should I be more angry?

 

 

Your words hurt me in all truth, you have to grow from this sense of pain Astro_Rose.

 

Yours words do appease me here, and i am thankful.

 

What you were doing is not respectful, has no tact, is incredibly destructive & ruthless, all Pluto qualities

(immature Pluto)

 

I do not wish to hurt you or anyone else either, i want you all to be happy, but to be happy, you must push

through this barrier of pain.

 

I am sorry that people made you feel so badly, the best option is to not give them your power, they use it

against you.

 

I will not be speaking to you again, not because i dislike you, but to not be hurt again myself.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #359 - on: 10.07.2019 at 20:39 [UT+1] »

 

OMG doh!   Not sure why I completely overlooked it .... I suppose because I was more interested in what was

happening with Ob, mind was elsewhere ....

 

The recent CEe conjunction at 4° .... exactly square the Forum chart's own BDb conjunction at 4° ......

Ce was prolonging it due to it stationing retrograde at that exact same degree

 

No wonder the thread continues .... and continues. Going back on past (Rx) discussions (C) .... in Fixed signs.

 Nobody is backing down.  Ee will be crossing the Asc soon as well.  

 

The thread will probably wane, or issues may finally resolve, as C stations direct, or when it leaves the shadow

degrees. In the meantime, it will spend the entire retrograde in the 12H (note that this thread actually started

just 3 days after it entered shadow)  

 

I'm off to look at some nice trees now  
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Ex Member
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #360 - on: 10.07.2019 at 21:19 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 10.07.2019 at 20:14 [UT+1]:

I do not wish to hurt you or anyone else either, i want you all to be happy, but to be happy, you must push through this barrier of pain.

 

CV, if I may jump in here, this reminds me of Khalil Gibran and though I am not a religious man, i find these

words of his quite moving:

 

Your pain is the breaking of the shell that encloses your understanding.

Even as the stone of the fruit must break, that its heart may stand in the sun, so must you know pain.

And could you keep your heart in wonder at the daily miracles of your life, your pain would not seem less

wondrous than your joy;

And you would accept the seasons of your heart, even as you have always accepted the seasons that pass over

your fields.

And you would watch with serenity through the winters of your grief.

Much of your pain is self-chosen.

It is the bitter potion by which the physician within you heals your sick self.

Therefore trust the physician, and drink his remedy in silence and tranquillity:

For his hand, though heavy and hard, is guided by the tender hand of the Unseen,

And the cup he brings, though it burn your lips, has been fashioned of the clay which the

Potter has moistened with His own sacred tears.

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #361 - on: 10.07.2019 at 21:27 [UT+1] »

 

A beautiful  verse Sowelu, and  very healing.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #362 - on: 10.07.2019 at 21:27 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Sowelu on 10.07.2019 at 21:19 [UT+1]:

Quote from Code_Veronica on 10.07.2019 at 20:14 [UT+1]:

I do not wish to hurt you or anyone else either, i want you all to be happy, but to be happy, you must push through this

barrier of pain.

CV, if I may jump in here, this reminds me of Khalil Gibran and though I am not a religious man, i find these words of his quite moving:

Your pain is the breaking of the shell that encloses your understanding.

Even as the stone of the fruit must break, that its heart may stand in the sun, so must you know pain.

And could you keep your heart in wonder at the daily miracles of your life, your pain would not seem less wondrous than your joy;

And you would accept the seasons of your heart, even as you have always accepted the seasons that pass over your fields.

And you would watch with serenity through the winters of your grief.

Much of your pain is self-chosen.

It is the bitter potion by which the physician within you heals your sick self.

Therefore trust the physician, and drink his remedy in silence and tranquillity:

For his hand, though heavy and hard, is guided by the tender hand of the Unseen,

And the cup he brings, though it burn your lips, has been fashioned of the clay which the

Potter has moistened with His own sacred tears.

 

That is so profound, yet hit's me deeply. Thank you so much  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #363 - on: 10.07.2019 at 21:29 [UT+1] »

 

I agree with Code Veronica.

 

Thank you.
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #364 - on: 10.07.2019 at 21:42 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

I do not wish to hurt you or anyone else either, I want you all to be happy, but to be happy, you must push through this barrier of pain.

 

Expresses pain on why I am hurt. (i.e. cyber-bullying)

 

Quote:

What you were doing is not respectful, has no tact, is incredibly destructive & ruthless, all Pluto qualities (immature Pluto)

 

Ouch. Wait did you just say....you don't wish to hurt me?  

 

Quote:

I am sorry that people made you feel so badly, the best option is to not give them your power, they use it against you.

 

But you just called me destructive and ruthless.  

 

 

Fake. Love. Fake. Support. Fake Concerns. All Fake. Choosing sides. Being biased. Typical human behavior.

Liars.
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #365 - on: 10.07.2019 at 22:20 [UT+1] »

 

Tara - at least be honest in your personal vendetta against me.  h energy can be extremely destructive.

We used to be astro-pals until we had a falling out.  We spoke privately about many members here & other

subjects.  We don't talk anymore.

I would never use your chart or your private conversations with me against you in some E rage and J

vindictive manner such as you have done.

 

I can ignore all your posts from now on but your little J game of bullying me is over.

 

Ok, back to finish the project which is taking longer than I thought.  I took a 15 minute break & knew that you

were going to be E attacking me  with B h in my h 8 & wanted to respond & disclose the real reason you are

so involved in this thread.   

 

Peace out. 

 

 

Wow, Penguin, that's VERY interesting about the Forum's chart & the CE! So I guess it will continue with all

the past N pain being J projected out onto others!  I see that AR is dragging Neutral back into her E rage

even though she's an ex-member & has no part of this.  Astrology really does work. 

 

 

And I'm sorry CV that you have been attacked for trying to be a peace maker & staying out of the two E
opposing sides.  I do

think you tried to raise the consciousness level of all of us, including me.  Our egos didn't listen. 

Thanks for your positive energy.

 

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #366 - on: 10.07.2019 at 22:59 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 10.07.2019 at 22:20 [UT+1]:

Tara - at least be honest in your personal vendetta against me. h energy can be extremely destructive. We used to be astro-pals

until we had a falling out. We spoke privately about many members here & other subjects. We don't talk anymore.

I would never use your chart or your private conversations with me against you in some E rage and J vindictive manner such as you

have done.

I can ignore all your posts from now on but your little J game of bullying me is over.

Ok, back to finish the project which is taking longer than I thought. I took a 15 minute break & knew that you were going to be E

attacking me with B h in my h 8 & wanted to respond & disclose the real reason you are so involved in this thread. 

Peace out. 

Wow, Penguin, that's VERY interesting about the Forum's chart & the CE! So I guess it will continue with all the past N pain being J
projected out onto others! I see that AR is dragging Neutral back into her E rage even though she's an ex-member & has no part of this.

Astrology really does work. 

And I'm sorry CV that you have been attacked for trying to be a peace maker & staying out of the two E opposing sides. I do

think you tried to raise the consciousness level of all of us, including me. Our egos didn't listen. 

Thanks for your positive energy.

 

Thank you for your support ZenTen.

 

It is so heart warming to be noticed for what i was truly doing.

And to the people still hooked on this being something fake, i put ZenTen in her place a long time ago in this

thread with her own Cancer Mars, i would never expect anyone to believe me or follow me, i only wish for

goodness, it says a lot when i thought i made an enemy, she would bring validity to what i had been saying all

along, i did not ignore her other posts where she said i was well written.

 

But because i wish to not go into the ego i could have, i did not respond in order to not fall into either side, of

which some did try to put me into.

 

 

I hope people will eventually heal and find a better sense of self.

 

Love you all.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #367 - on: 10.07.2019 at 23:39 [UT+1] »

 

Guys i luvs you all..... 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #368 - on: 10.07.2019 at 23:45 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 10.07.2019 at 22:20 [UT+1]:

Tara - at least be honest in your personal vendetta against me. h energy can be extremely destructive. We used to be astro-pals

until we had a falling out. We spoke privately about many members here & other subjects. We don't talk anymore.

I would never use your chart or your private conversations with me against you in some E rage and J

vindictive manner such as you have done.

 

You dò use a private conversation with Tara against her, here publicly!  

On a very, very, very Plutonic vindictive manner!!

You are nasty ZenTen!  

 

Why do we have to read this?

Is your pm button broken or do you have a purpose by making this public?

 

And what is it with all that very funny ‘Peace out’    suddenly everywhere?

Is that meant for the mods ?  

 

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #369 - on: 10.07.2019 at 23:56 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 10.07.2019 at 21:42 [UT+1]:

Quote:

I do not wish to hurt you or anyone else either, I want you all to be happy, but to be happy, you must push through this

barrier of pain.

Expresses pain on why I am hurt. (i.e. cyber-bullying)

Quote:

What you were doing is not respectful, has no tact, is incredibly destructive & ruthless, all Pluto qualities (immature Pluto)

Ouch. Wait did you just say....you don't wish to hurt me?

Quote:

I am sorry that people made you feel so badly, the best option is to not give them your power, they use it against you.

But you just called me destructive and ruthless.

Fake. Love. Fake. Support. Fake Concerns. All Fake. Choosing sides. Being biased. Typical human

behavior. Liars.

 

 

Astrologically it called our NEPTUNE, ruler of PISCES, and 12TH HOUSE.

 

Psychologically it is our human flaw - our biblical "original sin" against Nature's norms - our trangression of our

Self.

 

We have Saturn's pain of Reality to bring us our karmic wake up, or drop out.

 

Libra gives us that choice, if we are Jupiter lucky enough to get a choice.

 

I love the truth of Kahlil Gibran's writing in The Prophet, and quoted previously, so I will requote it here as it

says all of the above but in a lovely way which you might prefer to understand.

 

Quote from Sowelu on 10.07.2019 at 21:19 [UT+1]:

..................

Your pain is the breaking of the shell that encloses your understanding.

Even as the stone of the fruit must break, that its heart may stand in the sun, so must you know pain.

And could you keep your heart in wonder at the daily miracles of your life, your pain would not seem less wondrous than your joy;

And you would accept the seasons of your heart, even as you have always accepted the seasons that pass over your fields.

And you would watch with serenity through the winters of your grief.

Much of your pain is self-chosen.

It is the bitter potion by which the physician within you heals your sick self.

Therefore trust the physician, and drink his remedy in silence and tranquillity:

For his hand, though heavy and hard, is guided by the tender hand of the Unseen,

And the cup he brings, though it burn your lips, has been fashioned of the clay which the

Potter has moistened with His own sacred tears.

 

Jen J

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #370 - on: 11.07.2019 at 01:50 [UT+1] »

 

Code's eC m my SN (3 degrees), so I am not aligned with his thinking, reasoning and communication at all.

Behind the talk, there is authority and a serious unconscious need for admiration. There is great persuasion but

lack of focus on details. He writes from the heart but there is major ego in his beliefs. I'm sure he thinks my SN

is condescending and unreceptive of his ideas hence why said what he said towards me. I will not be told how

to behave, I won't bow down to it. And because my NN is in k in the 4th, I rather go on the journey of

discovering my pain my own way, with less ego. It's hard, I have to really tap into my emotions. I can't

intellectualize it. I have to cry. I just expressed it and was still shut down.

 

"I love you...but btw, you're a destructive ruthless, immature woman..." His JoC.  

 

Thanks Jen J. Ok, so yes it's the 12th house then. It's I. My guidance counselor gave me "The Prophet" as a

gift when I was a junior in high school and I love what he said. On Netflix there is a animation adaptation and

it's beautiful. The music and visuals. Everything. I'll shall read it again and meanwhile ponder on my gB in

the 12th p jG. I have a choice.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #371 - on: 11.07.2019 at 02:05 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

We spoke privately about many members here & other subjects.

 

This makes me very uncomfortable now. Many publically shared charts and vindictive gossip are

discussed/shared privately? Is there like a private thread on this sort of thing? I can't image what have been

said. I wouldn't be surprised if they go to the lengths of cyber-stalking someone's personal life based on the

info on the charts (i.e. locations, birthdays, etc.). Perhaps sharing private pictures and ridiculing looks. Who

knows. I regret now sharing my chart publically in the past with my birthday data. I'm sure I was talked about.

I was warned by the forum rules so it's my fault at the end of the day. Oh well, I learned my lesson.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #372 - on: 11.07.2019 at 04:04 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 08:40 [UT+1]:

What are you so fearful of Waybread? Which face do we see now? The intimidator revealing herself? Or the victim planning to garner

forum support ? How many times have you done this to people?

Shall we partake of some afternoon bread?

Here is your Saturn on my Mars (my chart ruler) attempting to suppress my Mars, while at the same time your Mars is opposing mine

initiating an attack , but under the guise of innocence - your rising Neptune in Libra that you use to confuse others about your intent. Are

you pretending you don't know what you do?

Your Sun opposes my Saturn, I expect you also feel restricted by my saturn despite your flirty contradictory overtures (that we can get

on) of your Venus Mercury on my MC opposed to your Moon on my IC, (logic and emotion at loggerheads), everything conflated and all

brought together by your Pluto at the midpoint of one or the other ends of all your oppositions and smack on my Pluto, which, responding

to the way you "Saturn my Mars", is saying "get off me!" as loudly and clearly as it can.

If we add your Ceres to the mix, which is at 17 Leo, then there are no less than seven planets, both your lights, both your inner planets,

and Mars and Saturn all bundled on or opposite your Pluto m Ceres at their midpoint, with your Moon applying to Pluto.

Your main outlet for your Pluto is that sextile to your rising Neptune in Libra, lying just beneath your Virgo Ascendant, which disguises your

intention to others, beneath a helpful, bookish manner. With five planets in air signs you find it easy to communicate and spread your

Neptunian persona, it is a grand trine by element , not aspect, but like most grand trines it shows a habitual pattern of escapism, almost

effortless for you now. But it is a mixed blessing, for like most grand trines, it is a closed circle, a habit pattern that repeats and doubtless

has repeated throughout your life and career.

As you point out, it takes two to start a quarrel. And you've certainly been in many. I don't think it coincidence Waybread, and I can feel

through my chart the dynamics of your chart and any astrologer worth their salt will see how Neptune's escapist tendencies will come to

the fore in your first house , especially as a part of a grand trine. You could use your chart more constructively than being one half of

numerous quarrels, and jumping between the intimidator and the victim. Between Pluto and Neptune.

Why don't you apply your astrological knowledge to your own chart and behaviour? You don't have to get into quarrels if you don't want

to. You could even take your own advice and just ignore any posts you don't like.

 

So this post is exactly why you are now back on my personal ignore list.

 

You haven't absorbed anything I wrote, so there is no basis for continuing a discussion with you, about my

horoscope, or anything else.

 

Just please re-read astro_rose's earlier post on gaslighting.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #373 - on: 11.07.2019 at 04:09 [UT+1] »

 

Penguin Trauma, Jen, Desiree, and Tara:  I greatly appreciate your posts 324, 327, 331, and 347.  

 

Desiree, you wrote to AS:

 

Quote:

Waybread must feel attacked and haunted by your warlord (Mars) her bounderies (Saturn) stepped on, her dogmas, rules, regulations,

conservatism (Saturn) all blown out of the sky by your active and agressive (Mars) reactions.

You have to agree that she must feel very threatened by your Mars.

 

I actually don't feel threatened by Afternoon Sun.  Irritated or annoyed, probably.  I don't see how he could

realistically threaten me.  

 

Some of the reason is that during my life, I had to stand up to bullies who happened to be in a supervisory

relationship with me.  Some of them were truly out to destroy my career and to get me to resign throough

some pretty under-handed methods.  I had all the evidence to prove it.  In one instance, via a carefully

documented human rights complaint (sexual harassment and discrimination) that I submitted to my provincial

human rights board.  (The supervisors quietly settled, agreeing to every redress I asked for, rather than letting

the case go to a tribunal.)

 

I don't know if this is my NN in Aries in the 8th, or sun opposite Pluto, or just what.  

 

Because my husband and I enjoy camping in the wilder places, we've also been in a couple of situations that

were life-threatening.  (Getting stranded by a major flash-flood in a desert canyon, paddling the canoe in

squalls on windy lakes.)  Not to mention an auto accident where we might have been killed.

 

Compared to these sorts of things, a squabble with an anonymous bloke in Australia just doesn't come close to

more important "battles" that actually had a lot riding on them.  Frankly I am finding Afternoon Sun's

responses to be predictable.  If I suggest he really think about something or not go down a certain pathway, it's

entirely certain that the opposite is exactly what he'll do-- I suppose to show me who wears the pants on this

forum.

 

Zen Ten-- Unfortunately I've concluded that it is not possible for me to explain anything to you.  I've tried

repeatedly. So your flaming posts (along with Phoebe's) are on my personal "ignore" list.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #374 - on: 11.07.2019 at 06:17 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Waybread on 11.07.2019 at 04:04 [UT+1]:

Quote from Afternoon Sun on 10.07.2019 at 08:40 [UT+1]:

What are you so fearful of Waybread? Which face do we see now? The intimidator revealing herself? Or the victim planning

to garner forum support ? How many times have you done this to people?

Shall we partake of some afternoon bread?

Here is your Saturn on my Mars (my chart ruler) attempting to suppress my Mars, while at the same time your Mars is

opposing mine initiating an attack , but under the guise of innocence - your rising Neptune in Libra that you use to confuse

others about your intent. Are you pretending you don't know what you do?

Your Sun opposes my Saturn, I expect you also feel restricted by my saturn despite your flirty contradictory overtures

(that we can get on) of your Venus Mercury on my MC opposed to your Moon on my IC, (logic and emotion at

loggerheads), everything conflated and all brought together by your Pluto at the midpoint of one or the other ends of all

your oppositions and smack on my Pluto, which, responding to the way you "Saturn my Mars", is saying "get off me!" as

loudly and clearly as it can.

If we add your Ceres to the mix, which is at 17 Leo, then there are no less than seven planets, both your lights, both your

inner planets, and Mars and Saturn all bundled on or opposite your Pluto m Ceres at their midpoint, with your Moon

applying to Pluto.

Your main outlet for your Pluto is that sextile to your rising Neptune in Libra, lying just beneath your Virgo Ascendant,

which disguises your intention to others, beneath a helpful, bookish manner. With five planets in air signs you find it easy

to communicate and spread your Neptunian persona, it is a grand trine by element , not aspect, but like most grand trines

it shows a habitual pattern of escapism, almost effortless for you now. But it is a mixed blessing, for like most grand

trines, it is a closed circle, a habit pattern that repeats and doubtless has repeated throughout your life and career.

As you point out, it takes two to start a quarrel. And you've certainly been in many. I don't think it coincidence Waybread,

and I can feel through my chart the dynamics of your chart and any astrologer worth their salt will see how Neptune's

escapist tendencies will come to the fore in your first house , especially as a part of a grand trine. You could use your chart

more constructively than being one half of numerous quarrels, and jumping between the intimidator and the victim.

Between Pluto and Neptune.

Why don't you apply your astrological knowledge to your own chart and behaviour? You don't have to get into quarrels if

you don't want to. You could even take your own advice and just ignore any posts you don't like.

So this post is exactly why you are now back on my personal ignore list.

 

 

Consider this an accomplishment Afternoon Sun, though it's a shame it must come to a thread as extreme as

this for Waybread to understand - in this day and age - that "no" means "no". Which is to say, an understanding

of the multi-dynamics in play between Mercury-Mars-Saturn-Pluto that requires emotional intelligence.

 

Since her ignore list has grown considerably, just as her place on the ignore lists of others has, wish her luck as

she is forced to seek out others more willing to debate her so she may get her "mental juices flowing"

 

.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #375 - on: 11.07.2019 at 07:57 [UT+1] »

 

ZenTen,

yes we used to be astro-pals. We did talk (C) about other members.  There are some about who I have

changed my opinion (C) a lot in the mean time and have a much more positve impression of now. Honestly I

thought a lot of you for a long time until I realised very reluctantly how coldhearted and cruel you treat people

who disagree with you in the threads (C) IMO. It give me pain everytime when I am reading such a response.

 

And remember what you said about a Teddybear. That was a big fat lie (I).  I do not apprreciate it to be lied

to.

 

I find all of it rather sad and take no pleasure from it at all.   To break with someone who one considered a

friend is agonizing.  

 

 

In two days Tr. mars will have left the square to uranus. I wouldn't be surprised if this thread isn't that busy

anymore from then on.

Is anyone still doubting that Solar Eclipses do work? Just look at this thread. Btw. I noticed that they usually

already show their effect a few days earlier.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #376 - on: 11.07.2019 at 08:48 [UT+1] »

 

ZenTen, yes I only noticed it yesterday, the CEe square BDb exact.  

 

I also noted what you mentioned about Na stationing retrograde and how it may open wounds and cause

people to attack others instead of dealing with their own wounds, I found that quite interesting actually (in

terms of in general, also outside the forum)

 

I also mentioned that the C retrograde will be contained entirely in the forums 12H,  which as Tara mentioned

about the effects of the Solar eclipse, that was also in the 12H too.  

 

In d too so it IS personal. And about the past (d). C retrograde will go back into d soon too, so maybe a

review or looking in hindsight of where and when or what we have taken personally. Narrowing (G) it down to a

main issue (N) or wound.  

 

Lastly and most pivotal, there are NO planets in Air signs for the entire month!!

 

Only except the B for a couple of days or so as it travels around the signs - ruling planet of both the Eclipse

and soon-to-be Cd. Currently now in h though.  

 

No Air signs, no objectivity, it adds to the personal and subjective element of both the dSE, Ce/d
Retrograde, and Na retrograde combined. It would take an extreme effort to see things from a rational point

of view, as it's so clouded by current transits and no Air.  

 

(The above is also intended as a general write up - like how I do in the in-depth section - as well as applicable

on this thread)

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #377 - on: 11.07.2019 at 08:59 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 11.07.2019 at 08:48 [UT+1]:

ZenTen, yes I only noticed it yesterday, the CEe square BDb exact.

I also noted what you mentioned about Na stationing retrograde and how it may open wounds and cause people to attack others instead

of dealing with their own wounds, I found that quite interesting actually (in terms of in general, outside the forum)

I also mentioned that the C retrograde will be contained entirely in the forums 12H, which as Tara mentioned about the effects of the

Solar eclipse, that was also in the 12H too.

In d too so it IS personal. And about the past (d). C retrograde will go back into d soon too, so maybe a review or looking in

hindsight of where and when or what we have taken personally. Narrowing (G) it down to a main issue (N) or wound.

Lastly and most pivotal, there are NO planets in Air signs for the entire month!!

Only except the B for a couple of days or so - ruling planet of both the Eclipse and soon-to-be Cd. Currently now in h though.

No Air signs, no objectivity, it adds to the personal and subjective element of both the dSE, Ce/d Retrograde, and Na retrograde

combined. It would take an extreme effort to see things from a rational point of view, as it's so clouded by current transits and no Air.

(The above is also intended as a general write up - like how I do in the in-depth section - as well as applicable on this thread)

 

Yes, both Mercury & Mars transit conjunct natal 12th house Mercury in Leo which is conjunct my Leo South

Node by 0 degree's.

True to the SN's expression, not working on it gives us a huge problem in life, anything conjunct SN is powerful

but karma has it that we have used all the credit we can in a previous life, so for me and as i extended in this

thread. Ego is a big issue.

https://astroarena12.blogspot.com/2016/08/planets-conjunct-south-node.html

 

With Chiron in Aries, it could not be any more relevant also.

 

 

Thank you for keeping the thread up to date with current transits, it helps to give a larger view of things. 
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #378 - on: 11.07.2019 at 10:06 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Penguin Trauma on 11.07.2019 at 08:48 [UT+1]:

ZenTen, yes I only noticed it yesterday, the CEe square BDb exact.

I also noted what you mentioned about Na stationing retrograde and how it may open wounds and cause people to attack others instead

of dealing with their own wounds, I found that quite interesting actually (in terms of in general, also outside the forum)

I also mentioned that the C retrograde will be contained entirely in the forums 12H, which as Tara mentioned about the effects of the

Solar eclipse, that was also in the 12H too.

In d too so it IS personal. And about the past (d). C retrograde will go back into d soon too, so maybe a review or looking in

hindsight of where and when or what we have taken personally. Narrowing (G) it down to a main issue (N) or wound.

Lastly and most pivotal, there are NO planets in Air signs for the entire month!!

Only except the B for a couple of days or so as it travels around the signs - ruling planet of both the Eclipse and soon-to-be Cd.

Currently now in h though.

No Air signs, no objectivity, it adds to the personal and subjective element of both the dSE, Ce/d Retrograde, and Na retrograde

combined. It would take an extreme effort to see things from a rational point of view, as it's so clouded by current transits and no Air.

(The above is also intended as a general write up - like how I do in the in-depth section - as well as applicable on this thread)

 

But.... how many threads are active at the moment? And in how many is a fight going on?  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #379 - on: 11.07.2019 at 10:12 [UT+1] »

 

Waybread, I think a lot of the misunderstandings or conflics on the forum are connected with Mercury.

Basically a internetforum is Merc: we make contact, talk, think, write and combine info.  

Merc is neutral so the subject – in our case astrology – of our talks are with another planet – in our forum

Uranus.

You have Merc in Aquarius. The mental Merc feels very comfortable in this sign. He can live out his need for

thinking, analyzing and organizing in a logical and systematic way. You like to exchange all sorts of theories and

ideas with others, but you regularly run into illogical and irrational impulses.

You take words literally, like the dictionary intended them.  

I, however, have Merc in Pisces. Words or thoughts always have an emotional charge for me. I often do not take

a story literally, but respond to the undercurrent, the atmosphere in which something is said etc.  

If I write that your bounderies, conservatism, rules and regulations (Saurn) must feel threatened I don’t mean

you are scared AS jumps through your screen to hit you with a black eye. What I mean is that behind irritation,

anger etc always lies a feeling of threat. Especially when Saturn is concerned!  

 

If I read you on the forum, I always have to switch a more logic and theoretical modes. Of course I fail all the

time but it is a good thing we have each others charts on the forum so we can understand where we are coming

from.  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #380 - on: 11.07.2019 at 10:49 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 11.07.2019 at 07:57 [UT+1]:

Is anyone still doubting that Solar Eclipses do work? Just look at this thread. Btw. I noticed that they usually already show their effect a

few days earlier.

I do!    

But, I think you are not surprised about that.  

This is one thread in many, one forum in millions… we can not use mundane aspects or eclipses to explain the

fight here.

On top of that there is always one thread at least where there is bullying, with or without hard aspects to the

forum chart, eclipses or whatever.

As long as I read and write on the English section there always were certain people who like to insult,

manipulate and bully others.  

And we can not blame transits, eclipses or aspects in general! That is bit easy.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #381 - on: 11.07.2019 at 12:08 [UT+1] »

 

Wow, wow, wow, Penguin.  What you post makes even more sense why people were so 'triggered' by this

thread about E anger.  No objectivity with lack of AIR!  

Thanks for pointing that out.

 

It's very much a C RX re-visit of past N wounds/hurts.  Instead of approaching this as a time to heal, to look

at their own E anger, people J projected their pain onto others because ECe concerns the A ego and

people took it upon themselves to validate how 'special' they are whilst attacking others.  No self-evaluation of

how E anger works in their charts.   

 

I came across a very good article about how E energy works in connection with hard G aspects.  Here is a

sample.

Unless your natal Mars or Saturn happens to be well placed (in Capricorn, for example), hard aspects

between them tend to be experienced in their shadow form, at least in the beginning.

 

This is why it's important to understand how the shadow aspects of planets operate.  To deny this is simply

dismissing astrology if one only focuses on the 'good'.  We must learn to integrate our shadow aspects

otherwise, they are J projected outwards.  E l in hard aspect to G is particularly difficult as I remains

hidden, unconscious.  The native may not even understand that their will or anger, both represented by E is

operating below the surface.

In their shadow form, Saturn suppresses Mars, and Mars wounds Saturn.  As a result, Mars conjunct,

square or opposition Saturn could be experienced as negative expressions of masculine principle. In

early life, this tends to manifest as father wounds.

 

The entire thread was derailed from its original intention so it's good to go back to Astrology 101 & for people

to at least study how E anger works in their own charts.  Not only will it bring them more peace, it will bring

peace to those they interact with on a daily basis, both on the internet & in their own lives.  We all have work

that we must do ourselves if we are to ever grow emotionally. 

 

https://hniizato.com/mars-saturn-conjunct-square-opposition/

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #382 - on: 11.07.2019 at 12:14 [UT+1] »

 

CV - I think you'll love this, someone sent it to me as they know I love John Lennon.  

 

https://youtu.be/RpALhy06_Uo

 

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #383 - on: 11.07.2019 at 15:05 [UT+1] »

 

Follow up with this Lennon song. https://youtu.be/0yU0JuE1jTk
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #384 - on: 11.07.2019 at 15:11 [UT+1] »

 

What about the meaning of RxeC nor eE, it's archetypes? Writing down a weathering report of these

transits is half the battle. Perhaps a list of sabian/kozminsky symbols would help? I think Penguin did it at the

in-depth section and they were insightful. Why not here?  

 

My lE (11 degrees)

11º Pisces: A dog running amongst some children playing on the seashore.

 

Denotes one of sagacious mind, very faithful when trust is given, and active in the carrying out of any mission

he is entrusted with. There is determination in the character, and the external appearance betrays but little the

feelings and emotions. He acts with caution, craft, and confidence, and is generally friendly. It is a symbol of

Alertness.

 

Positive affirmation to my E: I am caring, I am faithful, I am creative (in my 5th house), I am determined

(EqA). I am strong hJpE, I love my lE, so it be.  

 

When RxeC m my e SN in the 10th

 

11º Leo: A troop of old barbarian soldiers carrying off struggling women.

 

Denotes one over whom the wild senses strive for mastery, whose philosophy of force crumbles before what is

truly real. The time may come when he will be forced to pause, when he will be made to see the uselessness of

it all, and how strangely things are mirrored in the world of illusion. He must strive lest he become the slave of

his lower self and the inducer of his own dangers. It is a symbol of Indulgence.

 

Interesting, so an intuitive/energy healer who I saw once a year for 5 years did a body energy work on me one

time and her spirit guide told me that it was best to listen to the song IMAGINE by John Lennon to help my

"soul" who has been feeling sad about the world. At the time I was confuse because my favorite song at the

time was "Pure White" by Joe Hisaishi. But looking at this symbol, I wonder if my philosophies, my religions,

my social constructs, will just be useless in time and are indulging illusions after-all? Such man-made

philosophies can divide oneself. Why am I forcing myself to cling to them? Imagine highlights what divide and

separate us.

 

The psychic posted this on her website channeled by her guide.

 

Letting go can be the hardest part, but maybe the best part. Bless you.

I want to see her again for a reading, but my "soul" isn't ready right now.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #385 - on: 11.07.2019 at 15:44 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Desiree on 11.07.2019 at 10:49 [UT+1]:

Quote from ~Tara~ on 11.07.2019 at 07:57 [UT+1]:

Is anyone still doubting that Solar Eclipses do work? Just look at this thread. Btw. I noticed that they usually already show

their effect a few days earlier.

I do! 

But, I think you are not surprised about that. 

This is one thread in many, one forum in millions… we can not use mundane aspects or eclipses to explain the fight here.

On top of that there is always one thread at least where there is bullying, with or without hard aspects to the forum chart, eclipses or

whatever.

As long as I read and write on the English section there always were certain people who like to insult, manipulate and bully others.

And we can not blame transits, eclipses or aspects in general! That is bit easy.

 

Hi Desiree,

 

no I am not surprised. After posting I thought for a moment: Oh dear, now I will run into trouble with Desiree.

 

The way I see it is that Solar eclipses are New Moons on steroid. Most astrologers will acknowledge that New

Moons are important and having the nodes close to them gives them something extra.

 

Now how Solar Eclipses exactly work and  to which extent is something that I haven't figured out yet but I am

convinced that there is something to them.

 

Two examples:

 

A while back there was a SE right on the sun of Israel opposite the sun of Palestine. Out of nowhere there

started a little war there. Yes you probably tell me that they are fighting often etc. But it was really eerie.

Before the SE there was nothing going on there for a while and then right at the time of the SE things got

really wild.

 

Another example: the Solar Eclipse of 9th of july 1945

I read that one astrologer called this the cold war Eclipse because it happened after WW2 had just finished.

There is a close conjunction between saturn and BA (around 2°). I got curious and did some research. I read

that the hight of the cold war was a period of several days during the cuban missile crisis in october 1962. The

end of it was on the 28th of october. I moved the SE forward by secondary progressions. On the 28th of

october 62 progr. Saturn was conjunct BA of the SE chart exact to the minute! Imagine Saturn progressing

very slowly over a period of 17 years and then being exact on the worst day of the cold war. 2 days earlier and

one day later Saturn isn't exact anymore to the minute. That is too much coincidence for me.

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuban_Missile_Crisis

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #386 - on: 11.07.2019 at 16:22 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ZenTen on 11.07.2019 at 12:14 [UT+1]:

CV - I think you'll love this, someone sent it to me as they know I love John Lennon.

https://youtu.be/RpALhy06_Uo

 

Thank you!

 

Also for Erich, thank you too! 

 

I managed to get a big book on psychology today and a thick book on Bruce Lee..

 

Luck is not even what i can say what is happening for me right now, but perhaps it's just a miracle...  

I want to cry i am so happy.  

 

Away with the past, onwards and forever!

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #387 - on: 11.07.2019 at 16:26 [UT+1] »

 

You're welcome, CV, you're a right good bloke!
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #388 - on: 11.07.2019 at 17:11 [UT+1] »

 

 

Carl Jung - General Aspects of Dream Psychology

Paragraph 507

 

Quote:

All the contents of our unconscious are constantly being projected into our surroundings

Just as we tend to assume that the world is as we see it, we naïvely suppose that people are as we imagine them to be. . . .

All the contents of our unconscious are constantly being projected into our surroundings, and it is only by recognizing certain properties of

the objects as projections or imagos that we are able to distinguish them from the real properties of the objects. . .

Cum grano salis, we always see our own unavowed mistakes in our opponent.

Excellent examples of this are to be found in all personal quarrels.

Unless we are possessed of an unusual degree of self-awareness we shall never see through our projections but must always succumb to

them, because the mind in its natural state presupposes the existence of such projections.

It is the natural and given thing for unconscious contents to be projected.

 

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #389 - on: 11.07.2019 at 17:53 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 11.07.2019 at 17:11 [UT+1]:

Carl Jung - General Aspects of Dream Psychology

Paragraph 507

Quote:

All the contents of our unconscious are constantly being projected into our surroundings

Just as we tend to assume that the world is as we see it, we naïvely suppose that people are as we imagine them to be. .

. .

All the contents of our unconscious are constantly being projected into our surroundings, and it is only by recognizing

certain properties of the objects as projections or imagos that we are able to distinguish them from the real properties of

the objects. . .

Cum grano salis, we always see our own unavowed mistakes in our opponent.

Excellent examples of this are to be found in all personal quarrels.

Unless we are possessed of an unusual degree of self-awareness we shall never see through our projections but must

always succumb to them, because the mind in its natural state presupposes the existence of such projections.

It is the natural and given thing for unconscious contents to be projected.

 

I agree that people do project a lot onto others and it is a good thing to know about this phenomenon and to

do some selfreflection but this article from Jung seems to imply that there is only projection and the other

person can never be seen objectively. I find that too extreme.

 

For example let's take psychologists and psychiatrists who have to examine patients. They have checklists etc.

for certain disorders. If everyone would only project their own stuff onto others all the time by nature these

professionals would not be able to do any proper work.

 

Apart from that there are many more psychological defense mechanism other than projection like identification,

repression, rationalization, regression, sublimation etc.

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defence_mechanisms
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #390 - on: 11.07.2019 at 23:11 [UT+1] »

 

Beautiful song Erich, thank you.  We need more John Lennon types in this world.

 

Wow, CV, So HAPPY for you.  Sometimes life can be good.  I'm getting some pretty good Divine downloads

myself.  I finished off a project & brought a binder to present it nicely tomorrow.  They promised me a $100

bonus on top of what they are paying me....just because they know I went over what they required of me.  I'll

now have the money to start looking around for a new place to live but I'll take my time & not sign anything

until C is direct! 

 

But my brother seems to be having some kind of emotional meltdown.  He was fine when I saw him a little

while back but I got numerous texts, messages from him & I only read a couple as I'm busy.  He's emailing his

boss & telling him what a rotten boss he is & how he favors one person over enough.  OMG, he's going to get

fired but it's clear he's having some kind of breakdown so they'll likely put him on short term disability.  EC
taking place in his h 12 m AC! 

He's also born with a hard E e n G k and has terrible outbursts of anger but he had it under control until

now. 

Once again CV, congratulations, you deserve all the good that comes your way. 

 

 

Quote from Erich on 11.07.2019 at 15:05 [UT+1]:

Follow up with this Lennon song. https://youtu.be/0yU0JuE1jTk

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #391 - on: 11.07.2019 at 23:27 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 11.07.2019 at 16:22 [UT+1]:

Away with the past, onwards and forever!

 

The Serpent sheds its skin just as the moon sheds its shadow to be reborn.

 

Very Scorpio  

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #392 - on: 12.07.2019 at 02:46 [UT+1] »

 

Anger is 3rd chakra outlet. Everyone has anger when they feel out of touch with themselves, and anger is like

poop in that it's not bad per say, but it shouldn't linger in your system overly long either.

 

The expressions of anger and how much the person is involved with self-esteem and anger-related things, those

are what you can see in chart.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #393 - on: 12.07.2019 at 04:17 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Desiree on 11.07.2019 at 10:12 [UT+1]:

Waybread, I think a lot of the misunderstandings or conflics on the forum are connected with Mercury.

Basically a internetforum is Merc: we make contact, talk, think, write and combine info.

Merc is neutral so the subject – in our case astrology – of our talks are with another planet – in our forum Uranus.

You have Merc in Aquarius. The mental Merc feels very comfortable in this sign. He can live out his need for thinking, analyzing and

organizing in a logical and systematic way. You like to exchange all sorts of theories and ideas with others, but you regularly run into

illogical and irrational impulses.

You take words literally, like the dictionary intended them.

I, however, have Merc in Pisces. Words or thoughts always have an emotional charge for me. I often do not take a story literally, but

respond to the undercurrent, the atmosphere in which something is said etc.

If I write that your bounderies, conservatism, rules and regulations (Saurn) must feel threatened I don’t mean you are scared AS jumps

through your screen to hit you with a black eye. What I mean is that behind irritation, anger etc always lies a feeling of threat. Especially

when Saturn is concerned!

If I read you on the forum, I always have to switch a more logic and theoretical modes. Of course I fail all the time but it is a good thing

we have each others charts on the forum so we can understand where we are coming from. 

 

Desiree, thanks.    I think an internet forum is very Mercurial, or perhaps Mercury is like the narrow neck of a

bottle, through which the bottle's mix of ingredients must pour.  But I also increasingly think Uranus is

involved, because it rules things electronic and futuristic.  Uranus is not a personal planet, it is not warm and

fuzzy.  It rules sudden upsets.

 

Possibly I come across as too defensive, which in a way, is a response to a perceived threat.  On the other hand,

I view the level of threat on this forum to be so minor, even trivial; compared to the real threats that millions

of people face. that it is hard to take the attacks so seriously.  For example, I don't live in a war zone, with

bombs dropping on my house, thank goodness.

 

I also very much appreciate your style of debate.  For example, on a past thread, we expressed different

opinions, across multiple posts, on out-of-sign aspects.  We didn't attack each other personally, even though we

didn't convince one another of our different perspectives.  I think this is as it should be.  
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #394 - on: 12.07.2019 at 04:49 [UT+1] »

 

Just some further reflections on Mars.....

 

It rules anger, but also athletes, soldiers, surgeons, cutting instruments, and hot spicy foods!  Mars is one's

assertiveness and natural aggression.

 

Everyone has Mars in their chart.  We can't escape it.  There is no point in trying to suppress and deny it.  Mars

doesn't simply go away in a horoscope just because someone thinks anger is bad and wrong.  If not expressed

openly, Mars will come out in covert or passive-aggressive ways.  It will scapegoat, in classical Jungian style.

 [Typcially, as: "I'm fine, but you have a problem."]

 

So anyone here who thinks he or she can virtuously rise above petty, ego-driven anger might wonder why s/he

attracts people who seem (or objectively are) angry.  It is because Mars must "out" in some fashion.  It is all

very well to focus on serenity in one's life, but one's natal Mars still needs an outlet.

 

As human beings,  I don't think we are meant to sanitize or denature Mars too far.  There is a much bigger cost

than squabbling for vacuuming all the Mars out of one's life and spraying it onto somebody else.  And that is

living a life without courage, without a spirit of adventure, and and without passion.

 

This is admittedly a very western way of looking at Mars, but if we don't express courage and passion in our

lives, we adopt a very vanilla-and-white bread life where courage and passion belong to other people-- just as

surely as we blame other people for their perceived negative anger.  Maybe then, in our calm lives, courage and

passion belong to sports heroes, to social activists, or to wilderness adventurers.  This is psychological

projection just as much as the Jungian shadow is.

 

So just a question to anyone here:  what do you do to express Mars in a positive way in your life?  What was

your last adventure?  What are you passionate about?  What gets your blood stirring? (beyond the bedroom.)

 Where do you push the envelope of safe respectability?

 

Because if the main outlet for one's Mars is sniping at a stranger on an internet forum (including via the ironic

ploy of condemning someone else for being angry) we are looking at a caged Mars, rattling the bars and

screaming to be let out so that it can DO SOMETHING.  

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #395 - on: 12.07.2019 at 07:56 [UT+1] »

 

Mars is also the courage to express yourself and let your opinion be heard.  

 

You may face ridicule and anger directed your way, but you've stood your ground and spoke your conscience,

and let it be known that  there are other voices to consider and yours deserves to be heard just as much as

anyone else's.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #396 - on: 12.07.2019 at 08:02 [UT+1] »

 

My daughter says that I love to fight windmills, Waybread, like Don Quichotte.  

I like to have a ‘project’ to focus my anger on…  

 

A few years ago an overactive politician in my city, working on his cv to become minister or something, planned

a ‘fast tram’, a sort of train, running through the city center.  

I live in one of the most beautiful historical cities of the Netherlands, Leiden, with a very old university you

probably have heard of.

Leiden also has the most densely built up city centers of the whole country. There is simply no place for a

hiddious tram/train, nobody needed it and it was provably dangerous for byke riding children. And as you

know, we are a byke riding nation.

I started writting (Mars square Merc) on the internet and to the local newspaper. All my letters were printed (to

my surprise) with arguments why this crazy idea should stop.

(The paper even offered me a free lance job during this proces that I declined)

The politians promissed a booming economy for the city and all kinds of posh shops that were planning to

settle here. I called the management of these shops and asked them if they had such plans… Nobody did. So I

exposed all these lies in the newspaper. It was war! And I loved it!

Because of the overwhelming opposition against the train we did get a referendum and won by a landslide. We

will never have a train in the city centre of Leiden.

 

Last year I organised the neighborhood against the housing corporation who was stealing money from us. We

won.

 

I love to fight for justice and of course I love to win… I am an Sun in Aries from the book.  

But a Sun in another sign with Mars in Sagi in 6, like me, would focus his anger very differently. That is why we

cannot focus on one planet if we search for anger in the chart.

Every personal planet, like Mars is, has to go through the Sun. And that makes all the difference in

the world!  
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #397 - on: 12.07.2019 at 09:33 [UT+1] »

 

This is like the Mars in Taurus... it's what i would do...

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/JusticeServed/comments/cc5thz/he_warned_him/

 

Exceptional patience. He defended his family & himself, Mars had right of way in this situation.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #398 - on: 12.07.2019 at 13:33 [UT+1] »

 

My previous profile picture of my Sicilian ancestor, I found out last night that she had lAmE! Also, this

morning I had an urge to listen to this song this morning I loved when I was 17 years old (this is so unlike

me), and found out the singer/dancer has lE!

 

This song gave me so much strength!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INm0kA4WpkQ  

 

Quote:

Just a question to anyone here: what do you do to express Mars in a positive way in your life? What was your last adventure? What are

you passionate about? What gets your blood stirring? (beyond the bedroom.) Where do you push the envelope of safe respectability?

 

My tropical E is in the 5th of recreational activities so going to the movies is my main thing right now. Next

week, I'm going to see the new Lion King movie. I can't wait to watch the new Joker movie and the last Star

Wars trilogy this December. I love the character Rey, and OMG...just looked up Daisy Ridley birth chart and she

has lE!!! Movies matter a lot to me. I learn a lot from them.  

 

I'm passionate about learning different faiths/religions/philosophy thanks to my EpF (9th), when I go to the

library (9th house), I always go to the astrology/spiritual sections. I want to tap more into my creativity by

connecting African practices and today I'm grabbing herbs and other essentials to do a certain cleansing

tonight. I can't really meditate as my lE in my navamsha (D-9) chart is in the 12th so I will be restless so

walking works best for me, walking near water.  

 

My last adventure was going to a Jazz festival with my sister. It was fun.  

 

Creating matters right now, to understand my power, my strength, I have to create. I'm on a journey with this,

being adventurous. Thanks for the question Way-bread, it helps me reflect more on my E in a positive light.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #399 - on: 12.07.2019 at 13:53 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 12.07.2019 at 09:33 [UT+1]:

This is like the Mars in Taurus... it's what i would do...

https://www.reddit.com/r/JusticeServed/comments/cc5thz/he_warned_him/

Exceptional patience. He defended his family & himself, Mars had right of way in this situation.

 

Remarkable restraint showed by the dad.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #400 - on: 12.07.2019 at 13:55 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Code_Veronica on 12.07.2019 at 09:33 [UT+1]:

This is like the Mars in Taurus... it's what i would do...

https://www.reddit.com/r/JusticeServed/comments/cc5thz/he_warned_him/

Exceptional patience. He defended his family & himself, Mars had right of way in this situation.

 

 

Remarkable restraint shown by the dad.

  

  IP Logged
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #401 - on: 12.07.2019 at 14:21 [UT+1] »

 

Thanks for the reminder about the importance  about the sun, Desiree. Reading your post I though you

probably have your sun in the 4th quadrant.  Looking at your chart it turns out to be true.  

With the sun in your 11th house you join or lead groups that want to improve society.  

Your Jupiter in c in the 12th house wants to educate the public by spreading knowledge and mars in i in the

6th house looks like a rather busy mars to me. Always doing something.

 

My sun is in the 9th house. What I invest my time in usually ends up having something to do with trying to

figure out how the world works (getting the bigger picture).  

 

When Tr. Pluto moved through my 12th house i did a lot for society too but usually I am not very outward

orientated.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #402 - on: 13.07.2019 at 04:30 [UT+1] »

 

Good for you Desiree!  astro_rose, that music video should get everyone's blood pumping.

 

The good Mars!

 

Thanks, Erich.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #403 - on: 13.07.2019 at 08:10 [UT+1] »

 

You're welcome. You inspired me, Waybread!

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #404 - on: 13.07.2019 at 09:13 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 12.07.2019 at 14:21 [UT+1]:

Thanks for the reminder about the importance about the sun, Desiree. Reading your post I though you probably have your sun in the 4th

quadrant. Looking at your chart it turns out to be true.

With the sun in your 11th house you join or lead groups that want to improve society.

Good points, Tara.  

However, in this thread/group you took the lead, improving the atmosphere extensively!

Maybe your lord 11 does something with ‘justice’…  

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 12.07.2019 at 14:21 [UT+1]:

Your Jupiter in c in the 12th house wants to educate the public by spreading knowledge and mars in i in the 6th house looks like a

rather busy mars to me. Always doing something.

Yes, I was and am my whole life a workaholic.  

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #405 - on: 13.07.2019 at 10:54 [UT+1] »

 

Quote:

Maybe your lord 11 does something with ‘justice’…

 

Interesting. Lord of my 11th house is Jupiter.   

 

Quote:

Yes, I was and am my whole life a workaholic.

 

Wow. Some things can be seen very easily in a chart. Mars in i is usually moving around a lot, not being still

for long. I observed that about my mother.

I think in the 6th house it wants to do something useful, trying to help, improving something, spending ones

time useful etc..    

I am not surprised to hear that you are a workaholic.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #406 - on: 13.07.2019 at 13:12 [UT+1] »

 

Just found this which while not astrological can pinpoint to where our anger - mars gets triggered for us

https://tinybuddha.com/blog/why-some-things-trigger-you-emotionally-and-others-d

ont/?utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Why+some+things+trig

ger+you+emotionally+%28and+more%29&utm_campaign=TB+Weekly+2018

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #407 - on: 13.07.2019 at 13:31 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from wanderribee on 13.07.2019 at 13:12 [UT+1]:

Just found this which while not astrological can pinpoint to where our anger - mars gets triggered for us

https://tinybuddha.com/blog/why-some-things-trigger-you-emotionally-and-others-d

ont/?utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Why+some+things+trig

ger+you+emotionally+%28and+more%29&utm_campaign=TB+Weekly+2018

 

Good link!

 

***

 

Also worth reading from the same blog:

 

https://tinybuddha.com/blog/confrontation-can-be-hard-but-its-worth-it/

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #408 - on: 14.07.2019 at 13:14 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from p twelve on 24.06.2019 at 14:46 [UT+1]:

Mars in general.

Everyone has the right to feel angry, but the point is to express it without hurting others or yourself.

That takes practice, but the key is to remember to be assertive, not aggressive!

p12

 

I like very much this answer.  

 

Anger is a natural and necessary emotion, it's good to feel anger, it points what makes you feel disrespect and

injustice

But the way to express itself is the key.  
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #409 - on: 14.07.2019 at 14:10 [UT+1] »

 

This is the internet. It's great that there are helpful links on anger but at the end of the day we don't know

what's really going on behind someone's computer screen. Anger should certainly be expressed in healthy ways

but anonymity is preventing that to happen on discussion forums. To be clear cut, this thread is an example of

cyber-bullying and harassment and many posts (including mine) should have NEVER been tolerated. If the

moderators deleted flaming posts maybe a message would have been sent clearly on our actions but they did

nothing. I'm glad this thread had simmer down, but apart from astrology, it will happen again. The best actions

is to know what you can tolerate or not. Everyone has a right to peace. For future references:

 

What can you do if someone is publicly harassing you (in a discussion group or chat situation)?

In a discussion group:

 

Keep a log of any harassing activity. (i.e screenshot)

Save all offending communications for evidence, both electronically and in hard copy (print). DO NOT edit them

in any way.

Contact the group's administrator and provide evidence of the harassment. If they fail to respond, stop

participating in the group (i.e., have your e-mail removed from the group's distribution list).

 

Ways To Prevent Cyber Harassment

 

To prevent cyber harassment, you need to identify the person responsible and report them to the online

platform and police. Instructing them to stop will not be enough.

 

Message the person telling them to stop and then report them to the authorities. (know your cyber-harassment

laws in your state or country)

Privatize your accounts – make sure every single account is private so only close friends and family can access

your information.

Never give out personal information as a status update or in a chat group. Don’t even put it in your “about”

page on social media.  

If someone needs personal information, give them a phone call.

Don’t add people to your friends list if you are unsure of who they are.

Beware of fake accounts. Accounts where someone has no friends or maybe just 5 are probably fake and are

being used to stalk you.

Don’t initiate contact with people who don’t know you.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #410 - on: 14.07.2019 at 19:05 [UT+1] »

 

Thank you for posting this, Astro Rose    I'm glad you have shared that, the more awareness raised on this

matter, the better. Especially for the next generations to come, who will be born into a now online world.  

 

Cyber-bullying can have a detrimental and even devastating effect as much as offline harassment can. I often

used the words 'in real life' - or IRL - to describe the world outside of a screen, but the online world is now just

as equally part of real life as the offline world is.  

 

So I agree there needs to be rules set, agreed etiquettes, and responsibility taken online, and exercising simple

common sense, in the same way we would do offline.  

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #411 - on: 14.07.2019 at 21:29 [UT+1] »

 

Thanks, everyone.

 

Now that the flames have (hopefully) died down, I might mention that they got pretty hot during the recent

transits of Mars squaring my natal Aqua Mercury-Venus and conjunct Leo moon, together with transiting

Uranus in Taurus squaring the lot of them. BCD.  

 

Who says astrology doesn't work?
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #412 - on: 14.07.2019 at 22:52 [UT+1] »

 

My partner and I are both heavy mutable '65-ishers, all packed into 13 - 22 degrees. I've learned to stay out of

each other's way when Mars is Mutable around these degrees... so at least 4 months of the year we don't speak.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #413 - on: 15.07.2019 at 08:58 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from ~Tara~ on 13.07.2019 at 13:31 [UT+1]:

Quote from wanderribee on 13.07.2019 at 13:12 [UT+1]:

Just found this which while not astrological can pinpoint to where our anger - mars gets triggered for us

https://tinybuddha.com/blog/why-some-things-trigger-you-emotionally-and-others-d

ont/?utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Why+some+things+trig

ger+you+emotionally+%28and+more%29&utm_campaign=TB+Weekly+2018

Good link!

***

Also worth reading from the same blog:

https://tinybuddha.com/blog/confrontation-can-be-hard-but-its-worth-it/

I've never had a problem confronting but with CnI oEB my lesson has been to learn how to confront with

civility and whether or not it was going to be constructive. ot good when others are not honest with themselves

let alone the other.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #414 - on: 16.07.2019 at 15:58 [UT+1] »

 

Mars in Fire signs.  Moon in fire or Air.  

 

I have a mars/venus conjunction in Leo (3rd house) and a Gemini Moon.  It is hard for people to believe I am a

Libra sun when I am displeased.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #415 - on: 04.08.2019 at 13:12 [UT+1] »

 

Calling people trolls when they are emotionally troubled, closing threads because people "talk to themselves"

yet the moderators couldn't close this horrendous thread where people were trashing eachother? Astrology has

to be drama filled to keep the traffic going on this forum?

 

Yeah.

 

I'm angry.

 

It's injust!

 

I want answers moderators, why couldn't you close THIS thread and the "one's better life" where I was trashed

also?  

 

I'll wait for an explanation.

 

I'm sorry Jen J. your thread was filled with actual astrology.
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #416 - on: 04.08.2019 at 14:00 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from astro_rose on 04.08.2019 at 13:12 [UT+1]:

Calling people trolls when they are emotionally troubled, closing threads because people "talk to themselves" yet the moderators couldn't

close this horrendous thread where people were trashing eachother? Astrology has to be drama filled to keep the traffic going on this

forum?

Yeah.

I'm angry.

It's injust!

I want answers moderators, why couldn't you close THIS thread and the "one's better life" where I was trashed also?

I'll wait for an explanation.

I'm sorry Jen J. your thread was filled with actual astrology.

 

Astro Rose, you shine within, and that's what matters!!  

No one can close that, or change it, or diminish your light.

Shine on!

 

Jen J

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #417 - on: 04.08.2019 at 17:13 [UT+1] »

 

Perhaps we should aim our consciousness higher than ourselves, help those in real need?

As my beautiful lady mentioned, she would love to express her humanitarian side, as would i (North in Aquarius

6th house)

& healthy Uranus aspects to Moon & Mars & MC.

 

Use that Mars energy for a higher purpose.

 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/

https://www.unicef.org/

https://www.redcross.org/

 

No point manifesting Mars here, it's a forum.

 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #418 - on: 04.08.2019 at 18:59 [UT+1] »

 

I'm joining Amnesty International.

 

Thank you, Code Veronica, for raising the level of discourse...!

 

 

 

p12
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Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #419 - on: 04.08.2019 at 21:24 [UT+1] »

 

You forgot this:  

 

https://amcsupport.org/

 

Which my sister has since birth, which why I take care of her everyday. lE.  

 

Not everyone WANT to care for their disabled loved ones. Some abuse them. Some kill them.

 

So I do help the need. It's close to home. (NN k 4th house)

 

Also, I recall Jen J. expressing her passion on stopping bullfighting and actually protest against it at her

hometown somewhere in Spain.

 

https://support.peta.org/page/1962/petition/1?locale=en-US

 

 

 

So what are you actually doing right now for those in need than listing links?  

 

You're post is filled with egotism and your desire for praise is narcissistic.  

 

For someone like you who wants to "ignore me" for sake of "not getting hurt", stop STALKING my posts.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #420 - on: 05.08.2019 at 01:33 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from Jen J. on 04.08.2019 at 14:00 [UT+1]:

Quote from astro_rose on 04.08.2019 at 13:12 [UT+1]:

Calling people trolls when they are emotionally troubled, closing threads because people "talk to themselves" yet the

moderators couldn't close this horrendous thread where people were trashing eachother? Astrology has to be drama filled to

keep the traffic going on this forum?

Yeah.

I'm angry.

It's injust!

I want answers moderators, why couldn't you close THIS thread and the "one's better life" where I was trashed also?

I'll wait for an explanation.

I'm sorry Jen J. your thread was filled with actual astrology.

Astro Rose, you shine within, and that's what matters!!

No one can close that, or change it, or diminish your light.

Shine on!

Jen J

 

This is beautiful honestly. Thanks. 

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #421 - on: 30.08.2019 at 16:05 [UT+1] »

 

E b 10th H, o C d 1st H,  n I h . Definitely bad tempered, especially at work.

  

  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #422 - on: 30.08.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1] »

 

Ok, I think my anger is between my scorpio moon trine my mars in pisces and the opposition to my sun Jupiter

conjunction
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  IP Logged

Re: Where is anger in a chart?

« Reply #423 - on: 30.08.2019 at 22:31 [UT+1] »

 

Quote from drewman on 30.08.2019 at 21:57 [UT+1]:

Ok, I think my anger is between my scorpio moon trine my mars in pisces and the opposition to my sun Jupiter conjunction

 

Moon helps Mars and vice versa with the trine, you will be able to direct emotions just like the sextile or

conjunction. The conjunction is the combination without filter and can go either way.

The square / opposition have a major time trying to balance emotions.

 

Mars retrograde, that is interesting, how has that played out for you?
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